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A UNIVERSAL TWO-VALVE MIDGET
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY Of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES ?
Whatever your age or experience-whether you are one of the ",old school " or a newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position in the more difficult days of peace-you must
read this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains an:r+ other intensely interesting noster, particulars of B.Sc.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering' Examinations,
outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,

AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
ENGINEERING,
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP,
BUILDING (the great after -war career), R.A.F. MATHEMATICS, MATRICULATION, etc., and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

NO PASS - NO FEE

Vol. 20.

No. 454

VIE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
If you arc earning less than
a week you cannot afford to miss reading "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES-" ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to

write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW - FREE and without
obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, IS & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADINB;rotorrpTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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Practical Wirele;ss

SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SZRVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

PRECISION

No. of

P. J. C.. in's A.O. Superhet 4
F. J. Ca.111111'8 Universal £4 Super het .t

Blueprint.

CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, ed. each.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS

.

1927 Crystal Receiver.'..-

-

The ".Junior" Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS.

All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
..
Beginners' One -salver
.
The Pyramid " One -valuer (BF

93

Two -valve : Blueprint, ls.

" Avo " Instruments by their
simplicity, extreme versatility
and high accuracy, make pos-

Electrical Measuring Instrument
D.C.
I3 -range
A high-grade

which is the essential feature
of profitable servicing and

Hatt Mark CaCiaD,LIaien (RC))
F J. G.mm'S Silver Souv'enir (11F
Pen, ir (row, Fent (All -Wave

Extensively used by radio
manufacturers, service engineers and throughout in-

ance. Supplied in casewith leads,

test prods and crocodile clips.

Universal

AvoMinor

dustry, they set a recognised
standard of accuracy and fine
workmanship by which other
instruments are judged.

Electrical Measuring Instrument
A 22 -range A.C.ID.C. moving

coil precision meter providing
direct readings of A.C. voltage,
voltage, current and
D.C.
resistance. Supplied with leads,
test prods and crocodile clips.

Summit Three (HP; Peliatt. Pen)

All Pentode Three Dv Pen, D

maintenance.

meter providing direct readings
of voltage. current and resist-

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

that economy of time

sible

The D.C. AvoMinor

PW7tia

Selector Battery Three (ll, 110'

-

-

Three)

Sole

Proprietors and Manufacturers :-

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,

LTD.

'Phone : VICtoria 3104-7

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1

liatteuT All -Wave Three (D, 2 LP

The Monitor (HP Pen, D, Pen) .
(RC))

The Tutor Three (HP Pen, D, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, I), P)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,

.

.

Nucleon Clues B Pour (SG, D

Mains Resistances. 660 ohms .3A, tapped 360

(SG), LP, Cl. B)

F,

MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS

GoodMaigs 31in. P.M. Speaker, 15 ohms Voice Coil,
30a.

Rola 61in. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms Voice Coil, 25/-.
Rota Bin. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms Voice Coil, 25/-.
Above speakers are less output transformer.

Pentode Output Transformers, 31 watts, price
each.

10,6
Celestion
or Plessey Pan. P.M. Speakers, 29/6.
Celestion 10in. P.M. Speaker, 49,6.

The above speakers are fitted with output transformers.

.0003 elf.. Differential,

Battery Hall -Mark -4 (HF Peu,

A.me" AllWave 4 (HP Pen, D

4-

10-100 in.,

quiries must be accompanied by
a 21c1. stamp.

52/6.

61111, panel mounting, split knob type 2 -point
on/off, 2/- each. DP on/off, 3/6.
Valve Screens, fbr International and U.S.A. types,

eh

Binocular, 11.5.,

1'2e e a

16.

Resin-coed Solder, 71d. per coil.
Push -Backs Connecting Wire, 214.

VOLUME
CONTROLS
Carbon type, 20,000,

019. each.
Morse. The Premier OscillatOr supplied. complete and 2 meg.,
type, a,000,
with valve, on steel chassis, price 27/6 Practice Carbon
key, 313. TX key, 5:10. Sup'er Key, U. 6. 3 -Henry 10,000, 4}6 seta. Mire
and
Chokes (as used in Oscillator), 10/a High-pitched wound type, 5,000
10,000 ohms, 5 ,6 each.
Buzzer, adjustable note, 1:11 each.

Send for details of other radio
accessories available. All en-

Chromium Collapsible Type Microphone Stand,

per yard.
Sy stoflex Sleeving, 2mm., 216 per doz. yards.
Screened Braided Cable. Single, 1/3 per yard.
Twin. 16 peg yard.

7 -pin Ceramic Chassis Mtg. EngliSh Type Valve Valve Amphenol Octal Chassis Mounting English
holders, International type. 1/3 each.
type, Octal, 1/3 each.
(Amherst 4723)

CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. (Central 2833)

One -valve : Blueprint, Is.

PW17

Two -valve :.Blueprints, is. each:
Melody Ranger Two (D. Trans)..
Full -volume Two (SG dot. Peel..
A Modern Two-valver
Three -valve :.Blueprints, ls. each:
£5 Os. 8.G. 3 (SG, D, Trans)
..
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)..

Selector A.C. Radiogram

PW9e.

Pen)
..
" W.31." (1934 Standard Three

PW18.

1935 66 to, Battery Three (SG:
D, Pen) ..

PW19'

Three -valve : Blueprints. /s. each.
Double -Diode -Triode Three. (HP

Pen, DDT, Pen)
..
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) ..
AC. Three (SG, D, Pen)
..
A.C. Leader (HE Pen, D, pow)

PW23.
PIV25.
PW29
PW350.
PW35B.
PW36A

D.C. Premier (131` Pen, D, Pen)..
Unique (11F Pen, D (Pen), Pen)..
F. J. Gamin's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (DE Pen, D. Pen)

PW50.

" All -Wave " A.G. Threee (D, 2
LF (EC)) .
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (11F Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pen) ..
Mains Record All -Wave 3 (111F
Pen, D, Pen) ..
Fonr-valve : Blueprints Is. each.
A.C. Fury Pour (SG, SG, D, Pen)

PW5-P
P1156

.

AC. Fury Four Super (SO, SO,

Pen) -

Hall -Mark (HP` Pen, D,.,
Push -Pull)
..

(SG,
D, Pen))63
35. Three (SO, D, Trans)

PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
..
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) -.
Minitube Three (00, D, Tram) .
All -wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. ed. each.

65s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)

Self-contained Four (SO, D, LF,

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,

LF, Trans)
£5 5s. Battery Four (Hy, 1), 2LF)
The ILK. Four (SG, SG. D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF, Pen,
HE, Pen, DDT, Pen)

--

F. J. Canun's " Limit All -Wave
Four (HP Pen, D, LF, P)

PW20.

New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LP

PW67.

SITPERHETS

Battery Sets

P1140

-

D.C. £5 Superhet ('three -valve)-

PW52.
PW43.
PW42.

.514 43U.

A W388

-------

kw:492
1131409"

AW412.

AW422.

A11435.
WO19.71

WM327
337

.1111351.
WM354
1124371
W31389

WM393

WM396.
W34400

Main Sets : Blueprints, Is. oath.
lleptode Super Three A.C.

--

W50395'1

WM359.

PORTABLES

Four -valve : Blueprints,' ls. ed. each.
Holiday Portable (50, 1), LF,
Class B)

Tyers Portable (SG D, 2 Trans.)

AW393.

--

AW447
1VM367

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
- One -valve : Blueprints, la. each.
S.W. One -valve for America ..
AW429.
Roma Short -Waver
..
AW452

--

Two -valve a Blueprints, ls. each.
Ultra -short Battery Two (SG, det
Pen)

-7

1131402."
AW440

Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (a,
Trans, Super-regen)
The Cartier Short -waver

6031331

W)1350
1511381.
WM384

WM320
WM344

WM390

Superhet : Blueprint. le. ed.
Simplified Short-wave Super

-

W31383.

-

WM3,97.

AW436

Maim Operated
Two -valve : BluePrints,
each.
Two -valve Maim Short -waver (1),
Pen) A.C.

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
Fora -valve- : Blueprints, Is. ed.

Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
..

AW453*

-

WM352

WM391.

MISCELLANEOUS

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier
(1/6)

Radio Unit (2v.) for 101392 (1/-)
Harris Electrogram artery am..
Plifier (1/-)

-De Luse Concert AC. Eleetre
New Style Short-wave Adapter

-

AW329
1155387.
-

WM392.
WM398.
r

1111399.

tral403.
-

W31388
-

Short-wave Adapter (1a)
BiL.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)

AW403

AW4.38

.

(SO,

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. ed. each,
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
RC. Trans)
Standard Four-valvei Short -waver
(SG, D, LF, P)

AW370

WM404.

Mains Operated,
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each,
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.C.
Economy A.C. Two (D, Tram) A.C.
Three -valve : Blueprints, is, each.
Home Lover's Nose AB -Electric
Three (SG, D, Trans)
Ilantovani A.C. Three (FLP. Pen,

The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Converter (1/')

AW456

WM405.

-

WM406a-

WM408"

WM986.

FREE

AW383.
Wh1374

£15 150. 1936 A.C. Radiogram

All -Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) ..
Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (111`,
Pen D, LF, P)

SUPERELETS

Batten, Sets : Blueprints, ls, ed. each
'Varsity Four
The Request All -Wave)

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

WIL140

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. ed. each.

W.C.2.

Home-made Coil Two (0, Pen) ..

Super -quality Five (2 Mr. WW1,

Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LP

PW47'

AW427
AW44

AW387*

Five -valve : Blueprints, lajd.anieli,

PW70.

PW4O.

..

: Blueprints Is. each.
1,5 Superhet (Three-salve) F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Seta : Blueprints Is. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve)

lir48a?

PW34D

Universal Hall MarkPen,
Pen
(HF
Push -Pull)

Transportable Three (0G, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
Economy Pentode. Three (SG, D,

House, Southampton Street, Strand,

Trans)

B.B.C. Special One-valver

£5 Os. 'Three De Lane Version
(SG, D. Trans) ..
.
.

Send (preferably) a postal order to

cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower

Family Portable (HF, ll, RC,

Battery Operated.

.

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)

PW86.

-

PW89

Mains Operated

Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each,

'

ALL POST ORDERS TO: JUBILEE WORKS,167, LOWER CLAPTON Rem.
LONDON, E.S.

111? Pen) D. Pen (RC))

A.C.

MAGAZINE'
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set
1934 Crystal Set ,
150 -mile Crystal Set

STRAIGHT SETS.

PW83

W .M. to ll,'ireiess Magazine.

PW77'

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

'

(Pen), LF, Cl. B)
The " Admiral" Four (11F Pen,

-

PW65

MISCELLANEOUS

PW137

D, Push -Pull)

SWITCHES

H.F. CHOKES

Blueprint, Is.
S. W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

PW24B
FW340

Fury -Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)

CHASSIS
NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS
180+60 a60 ohms, 5/6. 1.000 ohms, .2A, tapped at
-coated steel, un4- and 6 -pin types now have octal pin spacing and Lead
900,800, 700, 600, 500 ohms, 516.
drilled, leis. a Sin. x
will fit International Octal valve -holders.
28in., price 7/- each.
PREMIER 1 VALVE DE LUXE
6 -pin Type
4 -pin True
x ern. a alin.,
16in.
Price
2 -volt
Price Type Range
Type Range
each. 20in. a Sin. a Battery Model S.W. Receiver, complete with
9.15 rn.
... 2/6 8/6
06
9.15 111. ... 2/6
Valve,
4 Coils, Covering 12-170 metres. Built on
04
06A 12.26 m.
... 2/6 2lin., price 10;6 each.
12.26 m. ... 2,6
steel chassis and panel'. Bandspread tuning, 55, 04A
06B
22.47
m.
2'62/6
22.47 m.
I.F.
including tax.
C4B
06C 41.94 m.
2/6 TRANSFORMERS
2,6
41.94 m.
040
PREMIER MICROPHONES
... 2'6
06D 76.170
76.170 m.... 2/6
041)
Iron -cored 410.470 Transverse Current Mike. High-grade large
150-350 m.
3/04E
acts, plain and with
Chassis Mounting
output unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low hiss
255-550 m.
04F
flying
lead,
7/6
each.
Octal Molders
41490-1,600 rn.
Level, 23/-.
04G
Premier Super -Moving Coil Mike. Permanent
101d. each.
1.000-2,000 fn. 410411
BAKELITE
Magnet model requiring no energising. SensiNew Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil, I1-25, 25-38,
DIELECTRIC
tivity 56db. Impedance 25 ohms. Excellent
38-86 m.. 4;9.
reproduction of speech and music, 26/6/-.
REACTION
Rotary Wave Change, to snit above, 1/6.
Microphone
Transformers, 10/6 each.
bore,
78ach.d.
each.
CONDENSERS
t
Coup
sin.
lborin.,
Blexiblerass Shaf
Crystal Mike. Response is flat from 50-5,500 cycles
e, 1/6 e
Couplers
.0001 mt.. 1/3.
with a slightly rising characteristic to 8,060
.0003 lid,
cycles. ,Output level is minus 60db. Price 39/6.
.0005 mf., 21Meaoh.
.

" Imp " Portable 4 (D,. LF LP

TWOS

Push -Button"

iodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless.

.

F. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve
Portable HIE Pen, D, Pen) ..
Parrs Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen) ..
Four -valve
Blueprint, ls.

PW82a

The" Hurricane " All -Wave Three

J. Camm's "

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

PW53
PW61
PW62
PW64

PW84

(0GD, (Pen). Pen)

PW68.

PORTABLES

PW53

(DP Pen, D. Pen) ..
F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Three
(HE Pen, I), TM)
..
F.

The Band -Spread S.W. Three
(HF Pen, I) (Pen). Pen)

PW39
PW48

PW72.

The index letters which precede -the

Blueprint Number indicates the per-

P563,

Trans))

TWOS

2 LP (RC & Trans))
The " Rapids " Straight 3 ID,
2 LF (BC & Tram)) ..
F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave
Three (HF, Det, Pen)

Three (HPIPen, I) (Pen), Tet)
Fear -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Beta Universal Four (SO, D, LF,

PREMIER RADIO

PWIS

-

1938 " Trilrand " All -Wave Three

Orders can now only be accepted which
beat a Government Contract Iumber and
Priority Rating.

PW95.

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and

PW49.

(...oneo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (SF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Fen)

Button 4, A.C._Maim Modell -

One -valve

PW31;.,

The Signet Two (D & I F)

P1173.

of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint,

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
Blueprint, Is.
Simple S.W. One -salver
PW88'
Two -valve : Blueprints, la. each.
Midget Short-wave Is -c (D, Pen)
PW38A.
The " Fleet " Short-wave TWO
(D (HE Pen), Pen)
PW91.
Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each:
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, I), Pow)
.
PW30A"
.

-- PW83,

Pool

size.
The issues containing
descriptions of these Sets are now out,

P1159

Double -sided Blueprint, Is. ed.
..,"
u shavalve
Button 4. Battery Model ..

Battery Operated

One -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

Regd. Trade Mark.

-

Q0- ,ulitone " Universal 'Four

PW71.
PW94.

THESE blueprints are drawn full

-

8131401

WM329
WM386

ADVICE
BUREAU

COUPON

I This coupon is available 'until

April I
I.

1

1944, and must accompany all
Queries and Hints.

1

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, APRIL; 1944

I

e

10th,

All applientions res'pectuis Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR.,
GEORGE allaWNES, LTD.. Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London. 60X.2. Telephone : Temple- Bar 4363.
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS. " Sangame,

200-250 volts AC.. 50 c., self starting,

fitted reduction gears and extra gears,

ideal movements for time switches, electric

clotks. etc.. 22/6 the set.
MERCURY BREAK TRIP SWITCHES.
15-20 amps.a enclosed Bakelite on metal
saddles, 2 1:10 by 7,10. Terminal block,
ete., 61!6 each.
FINE LENSES, 1 - Inch Focus Combined
Taking and Projecting 3.5 and 1.9, fitted
Iris Diaphragm, nickel plated mounts. ideal
for soundheads. 36 each. Terms, cash with
order.
H. FRANKS, Scientific Stores, 58, New

Oxford Street, W.C.1. 'Phone. Museum 9594.
Following for Callers Only. -Large selection
of differential reduction gears, meters,

relays, etc.. etc. .
AMATEUR selling up. Dozens of components. battery and mains chassis.
complete kits. electrolytics, speakers,
meters, etc. S.A.E. for list -Stanford.
48. Hastings Avenue, Ilford. Essex.
REWINDS. -Mains from 25!-, output
from 8/-, field coils 9/Pick-up coils,
Armatures, promptly executed. Philips
:

and Ekco D.C.
Converters bought,
sold, exchanged.
Valves, B.V.A. and
American.
Send S.A.E. for List. A. D. S. Co.. 251-3-5, Lichfield Road. Aston,
Birmingham, 6
EXPERIMENTERS Surplus includes
Short-wave Components. A.C. Power Packs,
Loudspeakers. Transformers. Chokes. Con-

densers, Valves. Sell cheap to clear. Please
state requirements. Stamped envelope. Young, 134, Old Shoreham Road, Southwick,
Sussex.
VALVE Tester for sale (Weston). Excellent
condition. £12 or near offer. -Appleton.
Colyers Hill, Mersham, Ashford, Kent.
WANTED. -2 " Weco " Midget Valves. Write 2/Lt. Butcher. 77, Sompting Road.
Worthing. Sussex.
WANTED. -Rotary Converter, any size. Hull, 221, City Road, E.C.1.
WANTED Ferranti (OPM.6) Transformer.

-Hardwick, 4, Newport Road. Stafford.
AMERICAN Valves. most types available
at B.O.T. prices. C.O.D. Orders accepted,BM/PLWC, London, W.C.1.

12 ELECTROLYTICS, 16 mid. 500 wkng.
Can type. Exchange for Gram. Cabinet or
10 in 1.000 ohm Spkr.-12. Clares Lane,
Oakengates, Wellington, Shropshire.
TAYLOR METER, Model 90. 32 ranges
with instruction book and special resistance
One owner. Perfect condition. £12. no
offers.-Etchells. 48. Liverpool Street,
Reddish, Stockport, Ches.
SOUTHERN RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
STANDARD TELEPHONE Carbon Microphone Inserts. 4/- each.

SCREWS and NUTS, assorted, gross of
each (2 gross in all). 10/SOLDERING TAGS, including spade
ends, 6/- gross.
2 MFD. CONDENSERS, Post Office Upright, paper type. Used, but fully guaranteed. High working voltage, 2/6 each.
PIIILCO 3 -point Car Aerials, excellent for
short-wave and home aerials. 7/6.
LIMIT TONE ARMS, Universal fitting,
for Sound Boxes and Pick-up Heads, 10/-.
ACE " P.O.' Microphones, complete with
Transformer. Ready for use with any
Receiver. 7/6.

CIRCULAR MAGNETS, very powerful,
limns. diameter by lin. thick. 1/6 each.
ERIE RESISTANCES. Brand New. Wire
Ends. I , 1.1 and 2 watts. Mostly low values
but a very useful selection. 100 RESISTANCES for 30/-.
M MICA MASTER CONDENSERS, 28 Capacities in one, from .0001, etc.,

etc., 4,- each,
SPECIAL OFFER OF LATEST RADIO
PUBLICATIONS :
RADIO VALVE MANUAL. Equivalent
and Alternative American and British
Types, with all necessary data, 3,6.
RADIO CIRCUITS. Fully illustrated.
Receivers. Test Equipment. etc., etc., 2/-.
SERVICES SIGNALLING MANUAL.
International Code, Morse, etc., etc., V-.
RADIO MANUAL. Formulas, Tables,
Colour Code. etc., V-.
CRYSTALS (Dr. Cecil), 6d. With Cats -

AFTER
THE WAR!
The itrIVRTIOP in Radio Technique after

the war will offer unlimited opportunities of high pay and secure nista for
those Radio Engineers who have had the
foresight to become technically qualified. How you can do this quickly and
easily in your spare time is frilly explained in our unique handbook.

Full details are given of A.M.LE.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds Exami.
and particulars of up-to-date courses
in Wirelesa Engineering, Radio
Servich.g, Snort Waves, Television,
Mathematics, etc., etc.
We guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEE."
Prepare for to -morrow's opportunities
and port -war competition by sending for
this very informative 112 -page guide
NOW -FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH

INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 242),
17, Stratford Place. London, W.1.

Single Screened
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VALVES. Comprehensive selection of
British and American Valves in stock.
Your enquiries invited.
MIDGET COILS. Midget aerial and H.F.
medium and long wave, T.R.F. coils, ideal
for T.R.F. midget receivers, 11/- pair.
MIDGET receiver chassis, drilled for four
valves, 101 by 6 by tins., grey, first class
heavy quality, 9/6.
MIDGET LY. smoothing Chokes. 50/60
ma., 7(6.
MIDGET speaker transformers (Pen.), 7/6.
MIDGET KNOBS, highly polished, black
ditto brown, and standard knobs. liins..
9d., 8/- doz.
MIDGET rotary switch, S.P.D.T., 3/6.
UNIVERSAL mains droppers for all
receivers, 1,000 ohms. 0.2 amp., fitted two

Vol. XX.

ditto taps. 950 ohms, 0.2 amp., and 800 ohms
0.3 amp., 7/6.
FIELD COILS. Replacement field coils.
for standard 8in. M.E. speakers, also

r

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Prim.. 200/

220/240. Out., 350-350.4 v., 2 amp.. 4 v. 4 amp..

mounting.

Amphenol, Mazda octal, paxolin, Mazda
octal, international octal. English, 5 and 'I
cerning all Courses.
pin, American 4, 5, 8 and 7 pin, all at 9d.
8!- doz.
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (LL.D.) each,
LLNE CORD. 50 ohms per foot. 0.3. amp..
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
3 way, 6/- yard.
Licence to export to N. Ireland. Send for
Candler Se'/, -e, Co., Deaver, Colorado, U.S.A.
comprehensive list. 21d. stamp with all
enquiries. please. Postage on all orders.

- RELAYS
range
of
Relays
includes a variety of
The

wide
Lon den

(Stepney Green 1334.)
VALVES. -Most types in stock, Including :

5Z4. 80, 1D8, UU5, 431p. DW4500 at 11/-.
Postage extra, S.A.E. with enquiries. Radio Supply, 27, High Street, South
Walden, Essex.

by

AIR MINISTRY
M.A.P.
ADMIRALTY

SITUATIONS VACANT

Ask for details and
leaflet SPNIPW.

0. GREENLICK, 34. Bancroft Roark
Cambridge Heath Road, London, E.1.

EBL1. EBL31, Pen4DD./AC5PenDD, PenDD
402) at 15/3. VP13C, VP13A, SP13C, Pen360,
36, at 12/10. URIC, CY1, 1D5, 5Y3, 35Z4.

TYPES APPROVED

Relay ML (for D.C. only).

L ON D E X LTD.

Anerley Works. 207. Anerley Road,
London, S.E.20.

'Phone 8 Y D 6235/9

" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "FREE 112 -page guide to training for

A.M.I.E.E., and all branches
of Engineering and Building. Full of advice
for expert or novice. Write for free copy
and make your peacetime future secure.B.I.E.T. (Dept. 24213), 17, Stratford Place,

London, W.1.

TUITION
Makes 30

MORSE CODE the Candler way.
important tests. LEARN
A.CID.C. Used See advertisement on this page.
everywhere by Electricians, RADIOLOCATION.-Students of both
Wiremen, and Service Sexes trained for important War -time
Engineers. Interesting booklet "A 24" on Appointments. Also for
Peace -time Careers
testing, free. From all wholesalers or direct. in all branches of Radio and Television.
RUNBAKEN - MANCHESTER - I Boarders accepted. Deferment of calling -up
arranged.
Male Students accepted for
Merchant Navy Course up to 18th Birthday.
inclusive fees. College in ideal
Wire, dozen yards 10/-; Metal Cased Con- Low
surroundings.
2d. stamp for
densers, .1, .1, .1. 2/6 : POWER RHEO- peaceful
- Wireless College. Colwyn
STATS, Cutler -Harmer. 30 ohms., 4/6 ; prospectus.
POINTER KNOBS, instrument type, fin. Bay.
spindle hole, Black or Brown, 1/- each : THE Tultionary Board of the Institute of
Push -Button SWITCHES. 3 -way, 4/- ; 8 Radio Engineers have available
way, 61-. (complete with knobs). Bakelite Practical
Study Courses covering elementary,
Escutcheon Plates for 8 -way P.B. Switches. Home
theoretical, mathematical, practical and
1/6 ; Knobs for P.B. Switches, 6d. , Coil laboratory tuition In radio and television
Formers, Ceramic and Paxolin. 12 assorted engineering ; the text is suitable coaching

Ger rd

611

matter for I.P.R.E. Service entry and
progressive exams ; tuitlonary fees --at
pre-war rates -are moderate. The Syllabus
of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
free. from the Secretary, Bush House,
Walton Avenue. Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.

( and PRACTICAL TELEVISION
tslitot fa.caloa fto

BY THE EDITOR

Another factor which impinged upon the problem was
that the public, knowing that television was still being
developed, did not feel inclined to spend a large sum of
money on a television receiver if it was likely to go out
retard the expansion of television in pre-war days were of date within a few months. There was a wait and see
mainly economic and not technical, but they were not policy. Had the B.B.C. given snore television proentirely so. Tens of thousands of pounds have been grammes there would have been a larger demand, and
,readily forthcoming for the experimental work of a financial backers would not have been slow to perceive
costly character, inevitable with the birth of a new the possibilities. Unfortunately the war caused the
5939 Radiolympia to close before the completion of its
science.
It is a matter for debate whether that money was intended run, and the television programmes were
wisely spent, or whether the right personnel were picked discontinued largely, but not entirely, because the
for the experiments. It is our view that television in its signals from Alexandra Palace could be used by enemy

IN a survey of post-war television presented in the
I form of a paper before the Institution of Electrical
Engineers some interesting, if debatable, points are
raised. We agree that some of the factors tending to

useful as windings for L.F. chokes, 5/-,
48/- doz.
DIALS, three wavebands, short, medium

and ditto, 6.3 v. and 5 v., 35/-.
VALVEHOLDERS. Chassis

EVERY MONTH.
APRIL, 1944.
No. 454.

12th YEAR
CF ISSUE

Post-war Television

porcelain former, fixing feet, superior lob.

TRAINING

FREE
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

MORSE CODE

" BOOK OF FACTS"
It gives full details con-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Pradlcall Nirollng

variable taps, 4/6: 750 ohms, 0.3 amp.,
ditto, taps. 5/6 : heavy quality dropper.

and long, station names. in colours, Ivorine,
7 by 4ins.. 1/6.
WIRE WOUND potentiometers, 2,000 chins
6/8.
SPEAKERS. 5in. P.M. with transformer (Pen.), 32/6 ; 8in. P.M. with transformer (Pen.). 35/- ; Rola, Bins., less trans..
P.M., 27/6; ditto, less trans., M.E.. 2,000
30/- R. and A. Bins., with trans.
There are Candler Morse, ohms,
M.E., 1,500 ohms, 37/6.
Code Courses for (Pen.),
BOLTS. 4 B.A. brass round heads,
Beginners and NUTS,
6/6 gross, 2 gross in all. 6 RA., cheese
heads, brass. sheradised. 5/- gross.
Operators.
HEAVY DUTY L.F. smoothing chokes.
solid construction, a first class job, 80 ma.,
SENO NOW
500 ohms, 12/6: 120 ma.. 200 ohms, 15!-.
FOR THIS

Whisker, 9d. ; COMPLETE CRYSTAL
DETECTORS. 2/6 ; TELSEN REACTION sizes, 716 ; 20 Assorted Tubular Condensers,
CONDENSERS. .0001, 119; TELSEN
LARGE DISC DRIVES. Complete Boxed up to .1. 15/- ; 24 Assorted Mica Condensers,
12/6. Hundreds More Bargains.
(Type W184). 2/6.
25 YARDS PUSH -BACK INSULATED
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
WIRE, 5/- ; Insulated Sleeving. assorted,
48, Lisle Strera e t. Lon53.ond, W.C.

Yard lengths. 3/6 doz.
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early days gained too much publicity before it was
ready, and that public money was subscribed before a

aircraft for direction finding.
The cessation of those programmes in our view has
receiver providing reasonable entertainment was ready been a good thing for television ; it has given the techfor the market. If we are right in this assumption it is nicians over four years with which to perfect the
obvious that the shareholders would not receive dividends, transmitting and receiving systems, and this time there
and human nature being what it it shareholders have a can be no possible excuse of lack of financial support,
natural reluctance to continue to put money into a for the experiments have almost'entirely been conducted
concern which they feel will not yield reasonable returns ; at Government expense. We think, therefore, that the
or if they feel that the long-term policy between invest- author of the paper has based one of his arguments on a
false premise in stating that television was retarded
' tnent and yield is too long.
That really is a summary of the position. Perhaps, due mainly by economic factors. If television had been
to the somewhat exaggerated claims for television in its reasonably perfected, -the Money would have been
early days by writers in the daily press, a disservice was available. As it is, large sums of money have been lost
rendered to the development of television from which by shareholders.
It follows that the author is similarly wrong in
The public had the
it really never recovered.
' impression that television in a really perfect form was assuming that the post-war reconstruction of a television
After
the
first
public
service
is mainly an economic problem, although we
almost ready for production.
company was formed a number of 3o -line television, agree that it would be helpful if a statement on post-war
receivers were marketed on the strength of a very' television could be made as soon as possible on Government attitude towards radio broadpoor transmission from the B.B.C.
casts generally, and television in
for a few hours a week. We think
1
particular. No one can lay posteveryone will agree that those
Editorial and Advertisement Offices :
war plans until the Government has
"Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
receivers lacked entertainment
Tower House. Southampton StreM, Strand,
done this. , But then this applies
value although they did arouse
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
W.C.2.
to all other industries. Until we
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
scientific interest.
We think,
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
have won the war it is going to be
therefore, that the real reason
Canadian Magazine Post.
difficult for the Government to
behind the comparatively slow
The Editor trill be pleased to consider
announce a policy, and quite rightly
articles of a practical nature suitable for
development of television was
it
believes that it must not spend
publication in PRAOTI,AL WIRRLIISO. Such
technical rather than economic, in
articles should be ICri On OR one side of the
too much time thinking of post-war
paper
only,
and
should
contain
the
noose
and
that the B.B.C. did not see its way
industry, although it has a lively
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does
clear at that stage to devote more
eye in that direction.
not hold kintsdf responsible for manuscripts,
seers effort will be.inack to return them if a
programme time to it. Obviously,
We agree with the statement of
stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed.
if there are very few programmes
opinion that for the first year of
All correspondence intended for she Editor
the demand for television receivers
Mould he addressed : The Editor, Prianztrm.
the recommencement of television
Wimmusa, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Rouse,
mill be correspondingly small, and
it will be necessary for the GovernSouthampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
if there is a small demand turnover
Oa'/rig to the rapid progress in the design of
ment to subsidise the building and
apparatus and to our efforts to keep
will be small, and profits small. I wireless
transmitting of television transour readers in Muck with the latest develop
Thus, the economic difficulty is a
mitters. No one will be allowed -to
searranty that apparatus
mente, me glee
sf

T

secondary, not a prime matter.

One follows the other,
Later, the High Definition programmes were instituted end these

described in our columns is not the subject
of letters paten'.

I

- Copyright in ail drawings. photographs and

.

gave manufacturers a chance to

'market receivers giving reasonably
'good results, although the public,

in view of the restricted range of
the television programmes, did -not
buy them in large quantities. The

television service really only
served
the
Home
Counties.

articles published in I'RACTICAL WIRELNSO is

specifically reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Revue Convention and the
U.S.A. Reprodurtions or imitation* of any

of thew am therefore expressly forbidden.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorporates" Amateur
Wireless."

I

The fact that goods made of raw materials
in Mort supply owing to war conditions are
advertised in this paper should not be taken
as an indication that they are nereseartip
mailable for export

transmit programmes except the
B.B.C., and it is only right therefore
that they should bear part of the
cost of 'developing receivers for
those programmes. It is a possibility that in order to provide this
money the wireless licence will be
increased.
It is one of the few
things which has not increased
during the war, and we do not
think that any listener is likely to
object to an increase.
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Advertisements

LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
invites all keen experimenters to apply
for membership. ' Current issue " R.S.G.B.
I,ONDON RD., WROTHAM, KENT.
Bulletin " and details. 1/- below :
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300
Pages), paper cover, 4/- ; cloth, 6/8. Radio
TERMS CASH with ORDER.
Handbook Supplement (140 pages), paper
No C.O.D.
cover, 2/9 ; cloth, 51-.-R.S.G.B.. 28-30,
Russell Street, London, W.C.1.
6eoret no Orders can be accepted Prom Eire Little
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates
or Northern Ireland.
any station heard. Size 40intSty 30in., 418.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, post 6d. On linen, 10/6, post 8d.-Webb's
well-known makers, first-class condition, Radio. 14, Soho Street. London. W.1.
electrically guaranteed. for A.C. mains GERrard 2089.
200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 nhase 5 amp. load.
10/- each : 10 amp, load. 12/6, carriage 1/-. MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT
1 WATT WIRE END Resistances, new MORSE Practice Equipment for class -room
and unused, assorted sizes (our assort, Or individual tuition. Keys, audio oscillawent). 5/8 per doz., post free.
tors for both battery or main operation.SOLED BRASS LAMPS (wing typo). one - Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London. W.I.
hole mounting, fitted double contact. Phone : Gerrard 2089.
small B.C. holder and 12 -volt 16 watt bulb, "
Short-wave Receivers. Famous
3/6 each, post free, or 30/- per doz., carriage for over ten years. Improved one -valve
paid.
model now available. Complete kit of
accessories, with full incomponents,
dia., a structions-only
TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3/16 01. dia.
Hs., postage 6d. Easily
pair mounted on spring blades, also
In one hour. S.A.E. for free
high quality pure silver contacts 3/16 in. assembled
catalogue,-A.
L.
Bacchus, 109, Hartington
dia., also mounted on spring blades fit for

"FAIRVIEW,

Television Inquiry
Firm to Exploit Television
MR. ATTLEE announced in the House of Commons is announced that a large factory has, been acquired
by a radio firm which intends to put mass-produced
recently, that the 'Government had appointed a

tr

committee to consider the development of television television receivers on the market as soon as possible
after the war, and make recommendations.

Newspaper Radio Stations
THE U.S. Federal Communications Commission last
A month voted against any prohibition of the future
acquisition of radio stations by newspapers.

New Radio Sets
MR. DALTON, President of the Board of Trade, stated

after the war. The firm in question is Philco Radio and
Television Corporation of Great Britain, and they have
acquired control of Aero Engines, Ltd. For some time
Philco Radio have been conducting extensive research
in television in their laboratories in America.
European Daily Service Broadcasts
THE B.B.C.'s European Service broadcasts daily a

musical programme from 09.30-10.00 G.M.T. From
studios in London the Czechs are able to hear the music

recently that he hoped soon to announce the of Smetana, Sdk, Fibich and Janacek ; the Poles,
maximum prices of the new wireless sets shortly to be Moniuszko, Szymanowski and Maciejewski ; the Dutch,
available. The imported sets and the wartime sets van Dieron and Pijper ; the French, Roussel and Satie,
would be distributed to retailers on the basis of pre-war

and so on. But the European Service does not confine
itself to representing those countries HT which modem
music has especially flourished. Each of the small

trade.

European countries has at. one time or another been

represented by. at least one special musical programme.
Modem British works are not omitted from this cosmopolitan scheme. The peoples of Europe are able to tune

in not only to the music of established modern corn -

posers, but to representative works of fife younger
English' school, such as those of Benjamin Britten, Alan
Rawsthorne, Elizabeth Maconchy and others too numerous to mention. Many of these works have, in fact,

received their first performance in the broadcasts to
Europe.

Polish Girl Radio Commandos

is reported that several thousand Polish girls who
IT escaped before the German occupation have been
trained in Britain as radio commando troops in prepara-

tion for service in Europe after the Allied invasion forces
have landed. Many of the girls had previously served
as Signallers in the Polish army, and they had experience

of radio and telephone communications on. the battlefront in Poland. Their training base is in Scotland,

where they are serving in the Polish women's unit,

similar to the British A.T.S. Special mobile field radio
Stations, some of Polish design, will be operated by these
girls when they land in Europe. R.S.G.B. Membership

IT is interesting to note that during the year ended

September 30th, 1943, the membership of the Radio
Society of Great Britain increased from 4,48o to 5,835,
the total now being about 2,500 in excess of the record
pie -war year.
Mr. H. Taylor, of Mallard's Silica Valor Dept., has been awarded
the B.E.M. See paragraph on this Page..

Music for Occupied Europe

IN the occupied countries- the voices of many national
composers are stilled from Britain they are lifted

up and given back to the countries of their origin by
the B.B:C.
The European Service of the B.B.C. is essentially a

news service, providing Europe with accurate news and
information on the war and on world affairs generally.
Nevertheless, amid the iteration of political and military
truth there is regularly heard the voice of pure music.

London has been defined as the " clearing house for

music for the entire world," and it is here that the spirit
and meaning are kept alive of much music that would
seldom be heard -if German domination had 'its way.

Listening Schools

ACCORDING to a recent report it is likely that the
number of listening schools will reach 13,000 by
the end of the current school year. There were nearly
i r,000 schools registered at the beginning of the 1943-44
session.

B.E.M. Recipient

OF particular interest to the radio industry is the

award in the New Year Honours List of the British
Empire Medal ,to Mr. H. Taylor, foreman of the Silica
Valve Department at the Mullard factory, in recognition

of important work in connection with the war effort

Mr. Taylor has been with the company since its earliest

days; and it was actually 25 years ago that he started

the work on which he has since specialised. He is now
52 years of age and has a son with the Eighth Army in
Italy.

;
there is Road, London, S.W.B.
enough base to remove for other work.
Price the set of four contacts, 5/ -,.post free. RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
RESISTANCE MATS, size Sin. by Sin.,
FRED'S RADIO CABIN.
set of four, 80-80-150 and 690 ohms, to carry
COMPARE OUR PRICES.
to 1 amp. Price, set of four, 5/-, Post SOLDER, 115. reels, fine all -tin instrument
free.
solder, 3/6 lb., or 1 lb. reel, 1/-.
DETECTOR, New Type on
MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP, 100v. D.C. CRYSTAL
motor, " Keith Blackman," i H.P. tin. ebonite base, 2/8 each. CRYSTAL and

heavy duty, new and unused

inlet and outlet, gear type pump, in perfect
working order. Price 85. carriage paid
Ditto 22)v. D.C. motor, lib. mist and outlet.
Price 27/1010, carriage paid.
ROTARY CONVERTER. D.C. to A.C.
Input 22 volts D.C. Output 100 volts at 140
m/A. 90 cycle, single phase, ball bearing,
in first-class condition, no smoothing.
Price £3, carriage paid.

in metal box, 8d. each.
SLEEVLNG. 31d. per yard length, 1 doz.
Tubulars, 0.1 mfd., 9d. each, 8/6 doz., also
.01 mfd. at 04. each, 6!- doz.
SINGLE SCREEN CABLES. 8d. per yd.
AMPLION twin H.F. binocular chokes, 1,9.
INTERNATIONAL OCtal Base valve holders, 8d. each. 7/8 doz. UX 4 -pin 80.

7 -pin 8d., 6 -pin 8d., 7 -pin English 7d.
VOLUME CONTROLS. Less switch,
MASSIVE GUNMETAL WINCELcomplete NEW
with long spindle, 1 meg. 3/,

with long handle, for use with lin. wire CAN TYPE ELECTROLYTIC CONcable, weight 50 lbs., condition as new, DENSER. 200 mfd.. 20v. working, 3/3.
Price £3, carriage paid.
BRAIDED SI.EEVING, 2 rn.m., ed. per
ROTARY CONVERTER. D.C. to A.C..
input 24 volts, output 1,000 volts, 250 m/A
D.C. Choke and condenser smoothing fitted
to both input and output, condition as new.
Weight 8511)s. Price £10. carriage paid.
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size Iffin.
by lin. wound chrome nickel wire, resistance
2 ohms to carry 10 amps. Price 2/6, post
free.

yd. length, 5/8 doz.: 3 m.m., 80. yd. length,
7/ -dos.
COPPER WIRE, TINNED, 18, 20 gauge,
reel.

CONDENSERS,

.1

mfd.

5.000g.

wkg., 51 6.

CONDENSERS, straight, 3 -gang. large
spindle,

2!6

each.

MAINS DROPPERS. 0.2 amp. 3:6,

.3

PUSH B UTTON UNITS, 8 -way, 3/-,
-way, 3!- ; knobs. 20. each.
56155., double wound, 230 volts to 40 volts at 9HENLEY
" Electric Soldering Irons,
1,000 watts, £5 carriage paid..
new. Straight bit, 13/8 each. Pencil Bit,
lb. reel.
AMPMETER, switchboard type, Sin. dia., 14'8 each, Resin -cored solder,
for A.C./D.C., one reading 0-300 amps.; T.C.C. TUBULARS, brand new, 25 mfd.,
one reading 100 amps., either meter. 50/-.
T.C.C. BLOCK CONDENSERS. 100 mid.
carriage paid!
VOLTMETER, switchboard type, 81n. dia.. MA INS DROPPERS, with variable
for A.C./D.C., reading 0-50 volts. 50/,
sliders, total 1,000 ohms, .2 amp., 4,8 each.
RELAYS. Glass topped, ex G.P.O., mag- RESISTORS. 150,000 ohms 2watt. 10d. each
netic, very sensitive, high-grade contacts, TELSEN Illuminated Disc Drives, less
151- each.
knob,pA 21 ,! Nes ,
x lin.. 2,2 each.
Panels.ch 9in..
GALVOS, horizontal type. Silvertown MAINS DROPPERS.
" Metway " .3 amp,
model. 4M. dia., in good condition, price 15/ 750 ohms, completely covered in
ROTARY CONVERTER. 50v.13.C. input. variable,
10/- each.
A.C. output 75 volts at 75 milliamps, in porcelain.
must be Included. No C.O.D.
first-class condition. 30/- eachparriage paid. Postage
FOR BARBLOCK CONDENSERS, Mairsbridge type, FRED'S

TRANSFORMER, size 7 by 9 'by

5in.

GAINS, 75, Newington Butts, S.E.U.

paper. 8 mfd. 250 v., 5/- 4 mfd. 750 v.. 4/4 mid. 300 v., A.C.. 4/8 : 2 mfd. 260 v., 151 - EDE'S OFFERS. Condensers, tubular,
per doz., all post free.
test..05. 6d. ea., 5113 001:.004-002.
ELECTROLYTIC Condensers, 2,000 mfd. 1,000v.
Sid. ea.. 5/- doz. Asst'd Mica Condensers
12 v., 7:6 : 2,000 mfd. 25 v., 7/8. Post free.
(H.M.V.). 5'8 doz. Silver mica. asst'd

TRANSFORMER, 400 v. 3 phase to 230 v. values, 3/6 doz. Centralab vol. controls.
single phase, size overall, 18 x 16 x 8 in., 1 meg., long spindles, less switch, 32 ea.'
Resistances, i and I watt, 8 useful values,
weight approx. 2 cwts., 5 K.V.A.. £15.
TRANSFORMER Cores, will rewind for 3/8 doz. Mains droppers, with 2 vent sliders,
a 1 kW. Auto, present Windings not guaran- suit any set, 1,000 ohm, .2 amp.. 418.750 ohm.
.3 amp., 5/6. Little Maestro type. 5/8 ea.
teed. 22/8.
Bargain 2 I.F. trans. 110 ke. and
RECTIFIERS, Metal, type H.T. 9, 300 v., Special
oscillator coil, with all leads marked,
60 rn/A, 15/- H.T. 10, 200 v.- 100 miA,17/03
set. Tuning condensers for same,
W.6, 5/- ; type 120, 15/- L.T.9, 6 v.- 1 a., 10/316
ea.
Trimmer
Tool Kit. 14 asst'd spanners
10/- : A.4. 9 v.-2 a., 30/- ; large type, output and screwdrivers, in carrying case, 30/ approx. 100 v.-9 amp.. 20/-, all post free.
complete. Celestion Bin. P.M. Speakers,
PLEASE NOTE. -I would greatly appreciate with transformers, 28/8 car. pd. Orders
Price Lists or Catalogues of Radio and under 10!- add 6d. postage. Terms : Cash
Electrical Goods to replace those lost in or C.O.D.--K. H. Ede. " Eureka," Surrey
removal, postage or cost willingly refunded. Gardens, Effingham.

-VALVESThis is part of our current
stock of valves, and if all
their equivalents were mentioned it would be found
that we can supply either
exact valve or a suitable
replacement for almost any
Wherever possible
type.
please order C.O.D. Stamp
with enquiries, please.
PRICES STRICTLY B.O.T.
RETAIL.
21OHL, LD210 5,10 :
BATTERY.
HD24, TDD2A
;
LP2. P220, PM2A
912 ; 210SPT. 210VPT, 215SG, 220HPT,
22010T, HP210, KT2, KT24, PM12M,

PM22A. SP2. S215VM. VP2. VP2B, X22.
W21, Z21, 222 11/- ; 230XP 12/2 ; X24
12/10.

A/C TYPES. 2D4A 8,9 ; 904V, AC2HL,
MH4, MHL4 9/2; AZ1, AZ31, DW2,
DW4-500, IW4-350, MU14 11!-; AC044,
MH41, PX4, TDD4 11/7 ; AC/VP1.
ACiVP2, AC/Pen, AC2Pen, AC5Pen,
MVSPen, MVSPenB. PenA4, Pen4VA,
SP4, VP4, VP4B, VPT4 12/10 AC/TH1,
AC;TP14, FC4, MX40, TH4. T)E41, VHT4.
41MPG 14!- ; PenB4 14/8 ; Pen4DD
15/3 ; MP/Pen 182 ; FW4-500 18/3 ;
PX25, PP5/400 24/4 ; Pen428 302.
UNIVERSAL. 2D13A 9/2 CY1, 031,
URIC, UR3C. U4020 11/- 11133, TDD13C
'
CIA, C1.33.
11/7 8132, 9D2. 13SPA,
Pen36C, SP13, SP1320, VP13A, VP13C
12/10 ; PenDD4020 15/3.
MAZDA. HL23 5/10 UU5, 00)8.
UU7, VP23 11,- ; HI41DD. HL133DD
11/7; Pen45, SP41, TP23. VP41 12/10
PHIL TH233 14!- ; QP25. PenDD402
15/3.

E. TYPES. EM4 11,- EBC3, EBC33
CIA, CL33. EF9, EL3, EL33
11/7_,-

ECII2. ECH3. ECH35, EF5,
EF6, EEC% EL2 14/- EHL1, EBL31,
EL5 18/8: EI:35 182.
15/3
OZ4. 1A5, 1A6, 1A7,
AMERICAN.
1B5, 105, 1H5, 2A6, 2A7, 5U4, 5Y3,
5Z4, 6A3, 6A4, 6A6. SAGS, 6A7 conversion
6D6, 6C6, 6C8 6E6, 6F5, 6F6, 6E8, 6H8,
605, 6.17. 6K6, SK7, 6K8, 6L6, 5L7, 6P5,
6Q7. 6SC7, 65E7. 6V6, 6X5. 6Z5, 10,
12A5, 12Q7, 12SA7, 12SF5, 1255, 15.
19, 24, 25. 25A7, 25138, 25Y5 conversion, 2525 conversion, 25Z6, 32, 33, 34,

12/10 I

35, 37. 38, 46, 48, 49, 50, 53, 57, 71A, 75,
76, 78, 79, 80. 81, 85, 89. 185R8 (Ballast),
K55B and C (Ballast).

VALVES & ADAPTORS
In the few cases where we cannot supply
the exact valve or equivalent we can get

your set going with a valve and an

adaptor, the additional cost being 4/6.

SPARES

Kit of 12 Tools in American cloth

folder, very handy. 30/-.
LINE CORD. .3amp. 3 core 60 ohms,
per ft. extremely good quality 6/0 per
CELLULOSE CEMENT for
yd.
speaker, valve and most other repairs
51- large tin. " SERVLSOL," more
than a switch cleaner, 5'- tin. MAINS
TRANSFORMERS. 350-0-35-4 volt
heaters 29/3. VOLUME CONTROLS
with switch 7/8 VALVE EQUIVALENTS CHARTS 1/7 post free.

J. BULL & SONS
(Dent.

246, HIGH ST.,

HARLESDEN, N.W.IO
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Replies to Queries
Mains Smoothing

"I have modified my set which is an A.C. model. There is a

rather small choke in the H.T. lead which was previously suitable,

RULES

The rectifier will supply the extra, but the problem will be smooth-

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the tact that the Queries
Service ie intended only for the solution of problems or difficulties

but I have modified the output stage with much greater current.

I do not want to alter the dropping resistances in previous
stages and wonder what is the best plan for me in this case."ing.

V. S. (Bristol).
THE best plan would no doubt be to obtain a new choke and

use this for smoothing only the output stage.

In this

way you would not need a very substantial component (compared
with substituting your present choke for all stages) and, furthermore, additional smoothing will be provided for the stage owing
to the smaller current which will flow through it. Thus there
will be two chokes in your circuit, the smaller feeding the early
stages, and the other taking only the output stage. A 4 mfd.
condenser should, of course, be joined across the receiver side of
the choke in the usual manner.

Condenser Damage

" I have just built a short -Wave one -valuer, but find that as the
condenser is turned there are loud bangs and clicks, and on looking
I see that the vanes are all touching. Should this be so, or have
been sold a dud condenser ? 1 might mention that this is my first
constructional attempt."-W. B. (Bognor).

YOU have probably fallen into a common trap which meet
the beginner. The hole you drilled in the panel for the
condenser was probably slightly on the small side, and instead
of enlarging the hole you probably forced the condenser through
and the pressure on the end plate has forced the supporting
strips outwards and thus distorted the entire condenser framework. Always make certain that fixing holes provide sufficient
clearance to enable componentS to be mounted without forcing

S.W. H.F. Choke

" Could you give me an idea what inductance I should need for
a short-wave choke to use in a set designed to cover front about
5 to 70 or 80 metres ? I thought a former about lin. in diameter
would be suitable as I have a paxolin former of that size available."

-P. G. (Raynes Park).
AN inductance of 170 to 180 pH would be satisfactory, and
100 turns of 26 or 28 enamelled wire close wound would
give you a suitable inductance value. If you require a rather
high degree of efficiency we would suggest that you split the
winding into, say, five sections, each separated by about tin.

Speaker Position
" I am rather disappointed by the results given by my new

speaker. This has been stated to be a very good model and I
know my Set is good as it is designed for quality. The reproduction
is not, however, satisfactory for the price I have paid, and I wonder

it you can give me any advice in the way of improving it."-R. H.
(Blackpool).

WBUST your set may be quite good from the theoretical

point of view and the speaker may also be good theoretic.
ally, there may be several points resulting in the inferior results.
Firstly, there may be need for some form of tone correction to
cut out resonances. Secondly, you may not be correctly matching

arising from the construction of receivers described in our pages, from
articlee appearing in our pages, or on general wireless matters. We

regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons :-

(I) Supply circuit diagrams of complete multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of receivers described in
our contemporaries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querista
A stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed for the reply. All
.ketches and drawings which are sent to us should bear the name and
address of the eender.
Bequests for Blueprints roust not be enclosed with queries, as they
are dealt with by a separate department.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George
Amass, Ltd., Tower Noose. Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.E.
The coupon on page iii of cover must be enclosed with every query.

Aerial Coupling Coil
"I have been making one or two coils lately and am rather
Although
I have used the same number of turns I have found that signal
puzzled by the effects of the primary or aerial winding.

strength is varied by the spacing of the winding and I should like
to know whether this is usual, or whether I have done anything
wrong in the winding. (A sketch of the coil was attached.)"C. P. (Harrow).

THE number of turns on a primary winding is not the sole
factor in an H.F. transformer. Fur highest efficiency the
primary should be coupled inductively to the secondary and any
capacity coupling which exists will affect efficiency. Unfortunately it is not possible entirely to avoid capacity coupling,
but you will find if you use a very fine wire primary, wound in
such a way that turns of wire make a slight angle with the
secondary turns, and with a fair spacing, between the two
windings, selectivity would be much higher than if you use a
thick wire primary wound exactly parallel to the secondary.
A good plan for experimental purposes is to make a former for
the secondary sufficiently large to permit another former to be
inserted inside it, and to provide two -pin and socket connections
inside the coil. You could then wind different types of primary
and insert them in the secondary in order to see the effects of
the different windings.

REPLIES IN BRIEF
The following replies to queries are given in abbreviated Dorm
either because of non-compliance with our rules, or because the
paint raised is not of general interest.
R. A. N. (Belfast). No, it will not be possible to use the

plug is put back reception is weak and poor. I have tried a new
battery, replacement of the valve and secondary winding for break,

output transformer for the Input component. Some of our
advertisers might be able to assist you.
R. H. R. (N.12). There are several American radio publications,
but during existing conditions the supply in this country is
naturally restricted.
P. McM. (Mons). We do not think -that the set would work
as a portable in the sense of having its own self-contained aerial,
therefore we advise you to use, say, a 20 or 30ft. length of thin
insulated wire as a throw -out type of aerial.
P. R. B. (N.W.11). The trouble is evidently due to L.P.
instability. We advise decoupling of the preceding anode
circuit or a small by-pass condenser between output anode and
common negative line. Check bias circuit of the 25A611 if
that is perfect, the effect mentioned may, if only slight, be due
'
to the characteristics of the valve.
T. P. D. (Blackburn). We are unable to assist as the Issue you
require is out of print. The speaker could be rewound if you
care to get in touch with one of the firms who specialise in such
work. It Is not an expensive matter.

(Salim).

are usually of the induction type.

the speaker to the set. Thirdly, the results may be seriously
affected by the acoustics of the room. If you placed the set

and speaker in a modem recording studio, for instance, it would
perhaps sound excellent, but the furnishings of your room may

be having a marked effect on the high notes, or lack of
furnishings, bare floors, etc.. may be hardening the tone.

Therefore, you should attend to these points before making
any attempt to modify either set or speaker.
Bias Problem
" I have a standard transformer -coupled output stage and am
in a difficulty regarding bias. When the plug is removed from the

battery the performance is all that is desired, but as soon as the

but I cannot find any such fault as exhausted bias battery, weak
valve or short. I should be glad if you could help me.", --B. B.

D. N. A. (Hammersmith). The subject is far too comprehensive
to be dealt with as a query. To secure constant speed, the motors

THE fact that the insertion of the plug ahects results proves
W. R. W. (Steyning). We cannot undertake to supply diagrams
that the grid circuit (transformer flex lead and plug) is to suit individual requirements'. Equipment for Home Recording
complete, and therefore the trouble is most likely due to the fact purposes is in very short supply, and a permit is necessary
that the minimum bias you can apply is too much for the valve. before purchases can be made.
This could be due to a low H.T. voltage, or the use. of the wrong
E. S. (Dagenham). You need not be concerned with the H.T.
type of valve. In some cases it has been found, however, that consumption in the case in question, it being sufficient to
G.B. batteries are marked with wrong polarity and we therefore calculate the voltage drop produced by a given resistoe when
suggest that yrt try reversing the particular batteries you are carrying the filament current of the receiver. Divide the voltage
using. A negative potential must be applied .to the grid.
to be dropped by the filament current.
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orchestra. The concert opens with Wagner's Tannhauscr
North African Radio
Overture and Venusberg music, and closes with Liszt's
THE newly organised broadcasting branch of Army Mephisto Waltz.
Welfare is reported to be transmitting regular
The final symphony concert on March 22nd will be

programmes to the troops in North Africa, and will
shortly be functioning also in Italy. It is known as
studio 3A, after the B.B.C. studio of that name. Much
of the earlier equipment had been captured from the
Germans and Italians in Tunis. Gear from Britain is

notable for another broadcast of Vaughan Williams's
lovely and moving Symphony in D, his Fifth ; this
was first performed at the Promenade Concerts in 1943
under the composer's direction. It at once made a
profound impression and one critic wrote : " I doubt if
arriving, and proper studios, now established in a villa anything more beautiful than the slow movement has
near the Directorate's headquarters, will soon be in been written in this century. . . ." A Mozart piano
service.
concerto will be played by Myra Hess, and the concert
-and the series-ends with Berlioz's Scherzo " Queen
Cambridge Wireless Group
and Romeo's Reverie and Capulet's Feast front
THE Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers Mab,"
have sanctioned 'the formation of a wireless group "Romeo and Juliet."
for Cambridge and district and have approved a proThe General Forces Programme
visional committee, consisting of the following :
THE General Overseas Service, which started on
chairman, C. R. Stonor, B.Sc.(Eng.) ; vice-chairman,
February 27th, has been organised and designed
B. J. Edwards ; members of committee, R. H. Angus, for the British men and women serving abroad, and will
M.A., R. S. Francis, J. G. Hammond, M.Sc.(Eng). be broadcast in future as the second programme throughI. F. MacDiarmid, J. T. Randall, D.Sc., E. V. Root, out the United Kingdom.
It is known as " The
R. W. Wilson, B.Sc.(Eng.) ; honorary secretary, D. I. General Forces Programme."
Lawson, M.Sc.

An inaugural meeting was held
in the engineering laboratories of
the university on Thursday, February 17th, at 8 p.m., when Mr.
T. E. Goldup repeated his chair-

man's inaugural address on the
subject of " The General Aspects
of Radio Engineering Progress."
B.B.C.'s Transmitter Pocirer

TWENTY-ONE years ago -the

B.B.C. had three transmitters

having a total power of 3 kW.
To -day the B.B.C. operate over
zoo transmitters with a total

power of about 5,000 kW..
B.I.R.E. Meeting

AT a special meeting of the
British Institution of Radio
Engineers, held at ix, Belgrave
Street, London, S.W.r, on February r6th, a discussion took place
on television standards.
The

meeting was opened by contributions by two members, L.
H. Bedford, 'O.B.E., M.A B.Sc.,
and W. A. Beatty.

Queued for His Own
Concert

On the 8th Army Front, these British gunners receive messages in the wireless
PENN() MOISEIWITSCH is
communication flack, which is also used as a forward O.P. with ground fire.
L. spending his time travelling
about Britain playing great music for eager wartime
Many of the programmes, regularly broadcast in the
audiences.
General Overseas Service, which, are to be shared by

A B.B.C. friend of his' told us how the famous pianist listeners at home with forces overseas, will be new to
arrived the other day in a provincial town about an hour listeners in Britain.
before the time for his concert-at a cinema. No one
South American Listeners' Thanks
met him. He walked to the cinema. It was locked,
back and front. Presently a queue began to form up.
FROM Pernambuco comes a letter telling of some
Moiseiwitsch joined it. Eventually the doors were
listeners overseas who, feeling that they have
opened, and those in the queue passed up to the box-office reason to be grateful to the B.B.C., have shown their

window. When Moiseiwitsch got there he explained
that he was the pianist. The clerk replied that they

gratitude in an extremely practical way. The hon.
secretary and

of the Pernambuco Fund in
had " heard that one before " and demanded the aid of the Britishtreasurer
Red Cross writes :
admission money.

" You will remember previous payments to the
But Moiseiwitsch was spotted by a music -lover, British Red Cross from this Committee representing
contributions from short-wave listeners here as an

introduced to the manager, and all was well.

Symphony Concerts
QHOSTAKOVICH, of " Leningrad Symphony " fame,
figures in Sir Henry Wood's concert on March 8th,
when his First Symphony (his best, according to many
critics) will be broadcast. Eileen Joyce is the soloist

expression of appreciation and thanks for the B.B.C.'s
overseas services.

" This year our ' Radio Owners' Donations ' amount
to approximately £40 I5s. at the present rate for
remittance. This sum has been transferred to Rio and
will in due course-probably soon-be remitted thence

in D'Indy's Symphonic Montagnard for piano and to the British Red Cross and St. John War Organisation.".
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A Push-button Broadcast Unit
Technical Details of an Interesting Installation Possessing Novel Features.

loudspeakers placed to give even sound distribution.
Although the unit was designed to meet these circum- RF Amplifier
stances in particular, the information given below may
The low -impedance coaxial line from the aerial is

be of some assistance to those designing a similar system terminated on a tip and sleeve plug, the outer conductor
for use under different conditions.
to sleeve, and the inner to tip. As the negative line of
The functions of the four push -buttons are as the set is at 85 v. negative to earth, a blocking condenser
follow :
Cs is inserted between the sleeve of the jack and 85 v.
Button r: B.B.C. Home Service on unit and room negative to prevent D.C. voltages being carried to the
aerial system.
loudspeakers ; gain controlled at unit.
Button 2 : B.B.C. Forces Service on unit and room
C3 and C4 are the preset tuning condensers for the
loudspeakers ; gain controlled at unit.
Home arid Forces frequencies respectively, and may be
Button 3 : Unit loudspeaker functions as moying- connested by pressing the appropriate button. VI is
coil microphone ; controller can broadcast over a Milliard VP13C, connected conventionally, with a
room loudspeakers with preset gain ; unit gain radio -frequency choke in the anode circuit, and a
control ineffective.
coupling condenser C7 to the infinite impedance detector,

purpose to be described later. Room loudspeakers Infinite Impedance Detector
V2 is a Mazda HL132o, with the same input circuit
cut off, unit loudspeakers effective.
The most convenient power supplies available were as Vr. Although giving no gain, an infinite impedance

7,-,

pentode amplifier.

The latter Is, of course, transformer accept without distortion.

I
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5+25.
6425
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(Weston -super -Mare).

Midget One-valver
SIR, -We recently constructed the " Midget One
Valve " set described in the October issue of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and excellent results have been
achieved. Using a 6ft. indoor aerial, the Home, Forces

and Overseas programmes were received, exceptional
reception being obtained on Home and Overseas.

The valve used was Cossor 220 0.T., the original being

B.O.T. Licences

unobtainable in these parts.
It was found that an earth improved the performance
considerably, and that a counterpoise earth also gave
improved .results. --H. GARDNER and D. H. BIRD

meeting in central London at an early date. -J. LEVITT,
195, High Street, Sutton, Surrey,

It is a splendid stand-by if one has large H.T. batteries
run down, and which are not always obtainable in these
country districts. -A. W. JAMES (1A'okingliam).
SIR, -I recently constructed the o -v -r RX described
by F. G: Rayer several months ago, but with two
alterations. I am using four -pin coils, and have connected
the grid leak to the sliding contact of a potentiometer

SIR, -The letters published from time to time show
the urgent need for an organisation of radio
technicians to fight for just treatment 'and to marshal
(Orkney Islands).
their case for representation.
Licences for trading after the war will become
SIR, -I was interested in F. G. Rayer's letter in'the
extremely difficult to obtain, and if we have no organisa- fa December issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, re the
tion /o see our case through it is certain that we shall be Midget One-valver of the October issue. I made it
whilst other sections
under the
from old parts, and added above the plug in valve
of the tradetraders who have many branches with a up
base a .0003 max. -A::10025 min. pre-set condenser and
few skilled technicians, will be in an advantageous found with I2; volts H.T. and an attic aerial of 4oft.
position.
brings in at very good strength the Home,
Several of my friends and fellow radio engineers feel that the setand
Forces programmes, and is very selective.
this way, and are forming a committee to do something European
On nine volts the Home Service is very good and works
about it. If any person who' is interested will please well with a in -eat deal louder signal with an earth wire
contact me, this proposed committee will formulate attached to bL.T. minus. On nine volts it does not
procedure and get- the project under way.
very well, but on 18 volts it gives good signals
We are marshalling support and envisage holding a oscillate
on two sets of 2,000D 'phones.
S.W. Broadcasts

35.45
5

encountered.
Mix a small quantity of plaster of paris with Certofix

la about the Free Jugoslav station may be interested
to know its exact location. It is in Tiflis, Geofgia,
South Russia, as may be suspected by the type of news
it broadcasts. Here are some items about other short- across the LT: I can make reaction as smooth as I
wave stations. Leopoldville gives programmes in English desire by moving the sliding atm round to L.T. negative.

C7

C3

the tube has bedded down well. -R. ERIC OWEN

SIR, -Those who have written to PRACTICAL WIRELESS

R.FC.g

2
32+42
3.23

I have not heard it regularly but it is worth

down.

listening for (there is trouble with " sideband splash "
at times).
On medium waves between Cologne and the B.B.C.
transmitter (North Regiohal) now radiating the Home
Service programme : the " American Expeditionary
Forces Station in the Mediterranean Theatre of Operations " closes down at 10.3o p.m. -strength and quality
of reception depends on local and weather conditions." Osc ' (Abbey Wood).

V2.

r3o V. positive and 85 v. negative D.C. with respect .detector is preferable to a diode in that it can handle
to earth (voltage regulated) and the unit was high values of modulation without distortion, and does
consequently designed around these unusual supplies. not shunt the preceding tuned circuit. The value of
Normal A.C. mains, however, could be used with equal the load resistor R3 determines the operation of the
convenience, and still retain the same design principles stage. If a high value is used, the anode current causes
a large voltage drop across it, thus biasing the valve
of the original unit.
almost to cut-off. A high signal level is therefore
required to' operate the valve as a rectifier. If a low
Circuit
An external aerial is used, transformer coupled to a value of R3 is used, then less of the anode voltage appears
75 -Ohm coaxial feeder to the unit, where it is transformer across it, and thus less bias is applied to the grid of the
coupled to the tuned grid circuit of the pentode RF valve. Hence a signal of smaller amplitude than before
amplifier. The latter is choke -capacity coupled to the will be able to overcome the bias and cause rectification
tuned -grid circuit of an infinite impedance detector. to take place. The lower the
The audio output from the cathode load of this stage value of R3, however, the
is transformer coupled to a triode voltage amplifier, lower is.the level of modulawhich, in turn, is resistance -capacity coupled to a power tion which the stage can
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" recipe," which I have found to be most effective in
joining metal; etc., to glass. It was given to me by a
local radio service man, and 5e showed me numerous
repairs to loose valve bases such as your querist has

glue, to a thick workable paste. I.ift the glass bulb a
little, and place cement all round the base and press
glass well on to cement. This sets hard in a day and no
further trouble will be encountered. The surplus
cement which oozes out as bulb is pressed in should be
Perhaps meal -time is, after all, only the test of successful trimmed off before it has set. Otherwise it will have to
" dietetic engineering." May the very terms they be chipped off ! The quantity of plaster of paris for this.
job will only need about two or three teaspoonfuls, and
invent swallow them up !
the " dental " plaster, obtainable at any chemist, is the
And now for sonic information :
On' 214 metres -the " American Expeditionary best.
The cement is only placed around the edge of base and,
Forces Station in the European Theatre of Operations "
-audible in the West Country at quite good programme of course, should not fill the whole cavity. The valve
can
be put into use immediately, care being taken that
strength in the evening until 10.3o p.m. when it closes

By R. G. KITCHENN
THIS four -purpose unit has proved of great value at coupled to the loudspeakers. When the third button is
a communications establishment employing about operated, and the unit loudspeaker is used as a
5o persons in a large sectioned room. A controlling microphone, another triode valve is used, with a preset
officer is at one end of the room which is " covered " by gain control, as a microphone pre -amplifier (Fig. 1).

Button 4: Audio amplifier input cut away from
detector, and brought out to jacks for a special

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

if you like, in the sphere of radio. But who would call
them radio engineers ? Yet few there are who can or
could outshine them in this sphere.
Let us cast aside all pretence ; these brilliant figures
were physicists -the physicists of their time. Those
who have followed after have applied their work, and
are merely developing physical principles.
Applied physics, then, or if we must differentiate applied radio physics.
I believe many would like to append the word
" engineering " to every particular sphere of application.

85v:

Allied Force H.Q. in North Africa usually transmits

es to Press Agencies in New York and London

United

Nations Radio operates on 31.45 metres during the and occasionally material for B.B.C. recordings, on
afternoon. The. " Voice of America " gives the news Sundays at about 13.00 on 18.6 in. approximate. It
at 16.00 hrs. in basic English, consisting of not more usually announces that it will be on the air later in the
than 85o words. Rio de Janeiro operates on 30.86 metres afternoon.
On
rath A.F.H.Q. was in contact with the
in the evenings but I do not know the call sign. All
B.B.C. and also GBB2 ; I heard the replies from them
times B.S.T.-S. Huosori (Cambridge).

0

To next jack
All connecting leads to
the push-buttun switches must be screened by metallised sleeving. For the switch
settings shown, 75 should be in contact with 74.

have opened two new transmitters, WOOC on 19.75
metres and 31.09, and WOOW on 25.27 metres.

L

Fig. I. -The theoretical arrangement of the installation.

This RX works very well indeed and gives good
at 12.00 and 14.00 hrs. on 19.33 metres and at 16.3o hrs.
on 30.66 metres. The A.B.C. have opened two new loudspeaker strehgth on many signals ; the valves are
PM2HL
det. and PM22A output.
transmitters for their Asia service, VLG Melbourne
31.32 metres, and VLI4 Sydney 41.45 -metres. They.,,, On Saturday, November 27th, at r3.r5 B.S.T.;
give an English programme from 15.15 to 15.45. VLG is heard VWY2, Poona, closing down and asking for
the better signal. The World Wide Broadcasting reports of reception. The transmission was on 16.7 m.
Foundation, Boston, have opened a new transmitter, approximate. I can only give the wavelength approxiWRUA on .25.45 metres, 11.79 me/s. till 18.30 and on mately as I have not yet been able to calibrate my set
the 26 -metre band, 11.145 mc/s,, from 18.45. The CBS

['Sleeve

1:1

verLyeo

Cementing Valve Bases

With reference to your reply in the February

issue of PRACTICAL. WIRELESS to C. P.

York)

regarding " Repairing a Valve," I submit the following

Leopoldville, 16.88 m., gives a programme in English
from 12.00 to 12.30 B.S.T; Boston now uses call -signs

WRUL, WRUW, WRUS (or X ?) and WRUA.-P. GOLLEDOE (Rayleigh).
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.

B.B.C. Transmissions

I be permitted to reply to the letter from
Mr. D. J. Burton in your March issue ?
The fact that " mush areas " exist in these very small
islands is tantamount to an admission of failure on the
part of the B.B.C., and this, as is usual these days, is
blamed on the war.
The B.B.C. has received from time to time enormous
." boosts " in the press, including their own periodicals,
and their multitudinous activities have been publicised
SIR,-May

stressing the number of transmissions put out in various
languages to almost unknown destinations, while right

on their own doorstep there are numbers of paying
listeners who are not able to receive the transmission at
all after dark, and sometimes in daylight, too.

It is a good thing for the country that essential public
services are still delivering the goods as required, both

ponents shown in the accompanying diagram form part
of the original circuit. Pot. r is the original volume
control and Pot. 2 the new A.V.C. control. The circuit

is arranged so that the Westector has a bias of r volt
(on a 1.4 -volt valve circuit) while the reflex valve has
zero bias with the A.V.C. control at zero. As A.V.C.
is brought into action a positive bias is applied to the
reflex valve, but this is cancelled out by the A.V.C.

voltage as soon as a carrier is tuned in. The L.F. load
for the Westector is the secondary of the L.F. transformer plus some resistance in series at all positions
of the A.V.C. control except the full -on position. The
A.V.C. load is the roo,000 ohms resistance with Pot. 2
in parallel*.

Anyone who is fortunate enough to own a meter with
21°/.F.T.

in quantity and quality.
Regarding Mr. Burton's last paragraph, we here,

with cinemas six miles away, and bus queues to contend
with, are only too pleased to hear a good concert delivered

007 Ai/#(1

Pick-up

:

100,000 no,

or
1:3

SIR, -1 give below a report of the first meeting of the
above society to be held in Reading for many years.
250,000/1
The Radio Society of Great Britain, Reading Branch,
Pot./
District 7, held their inaugural meeting on Saturday,
/00,000n.
January 22nd, 2944, at The Comrades Club, Reading.
The meeting was convened by the town iviesentative,
0 0 0 4,110
and was presided over by the District No. 7 representative, W. E. Russell (G5WP). Amongst those present
Insert
were 2BTY, G2Yr, 2DIO, 3BN and Dr. Moss.
Tuning
Apologies were received from many members who
Indicarcz,
were unable to attend owing to Service demands.
250,000.a
The gathering was not limited to members only, and
Por,2
a well -represented company of radio enthusiasts ranged
from the amateur to the research expert.
Improving the A.V.C. circuit of a three-oelser (see D. B. Heirs
Subjects discussed included Valve Voltmeters,
letter).
Cathode-ray Tubes, Absorption Meters and Short
Wave Radio Communication.
a maximum reading of zoo microamps can insert it
It was decided to hold monthly meetings, and all at the point marked X. This should make a very neat
interested are invited to get in touch with the tuning indicator Diving a direct reading of the total
Reading.- D.C. voltage available for A.V.C--full scale being
undersigned at 9, Holybrook Road,
R. G. NASH (Reading).
ro volts.-D. B. Hatt (Mkushi, N. Rhodesia).
CoMmunications-type Three-valver
Radio Engineering : U.S. Expeditionary

I

Three-valver," I have been making some further experi-

ments on the A.V.C. circuit which have resulted in
improved performance.
With the original circuit it was often necessary to
juggle with the reaction, volume and series aerial controls
in order to obtain a perfectly controlled signal, as pointed

out towards the end of the article. As two of these
three controls affect the tuning, this was a disadvantage.
The revised A.V.C. circuit contains a variable control
instead of an on -off switch and enables the desired
A.V.C. effect for every type of fading to be obtained
much more quickly and conveniently. Incidentally, the
circuit enables a pick-up to be left permanently in circuit
without a switch.

The extra components required are one Z.F. transformer-the small parallel feed type is very suitableone 230,000 ohm pot., one x mid, condenser, and one
half -watt roo,000 ohm resistance. Ail. the Mites tom.

i

1

Microphone Amplifier

1

_

0531630

I

When the third button is operated, the moving -coil
of the unit loudspeaker is connected to the primary of
a x : 6o turns ratio transformer in the grid circuit of the
triode (HLx32o) pre -amplifier, and the gain of this
stage is preset by the potentiometer R14. As the stage

073 1830
1

2 1220

32142

*521620

72162

0/ I2/

03/ 14/0

05/ 16/0

7/ I6/

gives considerably more gain than can be usefully
employed, the cathode by-pass condenser has been
omitted both in the interests of economy and quality

Audocasr
Fig. 2.-The connections on the push-button switch unit.
numbers correspond with those shown en Fig. 1.

Decoupling is incorporated in this
stage also, at Rx6 and Cr8, and coupling to V4 is via
of reproduction.

The

condenser C x 2.

The modulation voltages appearing across R3 are Switching Arrangements
coupled to the following stage by Cr3. Radio, freThe push-button unit is of the usual type, each

quencies are by-passed across It3 by Cm.
button consisting of four separate single pole change -over
As the design was only concerned with reception of contacts, and the operatioet of one button releases the
local stations, and a stage of RF amplification was in previously operated button. The connection plate of
use, a comparatively high value of R3 was chosen the button unit may be represented as in Fig. 2. As
(75,000 ohms), with an RF by-pass condenser of .0003 there were spare contacts on the " B.B.C. "buttons, two
mid. The highest value of this shunt reactance occurs change -over contacts were joined in parallel on each
at the lowest frequency encountered (corresponding to button, as shown in Fig. 2, to make a more reliable
the Home Service wavelength of 449.5 metres). This contactan essential consideration at radio frequencies.

Reflex Va/ve

is,

Since forwarding to you my article entitled
SIR" A Battery -operated ' Communications Type.'

handles high volume levels adequately, while also showing
fine performance as a microphone.

1

Grid of

at first-class quality and power from the Continent in
preference to a distorted jumble of hideous noises from
the B.B.C.-C. FIELD (St. Asaph).

Radio Society of Great Britain

was no noticeable change in the volume level at the
unit. The latter is a midget Sin. diameter unit,'Und

1

I
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stage, the loudspeakers were connected in parallel, and
when the external loudspeakers were disconnected, there

036-1460

05 I25

'

voltage feedback reduces the load impedance of the

56166 76166
35145 055 I 650 75165
I
054164 74164
34144

06 126
1

All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
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.Forces Station

these times we hear quite a deal about radio
SIR,-In
engineering, but is it not time we stopped fooling
ourselves ? What, after all, is radio engineering ?
The main principles of radio engineering are surely
those of physics. For those who would say " And what
about electricity ? " I reply, " And is not electricity
physical ? " So shall we reduce radio engineering (such
a nice high sounding term !) to applied physics. The
sceptical remark that physics, whether applied or not,
covers a multitude of sins invites the apt reply, " But
radio engineering does not cover them even ! '
Some will probably contend that, after all, what was
Marconi if not a radio engineer. I prefer not to argue
about Marconi; much has already been written on the
merits of his claims to fame, and I will cite Hertz and
Clerk -Maxwell, Fleming and de Forest. So these are to
be known as radio engineers ! But what are they ?
They are forerunners, pioneers, leading lights, "stars,"

COMPONENT VALUES

ie

Cl

C2
C3
C4
C5

C6
RI
R2
R3
R4
R5

.,«.

.01 mfd.
.01 mfd.
500 mmfd.
350 mmfd
.01 mfd.
.01 mfd.
200 ohms.
10,000 ohms.
75,000 ohms.

C7

Cs
C9
CIO
C11

R6
R8

100 mmfd. (mica)
500 mmfd.
350 mmfd.
300 mtnfd.
.25 mfd.
10,000 ohms.
50,000 ohms.

11.

.01 mfd.
.01 mfd.
2 mfd.
.01 mfd.

R11

.25 megolun
600 ohms.
50,000 ohms.
.24 megohm

R12
R13
R14

10,000 ohms.

.25 megohm (Pot.)
R9
600 ohms.
10,000 ohms.
R10
10,000 ohms.
RFC Normal broadcast RF choke.
T1 1.3 Ferranti.
T2 1-60 is

C12
C13
C14
CIS
C16

C19
C20
C21
R15

50 mfd. 25v.
2 mfd.
2 mfd.
4 mfd.
4 mfd.
Equivalent external

R16
R17

10,000 ohms.
230 ohms.

C17
C18

1 m&I.

(preset)

l

LS. load.

I

i

t

LI, L3, 50 niH.
L2, IA, 200 mH.
Mau.
T3, T4, :To suit loudspeaker loads.

OS

value I'S approximately 835 ohms. It will thus be seen

The numbering against the change -over switches in

that Cro 'has a very small reactance compared with Fig. r corresponds to the numbering in Fig. a, therefore
R3. If Cro is made much less than the given value, its by comparing the two diagrams, the circuit connections
by-passing effect to RF will not be sufficient, and if when any given button is operated may be seen. All
-larger, it will attenuate the higher modulation contacts in Fig. 2 are shown in the non -operated
frequencies.
condition with the exception of those associated with
As the anode of the valve merely acts as a collector for the " B.B.C. Home Service " button, which is operated.
the electrons, it is kept at earth potential with respect
Button 4, as mentioned before, brings the input of
to RF and AF by the large condenser CH.
1st Audio Stage
Audio signals are coupled to the

the audio amplifier out to a series of jacks in the original

input transformer Tr by Cr3, and
across the secondary is the gain

control potentiometer R4. The stage
is a conventional audio -voltage am-

plifier, with anode decoupling R8
and C14, sad a grid stopper R5.
There is no cathode resistor by-

pass condenser, as the out -of -phase
feedback voltage is introduced to the so;
stage at this point.

Power Amplitlir
Coupling to the power amplifier is
via C,5, grid stopper Rio, and grid
leak Rim. Negative voltage feedback is used on the two audio stages,
via the feedback path Cr6, R6, and
129. V5 is a Mazda Pen 352o, but a
beampower valve could be used
with advantage. As the use of

;-.1

Forces Addle Start
.111)

-el

4;

/64)
Fig. 3.-The dimensions and panel layout of the cabinet used by the Writer.

installation, where the controller has to monitor various
audio circuits. This need may not be necessary in other
installations, but it may be used to connect a gramophone
pick-up to the loudspeaker system ; in this case, the
contacts disconnecting the external loudspeakers should
be omitted.

Simple Contrast Expansion Systems
By

Some Form of Contrast Expansion
S.

is

difference in volume between the loudest (fortissimo) and the softest (pianissimo) passages is
about 70 decibels, and in order to obtain lifelike
reproduction of music it is necessary to preserve the full
value of this " dynamic range " as it is called.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to broadcast the full
dynamic range of the orchestra, or record it on discs,
because if the loudest passage is adjusted to load the
broadcasting or recording amplifier to a satisfactory

degree, the weak passages will be drowned by amplifier
hiss. etc. Alternatively, if the weak passages are given
a good signal-to-noise ratio, then the loud passages will
seriously overload the amplifier. Therefore, in order
to preserve good quality and a good signal-to-noise ratio,
broadcasting authorities and recording companies have
to resort to volume compression, and the dynamic range

of volume compression is not obvious to us when listening

Firstly, the

article
simple units for improving
the contrast in mains driven broadcast receiver: or amplifiers. They do not
apply, however, to battery driven apparatus owing
td the small output power
of such sets.

The first method is extremely simple indeed : it

if the bulb has too high a voltage rating,
then the full improvement in contrast will not be
obtained until the set's volume is much higher than
passages ;

Fig. 2. -Practical application of Fig. I.

Receivers and Radiograms on D.C. mains.

MORE POWER TRANSFORMERS.

SI51 -

A.C. Kit

'

Assembled.

No C.O.D"

for.Kits.

Delivery approximately One Month.
When assembled these Kits give exoellent reproduction on 'Medium and
Long Waves. Supplied complete with
chassis 131n. x 611n. x 211n., Valves,
(Regret, no cabinets.) 3 controls.
.A.C. 3-v. (+ RECTIFIER) KIT.
V.M.H.F. Pen.. Triode. L.F. Pen.,
Rectifier, M.C. Speaker. Price 10
Post IA_ plus 3/6 packing
ans.
(returnable).

MORSE

BATTERY 3-VKIT. V.M.H.F. Pen.,
Triode Detector and Output Tetrode,
P.M. Speaker. Price £7. Post 1/1,

PRACTICE
Metal U.S.A. Pattern Speed Key
G.P.O. Bar type on Wooden Base ...

plus 3/6 packing (returnable).
3 -GANG CONDENSERS, ceramic
insulation, .00025. Bid.
3 bands
SHORT-WAVE COILS.
covering 12-50 metres. Aerial, and
H.F. mounted on screened switch.
Wired up to terminal output connections. All numbered. llin. spindle.
Complete with circuit. 20/,
A. /t. H.F. TRANSFORMERS with
reaction colour coded. 10/6 a pair.
SCREENED DUAL RANGE COILS,
Long and Medium. Aerial and H.F.
Transformers with reaction. 211n.
dia. x 311n. Iron -cored -medium wave
only. With circuit. 1216 a pair.
465 KC& 1.P. TRANSFORMERS.
Air -cored, screened, with trimmers.
15/- a pair. Also small iron -cored,
unscreened. 15/-,_
UNIVERSAL MAINS TRANSFORMERS. A.C. input. 230 v. output,
300-0-300, 6.3 v., 4 amp., 5 v., 2 amp..
4 v. 2 amp.. 4 v.. 4 amp., 80 MA.
Screened primary colour coded. 32/6
each.
STANDARD REPLACEMENT
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input
200/250 A.C.. output 350-0-350. 80 MA.,
4 v.. 4 amp.. 4 v., 2 amp. Screened

416d.
816d.

G.P.O. Heavy Duty operating type,

polished.
brass, lacquered, very fine

£1/f?'6d.

balance

A.C./D.C. Motor Gen. Chargers.
Rotaries for Radio. E.D.C.

With filter and silence cabinet for A.C.

*
DIALS
Pane

41 -

516d.

*

primary, 313/- each.
STANDARD MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 2014/250 A.C.. output
350-0-350. 150 m.C;13.3 v.. 5 amp.. 5 v.,
2 .amp., 35/- each.
MAINS VOLT DROPPING RESISTORS. .2 amp. 1,000 ohms, 2 variable
sliders. 6/-; .3 amp. 750 ohms, 2 variable
sliders, 7/-.
REWIRE -WOUND
10 -WATT

of

:

low a volume rating is used, then it will bum out on loud

ball -

Crypto, etc. Various D.C. inputs
and 50 -cycle A.G. output for power jobs.

CERAMICS

the bulb holder to the external loudspeaker sockets as
shown in Fig. 2. Normally, a 2.5 volt bulb will be
suitable, but in order that the correct voltage may be
obtained for all types of sets, it may be said that the
bulb should light brilliantly on loud passages of music
and should not light at all on soft passages. Readers
should thus choose a bulb which will do this when fhe
receiver is giving normal volume. If a bulb with too

to 250 volts,
enclosed, drip7proof,
silent bearings; flange
200

and

10

Ne carry comprehensive stock,
ceramic material

the speech coil of the loudspeaker as shown in Fig. r. In
most commercial receivers this can be done by connecting

horse D.C. motors,

State wants.

CONDENSERS
Wavemaster Ceramic
Insulation
Tuning Condensers, .0001, .00016
\Vavemaster
Insulation
Ceramic
Reaction Condenser
...
Eddystone Cat. No. 1068 Ultra H.F.
Split Stator Condenser. Capacity
as Series'gap. Minimum 3 m.mfd.,
Maximum 20 m.mfd. Each section
-Minimum 5 m.mfd., Maximum

,in. type ...

simply consists of connecting an ordinary torch bulb across

modern quarter -

15 I5s.

SHORT WAVE

ohnson Handle Indicator, complete
handle and scale, suitable for instrument or transmitter use.
4in. type
...

H.I.-

and

Fine

bearing, 171b., as new, 301-, carr. 216 extra.
Charging Dynamos, 30 volts 15 amps.,

Telsen Slow Motion Dial,
Mounting, escutcheon type

Fig. 1. -The most simple form.

permit free.

Dynamos, 6 volts and 600 volts,

listened to reproduced

reduction. There are two reasons why this great amount purpose of this short
to describe two

essential

experimental work,

35Ibs. Compound or shunt. We fully
guarantee.
th h.p., $3 10s. e h.p., $4.
Larger powers in stock. Double Current

M.C. Speaker and wiring diagram.

music in which the full
dynamic range has been
included it is very difficult
indeed to go back to the
is reduced from its normal value of 70 decibels to condensed versions norsomething between 12 and 20 decibels, a very serious mally heard. It is the

For

or base fixing, double end shaft, ain, dia.,
1,450 revs. ; size, 71in. x 7in. ; weight,

Necessary

human car is a very accommodating organ and permits
us to imagine quite large changes in volume even when
they are not actually present. As an illustration of this
point, there is a well-known experiment in which people
are asked to seta volume control knob until the output
volume of a ldudspeaker is the same as a level they have
previously heard. They are frequently as much as- so
decibels out ! The second reason why- the reduced
dynathic range is not obvious -and the importance of
this point can hardly be over emphasised -is that we are
used to listening to music
H. r.÷
without it! Once one has

DYNAMOS -M OTORS-R OTARI ES.

(Formerly F. H. WILSON)

0. MAWS

THE range of sound volume of an orchestra, or the

to orchestral broadcasts or recordings.

IUSTERITY
RADIO LIMITED

switch is screened from its neighbour.
The whole unit is enclosed in a metal cabinet alin.

unit should be run together in one screen, and those from reflect a different capacity, with consequent mistuning.

215

,,,ELECTRADIX--=

C8 and Cg should be treated similarly. All the screens

should be bonded to each other at a point as near as
- possible to the button unit, and the frame of the unit
should itself be earthed, as then each section 91 the

8iin. x 41in., and is attached to the wall (see Fig. 3),
power feeds and audio lines being led into it through
Miscellaneous Details
The metal chassis of the unit is at earth potential, conduit. In the original unit, service was required
while the negative side of the H.T. supply is at 85 v. continuously, and, therefore, no heater switch was
negative with respect to earth. The total H.T. voltage fitted. If only intermittent service is required, a heater
is (13o v. + 85 v.) = 215 v. The heaters of the valves switch could be ganged with the gain control on the
have a total series voltage drop of 87 v. As the 85 v. unit.
When the preset tuning condensers are being
supply is regulated to within ± 2 v., it may be placed
directly across the series connected heaters of the five adjusted, the operation must be carried out with the
valves without the need --for a barretter or dropping chassis in its final position inside the metal cabinet,
otherwise capacity due to the cabinet will throw the,
resistance.
With respect to the wiring, all leads to the button unit RF circuits out of tune.
A signal generator should not be used to adjust the
must be run in separate earthed screened sheathing, as
high level and low level audio- and radio -frequency aerial circuits ; they should be adjusted with' the actual
circuits are brought into close proximity at this point; and aerial to be used with the unit, as a certain amount of
osculation is liable to take place if these precautions are capacity is reflected from the aerial into the tuned
not taken. The two leads from C3 and C4 to the button circuit and any other than the final conditions would

To Obtain High Fidelity Reproduction
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Formers from lin. long by lin. diameter in
varied sizes and types up to 12in. by 3in.
diameter.
Stand-off Insulators from 7in. height up to
Sin. height.
Aerial Feeder Spreaders, 4in. and 6in.
Lead Through Insulators, from 1.1,in. to 3in.
Aerial Insulators, 3in. and 6in.

1,000. 500 and 150
PADDERS. Twin ceramic .0005 mfd.
and .001 mfd. (max.). 2/6 each.
VOLUME CONTROLS, 1, 5, 1 and 2
meg.. with switch. 6/6 each. 5,000.
10,11811, 25.000 and 50.000 ohms, less
switch, 4/- each.
CHASSIS.% Cndrilled steel, painted,
new, 101 x 8 x 2tin., 7/6; 8 a 6 x 21in.,
4/6 each.
7rPlease add postage for enquiries
and ,orders, C.O.D. orders
accepted.

SISTORS, 2000,,

ohm., 218 each.

*

WEBS'S RA D I 0,14, Soho St., Oxfcr.1 St.,
London, W.1.

Telephone : Gerrard 2089
Open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sots., 10 a.m.
to 12 noon

307,
I

HIGH HOLBORN,

I.C1.00r4 WC I

Phone NOLhoen 463/

150 watt Foster, 400 cycles, 230 volts to
15 volts C.T.
10 amps., 43. 250 watt
Foster, 50 cycles, 110 volts to 10,000 volts
25 mla., 44. 500 watt Foster, 440 volts
50 cycles to 110 volts 5 amps., 44 15s.
I kW. Powquip, 250 volts 50 cycles to 50

volts 20 amps., U. 13 kW. Zenith,

100

volts 50 Cycles to 6,000 volts 25 mfa.,
2 kW. Foster, 2001230 volts 50 cycles to
4,000 volts, £9 10s. 3 kW. Metvik, 400

volts 50 cycles to 600 volts, oil, £9 10s.
3 kW. Foster, 250 volts 50 cycles to 50
volts 60 amps., £9 15s. (4). 3 kW. Foster,

400 volts 50 cycles to
amps., 412.

ALL O.K.

60

volts

to

72

TRANSFORMERS. M you can cut your

'own stampings out of 6in. Stalloy sheet, we
can supply in 38in. lengths
each.
METERS. We have some full-size switchboard meters, 41n. and 61n. dials, etc.
A.C. and D.C. At low prices to callers.

INDICATORS. Water level for tanks.

with ball -float geared to watch -dial panel
gauge. Range 91n. rise or fall, 716. Battery
Charge indicators, " Mentor " thermal
type, red light, 2iin. flush panel case,
6 or 12 volts, 51-.

CRYSTAL EMERGENCY SETS. Gambrel! wavemeter type, multi A.T.I.

selector switch, tuning condensers and perm. crystal ; in closed portable case, SW-.

Mark Ill ex W.D., a two -circuit receiver,

tapped

aerial

inductance, stud

switch,

varlometer coupling, vari air condenser,
perikon and catswhisker detectors ; case

II x 10 x 8 with space for headphones,

Govt. -made for

valves,

851,

Victory

Pocket type, enclosed crystal receiver, all
bakelite box, with one earphone, 351-.

WALL NUT. A superior set for table

or wall.

New model in polished hardwood

case, 42/ -

CAMBRIDGE TOWNSEND BUZZERS
are difficult to get. The highest note
and smallest Buzzer
made,

used

by

Government on

wave -meters, ample
platinum
contacts.
1W-.

zers :

Other Buz-

Practice,

bakelite-cased, 316. Square metal -cased buzzer, 716.

For other Bargains see our advertisement in
previous issues. Please add postage on Mail
Orders, and send stamped envelope for
replies

to

enquiries.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
T14, Queenstown Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.8.

--Telephone: Macaulay

2168.
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest
Gramophone Records

H.M.V.

IPTIO the list of recordings of British music made under
the auspices of the British Council, H.M.V. have

I

added the first recording of Sir Arnold I3ax's

" Third Symphony," performed by the newly constituted
Halle Orchestra, under the baton of John Barbirolli.
The recordings are outstanding -in many respects, first
of which is the composition and its composer. Sir
Arnold Bax, who is the Master of the King's Music, is

an Englishman' but often mistaken for an Irishman;

due, no doubt, to the fact that he spent much of his early

Handel was particularly fond of an instrument which
we call to -day the oboe, and proof of this, and his great
understanding of the 'instrument, will be found in his
Voncerto Grosso in G Minor," which has been recorded
on Columbia DX]ri44, by Leon Goosens, obbe, with the
Liverpool.
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by
Basil Cameron.
The slow movements have some delightful melodies,
while the allegro sections are full of life, in fact, almost

The work calls for great understanding
and technique from the soloist, but Leon Goosens
boisterous.

exhibits complete mastery of his part and a thorough.
appreciation of the composer's love of the oboe.
To open my selection of the Columbia zoin. records,
sharing his activities between music and letters. He
has eight symphonies to his [credit, and has spent 4o I have chosen Coltnibia DB2133, as it is a fine recording
of his 6o years creating works in almost every branch of " Suite Espagiaole " (3 and 4),* namely, " Cadiz "
of composition.
(Saeta) and " Asturias " (Legenda), by those two gifted
Secondf great credit is due to the conductor, John and popular artists at the piano, Rawicz and Lanclauer.
Carroll Gibbons and the Savoy Hotel 'OrpheanS have
Barbirolli-youngest of our classical conductors-for
his genius in obtaining perfect discipline and interpreta- taken two good pieces out of the film " Thank Your
tion from an orchestra composed almost entirely of Lucky Stars " for their contribution this month. They
students. The string section is remarkably fine, and are How Sweet You Are " and " They're Either Too
life in Dublin, Donegal and western parts of Ireland.

April, 1944 \

April, 1944

He also wrote under the pseudonym of Dermot O'Byrne,

'

be complete without a word of praise for those responsible
for the recordings, as they form an outstanding example
of technical progress in that sphere.
The recordings are on six records-r2 partsH.M.V. C 338o-85 .

The number is H.M.V. BDro7r.

My next record reminds one of the loss to the World of

amount and is well worth while. When used on reproduc-

that great comedian of jazz, Thomas " Fats " Waller,

as it represents one of his best contributions to the
H.M.V. lists. The record is BD1o73, " Imagine My
Surprise " and " Your Socks Don't Match "-both
foxtrots-and " Fats," naturally, takes the vocals
and does some amazing things with the score on the piano.
Joe Loss and his Orchestra, on H.M.V. BD583o,
have recorded two good tunes in " In Pinetop's Footsteps" and " Fan It."
Eric \Vinstone and his Band have selected " Tenement
Symphony," which is a feature in the Marx Brothers
film, The Big Store. For this recording, a specially
augmented combination of six brass, four saxophones,
four rhythm, a strong string section and a vocalist

and technique, and I am sure they will have a wide
appeal.
I am referring to " Down In The Forest "
(Simpson-Landon Ronald) and " Passing By " (Herrick
-Edward Purcell) on Parlophone R020527.
A fine

record which I recommend for your library of vocals.
The Organ, The Dance Band and Me, entertain one with
" Happy Days, Happy Months, Happy Years," which
they, link with " The Dear Little Isle I Love," foxtrot
and waltz respectively. Parlophone F2oo7.
" For The First Time "-foxtrot-and " The Rhythm
Of The Jeep "-quickstep-are played by No. r Balloon
Centre Dance Orchestra on Parlophone F2oo6. These
two good trines well orchestrated and presented.
was used in an arrangement by Stanley Black. A good areGeraldo's
latest record consists of "-Paper Doll," a
record, the number being H.M.V. BD5832.
.number which has achieved amazing popularity in the
Columbia
U.S.A., and which is rapidly becoming very much in
ALARGE proportion of Grieg's compositions took request
here, though, of course, one should not
the form of short pieces for the piano, and except take theover
words too seriously. Coupled with " Paper
for those who play them at home, they have not gained Doll "-on Parlophone F2oo5-is
Thanks for The
the popularity of such works as his " Peer Gynt Suite " Dream " a rumba foxtrot.
and his " Piano Concerto," or some of his songs. The
For
Nos.
7
and
8
of
the
1944
Super
Rhythm -style
lack of popularity of the shorter works is due, no doubt, Series, Jimmie Lunceford and his Orchestra
to the fact that they were too brief for inclusion 'in recorded-on Parlophone R2928-" White Heat "have
and
recital programmes, which it rather a pity, as they are " Lunceford Special " two numbers which should
beautiful works, rich in Norwegian folk music. In this appeal to super -rhythm enthusiasts.
class we have Grieg's " Lyric Pieces," of which Grieg
composed ro sets, and this month Columbia has released Regal
four of these. I. Shepherd's Boy ; 2. Norwegian Rustic THERE is a good Regal record of George Formby
Dance ; 3. Nocturne, and 4. March of the Dwarfs. The
released this month, its -number being MR3723, and
first two are on Columbia DXx142 and the second two on it George has recorded-in his bright and breezy style
on Columbia. DX 1143-" Lyric Suite, Grieg, Op. 54." -" Serves You Right " and "Swim, Little Fish,"
These delightful works are played by the Liverpool
Finally, on Regal MR1725, the -Stage Coach Players
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Basil Cameron, play for us " I Left My Heart At The Stage. Door
and their performance is superb.
Canteen " and " This Is The Army Mr. Jones."

of

out put
transformer

Contrast
Expansion

:off

Controst
ExponsIon
on

the inclusion of contrast expansion does not greatly
improve reproduction of dance music in which the
volume usually remains fairly constant so that there

is little contrast to be improved. The circuit should not
therefore be used on such programmes or records. It
can conveniently be switched off by removing one of Fig. 5.- Switching
the plugs or unscrewing the bulb slightly. Some readers between secondary
may like to include a switch on the set by means of which

and wait.

the bulb circuit may be broken when desired.
If more contrast expansion is wanted than can be
H. I' I -

maker

given by this single -bulb arrangement

it is possible to use two bulbs in a
bridge circuit, as shown in Fig. 3.
This type of contrast expander
employs two similar bulbs and two
identical resistances R, arranged as

and the other by his Jive Band. The former play

RICHARD TAUBER has selected two songs which
enable him to make full use of his rich tenor voice

Secondary

,passages in which the needle hiss is most apparent and
increases the volume in the loud passages in which the
needle hiss is not apparent anyhow. Generally speaking,

Victor Silvester is present in force again in the current
list, as he has two records, one by his Ballroom Orchestra

Parlophone

Double pole obuble throw switch

tion of gramophone records it will be found that the
chief improvement will be a great reduction of needle
hiss. The bulb reduces the volume during the quiet

" The Wishing Waltz " and " Always " in, of course,
strict dance tempo, and a very nice style. The jive
record consists of I'm Comin' Virginia " and " Poor
The loin. H.M.V.s I have selected this month are for Butterfly." Columbia F/32994 and FB2996 respectively.
Monte Rey-with orchestra-has made a good recorddancing folks, with one exception, and that is H.M.V.
BDro7o on which " Hutch ' has recorded " My Heart ing out of " Kiss Me " and " Serenade To A Dream," on
Tells Me " and " Hold Back the Dawn," two numbers Columbia FB299o. Hawaiian enthusiasts will welcome
Felix Mendelssohn's latest record-Columbia FB2991which " Hutch " puts over in his best style.
" Star Dust " linked with " I'm Gettin' Sentimental on which he has recorded with his Hawaiian Serenaders
Over You," are two good tunes, nicely played by Ivy " To -night " (Beguine) and " In The Still Of The
Benson and Her Girls Band and featuring Ivy on the Night (Beguine).

saxophone..
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improvement in contrast given by this simple device
is usually about 12 decibels with a 2.5 -volt bulb and a
speech coil of 5 impedance. This is a very noticeable

there is no doubt that this newly constituted Halle Young Or Too Old," and on Columbia FB2993.

Orchestra has a great future. These remarks would not

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

usual. Of course some bass in volume is inevitable when
the bulb is connected up, for a 2.5 volt torch bulb takes
wtt of power to light it brilliantly, but as most mains
sets` give 4 watts output this can easily be spared. The

coil of loudspeaker

coil it

will be convenient to use two bulbs with

a rating of 6 volts and .3 amps each, and the resistances
should be about 1.5 ohms each. These values will give
about 20 decibels improvement in expansion, far more
than is possible using a simple bulb. A very convenient

way of constructing these is as indicated in Fig. 4.
141n. of gauge 28 Eureka wire gives a resistance of

1.5 ohms, and this can be wound in a small rectangular
piece of cardboard as shown, the ends passing through
small holes in the card and being then soldered to the
tags. Some readers will, no doubt, desire a switching
arrangement by means of which the contrast expansion
unit can be switched off when not required. For the
benefit of these, Fig. 5 is included, which shows how a
double -pole double -throw switch may be used for this
purpose.

This bridge circuit is a particularly convenient one,

for, by altering the value of the resistances R it is possible
to obtain almost any degree of expansion. If two very
Fig. 3.-A bridge arrangement
gives better results,
low resistance potentiometers are available it ,would,be
a very good thing to gang them together and to calibrate
the control knob to decibels expansion. Readers who
shown. With this circuit it is
intend trying this, however, arc warned that the
possible to obtain almost any
maximum value of R should never exceed one -tenth .of
degree of expansion desired
by correct choice of bulbs
and by using resistances of the correct value, but it T when E equals the voltage and I the current ratings
should be noted that this bridge circuit can only be used of the bulbs, or else volume compression will result
when the amplifier or receiver to which it is connected instead of volume expansion !

has adequate output power. The circuit is
rather wasteful of power, since it contains two
bulbs and two resistances instead of one bulb

lb secondary of output transformer
To spe;ch coif

as before, and it is recommended, for best results,

of loudspeaker

that the receiver or amplifier to which it is
connected should have an undistorted output

of at least six watts. The amplifier
should preferably contain a push- To speech coil
pull output as suggested in Fig. of loudspeaker
3. Practically the circuit may be

EureA,7 wire

built up as a unit on a small
piece

of

wood

carrying four

soldering tags, as shown in Fig.
When completed this can
4.
then be mounted inside the
cabinet of the receiver close to
the loudspeaker. It will be

Eureka wire

necessary, of course, to disconnect the wires which normally

connect the secondary winding
of the output transformer to the
speech coil of the loudspeaker
and

to insert the contrast

expansion unit, as indicated

in Fig. 4. For a 5 ohm. speech

Fig. 4.-A

practical

method of assumhiu

of Fig. 3.

ro secondary of

output transformer
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A Moving -coil Microphone
Constructional

Details

of a Sensitive Instrument

ONE of the most useful microphones for amateur
use is the moving -coil. It is capable of a much
better frequency range than the transverse current type,- and does not suffer from the two main
disadvantages of the latter, namely, background hiss
Cuts made here after
removing from tube

here

4

Depth of pole pieces
The coif should be wound

within these limitsew

\\
Paper to bring to

the correct diameter
Fig. 1. -Shows how
the

in a vice and slowly rotating it. The former must he

;1

E

.b

,.., 6 ..0

0
0

-...

coated first with some form of adhesive ; shellac dissolved

in

coil former

When the first layer has been. completed, it should
be coated with the shellac solution and a second one
wound back over it, and when the shellac has set the

is

made.

and blasting, and it does not require a polarising current.
- The first requirement is a suitable magnet assembly*
This may be taken from an old moving -coil speaker and

the smaller it is, the better, provided that it is fairly
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H es for for fixing screws
Fig.
Fig.

2. -The

spider."

3. -Dimensions of cone and method of cutting.

there are suitable holes drilled in the magnet on either
Aide of the gap for holding the new spider.
The Coil

The speech -coil of the speaker will not be suitable

Fig. 4. -The "spider" and slcoil jouster fitted to cone.

back is unscrewed. A number of holes should be drilled
round the case behind the cone as shown in Fig. 5, and
cotton wool packed round the magnet, care being taken
that it does not touch the cone.

outside of the former than on the inside when it is placed
in the gap, in order to allow for the space taken up by the
coil which is to be wound on it, and -a little experimenting
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5. - The

completed

to find the correct width for the coil, and the former microphone
removed from

should be marked out as shown in Fig. z. The wire used
by the writer for winding the coil was S.W.G. 42 S.S.C.
It should be wound by holding the tube on a rod' fixed

x

-4a.

.-

Fig.

0

g
'41

Front

I

re.

x

may have to be done before a former is' made which
is judged to be the exact size.
The depth of the pole pieces must then be measured

to

I

I

I

E.c..)

Amplification Required

The microphone should be used with a 60 : z transFor the microphone owing to its weight, therefore a new
one must be wound. With a pair of outside calipers, the former and to give a good loudspeaker output, three
R.C.
coupled stages are recommended, although two
diameter of the gap should be ascertained and a short
piece of tubing, as near as possible to, but not more than stages transformer coupled may be found sufficient if a
this diameter, should be found on which to hold the pentode output valve is used.
paper former, if necessary, winding a strip of guinmed
paper on the tube to bring it up to the diameter required.
Gummed paper of the kind used for protecting windows

is handy for making the coil former, as it is thin and
fairly stiff. A piece should be wrapped once round the
tube with .the minimum of overlap required to hold it,
It will be necessary to have a greater clearance on the

n

whole instrument will slide out of the case when the
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the former shown in Fig. z should be made, and first
the " spider " then the cone placed over the end of
the coil former. The ends of this can then be cemented
to the cone and the " spider " Cemented in the position
indicated in Fig. 4. The leads from the coil may be
brought out along the " spider " and cemented to it.
After being centred in the gap of the magnet, the coil
should move freely, when the cone is blown upon. It
is helpful to have the microphone connected up whilst
centring, the quality of speech indicating when the
correct setting has been obtained.
The dimensions of a case for the microphone will,
of course, depend on those of the magnet used. The
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Making the Cone

Cartridge paper is suitable for making .the cone and
" spider," the latter being cut as shown in Fig. 2, and
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former may be slid off the tube.

Ends of former

0

4,'

er0

"

The speaker must be one having a centring
spider " outside the speech -coil, unless, of course, latter should be fixed to the back of the case so that the

powerful.

no

Vs -8

-§

of the cone are giyen in Fig. 3, the centre hole being the
same size as that in the " spider."
To assemble the coil, " spider," and cone, the cuts in

Tube covered with
rfro'

.0

8

just slip over the end of the latter. The measurements

Commence

winding

.4
3

.9.

.,.;

in order to give it stiffness, dipped in the shellac solution
and allowed to dry. The diameter of the centre hole A
will depend upon that of the speech -coil, but it should

4ft

waste
%%\\

.0

in methylated spirits is suitable. Great care is necessary
to ensure that the turns lie evenly against each other.

By G. M. JONES
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A Novel Device Which Operates on the
THE writer recently had occasion to doubt the
accuracy of his pick-up turntable speed tester
which, on investigation, proved to be inaccurate.
Rather than be re/peed to checking the speed of the
turntable by means of counting the revolutions against
a stopwatch, a little thought evolved an arrangement
whereby the exact speed of 78 r.p.m. could be checked
in a moment by the mere turning of a switch. The
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device works on the stroboscope principle, and all that
K

14

is visible to the eye is a small luminous area on a ground -

K

glass screen, which remains either in or out if the turntable motor is on exact speed. Should the motor be
running either fast or slow then the light slowly appears
and disappears at a rate depending on the amount the
motor is running out of speed.
The sectional elevation shown on this page should
give the reader sufficient detail to enable him to form a
good idea of the construction. The illustration is
purposely left undimensioned, since each particular
installation will vary in detailed measurements according to the variations in design
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of the baseboard and the existing fittings
thereon. Nevertheless, the main dimensions
should be somewhat similar in each' case.
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the design accordingly.
In its essentials the arrangement consists
of a small commercial type neon lamp such
as is sold at any well -stocked electrical

and a vulcanite screw top frbrn a glass bottle.
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some care will be necessary to ensure the right number of
holes in their correct positions, since the working
principle of the device depends upon the precise number

and spacing of the holes. The writer found it best
to determine the length of cardboard strip necessary
then, by means of trial and error with a pair of fine
dividers, to split up this length into 78 equal parts.

When the exact setting of the dividers has been obtained

the distance can be again stepped -off, but this time

making a slight puncture with the points of.the dividers
at each place where a hole is to be punned. Each hole
should be about -kin. in diameter, and an ordinary paper
punch of the pliers type will be found to make a suitably
sized hole. The height of the pitch -circle line of the

holes above the lower edge of the cardboard strip

should be such that the beam of light is either interrupted
Turn table

Plastic
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Ground glass

Bottle cap
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control it, the source of current being taken from the
The neon
leads which supply the turntable motor.
lamp provides a source of orange light flickering in and
out at a rate of 5o times per second due to the 5o cycle
aVernating current. It should be noted that an ordinary
wire filament lamp cannot be used, as it provides an
almost constant source of illumination which is unsuitable for a stroboscopic effect.
The light from the neon lamp is directed vertically
upwards through a hole in the baseboard and is reflected
radially outwards underneath the turntable by a small
mirror situated above the hole by means of the putty

substance and set at an angle of 45 degrees to the
horizontal. The horizontal beam of light, after leaving
the mirror, is interrupted at the edge of the turntable by
a rim of cardboard secured by adhesive to the underside
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Alf the turntable and running round the inner periphery
golof the heavy beading at the edge of the table. The
. cardboard rim is sufficiently deep to intercept the beam
of light but not deep enough to rub against the automatic
stopping mechanism if such is fitted. A careful adjustment will be necessary as the clearances involved are

rather small but a little experiment will achieve the

Xt'IM
44

by the blank spaces between the holes or is allowed to
pass through the holes as the table rotates. If now,

when the lamp is switched on and the turntable is
rotating at something like the correct speed, the eye
is placed radially in line with the beam of light coming
from the mirror (the head will obviously have to be
level with the turntable to do this) then the
is wired in series with the electric switch which is to placed
light from the lamp will be seen to wink slowly in and out.

...

8

°
P.,

be

The neon lamp is first secured by means of a bracket
to the underside of the baseboard. The lamp should be
situated somewhere between the turntable spindle and
the .outer edge of the turntable as shown. The lamp

to

Co

the cardboard strip should

pieces of mirror and ground glass. some putty or
plastic material, a sheet of, not -too -thick cardboard

00

.4

Before fitting,

punched with 78 equally spaced holes, and here again

in the illustration), the reader may vary

O0

-4

fin.

51210

store, as a pilot light for electric ovens, etc. A small
holder should be obtained for the lamp at the time of
purchase. Also nemssary are an electric switch, a few

'

By P. W. BAKER

gummed in position, the two ends should overlap about

therefore (i.e., at "` a " and " b " as shown

0000

1P,818

Stroboscope Principle,

Apart from one or two rather fine clearances,

f28
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A Turntable Speed Tester
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desired condition.

.

gi- i
Z

5

A touch of the finger on the speed regulator will achieve

the effect of making the light remain in or out (either
condition representing the exact turntable speed of

78 r.p.m.) due to the number of holes and the alternations

of the neon lamp at mains frequency.

The Reflecting Device
Since it is obviously undesirable to lower the head to the

turntable each time the speed is checked, a further
mirror is provided iv; reflect the horizontal beam upwards on to a small ground -glass screen which, being
non -directional, can be viewed from any angle with
ease. To accommodate this second mirror -and the
ground glass screen, and to provide a presentable
additional fitting to the top of the baseboard, the
vulcanite screw cap of a bottle was found suitable.
Two holes are bored in the cap in the positions shown
in the illustration, i.e., one horizontally in the side
and one vertically in the top. A small disc of ground glass
slightly less in diameter than the interior diameter
of the cap was cut to shape with a glass cutter and
secured to the inside of the bottle cap with adhesive.

The second mirror, cut to a suitable size, was also secured

in position as shown. The whole is fixed about an inch
away from the edge of the turntable and in line with
the beam of light which, passing through the bole in the
than the circumference of the table and, as a rough guide, side of the bottle cap, is reflected upwards by the second
about lin. to sin, deep. When the strip is fitted and mirror and becomes visible on the ground -glass screen.

Making the Light Interru$er
A strip of cardboard should be cut slightly longer
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Important Dates in the Progress of the B.B.C. Between 1937 and 1939

A General Explanation of Two Systems of Detection, Together With Details of Practical
Circuit Arrangements
transmitting licences are renewed.

In consequence,

this is perhaps an appropriate ding to collect some
information about ultra-short-waVe (dr V.H.F., meaning
very high -frequency) work. It is very interesting, and

great strides have been made with it since -September,
r939, but little publicity has been given to the progress
made, since much of it has been of a secret nature. It
is, however, an open secret that even micro -waves (the
300 mc/s-simplicity of construction is often the keynote name generally accepted as applying to those shorter
of success. Normal superhet operation is complicated than one metre) have been successfully employed.
and " tricky," and probably out of the question for the
A 20 -metre Receiver
average amateur.
The single -valve set, with well -controlled reaction,
We can start our examination of the subject by
will often give the results desired ; due to the small considering an ordinary regenerative detector, suitable
number of components required, and the simple nature for use on wavelengths down to around 15 metres.
of the wiring, it is not difficult to ensure that there A circuit is shown in Fig. r, and it will be seen at once

shall be a minimum of unwanted capacity between that this differs very little in general characteristics
different parts of the circuit. The ordinary triode from the circuit used for broadcast reception in the
detector with Reinartz-type reaction operates perfectly simplest types of receiver. Component values are
well down to around 15 metres (2o mc/s), but is not quite somewhat different, and a certain amount of useful
so reliable on lowerwavelillgths. When we come down experimental work can be applied to the construction
to wavelengths of one metre or thereabouts, this type of a coil. The number of turns required for the grid
of circuit is scarcely worthy of serious consideration. winding is clearly fixed by the wavelength to which the
Reaction is not easily obtained ; if it is, the control is coil is to tune, but the number of turns on the reaction
by no means smooth over even a narrow frequency and aerial coupling windings, as well as the distance
range. It is then 'that the super -regenerative circuit between the windings, makes a vast difference to the
becomes extremely valuable.
smoothness of reaction control.
that there is any sharp dividing
A coil for 20 metres can well be made on a ribbed
line between the frequencies at which the ordinary ceramic former of r fin. in diameter by placing a grid
oscillating or reacting detector is suitable and those roil consisting of seven turns of 18 -gauge enamelled
on which a super -regenerative circuit is essential for or bare copper wire in the centre of the former. The
satisfactory reception, but it can generally be taken aerial winding can be started fin. above the grid winding
that for wavelengths of less than to metres (3o mc/s) the
super -regenerative circuit is to be preferred. On wavelengths of 5 metres or less the regenerative detector is of
little use unless special valves and components are
available.

The Future of
Of course, there is very little of interest being transmitted on ultra -short -waves at the present time, but it

seems reasonable to suppose that, this part of the

and may consist of four turns of 26 -gauge enamelled
wire, whilst a reaction winding of five turns of similar
wire may be started the same distance below the grid
winding. The turns of the grid winding should be spaced

by the diameter of the wire, but those for the other

two windings should be side by side. If it is available,
silver-plated copper wire is better for the grid winding,
since this does not readily oxidise,. and has a lower H.F.
resistance than has plain copper wire.

frequency spectrum will come into prominence after Bandspread Tuning
the war. If history is to repeat itself, amateurs will be
The.aerial is connected to the aerial winding through
pressed lower down the wavelength range when their a 25
m.mfd. variable condenser. This gives a good conPhones

HT -h

trol of aerial coupling in a far more convenient manner than by making the aerial winding movable in relation
to the grid winding. The condenser need not have a
slow-motion drive, and its capacity need not be varied
over any particular wavelength band. Bandspread
Vining is provided, and a .000r-mfd. variable condenser

Is for band selection, while a 25 m.mfd. condenser is
used for fine tuning. In some instances it is found that
it is better to connect the fine-tuning condenser across
only a portion of the grid winding ; it will then give a
smaller variation in wavelength, but the tuning will be
" finer." That is, the condenser can be turned through
a wider arc to produce a given frequency change. This

method of connection is especially useful when a realilik,

high-class slow-motion tuning drive is not available'
Hand -capacity effects are also slightly reduced due to
the condenser being connected between the earth end
25 mmta

I.-

-000/5 Nita
Fie.

1.--A detector circuit suitable for wavelengths down
about 20 metres.

to
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The B.B.C.s Twenty-first Birthday

U.S.W. Reception
DESPITE the almost universal adoption of superheterodyne circuits for all the more sensitive
types of broadcast receiver, the simple detector
L.F. arrangement still has many valuable applications.
The most impottant of these is for ultra -short-wave
In designing a receiver for operation on
receivers.
frequencies above about 3o me/s-and even more
especially in dealing with frequencies in the region of
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of the coil and another point of comparatively low H.F..
potential.
A .00015 mfd. condenser is used for reaction control,

and there is a 5o ni.mfd. by-pass condenser between
the anode and earth. The
choke is included in

the telephone leads and helps to prevent " head -capacity"
effect. When the detector is followed by an L.F. amplifier

'Concluded from pare 167. March ,ssuc.)

January, 1937

x. New Royal Charter and Licence came into torte

for ten years.

February, 1937
1. Medium-powerglesey

transmitter

opened

at

Penmon

May, 1937
r2. Broadcast ceremony of Coronation of Their Majesties
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth , First outside

broadcast of television-procession televised. Also
first broadcast by George VI as King.

March, 1939
21. Television

transmission ot

Lebrun at Victoria Station.

arrival of

President

April, 1939

/6. Relay from Cairo of playing of trumpets found in
Tutankhamen's tomb.

May, 1939

" Programme Engineering " unit created within
Engineering Division to take charge of balance and
control.

is. Relay of part -of King Christian's Silver Jubilee June, 1939
celebrations from Copenhagen.
14. Two new transmitting stations opened in West
July, 1987

Country (Start Point and Clevedon).
.26. World's first television party held in Broadcasting
House Concert Hall for listeners and television

20. Death of Marconi.

September, 1939

4. West of England and Wales stations separated.
6. Visit of Duchess of Kent to Broadcasting House.
12. Visit of Duke of Kent to B.B.C. House, Gateshead.

staff.

i. 'First appearance (at 8.15 p.m.) of B.B.C. Home
Service. Television service closed down.

August, 1937'

31. Broadcast of Farr -Louis fight direct from Yankee
stadium.

3. Broadcast of first of 17 instalments of " Let the

People Sing " (Priestley). First time an unpublished
novel had been broadcast.
Broadcast by Prime Minister on outbreak of war.
Broadcast- by the King on the outbreak of war.
.

September, 1937

25. Last performance of B.B.C. Dance Orchestra under
Henry Hall.
October. 1937

29. Stagshaw transmitting station opened.
25. First Christmas broadcast by King George VI.

inaugurated.

August, 1936, coinciding with the radio exhibition at
There were two systems in use at the time.,

but on February 5th,

1937, the Postmaster -General

announced that the Television Advisory Committee

recommended the termination of the experimental
period and the adoption of a single set -of standards for,

January, 1938
3. Arabic Service started.

15. Daily news service in

The ]3.B.C.'s teleVision station at Alexandra Palace
transmitted test programmes for the first time in
Olympia.

December, 1937

March, 1938

Television

transmissions. These-known as the London Television

Standardsprovided for a picture composed of 405
lines, interlaced with a frequency of 5o frames a second.
Spanish and Portuguese These were the standards employed in the Marconi-

-. Telephone Enquiry Unit formed.
July,- 1938

19. Opening of Malayan station.

September, 1938

27. First broadcast by Queen Elizabeth when she
launched the Queen Elizabeth.
Broadcast by Mr. Chamberlain on his return from

E.M.I. system, then in use.
When the service closed down in September, 1939.

there were more than 20,000 viewers, an increase of
rip° per cent. during the year. People were beginning
to realise that they could have television in their homesfor a few shillings a week and the increase believed to
be imminent in ,Jeptember, 1939, would probably have
been out of all proportion to previous rises. It was estimated that by Christmas, 1939, television would be
seen 'and enjoyed, in 8o,o0o homes.

Munich.

Foreign news bulletins in German, Italian and
French were introduced for the first time, being
broadcast in Regional programmes.
November, 1938

16. Priestley's " When We Are Married " televised from
theatre. First one to be televised direct. from a
theatre.
December, 1938
9. Opening of 'Broadcasting House, Aberdeen.

February, 1939

23. Boon-Danahar fight at Harringay.
First time
promoters were permitted to sanction reproduction
of television broadcast in places of public entertainment.

1:ST RELEASED.
New Edition

DICTIONARY OF

METALS AND ALLOYS
By F. J. CAMM

10/6, or by post 11/
Obtainable from all booksellers or by post from

George Newnes, Ltd. (B6ok Dept.), 'Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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a too,000 ohm stopper should he used in its grid circuit.
In addition, it is sometimes wise to use an H.F. choke
(S.W. type) between the anode of the L.F. valve and the

Any high -impedance triode is suitable for use in a
dettetor circuit of the type desCribed, whilst a pentode
or tetrode is sometimes even better, especially, if a
" silent " zoo,000 ohm potentiometer is used to apply
the screen potential this control also provides a vernier
reaction control. When working on wavelengths down
to about ro metres, it is worth while to employ a midget
valve, which has low inter -electrode capacity, or to

at work

L./

remove the base from an ordinary valve and make

50mmfd

A Super -regenerative Detector
For wavelengths below lo. metres the super -regenerative circuit is excellent, and one suitable for frequencies
up to about 520 mc/s is given in Fig. 2. Before describing

Choke

187

I

Fig. Z -A self -quenching
super -regenerative detector
for
U.S.W.
reception.
With an acorn type of
valve. is workable down
to wavelengths of one

metre or /est.

connection directly to the leading -out wires.

H Ar"

this circuit it might be a good plan to make sure that
we have a clear idea of the difference between regenerative and super -regenerative circuits. In the former
type, the detector valve is operated just below the
point of oscillation, except when receiving C.W., in
which case it must oscillate in order to produce a beat
note with the desired signal.

place, since in that condition the H.F. resistance of the
tuned circuit is cancelled out by the negative resistance
introduced by the application of reaction.
But, of course, intelligible telephony cannot be

received when the detector is oscillating ; that is why

the regenerative detector is normally operated just
In the super -regenerative
receiver the detector is allowed to oscillate at the

below the oscillation point.

frequency on which reception is required. And thin, in
order to make telephony intelligible, a means is provided
EST. 1901.

can become
a first-class
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Television and Mathematics.
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MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

Primaries

Secondaries, 350-0-350v.
Type 46B. 120ma. 4v. 6a.
Type 63C. 120ma.. 0.3v. 5a.. 5v. 21a....
Type 1.06D. 100ma., 6.3v. 5a., 5v 21a.
200,250v.

35/ 35/ 34/ -

Replacement Bobbins for Marconi.
H.M.V. and Murphy 4v. and 6v.
types
,..... 19/OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
Midget Nickel Iron core, 25/30 ma
Power Pentode
916
As above. but 12 ma.
Class B and Q.P.P.

8/9

9/ -

Power Pentode
619
Bxtra Heavy Duty Pentode. 100 ma 13/6
SMOOTHING CHOKES.
20 henries. 100 ma
12/6
Twin Mains Sdppressors
4/8
H.F. Heavy duty
4/6
FIELD COILS.
Heavy duty. 1.500. 2.000.
ohms

2.500. 6,500

12/ -

AUTO TRANSFORMERS.
110,209-250v 100 watts
301110,200-200v 20o watts
3561
SPEAKERS.
Celestion 8in P.M. with Transformer..

27/6
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ADDRESS
OM.

7/5/3
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14, Colchester Road, Harold Park,

P. 49
0110
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NEW GOODS ONLY

Orders over 5/- post and packing free.
Tungsram and B.V.A. Valves. Rectifiers, 5Y3G, 5Z4G, 80. Equiv. 1/12, 5/14.
Post free
...
10/6
Mains Transfs., 350v. -0-350v. 100mA..
4v. 6a.. 4v. 2)a. or 62v. 3a, 5v. 2a. 33/6

Mains Transf. Bobbins, windings as
P.M. Speakers, less transf. : Rola
510. 21/6, 611o. 23,6, 8in. 241-. Plessey
10in., powerful magnet, 35/-. Celestion
with pen. transf.. 8in. 30/-, Celestion
111,1n. heavy duty magnet 45/-.
Power -Pen. Output Transfs.
7/6
Rola Push-pull Universal Transf.15/8
6/6
Parafeed L.F. Transfs. 4 :1
Bell Transfs. 3. 5, or 8v. at 1 amp. 6/6

Line Cord Rep, Resistors, 800 Ohm..
3adj. taps .3 amp. With fixing feet 6/9
Push -back Wire, 100ft.
6/ -

Carbon Resistors. Dv. 4d., ivr. 6d.,
1w. 9d.
Switch Cleaner
...
2/3 bolt.
Tinned Copper Wire

...
...

4/- 1 Pt.
4/6 lb.
2/3 1 lb.
3d. yd.

Sleeving, 2mm.
...
Condensers. 50mfd. 12v.. 25mfd. 25v.
2/-, 25mfd. 50v. 211, 50mfd. 50v. 3/3.
Tubular and Silver Mica, all sizes.
Valve -holders. Eng.8tAiner.. ld. Per pin
Vol Controls with sw. 5/9, less sw. 4/9

Smoothing Iron Elements, 450w. 2/3

Fire SidralS,

750w.

Practical Details

Fora frequency range of about rio to z2o me/s, the
silver-plated wire of }in. diameter, the turns being
slightly spaced so that tiie length and diameter of the
winding are equal. For tuning, Cr should have a
maximum capacity of between 3 and 5 m.mfd. If a
midget variable condenser of such low capacity is not
available it would be necessary to remove some of the
coil Lx should consist of five turns of 14 -gauge copper or

vanes from a larger condenser, or to wire a low -capacity

fixed condenser, with air dielectric, in series with the
variable one. In any case, a good slow-motion drive is

Each time the grid of the valve is swung sufficiently

A suitable ultra -short-wave H.F. choke can be made
by winding 20 turns of 24 -gauge enamelled wire side by -side on a glass or ceramic rod }in. in diameter. This
small diameter is specified because it is necessary .that
there shall be a minimum of inductive coupling between
the chhike and the coil or other components. A small

negative by this supersonic oscillation, the valve ceases
to oscillate at signal frequency.
Self -quenching Oscillators

required.

The supersonic oscillation can be provided by a variable condenser is shown in series with the aerial

RADIO

Cellulose Cement
Cored Solder ...

LT. -

of stopping and starting the oscillation at a frequency
above that of audibility. This is often done by applying

to the valve a strong oscillation at supersonic frequency.

YOU

Phones

We know that the sensi-

tivity of a detector is greater when oscillation takes

ADVT. OF A. H. HUNT LTD., LONDON, S.W.18.

L.r

1000w. 2/6

Skimped. addressed envelope for list.

NEW LONGTON
Nr. PRESTON

separate valire coupled to the grid circuit of the detector.
But it is possible to cause the oscillating detector itself
to start and cease to oscillate. This process is known as
" quenchingi" and when the valve is self -cOntrolled.it is
described as a self -quenching oscillator. In the circuit

shown in Fig. 2 the oscillatory circuit comprised by
Li and Cx is connected between the grid and anode in
a standard Hartley arrangement. The grid condenser
is of low value, and the grid leak has a resistance of
High-tension current is
5 megohms or thereabouts.
applied to the oscillator anode through the short-wave
H.F. choke whin is in series with the tuning coil.

There is also a by-pass condenser, marked C2,. between
H.T.-I- and earth.
When the set is switched on the valve commences to
oscillate. The amplitude 'of oscillation rapidly rises,

and the charge on the grid of the valye becomes increasingly negative. Eventually, a point is reached at which
the negative bias is so _high that anode -current cut-off
occurs ; even if this ultfinate point is not reached, anode

lead, but this may well be a pre-set having a maximum
capacity between so and 55 m.mfd. It is used simply
to adjust the aerial coupling to ensure reliable oscillation
over the waveband covered.
Preliminary Adjustment
In setting up a receiver of this type,' it will be found
that if it is squegging properly there will be a marked
" hiss " in the phones. With the aerial disconneeted,
it should be ascertained that the " hiss " is equally Wild
over the full range of the tuning condenser. If not,
the value of the grid leak, or of the condenser C21 should
be varied ; it should also be nfade sure that C2 is properly

earthed to the chassis and to H.T.When the set appears to be operating properly, the
aerial can be connected and the aerial series condenser
adjusted until the " hiss " is audible over the full tuning
range. It is worthy of note that when a signal is tuned
in the background noise will undergo a reduction in
volume proportional to the strength of the incoming

current is reduced to such an extent that the valve signal. It is also of interest that a fair measure of
ceases to oscillate. But the grid leak then comes into A.V.C. is provided due to the action of the self -quenching
action, allowing the negative charge on the grid to oscillator.
Although several seconds are taken' up in
describing this process, it takes place in practice at a
leak away.

rate of several thousand cycles per second. The actual
frequency of the charging and discharging process is
governed by the value of the grid leak and the capacity

In makingbp a receiver of this type, it is obviously

essential that all leads should be kept as short as possible,
particularly those to the coil, and in the grid and anode
circuits. For this reason, the ends of the tuning coil

should be soldered directly to the terminals of the
tuning condenser, while the aerial series condenser should
The action described is known as " squegging," and be 'placed as near as possible to the coil. All earth
an oscillator acting on this principle is described aa a connections must be well bonded, for which reason it is
" squegging oscillator," the name being practically best to employ a small metal chassis. It is also desirable
of C2.

synonymous with the name " self -quenching oscillator
previously given.

that the receiver should be enclosed in a metal container,

thii being well earthed and bonded to the chassis.
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Heaviside Layer or Ionosphere?

209

yorward

The Behaviour of Radio Waves in the Ionised Regions. of the Atmosphere

.

By CAMPBELL BEGG, M.Sc.
asked : " What makes wireless waves curve round

constantly being split up into ions under the influence

America ? " I rather fancy that few PRACTICAL
WIRELESS readers would hesitate. I think, too, that very

due to -collisions. Thus the region consists of the main

IF the earth and be picked up with apparent ease in of some ionising agent, and constantly recombining
few of the answers would fail to blame the Heaviside
Layer for sthe phenomenon. Prepare then at once for
in short-wave communication to
disappointment.
America from England our old friend the Heaviside
Layer hinders rather than aids the transmission of the
'waves ! Perhaps it is a fine point, but is it not time we
got the picture clear and up to date ?
Let's start at the beginning. Around Iwo everybody
-or nearly everybody-knew that wireless waves
travelled out in straight lines like light ; the visible
horizon was therefore the obvious limit to their useful
range: After that the earth curved away and the wireless

part of the atoms which are the heavy positively,

The "r Flaxite Quirts" at Work

charged' ions, and hosts of free, very light, negatively
charged eleCtrons.

" Buck up with that FLUXITE," bawled

ionised region ?

Well, the radio wave can be considered
as simply a rapidly alternating electric field. This field
will naturally set the electrons vibrating with it, just as

" We can't stick around here all day,

the electric field between the plate and filament of a
valve sets the electrons moving in the direction of the
field-towards the plate in this case. The field of the
radio wave will also exert its influence on the heavy
positive ions, but these are so much heavier, and have
so much inertia, that they cannot follow the rapidly

(And 01 did,.without further delay).

What happens to the radio waves on entering this

EH,

We've got bags to do,

So come down, please do 1" .

See that FLUXITE is always
by you-in the house-garage

- workshop - wherever

waves carried on on their straight path into space. varying field. Now, an electron vibrating up and down
in the sky is just like an electron moving up and down
for a test with America. This test took place In ieot in an aerial wire near the earth-it is a little transmitter
and was successful. Straight lines or no straighelines, radiating on its own. Even. the electron, although

Marconi, however, remained silent and quietly p,repared

America received his signals and scientists started
thinking. Soon A. E. Kennelly, in U.S.A., and Oliver
Heaviside, in England, independently suggested that the
result would be explained by a conducting layer in the
outer atmosphere which would .reflect the radio waves

and various, ranging from about 8o to 25o kilometres.

This " layer " looked as if it was going to take some
unravelling ! The frequency used affected the result.
Sometimes the layer would appear to jump up to a
great height, then quickly come back and settle for a

Another thing : The electrons in their vibrating often
collide with some of the heavy ions, atoms, or molecules
around them, and so give up their energy to them. As

so did the season. Even the latitude and the particular
year in which the measurements were made seemed to

Obviutisly if -the path of the electron in its vibration is
a long one there is more likelihood of collision ; so from
what we have just said, the -low frequency waves will be
attenuated more than the high frequency waves. Also
the number of collisions will obviously depend upon the

while at a new level. The time of day made a difference

influence the height.
Over recent years results taken on different frequencies

at all times of the day and night, in all seasons, and at
different places on earth, have been continually co related, and so the broad -structure of the " Ionosphere "
(as it is now called) has gradually been worked out.
Let us now see what picture all this investigation has
given us of the reflecting region, how the radio waves
behave when they enter it, and the great influence this
knowledge has on practical long-distance communication

by radio.

Ionised Region
The molecules and atoms of the gases that go to make

speedy soldering is needed.

Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers' and
manufacturers.
Of all

extremely light, has sufficient inertia to make its
vibrations lag behind the pulsing of the fielel, with the
result that its wireless waves, reacting on the incident
wave, cause the direction of propagation of the original
wave to be altered. If the wave enters the ionised region
nearly vertically it is bent away from the vertical by
an amount that depends upon the number of electrons
influencing the wave. If the wave enters a dense layer
of free electrons it will be bent a lot.

back to earth-hence the Kennelly -Heaviside Layer,
or more often the Heaviside Layer.
Very soon experitnent showed the explanation to be
true, but all was not quite as simple as that. Methods
were devised for measuring the height at which the Low -frequency Waves
waves were reflected ; the chief of which consisted of
If the frequency of the radio wave is low, the electrons
sending short, sharp pulses of waves vertically into the have
time to reach a large amplitude in their vibrations,
sky and noting on a cathode ray oscilloscope the time and, in
have a greater effect in altering
delay between sending the pulse- and receiving its echo the pathconsequence,
the wave, i.e., low frequency waves are bent
from the sky. The heights thus obtained were many more thanofhigh
frequency waves.

this energy originally came from the radio wave, the

wave is weakened- attenuated" is the usual term.

density of the air in which the electron is vibrating.
This is greatest near the earth's surface, so most of the
attenuation will take place at the low edge of the ionised
region.

There is still another effect, due to the earth's magnetic

field.

In the same way that a wire carrying a current

in a magnetic field is pulled in a direction at right angles

to 'the direction of the field (as in an electric motor),
the moving electron is deflected by the earth's magnetic
field, so that instead of vibrating in a straight line, its
path becomes an ellipse. The amount of deflection may

up our air are- normally electrically neutral, that is, be sufficient to make the path a circle instead of a
each molecule or atom contains an equal number of sfiaight line ; in fact, there are some frequencies where
positive and negative charges of electricity. In the upper the strength of the magnetic field and the mass and
atmosphere, however, there seems to beh,a force (or velocity of the electron are such that the electron,
out of the instead of vibrating along the same line or round the
forces) at work which keeps pulling elect
atoms, thus leaving them with an excess of positive same ellipse or circle, actually goes into a widening
charges. The atom split up like this is said to be spiral with ever-increasing velocity. With such a path
" ionised," the two bits being called " ions " ; the force as this its chances of collision are large, and the energy
that splits them up is called the ionising agent." In given up is large, so that the energy in the radio wave
any gas the atoms and molecules are in continual becomes almost entirely absorbed. This " gyro fremotion, so these ions, in rushing about, are in constant quency," as it is called, occurs at about 1,300 kc/s
collision, and when the oppositely charged ions collide (i.e, about 230 metres), which is at the high frequency
they combine again into the neutral atom. We picture, end of the medium -wave band.
then, a region in the upper air where the atoms are
(To be continued)

. .
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Thus, as readers know, in a time CR seconds
the condenser charge falls from its initial value,
Q to Qie ; that is, 0.632 of its charge in CR
seconds.
Now, in the grid detector, the time
constant of the leak and the condenser must be

low, since the excess charge which is left on the.
condenser when the signal fluctuations fall away
must leak away through the resistance as rapidly
as possible. This is in order that the grid potential
can follow as faithfully as possible all the rapid
changes of the audio frequency contained in the
arriving signal.
If the true constant is too high the,grid potential
fluctuations are smoothed out, and distortion of

April, 1944

far. bigger value and the arrangement acts similarly to
an amplifier. In a stable receiver, however, the current
ceases when the signal ceases ; in the unstable condition

the valve will generate oscillations indefinitely at the
natural frequency of its tuned circuit.
The main point to be grasped at this stage is; however,
that a receiver which is on the brink of unstability or
oscillating weakly will respond instantly to any signal

Considering the four conditions just outlined, it

frequency between (V+ E) volts and (V-E) volts, where
V is the value of the applied H.T. and E is the maximum

possible consistent with a small CR value when combined

with the condenser, while the condenser should be so

causes the valve anode potential to fluctuate at this

value of the e.m.f. induced in the secondary of transformer
T by the oscillator. If the reaction of the detector is now
so adjusted such that at anode potentials above V volts

the set is unstable, while at anode potentials below
V volts the set is stable, the arrival of a signal at the

aerial will cause the receiver to behave in this way
During the period when the anode potential is above

V volts (I/5o,000th of a second) and the circuit is
in the grid circuit, its frequency being that of the
consequently stable, an ordinary A.C. current will flow

incoming signal ; this is the induced oscillation. During'
the next r/5o,000th of a second when the anode potential

is above V in value and the circuit becomes unstable, a
large free oscillation builds up in the grid circuit and
the total current then flowing consists of the sum of the
induced and the free oscillations.
Quench Period and Frequency
This period of instability is followed up by a period of
stability, wherein the induced oscillations continue to
flow, but the free oscillation is damped out. This damping
out is referred to as the quench period. This process

continues as long as the signal is arriving.
Since, then, a large oscillatory p.d. is applied to the
grid of the valve during unstable periods each of these
arranged that its reactance to R.F. is small and its periods is accompanied by a sudden fall in the mean
reactance to audio frequencies is large. Good all-round value of the anode current. This is best seen by considervalues are generally of .000r aF for the condenser ing a signal consisting of interrupted continuous waves,
a morse transmission. Suppose a particular train of
and r to 2 MD for the leak.
Fhg. 7.-An elementary super regenerative recedes showin,g
how the quench frequency is injected into the anode circuit

Super Regeneration

This receiver could perhaps come more favourably
under the heading of R.F. amplification, but the
principle of its working is not clear to a lot of people,
and it is therefore being included with this survey of

waves lasts for I/Sooth of a second, then 5o sharp falls of
mean anode current occur during this time. The individual
decreases are inaudible, because the quench frequency,

here 25,000 c.p.s., is inaudible, but the effect over the

complete train is a large decrease in anode current,
larger than would occur in any other normal receiver.
When the train ends the- grid current should fall to
simple detectors.
The sensitivity of the super regenerative circuit is zero, but in practice it does not do so. Oscillation
its most important feature, this far outweighing the continues feebly even during a no -signal period and
sensitivity of any other arrangement not employing accounts for the inevitable background noise or
R.F. amplification. For a clear understanding of its " rushing " peculiar to super -regenerative circuits.
The choice of the quench frequency depends on several
working it is assumed that the reader has a knowledge
of reaction as applied to ordinary detectors and the factors. It should be low, since the longer the period
meaning of sustained oscillations in a valve circuit- for a free oscillation to build up the greater is its
This was covered in the article on " Oscillators," and: . amplitude, the larger the mean decrease of tjae anode
current and consequently the more sensitive is the
should be referred to if any doubt exists.
receiver. The quench frequency should not be too low,
Suppose that a simple detector employing
ventional reaction is set right on the verge of oscillation, however, or it will become audible and a high pitched
and that a signal arrives at the aerial. An A.C. current whistle will be heard as a background to the received
flows in the grid tuned circuit and an alternating p.d.. signal.
When the receiver is picking up normal modulated
appears across the grid coil. This signal upsets the
stability of the receiver and it is shocked into oscillation. signals the mean value of the anode current rises and
This oscillation commences to grow at the frequency falls in amplitude very nearly the same as the signal
of the tuned circuit.(4 iii/LC) and continues Ito build ,itself, because the oscillations that build up during the
up until limited in growth by various circuit factors. unstable periods are at a maximum when the signal is a
The tuned circuit current then has two components, maximum and a minimum when the signal is a minimum,
the normal current induced by the signal e.m.f. (Fig. 6a), that is, the amplitude of the free oscillations vary with
and an oscillatory current of increasing amplitude the amplitude of the incoming signal.
(Fig. 6b) which is actually the sum of the induced and
While the Super -regenerative receiver is not very
selective, and considerable background mush is a great
the free oscillations.
With a receiver in an unstable condition the effect disadvantage, it must be said that for sensitivity there
of a signal is much greater than would be the case were is no other detector, without R.F. amplification, that
the circuit normally stable ; the current builds up to a can equal it.
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Cathode-pay Tubes -4
Ageing.

The super -regenerative receiver makes use of this
fact in its operation. Consider Fig. 7, where a normal
detector is shown, using reaction, but in the anode
lead has connected some form of oscillator coupled by
the transformer T. This oscillator has a frequency above
the audio range, say, 25,000 c.p.s., and when in operation

becomes clear that the grid leak should be as high as

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

however feeble.

a kind occurs. This condition calls for low values

of the condenser and leak.
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Testing.

Time Bases.

Procedure.

By LAURENCE ARTHUR
(Continued from page 161, March issue)

ON the large rotary pumps dealing with 64 small tubes

applied

previously

with

a

pad.

Bases

having

simultaneously, there is one oil pump for each solid pins or side contacts have the wires soldered
pair of tubes. Fixed gas or electric ovens bake to projecting lugs. After soldering some bases have
them for the necessary time and heater current is a thin disc either sprung in or screwed on to protect
switched on and off automatically. The getter firing the vulnerable tip of the seal -off and to keep away dust
and the sealing -off are done by hand.
or other foreign matter. The tube is now roughly
cleaned and checked for overall length. The length
Bases
is rather important because most cathode-ray tubes
There has been very little standardisation of the bases are used in specific equipment with only the screen end
fitted to cathode-ray tubes. There are types having visible externally. If the tube were too long it would
7, 8, 9, to and 12 pins, some short and solid, some long not fit and if it were too short there would be difficulty
and springy : others with 12 springy side contacts and in clearly observing the phenomena being investigated.
still others with 6 spring clips. The material of the
In the manufacture of cathode-ray tubes the chemical
base is usually a black phenolic resin compound which laboratory, with its ,associated physical laboratory,
is non -hygroscopic, homogeneous and which has a high plays a very important part. Each batch of raw
surface resistivity. There are other bases made from materials must be analysed to see that it comes up to
brown paxolin on which shellac varnish is baked. The
pins or contacts are of brass, nickel plated, and to ensure

that the tube is inserted in the holder correctly, the

pins are spaced like valve pins, or the base is fitted with
a locating key on a central projecting spigot, or there is
a square key on the side, or the base has a bayonet fitting.

the standard of purity

required. The production
laboratory is responsible for the preparation of coatings
for heaters and cathodes, screen powders and mixtures,
wail coatings and the cement for fixing bases to bulbs.

Some of the preparation is very prolonged as it is
necessary to grind or mill the constituent parts for
Fig. 25 shows some types of bases in common use 24 hours in order to achieve the requisite fineness.
to -day, and as the holders or sockets vary with each
The process of ageing or thermal activation is of
type they are included in the drawings. Despite the considerable importance as on its success depends the
various styles the dimensions of all the bases in use effective life of the cathode ray tube and the stability
in this country are strictly defined by British Association
Standards Specifications.
Bases are held, on with a cement not likely to loosen
or crumble on exposure to a moist or warm atmosphere.
There are two varieties-one mainly made from shellac

and the other in the form of a bakelite paste.. A small
amount of the cement is applied to the inside rim of the
base which is slipped on the neck of the bulb and firmly
pressed down. It is- very essential that the locating

device shall bear a definite relative position to- the
assembly. A tolerance of ro deg. is permissible but
the base must be on straight. The cement must now be
baked and for this purpose the smaller cathode-ray
tubes are fitted on to a rotary machine which passes the
base through an electrically heated oven, the period
of rotation being calculated -to ensure that baking is
complete. The larger tubes are baked in individual
stationary electric ovens. The shellac cement is still
somewhat soft after baking, setting hard when cold,
but the bakelite variety is baked hard. If the base is
one fitted with hollow pins it is necessary, prior to slipping

it into position, to thread the copper connecting wires
through the pins. Where there are a
large number of wires-as is generally
the case with cathode-ray tubes-this is
a job requiring considerable care
because damage may be done if the tube
is put into use with electrodes connetted
to wrong pins. It is usual to cover the

of its characteristics during life.

As previously described,

the cathode is coated with a compound of barium and
strontium, which are broken down into oxides when the
heater is raised to a high temperature in the exhausted
bulb.. These oxides either do not emit electrons or have
oely poor initial activity and it is necessary to reduce
them to metallic barium and strontium. This is done

by heating the heater with a voltage of 5o per cent.

higher than the normal for the tube and applying
between the cathode any grid a supply in the region of
x5 volts, the positive side to grid. The emission,
measured on a milliammeter, is very low at first, but

the activation proceeds as the temperature of the heater is
increased and as ageing nears completion the temperature

can be progressively lowered without reducing the
emission. The time taken is usually half an hour,
although the schedule of time and voltages is carefully
worked out for each type of tube by trial and error
methods until the desired degree of stabilised emission
is reached. At this stage it is usual to " burn off " the

cathode ray tube and this is done by applying a lead
from one side of a Tesla_high-frequency coil (the other

C7 (-7

gp wires in the foot with short lengths of
systoflex, sometimes colour coded, or
lengths of thin glass tubing.
Soldering Connections

qa3

From baking the tubes go to the

soldering

benches.

Wires

through

hollow pins are cut off short and then

soldered in a shallow electrically heated

soldering pot which deals with all the
pins simultaneously, flux having been

25.-Types of base generally used for C.R. tubes.
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side being earthed) to each connection on the base.
The discharge inside the bulb has the effect of burning
off any high resistance leaks across micas or between
foot wires, caused by the deposit of metallic vapours
from the getters during volatilisation.

Testing
The tube is now completely made and ready for testing.

The first check is on the resistance between electrodes
when cold. With a D.C. voltage of 25o there must be a
minimum resistance of I5o megohms between any two
electrodes. The next test, which is only applied to a
percentage of the tubes made, is for inter -electrode
capacities. The capacities measured are those between
individual deflector plates and all other electrodes ; grid
or modulator and all other electrodes and between
pairs of deflector plates with all other electrodes
strapped to earth. The capacities, which are measured
in micro-microfarads, or picafarads, are checked against
a standard condenser in a bridge circuit, the instrument
most frequently used being the Sullivan. Capacity Bridge.
A separate oscillator driven from the'mains passes a 1,600
cycle note through the bridge and a pail. of headphones

is used to indicate the null point where the capacity of
the standard condenser is equal to that being measured.

April, 1944
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The value of the inter -electrode capacity is read directly
froth the dial of the standard. Representatiire capacities
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Loop

are r to 3 m.mfds between pairs of deflector plates

to to 15 m.mfds between separate deflector plates and all
the other electrodes ; 12 to 20 m.mfds. between grid and
all the other electrodes.
Each type of cathode ray tube has its rating, that is the

Loop /

list of voltages and currents at which it is designed to

run. Owing to manufacturing difficulties it is not possible:

Fig.

to make every tube exactly similar in all respects, so a

of

fe and
Triangle of
Error

midway between the two values quoted in the specifi
cation and the percentage tolerance varies according to
the work which the tube is required to do. There are
several types of test board, but all usually have high
quality individual meters for indicating heater volts,
heater current, grid volts, preliminary accelerating anode
volts, final accelerating anode volts, " focusing anode
volts, deflector plate shift volts, beam current, cathode:.

Loop a

90o

'N -

(b)

Fig. 103.-Fixing the position of a transmitter by two and three

Minima Displacement

loops.

because of the 90 deg. difference between the minima

conditions necessary for efficient direction -finding must
of the figure -of -eight and cardiod polar diagrams. The be carefully planned,if ambiguity is to be avoided.
reversal of loop or connections for comparison of cardiod
Fig. 104 (A) shows the effect obtained when the straight
maximum and minimum being achieved by means of a aerial's voltages are larger than those of the loop aerial.
reversing switch, marked " reciprocal "-reversed Notice that a very poor minimum exists, introducing
connection, and " bearing "-correct connection. .
great difficulty in the comparison of signal strength for
sensing purposes.
Fig. 104 (B) shows the effect obtained when the straight
Variations of the Cardiod Response
aerial voltages are smaller than those of the loop aerial ;

heater current and a sensitive meter for measuring

photo -electric light cell voltage, the purpose of which
will be described later.
(To be continued)

Secondary Batteries-8

The cardiod diagram of Fig. 104 was derived from two minima are now producing, making the response
frame and straight aerial voltages of equal amplitude useless for sensing.

and having correct phase relationships, but these

Rotary Converters, Mercury, Arc, Metal Rectifiers.
Component Values.

(Continued from page 158, March issue.)

(To be continued)

Detection

By G. A. T. BURDETT, A.M.I.I.A.

Super Regeneration.

Quench Frequency.

By S. A. KNIGHT

(Continued from page 140, March issue)

HAVING discussed the constant potential method of one 2.0 volt cell at 2 amps. is identical to the cost of
charging batteries, it is now proposed to deal charging 20 similar cells simultaneously when they are
as fully as possible with the chief methods by connected in series on the same circuit.
which batteries may be charged.
Assuming it is required to charge on a 200 volt D.C.
supply one 6 volt 4o amp -hour (actual capacity) battery,
at the to hour rate. The charging current will therefore
D.C. Mains '
The simplest method of charging is where a D.C. sup- be 4 amps. To obtain the current on a lamp resistance
ply is available. With the increasing adoption of A.C. board, eight 32 candle power carbon filament lamps are
supplies by electricity supply authorities, D.C. systems required. Assuming the battery is fully charged after
are gradually disappearing, and it seems fairly obvious a period of 12 hours.
Energy consumed = Volts x Amps. x Time in hours
that they will eventually cease to exist. As, the outbreak
Aoo X 4 X 12 = 9,600 watt hours = 9.6 KW. or
of the present war retarded the scrapping of existing
D.C. supplies, and as they will continue to serve for some B.O.T. units.
Price of electricity, say = 4d. per B.O.T. unit. Cost
years to come, every consideration should be given to

Choice of Leak and Condenser

choosing suitable values for the grid leak and

IN condenser, several opposing factors must be borne
in mind :

(a) The leak must be high, since the audio grid
fluctuations are set up by the audio component
'of grid current passing through the resistance.
The greater the resistance, the greater are the
grid p.d. fluctuations caused by a given current.
b) The grid condenser should be small, such that
its reactance r/taC to the audio frequency is at
least as large as the grid leak resistance. The
condenser shunts the leak, and it is necessary to
keep this parallel reactance as high as possible

the utilisation of this method of charging. It was to charge battery = 9.6 X 4d. =- 3s. 21d.
For the same cost 24 6 -volt batteries of the same
pointed out in a previous article that charging from
D.C. mains may be carried out -with a minimum of outlay capacity could be charged simultaneously where connected
in series. The cost of energy would then be
for plant by the use of lamps, radiators, or ordinary

The chief objection to the adoption approximately three -halfpence per battery, or a halfof such simple charging plants is that the total supply penny per cell.
In practice it is not usually possible to charge simulvoltage, viz., zoo volts, must be utilised and the operating
costs are high uhiess the maximum possible number of taneously 24 such batteries except in the larger stations.
batteries and cells are connected in series and charged In order to enable a charging station of this type to be
simultaneously. In the previous article, examples were run in an economic manner some modification is
given to show that the energy consumed in charging necessary. As it is not possible to reduce the pressure
of D.C. current by static means, e.g., transformer, a
" rotary converter must be employed. It was pointed
A.C. Supply
out earlier in this series that the wire wound ohmic
resistance is wasteful since it only " absorbs " the
D.C.
unWanted " pressure," which is dissipated in the form

104. - Formation

cardiod diagram derived from
straight aerial

test specification is worked out which allows for tolerances
in permissible values. As a general rule the rating is

to the A.F. If the impedance of the whole parallel

circuit is low the results set out in (a) above are
impossible to obtain, i.e., A.F: fluctuations of
grid current will not produce large fluctuations of

wire resistances.

grid potential.
(c) Consider the simple equivalent circuit of a grid

detector, as shown in Fig. 5. From this it will
be seen that it is necessary for the *X of the grid

condenser C to be small to radio frequencies when
compared with the grid filament path of the valve
4

00

It will be seen that the total impedance
impedances R, the leak, Rgf the grid -filament
resistance of the valve and CO the grid filament
itself.

between these two electrodes is composed of the

intereleetrode capacity. These are all in parallel,
and if their joint impedance is 'given by Zj, then

it is quite obvious that the applied p.d. e caused

by the signal divides in some ratio across C and Zj

such that Cd-Zj=e (vectorially).
If the reactance of C is small compared with
Zj, then the drop in C is also small compared
with the p.d. across the filament and grid, i.e.,
nearly the whole of the incoming signal is applied
to the grid and filament. This, therefore, points

to a grid condenser with a small reactance, that
is a condenser of a large value. Which is contrary
to condition (b) set out 'previously.

(d) The time constant of a condenser in parallel
with a resistance is given by :
q/C + R. dq/dt=o
where q/C is the p.d. between the plates and R.
dq/dt is the p.d. across the resistance at some
instant after the resistance has been applied.
'
The equation q/C+ R. dq/dt=o

is an elementary differential, and its. solution is
given by :

-t/CR

q =- Qe

of beat.
Motor Generator.

Output

Commutator
Fig.

Slip Rings

1. --Simple diagram to illustrate the fundamental arrangement
of a rotary converter.

Rotary Converters
This comprises two machines. One a D.C. electric
motor which operates at mains voltage, viz., 200 volts
in the case in question. The other is a D.C. generator
supplying D.C. current at the desired pressure. The
voltage of the generator component will be as required

a

by the purchaser, though 36 volts may be termed a

very adaptable pressure and is used almost universally.
The D.C. generator employed does not differ from that

Fig. 5.-Simple ea uivalen

Fig.

1

ci rc i

ol. the grid detector shown in

(March

Fig. 6. - Induced and free oscillations respect
regenerative receiver.

u

in a sop,
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Practical Application of the Figure -of -eight Response

We must now decide which of the two directional
characteristics of the loop will give the greatest discrimination of signal strength per degree when the loop
is to be used for aural direction -finding. There will
obviously be the minima positions, see Fig. zoo (C).
A scale having 6o deg. may now be fitted to the loop
in such a way that o deg. or 18o deg. are read when the
loop is " flat -on " to a station situated along the axis
of the loop, Fig.' lox.

April, 1944
Transmitter

Marna Axis

itf7hTliror
A
B

To use the loop, pick up the required station upon the

receiver, turn the loop for weakest signal strength.

The scale reading now gives the number of degrees

between the axis of the loop and a line running through

the transmitter and the loop's centre, as shown m

Fig. 102. Notice that two readings may be obtained,
o and e' being separated by z8o deg. ; therefore we
cannot tell if the transmitter is situated in direction
T or T1.

"Fixing " the Position of a Transmitter
This may be done with the use of two or more loops
conveniently situated. Fig. ro3 (a) shows that the use

of two loops gives the position of the transmitter except
when it is situated on a line between the two direction finding stations. The use of three loops-Fig. 103 (b)
-will give the position of the transmitter in any situation.
2

VI

Va
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of the usual petrol sets which are universally employed
where no power supply is available. Motor generators

Loop

Fig. 100.-" Figure -of -eight " diagram of loop aerial and choice
of maxima or minima for greatest discrimination.

practicable to use the cardiod response directly because
of the uncertainty of obtaining a pure cardiod response
under all conditions, therefore we must adopt the
following procedure.

'have the advantage, however, of requiring very little
attention as compared with the petrol sets, while the
,output is steady since the pressure of the supply does
not vary as with petrol sets. Rarely does the amount
of business dealt with by the usual charging station
warrant the installation of a large motor generator set.
Instead a rotary converter is more suitable. This
comprises a single machine having two commutators ;
one at each end of the machirte. Actually the machine
consists of two generators in one, since the armature
has two windings-a high voltage winding and a low
voltage one. The supply at mains pressure is fed in
at one end via one commutator and excites the high
,voltage winding, thus giving it the characteristics of a
'D.C. motor. When operating, the low voltage armature
winding cuts the magnetic field thus created, in the

Secondary
Tappings

Tappings

(3) Turn the loop go deg. from the reading obtained
when using the loop alone. The loop will now be
" edge -on " to the transmitter.

Load e.g.,

(4) Reverse either the loop or its connections and

discover which of the two positions (normal or reversed)
gives the weakest signal. If weakest signal strength is
Fig. 99.-Effects produced when the loop is s' flat -on" to the
obtained on normal then the bearing obtained when the
wavefront.
loop was used alone is correct, but, if the weakest signal
occurs with reversed connections or loop then the first
It is inconceivable that the accuracy of the loops will reading
obtained was the reciprocal of the bearing and
be so great that lines drawn through their minimum
deg. must be added or subtracted. D.F. loops are
axes will all cross at the same point, thus we obtain

fitted with a " sensing " scale (often in red),
a triangle at the junction known as the " triangle of usually
error " or the " cocked -hat " ; the transmitter is within which is displaced 90 deg. from the "bearing " scalethis triangle.

tAlinkera Axis

Batteries
on charge,

If it is necessary to discover the true direction of a
transmitter from a D.F. station using a loop one of the
two readings must be eliminated. This elimination of
the incorrect scale reading is known as " sensing " the
signal
The only difference between the two loop positions
giving a maximum signal is that the resultant loop
vgltage Ve has its phase reversed with loop reversal.
This fact must be used in " sensing."

method employed, it being borne in mind that all
generators in the first instance generate alternating

current, while D.C. machines are provided with commutators which act as automatic " rectifiers." That is,
they reverse the current each half cycle, giving in. fact
full wave rectification.
The static type of rectifier is largely replacing the
motor generator and rotary converter types, particularly
for small charging stations. There are two main types
of static rectifier-(r) The mercury vapour, and (2) The
metal rectifier.
Mercury Vapour Rectifier
Fig. 2. An illustration of the fundamental mercury

vapour method of rectification 'is shown in Fig.

fill

' -- Anodes
Starting
anode

Inductance to smooth +
out Pulsations of

9

'Rectified Current

1111111

Cathode

Fig. 2.-The basic circuit of a mercury vapour rectifier which provides
a uni-directional current.

" Sensing "

i2 2 -Volt Cells Maximum

Fig. 3.-Two independent output circuits using two mercury rectifiers.

being connected to a commutator which " delivers " the
D.C. current. Fig. r gives a simple illustration of the

11

(2) Switch in the straight aerial to convert the figure of -eight response to the cardiod response.

.
Vz

Charging Current up to 6 Amps

/

alone.

VI

Charging Board

alternating current, it being necessary first to
planner of a single shunt generator, and delivers a from
current at the low voltage commutator and therefore rectify it to D.C.
The motor generator may be employed and is similar
at the terminals via the brushes. The capital outlay in
to that described above except that the motor unit is
IAr.suppiy
an A.G. machine. Alternatively, a rotary .converter
may be employed, the initial cost of which is lower
than the motor generator. This machine has only one
Primary
armature winding, one end being connected to slip
rings
through which the A.C. supply is fed, the other end
Transformer
I QS) Q99 Q9.9 000_9 QADDOS)Q9_0

(/) Obtain the minimum signal with the loop aerial

V2
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Since the current obtained from these sets is not
but only uni-directional, they are pot
suitable for use on more than one charging circuit,
continuous,

with each circuit being controlled by separate variable
resistances. Where more than one circuit is required,

additional valves are incorporated in the apparatus,
Figs. 3 and
respect of a motor generator, and more particularly a each having an independent resistance.
rotary converter, is well justified and payS for itself 4 show how three alternative methods may be used
in a very Short period in view of the saving in running for connecting batteries to a set using two mercury
vapour valves (75 volts I2 amps. output). Two entirely
cost.

axis of the.

/0cids mounting

Charging from A.C. Supplies
It is not, of course, possible to charge batteries direct

The Cardiod (Heart) -Shaped Diagram
If we couple a straight and a loop aerial to a receiver
together we shall obtain the directional properties
shown in Fig. 104. This polar diagram is easily deduced

independent circuits are shown in Fig. 3, each providing

a charging current up to 6 amps, at 75 volts.
(To be continued.)

Axis of
the loops
mounting

by placing the straight aerial and loop aerial polar
diagrams over one another and adding them directly.
This may be done if we assume that the loop and straight
aerial voltages are either exactly in or out of phase,
i.e., vectors in phase or iSo deg. out of phase may be
added numerically. The cardiod shows a unidirectional
response, giving one maximum and one minuraum
position and therefore is suitable for sensing.
Practical Use of the Cardiod Polar Diagram for Sensing
Reference to Fig. 104 shows that if we are to use the
minimum of the cardiod polar diagram for sensing, then
the loop must be in the edge -on, position. It is not

Fig.

2.

These sets are, in effect, self-contained charging plants.
The mercury vapour valve comprises the rectifier portion,
while the necessary switches,' fuses and ammeters are
housed on the panel.

102.-Use of loop's
Properties.

I
Fig. 101.-Practical application of the loop.

.., tom ,-- _ ----- 6 Amps
Charging

ar 14 6 marimum ---- T
2 -roil Ce//s

___

---

Curreni-

SAW
6 Amps.
6 44,2,aVAttuCme/1.5

-

-T

Fig. 4.-Two arrangements for providing three output circuits from two rectifiers.

Charging
Current
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Elementary Electricity and Radio -15

NeAative Feed -back

Direction -finding.

An Introduction to This Interesting Subject. By C. HEYS
is said to be of high fidelity when the high gain which has a high percentage of distortion
improve it by feedback than it is to build a straight
AN output
amplifieris a perfect reproduction of the input, and
or
when there is very little or no distortion amplifier with the same overall gain and a low percentage
appearing in the output. This is not easy to obtain in a distortion. The amplifier with feedback will certainly
'straight amplifier, due to distortion appearing at the' be more free from distortion and have a more linear
output, which may be caused by harmonics introduced
into the amplifier by fluctuating supply voltage, valve
characteristics, or unequal amplification at certain
audio frequencies. The fidelity of an amplifier can be
improved if a small proportion of the output is fed back
into the input so as to be in opposition to it. This is
known as degeneration, commonly termed- negative
feedback.

output, the loss in gain is not important considering the

advantages in fidelity and stability of the amplifier.'
Typical graphs of what may be expected of stage gain

Output Voltage (V)
Input Voltage (v) plotted against frequency is shown
in Fig. 2.

The conditions stated previously can be proved as
Consider the diagram of Fig. 3, showing a

follows.

feedback circuit. Feedback being obtained by returning
the A.C. component of the output valve through all or

Analogy of Feedback

Consider the simple block diagram of Fig. t (A). If part of the first valve's cathode bias resistor.
the input to the amplifier can be represented by three block diagram is represented by Fig. 4.
lines and the output by 12, then the gain of the amplifier Let :
must be four. If a small amount-say one line-is fed
= Gain of the amplifier.
back from the output to oppose the input as in Fig, t (B),
v = Input to the stage.
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The

Amplifier

The Loop Aerial.

Sensing.

Errors.

By J.

J. WILLIAMSON

(Continued from Page 160, March issue.)

I N order to discover the direction from which a signal

is being radiated it is necessary to have an aerial system

possessing definite directional properties.
Polar Diagrams

two occurred after V1, they are not exactly out -of -phase
(18o deg.) and therefore do not cancel completely, thus
a signal will be received across the loop terminals (V,5)
which is the sum of V1 and V2.
Fig. 98 (B) and (C)
show the waveforms and vectors of this process.

To facilitate the investigation of the directional
If the transmitter is situated at Y (Fig. 98 (A) ) then
properties of an aerial, a polar diagram may be used. wire number two is struck first, resulting in a complete
The polar diagram shows the intensity of the received reversal of VR as shown by the waveforms and vectors
signal in suitable units (usually microvolts per metre of Fig. 98 (D) and (E). This reversal of phase due to
pV p.m.) for any direction around the aerial. Fig. reversal of direction is very important, as we shall see
96 {A) shows the horizontal polar diagram of a straight under the heading of " sensing.'
aerial ; notice that the signal strength is shown on a
Fig. 99 shows the loop in the " Aat-on " position,
scale formed by concentric circles, the centre being zero both wires number one and two are struck at the same time,
and also representing the aerial position, direction being resulting in complete cancellation of V1 and V2 causing

indicated in degrees around the aerial. It indicates
that if we move a transmitter, which is radiating a
signal of constant strength along a path equidistant
from the receiver's aerial we shall receive the same
signal' strength no matter from what direction the
radiation is transmitted ; i.e.,. a straight aerial possesses
no directional properties. Fg. 96 (B) shows the waveforms and vectors for the straight aerial.
The Loop Aerial

If we have a symmetrical aerial of one of the types
shown in Fig. 97 we shall find that its polar diagram

Cain

indicates a bi-directional response, i.e., when the loop is
" edge -on " to the transmitter maximum signal voltages
occur across the loop terminals, the " flat -on " position
giving minimum signals. Consider the wave -front to
e approaching " edge -on " to the loop in Fig. 98 from

A

Fig. 1.-A simple block diagram to show the effect on gain.

the effective input to the amplifier now becomes two
lines, thus with an amplifier gain of four the output is
eight lines of which seven is the useful output.
The overall gain. of the stage with feedback now
becomes : input three lines, output seven lines, therefore

the overall stage gain is two and a half as compared to
four before the presence of feedback.
Should we require the output to be I2 lines as it was
in the first case, the gain of the amplifier will have to

be increased .to six and a half, as the total output is
12 plus one which is fed back making a total output
of x3 ; as the effective input is two, the gain of the

amplifier will have to be six and a half. This is shown by
Fig. r (C). The total stage gain being four as in the very
first case, as the total input is three lines and effective
output 12.
The above is a simple explanation of feedback principle,
and we can see that if the' amplifier gain is not increased
when feedback is applied, then there will be a decrease

a transmitter X. Wire number one is struck and a

The output of the amplifier with feedback will be the
product of the input and the gain of the amplifier.
. . V= m(v- eV) = inv - may or V (x
me) mv.

These voltages are, of course, at radio frequency but for

V

m

analytical purposes let us consider the first half cycle
of voltage to be induced in the wires. It can be seen
that VI and V2 act against one another, around the
loop (are out -of -phase), but because voltage number

1,111+ B
+ MB
V
As V/v is the overall stage gain of the amplifier the

gain4vith feedback is equal to I)

VR to become zero as shown on the right by means
of waveforms and vectors.
Summarising, the voltage across the terminals

loop (VR) will pass through two maxima (edge -on)'
and two minima (flat -on) as the loop is rotated or a
fraction of a second later wire number two receives the constant strength equidistant transmitter is moved
radiation, thus the wires- have voltages induced in them, around the loop. VR will follow a cosine law, i.e.,
VR=V, cos 0
but the second wire has its voltage lagging on the first.

V = Output of the amplifier.
Amount fed back to be in opposition to input.
The input to the amplifier when feedback is applied

now becomes v - DV

Fig. 97. --Types of loop aerial.

where 17,;, is the voltage across the loop in the (edge -on)

maxima positions and 0 is the angle between the axis
of the loop and a line running through the loop centre
and the transmitter, Fig. too (A). This relationship

gives the " figure -of -eight " polar diagram of Fig. too (B).

00

Wire

Yfre 2

B

If, in the above equation, the gain in of the amplifier
is large, then 'lin tends to be very small or approach zero;
we can say that the overall gain V/v is proportional to /a;

that is, if x .soth of the output is fed back the' gain is
-0 =5o. In other words, the gain becomes
equal to
:Continued on page 195).

in output. On the other hand, if we wish to have the
same output with feedback as we had without feedback,
then the gain of the amplifier must be increased. It

A

270

Ask

X

-010.

ni.te'

A

is in most cases easier to construct an amplifier with a
alleut

feedback

with feedback and extra daie.""""!...,\
irr

V2

with feedback but without extra gern
n.

B

frequency

Fig. 2.-Typical curves slowing what may be expected if stag
gain is Plotted against frequency under the conditions shown.

Fig. 3.-The theoretical form of a circuit employing negative
feed -back.

Fig. 96.-Polar diagram,

e

trorond waveform of a straight

Fig. 98.-Vectors and waveforms of loop aerial when considering
two directions.
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Fig. 3.- Voltage distribution

Aerial

broken line represents a stand mg wave.

Voltage

along a halPoave aerial. The

Aerial

Fig. 4.-Vohage distribution along a full -wave aerial.

some readers that for a valve to produce continuous
oscillation in a tuned circuit it is necessary to overcome
the resistance of that circuit.
The transitron oscillator has many advantages over
oscillators of many other types. One of the most
important is its simplicity, but other advantages are the
frequency stability achieved and the very wide frequency
range over which it will operate. Space does not permit
of practical circuit details being given, and the question
does not ask for them.
3. Standing Waves
This is a term which is often used, sometimes

incorrectly, and which is not an easy one to explain.
Its chief application is in connection with aerials,
full -wave.

those of resonant length,

4. Fournier's Analysis
The scientist Fournier devoted a considerable amount
of time to the investigation of wave -forms. He was able
to show that waves of all shapes are always built- up by
combining two or more sine waves. Moreover, he proved
that, however complicated the wave -form may be, it
could be "broken down" into a number 'of sine waves:
One simple example which will easily be understood by
readers is the wave -form of a modulated oscillator. By

combining two sine waves of constant amplitude -one
an audio frequency, and the other' a radio frequency -

a resultant wave of constant frequency and varying

Voltage

especially
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half -wave or

It is known that when an aerial acts as a radiator, a
wave -form indicating the distribution of voltage, or of
current, along the aerial can be drawn. Thus, with a
half -wave aerial we get the wave -form shown in Fig. 3 ;
in the case of a full -wave (wavelength long) aerial, we
have the voltage wave -form shown in Fig. 4.
Since radiation is assumed to be continuous, and the
wave -form remains constant, it may be considered that
the wave remains as indicated in Figs. 3 and 4. This
very incomplete explanation should give a clue to the
derivation and general meaning of the term. To avoid

Overseas Relays
THE Engineering Division of the B.B.C. recently
made a technical report on " Overseas Relays "
during the year ended on December 31. By way of

Of outgoing relays there has also been an increase,
though not as large as that in the incoming relays -a
rise from 2,17o in 1942 to 2,452 in 1943. The considerable
isparity in increase between outgoing and incoming
is largely due to the expansion of the " America Calling
Europe ." programmes. In short, the B.B.C. has put all
its technical facilities at the disposal of the United States
for re -broadcasting to the people of the -Occupied

Countries whatever our Ally has to say.

Turnihg back again to the outgoing relays, these do
not include the very large number of programmes, over

future will be what you make

Use your spare time to
increase your earning power,
be

5. Testing a Snperhet

It would be logical to start by checking the low If there were provision for
connecting a pick-up, this would be easy. If not,
touching the grid terminal of each L.F. valve from the
output valve backwards would give an indication ;
there should be some sort of noise in the speaker on
each occasion, the noise level rising as the number of
valves before the speaker was increased. In most cases
a hum would be heard, especially if the other hand
were held near the mains transformer, or if the A.C.
mains leads (insulated, of course) were grasped. In a
battery set there would probably be a mild " plop "
when the grids were .touched.
Having decided that the L.F. portion was, at least,
frequency amplifier.

providing some amplification the I.F. stages should be
checked. This could be done by connecting the serial
to the " H.T." terminal of.qach I.F. transformer in turn,
starting with that nearest to the detector. An actual
signal may not be heard, since theI.F. would perhaps
not be tuned to one, but some sort of " hiss " or mush
should be picked up.
If that were so, only the frequency -changer and H.F.
amplifier, if fitted, would remain to be tested. The

H.F. amplifier could be cut out by connecting the
aerial to its anode terminal ; if this valve were responsible
for the lack of signals, normal reception should be

fault would probably be traceable to the valve itself.
station

quarter-hour periods, which are
re -broadcast by radio organisations overseas from B.B.C.
short-wave Vansmissions. Nor, of course, do any of
these figures refer to programmes taken solely for
monitoring or other B.B.C. information purposes.
r81 ,000

NOW AVAILABLE

New and fully revised loth Edition
PRACTICAL WIRE! .F.SS

ENCYCLOPiEDIA

1016, or 10/9 by post, from
)George Newnes, LtdA (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

then, war or no war, your

POLARISED

DOUBLE-ACTING RELAYS

arised
differential
movement. Two 501: ohm windings. Large

looking

confidently
forward to the future. Your

unusually wide band width is required. High -definition
television transmission showed us this.

Before the publication of this report, few people
explanation, an overseas relay means the re -broadcasting realised to what extent this sphere of the B.B.C.'s
overseas of anything the B.B.C. puts out or the re- activities has grown, or the great amount of work involved
broadcasting over here of programmes coming from to maintain a highly efficient service. For those people
other countries. This report shows that in both cases abroad, and in particular those in the occupied countries,
there has been a very large increase. For instance, the Overseas Relays provide a vital source of authentic
during the past ,year there have been nearly 9,000 news and entertainment.
" incoming relays ' (8,924) -nearly three times as many
as in the preceding year (3,217).

not be

193.

These are telephone type Relays with pol-

Times are difficult, but that
is no reason why you should

it.

waves, or others similar in form, are transmitted an
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YES! BE PREPARED

amplitude is produced.
By Fournier's method, it can be shown that a square
wave consists of a greater number of sine waves than
does a wave of any other form. Thus, when square

misunderstanding, however, it should be made clear obtained with the valve out of circuit. But if this test
that standing waves are not the sole prerogative of failed to produce signals it would be fairly clear that
aerials, but may exist about any resonant circuit -even the frequency -changer stage was at fault. Coils, power
inside a valve used for ultra -short-wave work in certain supplies and connections should be checked, but the
conditions.
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diameter contacts. A

,,
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first-class workman-
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ship.
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Brand new surplus
stork, make and break units to operate on 14 v. at 15
.. 6/9
in.a. ; to clear stock
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RELAYS.

...

0,1,4,,.- I

future will
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HEAVY DUTY MAINS TRANSFORMERS

EARNING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU ?
Accountancy Examina- Metallurgy
tions
Mining. All subjects
Advertising and Sales
Mining. Electrical EnginManagement
eering
Agriculture
Motor Engineering
A.M.I. Fire E. Examhia- Motor Trade
tions
Municipal and County
Applied Mechanics
Engineers
Army Certificates
Naval Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate Novel Writing
Agents
Pattern Making
Aviation Engineering
Play Writing
Aviation Wireless
Police. Special Course
Banking
Preceptors, College of
Blue Prints
Press Tool Work
Boilers
Production Engineering
Book-keeping.
AccountPumping
Pumps and
Machinery
ancy and Modern Business Methods
Radio Communication
B.Sc. (Eng.)
Radio Service Engineering
Building, Architecture and
R.A.F. Special Courses
Clerk of Works
Road Making and Main tenance
Builders' Quhntities
Cambridge Senior School
Salesmanship, I.S.M.A.
Certificate
Sanitation
Civil Engineering
School Attendance Officer
Civil Service
Secretarial Exams.
All Commercial Subjects
Sheet Metal Work
Commercial Art
Shipbuilding
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Concrete and Structural Short -story Writing
Engineering
Short-wave Radio
Draughtsmanship.
All
Speaking in Public
Branches
Structural Engineering
Engineering. AU branches.
Surveying
subjects and examine- Teachers of Handicrafts
Bons
Telephony and Telegraphy
General Education
Television
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Transport Inst. Exams.
Heating and Ventilating
Viewers, Gaugers, InspecIndustrial Chemistry
tors
Weights and Measures
Institute of Housing
Insurance
Inspector
Journalism
Welding
Languages
Wireless _Telegraphy and
Mathematics
Telephony Matriculation
Works Managers
If YOB do not see your own requirements above, write to us on
any subject. Full particulars free.

IF V OU ATTEND TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE A
WONDERFUL DIFFERENCE TO YOUR FUTURE

.---....-----....---.....
To DEPT. 104. THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
about

out line
which does
not apply.)
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Weight 11 lbs.

.. 17/6
HEAVY DUTY CHOKES, 140 ohm, 150 m.a.
SLIGHTLY USED VALVES- PE RFECT.-X65 OsramMarconi Triode Hexode, 10/-.MHLD 6.3 v. Double -diode triode, 7/6. Battery Triode H.F. Detector, 2 v., 4/6. VW48
Battery &O., 2 v., i/-'

VT51

Battery Pentode, 2 v. 5 -pin,

7/8. VR57 Frequency Changer, 10/-. P220 Battery Power,
2 v. 4 -pin, 5/-. VT55 D.D. Triode, 6.5 v., 2 amp., 7/-. Mercury
Vapour Rectifiers, 8/-. Battery Power, 2 v., 5/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS

A special line of newly manufactured

British

transformers.

350-0-350 v. at 80 Ina., 6.3 v.,

3a., 5v. 2a size. Post and packing
1/3 extra ..
37/6
EXTENSION SPEAKERS

..

cabinet's

In

Brand
new,
first-class P.M.
speakers in beautifully polished
.

..

.

.

52/8

50/LOUDSPEAKERS
ROLA 10in. P.M. Speakers, 35/-. CELESTION Sin., with
transformer, 29/6.
GOODMANS P.M. SPEAKERS, without transformers : 5in.,
21/-; Sio., 30/. ; 10in., 47/6. Post and packing, 1/6 each
liexine

covered. cabinets'

extra.

MANSBRIDGE TYPE
METAL -CASED CONDENSERS
350-V. WORKING
4

mfd., 4 x if x 2in.

6/6

2 mfd., 4 x if X 2in.
2 mfd., 4 x 1 x it in.
mfd., 21 x 1 x
.02 mfd. Size 41 x t x
.2 + .2 mfd. Size 21 x 1 x 2in.

4/6
2/6
2/6
1/6
2/6
2/6

Also 250 mfd., 25 v., in Bakelite case

CORRECTION. -Last month the price of these was
incorrectly printed and should have read

500-V. WORKING

2 mfd. Size, 41 X 3 X 21 in.

5/6

PLATINUM CONTACTS

Double Spring, mounted on ebonite,
1/

-

PENTODE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Well -made and efficient. Suitable for
Small Speakers. Size
x lf x Bins.

(Cross

PLEASE WRITE IS BLOCK LETTERS
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4 v. 3 a:, 6.3 v. 4 a.

dlIP

COUPON -CUT THIS OUT'
LTD., SHEFFIELD.
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Particulars of
Your private advice

Input 206-250 v. A.D., 350-0-350 v. 1200 m.a., 4 v. 2 a.,

T/ -

CONDENSERS.

First-class 0.1 mid., oil -filled, 5,000 v.

working, only 11/6 each.

TWIN .SCREENED PICK-UP LEADS,

6in. long, 2/9.

ON DON CENTRAL
RADIO STORES

fitted 2 plugs, 8ft.

23, LISLE STREET,
LONDON,
W.C.2
'Phone : GERrard 2969
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The Transitron Oscillator. Standing Waves.
By THE EXPERIMENTERS
Superhet Fault-finding.

RADIO UPKEEP AND REPAIRS

tOR

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER

By Alfred T. Witts, A.M.I.E.E. Keep your set up to "concern.
pitch " in these days of labour shortage. This book shows you,
how to detect any defects that arise. World Radio says :
Ai,
very useful and instructive book . . should prove extremely.
'2seful ..." Sixth Edition. 7s. 6d. net.
.

RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
By E. M. Squire. This new book covers
the preliminary part of radio training. It is compiled in the
form of questions and answers, and the questions given are
suitable for those taking training 'courses for radio mechanics
Vol.

I.

Basic Radio.

and wireless operators.

5s. net.

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio PROBLEMS IN RADIO ENGINEERING
Course learns radio thoroughly, 'com- By E. T. A. Rapson, A.C.G.I., D.I.C., etc. A classified collection
'

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin-

ciples of radio, we wont to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept.

94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please expfrain

marked X.

fully about your instruction

in

the subject

of examination questions set from time to time by some of the
more important examining bodies in Radio Communication.
Suitable to the needs of those preparing for examinations.
Edition. 5s. net.

WIRELESS OPERATING SIMPLY EXPLAINED
By W. E. Crook. This is one of Pitman's "Simply Explained "

Series, and gives a clear picture of the wireless operator in action
9d. net.

-what he has to do and why and how he does it.

Some of the books advertised may be temporarily out of stock when
you place an order. It you have any difficulty 112 securing copies of
Pitman Books through your bookseller, write to Enquiry Department,
Pitman Rouge, King,way, Loudon, W.C.2. Please do not send money
when making enquiries.

PITMAN'S

39 PARKER STREET

KINGSWAY

Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
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Television
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below.

British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operator, R.A.F.
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Matching the Loudspeaker
mOST readers are aware of the theoretical,need for
correct matching between the output stage and
the speaker, and are no doubt familiar with the
simple formula employed for calculating the correct ratio
of step-down transformer required. At the same time,
there are probably many who have failed to follow the
1.

correct method of matching, and who have perhaps
found that reasonably satisfactory results are still
obtained.. This may have. led to the belief that the
correct matching, as dictated by theory, is of little
consequence in practice.
That would be a. fallacy, for although results can
certainly be obtained when the matching is incorrect,
loss of volume and/or quality of reproduction is inevitable. The object of matching is to ensure that the

Fournier's Analysis.

the higher or lower end of the audio register is attenuated

in respect of reproduction at the other end.

It is'
generally the base that suffers most, since relatively
more power is required at low frequencies to produce the
same volume level ; this is due to the fact that when the

cone vibrates more slowly, its amplitude of vibration

must be greater in order to produce the same impression
of loudness.
S.

The Negative Transconductance Oscillator
The title of this reply is rather a " mouthful," but it is

the full title of a form of valve oscillator generally referred

to as a transitron. A basic transitron circuit is shown in
Fig. 2, where it will be seen that a pentode is used in
what appears to be a very unusual arrangement. There
is only one tuning circuit, and it would not appear that

greatest possible percentage of audio -frequency power in any provision is made for feed -back.
the anode circuit of the output valve, or valves, is used
This oscillator depends for its action on the fact that
to vibrate the speaker cone. This result can be achieved if a suitably high negative potential is applied to the
only if correct matching is
suppressor grid, electrons
employed.
which have passed the
screening grid on their way
An average impedance for
QUESTIONS
to the anode will be reflected,
the speech coil of a loudspeaker may be taken as 20 r. What is the effect of a mis-match between the output and will thus be forced back
stage_of a receiver and the loudspeaker ?
to the screen. It will -be
ohms. To take an example,
suppose that this were fed 2. Draw a circuit of a transitron, oscillator, and state remembered that there is a
" hump " in the screen briefly how it operates.
directly from a high -impescreen voltage
current,
dance source, such as that 3. What is meant by the term " standing waves."
represented in Fig. r ; this t. Explain simply the chief implications of Fournier's characteristic of a screen -grid
valve,
and
that when the
shows choke -capacity coupAnalysis.
valve is operated at a point
ling. It is evident tha/ the
speech coil is in parallel with 5. In the absence of proper test. equipment, how would on the down -grade of the
you attempt to trace the source of trouble in a " hump.," an increase in
the anode choke-assuming
superhet which appeared to be completely " dead" ? screen voltage results in a
that the H.T. supply has
reduction of screen current.
negligible internal resistance.
This part of the curve is
It is also clear that the

speech coil would 'cut down the anode load to such a often referred to as the area of negative resistance.
Further, small increases of suppressor grid voltage
low value that there could scarcely be any audio voltage
allow the passage of more electrons from the screen to
across it.
Now take the other extreme, and suppose that the the anode. This is equivalent to stating that the screen
speech coil had an impedance of ro,000 ohms, whilst the current is decreased.' In other words, the suppressor impedance of the anode load were, say, 4,00o ohms at screen transconductance is negative in character.
the same frequency. The Should this negative resistance become equal -to the
voltage across the speech positive resistance of the tuning circuit, oscillation
coil would be high, but the commences. It might be well' at this point to remind

Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.

Special terms for members of H.M. Forces
Age

Name
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the current would be very
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small. Additionally, a large
proportion of the power

Do not jeopardise production by taking the risk that

developed would be expend-

the core of flux may be
missing from the solder
wire you use. Be safe.
Use Multicore 3 -Core Solder.
You will have,
always, three cores of
Ervin Flux-the fastest action,
non - corrosive,
safety flux which makes " dry " or " H.R." joints
impossible. Multicore is approved by A.I.D. and
G.P.O. If you are engaged upon Government
contracts write for technical information and

ed across the anode load, wi th

little across the speech coil.
Somewhere between these

extremes could be found a
balance at which the optimum audio power would be

transferred to the speaker.
The fact that a transformer
is normally connected between the output stage and
the speech coil does not
alter the reasoning, since

samples.

AND CHOKES

F0R

RELIABILITY

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

any load across the secondThe Solder Wire With 3 Cores Of Non -corrosive
Resin Flux.
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.. COMMONWEALTH HOUSE,

OLIVER PELL CONTROLT°
CAMBRIDGE ROW, BURRAGE ROAD, WOOLWICH. LONDON 5.E

LONDON, W.0 I. Tel. CHAncery 5171/2

-

Fig. I. -A low -impedance
speech core across a high
impedance output would
act as a virtual shortcircuit on the anode load.

ary is always " reflected "
across the primary to a
degree dependent upon the

turns ratio between the two

Fig. 2.-Basic

Also, when there is a mismatch, reproduction at either

operation on Me negative
resistance between suppressor and screening grid.

windings

circuit
of a transitron oscillator,
which depends for its
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example, if two trimmers appear to be adjusted satis- of the signal circuit may be carried out in a similar
factorily whilst a third needs to be screwed hard dbwn. manner to that of a T.R.F. set. The oscillator circuit
then it will be necessary to open the other two so that is now the only remaining one to be trimmed, and the
the third may be balanced with them. The main dial frequency of this at resonance shoUld be that of the input
will then require to be adjusted to allow for the capacity signal plus the intermediate frequency. If, therefore,'
change of the trimmers, rocking it slightly either side the I.F. amplifier and the signal circuits are adjusted
of the signal whilst again adjusting the trimmers. In correctly a position will be found on the oscillator,
difficult cases, another method of dealing with the above trimmer where the circuit comes into alignment. It
trouble is to connect a small condenser of a few micro- should be pointed out that in making this adjustment it
microfarads across the trimmer which requires more is possible that two positions of resonance may be found.
capacity, after which it (the trimmer) may be eased off. This is due to the fact that the oscillator May be tuned
Although it effects a cure, it proves that either the to the signal frequency plus the I.F. or to the signal
sections of the ganged condenser or the coils are not frequency minus the I.F. The correct adjustment of the
matched properly unless, of course, some excessive trimmer is the one which includes the least capacity.
stray capacities exist in the receiver. If the dial is In other words, starting with the trimmer fully opened,

calibrated it should be set to correspond with the the first point of resonance is the correct one.
frequency of the test signal from the oscillator and
After completing the trimming process, it is wise to
adjustment of the trimmers should produce the desired

check, once again, the signal circuit and that of the
results.
oscillator, in order to make sure that all is correct, and
In T.R.F. sets no further trimming is usually necessary the process should be repeated at, at least. one other
on the long waveband, but if it iS the foregoing procedure

may be adopted.

wavelength-at the upper end of the dial.
Turning to the long waves, it is probable that the only

adjustment required is that of a padding condenser

which must be adjusted so that the calibrations on the
Due to the working principles of the superhet, it is dial are correct. 'On the other hand, in some receivers,
necessary .to ascertain the correct intermediate frequency all trimmers are mounted either in the coil cans or near
of the receiver it is proposed to realign. This is usually them under the chassis. In this case a complete set of
given on the service sheet relating to the set, if such is trimmers-except, of course, for the I.F. amplifier-is
available, otherwise the information must be obtained usually provided for medium and long waves, so that
from the manufacturers. It is possible to find the adjustments similar to the procedure for medium waves
approximate I.F. by juggling with the tuning circuits, must be carried out for long waves also. It is unlikely
but the method is not very satisfactory, especially in that a superhet will suffer from medium wave interference
view of the fact that in some cases the I.F. may not be when working on long waves so that the aerial series
the same for all the tuned circuits. This is sometimes wave -trap mentioned earlier will probably not be incordone for reasons either of selectivity or audio frequency porated. It is possible, however, that a trap may be
used which is tuned to the I.F. of the receiver so that
control of the upper register.
Assuming that the I.F. is known, it is first necessary a particular form of interference is eliminated. Such
devices
are always shown on the service sheet and should
to tune the I.F. amplifier accurately to this figure. The
most convenient Method of doing this is to inject a be dealt with accordingly.
In all the foregoing adjustments it is necessary to
modulated signal from the oscillator-at the correct I.F.
-into the signal grid of the frequency changer, having remember the possibility.of the A.V.C. system off -setting
previously disconnected it from the signal circuit by any increase in volume brought about by trimming.
removing the top cap. A 0.5 megohm resistor will In a modern superhet, A.V.C. sometimes becomes
probably be required to join between grid and chassis. operative on a very small input, and when trimming it
The oscillator section of the valve is prevented from is necessary either to work on a very small oscillator
functioning by the simplest means available-probably output or to disconnect the A.V.C. system altogether.
by shorting the grid to chassis. The trimmers on the A simple way of doing this is to short-circuit the A.V.C.
I.F. transformer may then be adjusted for maximum diode load resistor or to disconnect the lead to the
response. As this increases, the input of the oscillator A.V.C. diode pin. When using ,,an output meter which
should be reduced in order that further small increases is not particularly. sensitive, it is essential to render
may be noticed. If, as mentioned previously, certain of the A.V.C. system inoperative:
the I.F. windings are to be
(To be continued)
tubed to a slightly different
frequency, this must be
observed, and the oscillator
Trimming the Superhet

will

therefore need 'to be
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stipulation to the latter statement, and that is for the
gain to be equal to the inverse of the feedback, the

product of ms must be large compared with unity.
Consider an amplifier first without feedback wed then
with feedback applied. Suppose we have a 5mV signal

and wish to amplify it to 5oomV, the gain without
feedback will have to be roo.
To provide the same output from the same input with

feedback, we shall have to increase the gain of the
amplifier ; the gain is dependent on a, and assuming we
feed back .008 of the outpiit, i.e.,B -.008, we have:
The overall gain has to equal zooor Too(' mB) m
or m(i - zoos) = zoo
I00

ire

The main advantage of a feedback amplifier is the
reduction in the percentage distortion. Consider the
previous amplifier without feedback, if due to comAmpfifter
Gate

at

valve-should be dealt with

first, afterwards working
back t o the frequency
changer.
With the I.F. amplifier

V

Lt
-8V

per cent. distortion. When feedback is applied a portion

of this distortion is fed back to the input to be re amplified so as to appear to cancel out some of the
original distortion.
Let :

d = amount of distortion appearing at the output
without feedback.

D = amount of distortion appearing at the output
when feedback is applied.

-BD = amount of distortion fed back.
m = gain of amplifier when distortion is present.
The actual amount of distortion now appearing at the
output will be d minus the amplified amount BD,

cf D =d-maD
d
t+ms

appears.

Therefore the percentage distortion when feedback is

applied will be :

D-

Fig. 4.-77:e block, diagram of she circuit shown by Fig. 3.

20
1-1-600 x .008

d

z +mu
20

=3.4 per cent.
ponent characteristics, etc., the output increase to
5.0
-5 w roo-20 or we can say the distortion is reduced by the amount
600mV then we have present a boo500
x
zir-Fmn.

OBITUARY
J. M. G. Roes, A.M.LE.E.
WE regret to record the death of Mr. J. M. G.,Rees,

A.M.I.E.E., on February 6th, after a short but

and automobile industries, and did a great amount of
work for charity. His passing will be regretted by all of'
The Seroice Oscillator (June. 1943 issue),
used
the tesbdescribed in this article.

500 :eV

the gain of amplifier will be boo when this distortion
Arienuator

journal, will feel his loss.
Mr. H. Boon
MR. H. BOON, Publicity Manager of the Chloride and
Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., manufacturers of the
well-known Exide and Drydex batteries, recently 'died
after a short illness. He was well known in the radio

receiver v i a a dummy
aerial. If the receiver dial
is calibrated it should
obviously be set to the exact

m./00

straight amplifier.

In this case d= 2o per cent. B=.008 and m=600 and

Mr. Rees, as did every member of the staff of this

modulated signal of about
23o metres injected into
the, aerial and earth of the

Cain

due to distortion 600mV appears at the output, therefore

controlled by the ripple system, together with general
coil winding. He was subsequently largely responsible
for the successful development of the name of Varley
and other products. All those who came in contact with

restored to, normal and a

(kr incorporating
4.4.
(Right) a

not 500, as the input to feedback amplifier is imV,

-BV

shortly after the last war when they were largely engaged
in the manufacture of arc lamps and switch gear remotely

correctly aligned, attention
may be turned to the signal
circuits. The connections to
the input and oscillator
sections of the frequency
changer valve should be

Amplifier

5 (Above).-

A

I00

z - zoos
- zoo x .008-Soo.
Therefore to obtain the same output with .008 feedback
the amplifier gain will have to be increased from zoo to
Soo. The increase in amplification necessary to provide
the same output as we had without feedback is the main
disadvantage, but in Most cases sufficiently outweighs
the advantages.
'
We can prove the above by substituting the figures in
the block diagrams of Fig. 5.

v -BV

-BV= -008 X 500= -4

ms

Accumulators, Ltd. (associated companies of Oliver
Pell Control, Ltd.). He was widely known in the radio
and electrical industry. -Mr. Rees joined :Oliver Pell

-that nearest the detector

195

equal to the inverse of the amount fed back. There is one

severe illness. He was a director of Oliver Pell Control,
Ltd., and also of Tok Switches, Ltd., and Varley Dry

adjusted as required. In
these cases the last winding

frequency or wavelength of
the oscillator. Trimming

April, 1944

his wide circle of friends in those industries.
Col. Ozanne
WE record with regret also the passineb of Col.

Ozanne, for so many years assreiated with the

Radio Manufacturers'

Association,

and

the Radio

Components Federation. A director of the firm manu-

facturing Polar Condensers, and many associated
companies, Col. Ozanne was well known throughout

the radio industry,

r- PRIZE PROBLEM&-:
Problem No. 454.
JONES
TONES built himself a fine three -valve S.W. receiver, taking particular

care with its construction, but when the time came to test it he

!,

found that the reaction control was not as smooth as he thought it should

The reaction condenser was connected between the earth end of i
the reaction coil and earth, and Jones thought it might be better if he
be.

removed the condenser and connected it between the detector anode and.
reaction coil. After completing all connections, he switched on and
found be could not obtain any results. What had he overlooked P

Three books will be awarded for the first three correct Solutions
Entries 8110111,1 be addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL
Winstass, Georce Neames, Ltd., Tower }louse, Southampton Street, :
Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes most be marked Problem No. 454
in the top left-hand corner and must be posted to reach this officenot
opened.

later than the first post on Monday, -March 13th, 1944

Solution to Problem No. 453.
Matthews failed to take the elementary precaution of testing the D.C. mains
(or polarity. If he bad reversed the mains plug all would have been well.
The three following readers successfully solved Problem No. 452 and books
have accordingly been rors-arded to them Cpl. Byrne, Gosberton, Spalding ;
N. Morris, Delverne. Leek Road, Norton -le -Moors, Staffs : B. Rubinson, 193.

St. Margaret's Road, Ward End, Birmingham.

YOUR SERVICE WORKSHOP -12

Practical Hints
I USE a large number of bulldog

clips of the type shown in the sketch
for my odd) eads required for' hook-ups
and testing, etc., but sometimes I

used to forget that I was holding the
bare metal and put them across the
power supply, with startling results.
Fortunately, very little damage resulted to me or the apparatus, but it

was a sharp reminder.
I prefer these clips for their strength
and rigidity, so I obtained some rubber
thimbles
(commonly known
as
" bankers' friends ") from the local
stationers, and made a hole in the top,
forcing the wire ,through. When the

Coil Matching and Trimming

up and down. The pointer was sweated

Insulated Connecting Clip Condensers

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

=

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE- 1
" must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.i
Why not pass it on to us 7 We pay II -10-0 for the best hint submitted, and for every
1
other item published on this page we will
pay bait -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours
.1 to account by sending it in to us addressed
ito the Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
LESS

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, South-

ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your
name and address on every item. Pleaseote
note that every notion sent in must be
original. Mark envelopes," Practical Hints." DO NOT enclose Queries with your hints.

SPECIAL NOTICE

wire is connected to the' clip and the
rubber thimble slid completely over
the clip, thii forms" a 'very effective
protection against shocks, as it covers the metal and

allows full use to be made of them.
I have not used anything else for the past five years,
and they have stood up to really hard wear. The hole
in the end of the thimble must not be made too large or the

into a saw -cut in the weight and'
bent at a suitable angle to bear on
the scale. The weight is a piece of
brass rod which easily slides in the
tube with only a little side wobble.
Attached to the weight is the thread
or fine cord which rides in a pulley
mounted in the bracket at the top of
the tube, the thread being fixed to the
pulley or winch which is fixed to the
condenser knob spindle. The size of

Further

the various inductances are matched reasonably well
and the set-up of Fig. 3, March issue, may be used
for the purpose. After disconnecting the coil in the
receiver the first coil to be checked is joined across
the S.C., which is also connected to the condenser "

of pulley was tin. diameter.

The dial is made from a cocoa
tin and painted a matt -white. The
calibration was printed in Indian ink, using known
station wavelengths as a guide.-T. 0. Pim( (Nth.

terminals of the receiver. The S.C. may then be
adjusted to about 25o m.mfd. and the oscillator
tuned to indicate resonance on the V.V. After
checking the reading and leaving everything else
undisturbed, the first coil is disconnected and the
others joined in turn across the S.C. They may
then be adjusted, if required, by removing or
increasing slightly the number of turns. It is

Berwick).

Combination Volume Control

advisable to check all coils at about three different
points of the S.C.'s dial in order to ensure that when
in use they will match at all points of the receiver
The

resistance of the H.F. valve, and the centre terminal to
earth terminal. A study of the theoretical circuit of this
control will indicate that the aerial coil is short-circuited

when the H.P. valve bias voltage is at maximum.to test this I wanted another condenser in circuit. .R.
STUDLEY (Watford).
Accordingly, I mounted three condensers underneath

These condensers have been in concannot complain of their quality.-R. T.
BOWLER (Uxbridge).

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Pulley
Scale

Weight

/

Speaker
'
.

Condenser

A Vertical Dial

THE accompanying sketch shows a
drawing of a vertical dial for use
with midget type receivers.
As the speaker very often determines
the size of a midget receiver, and very
frequently makes the use of a tuning dial
impossible, I made up a vertical dial as
shown, which requires very little space.
The seamed tube is a 4fin. length of

curtain rod with the brass covering
stripped off. The seam was then opened

little with a knife blade to allow the
thin metal of the pointer to slide freely
a

1943 issue.

seemed

Tube

Pulley or

Winch

Bracket

Solder

A novel vertical dial for a midget receiver,

dial.

be noted that throughout these tests the
indications given by the valve vtltmeter are only

previously for calibration purposes except that the fixed

will be seen to vary somewhat with varying frequencies.

is joined to the " condenser " terminals of the receiver

Trimming Circuits with the Oscillator
The straight " or T.R.F. receiver is comparatively
easy to deal with. Referring to the medium waveband,
a modulated signal from the oscillator is injected into

test condenser would now become a small one of unknown
value. In order to find out what this value is the S.C.

/ /
/1

the July,

picking up the signals from the oscillator as before.
The receiver may be dispensed with if desired and the
dealing with the capacity V.V. connected straight across the coil. Even if the
bridge, it was stated that the instrument ceases to be V.V. is uncalibrated, comparative indications may be
accurate when measuring capacity below about 5o or 75 obtained of two different coils of approximately the
m.mfd. This is where the S.C. comes in, for, although it same inductance in order to prove which is the most
may suffer from the same disadvantage at the extreme efficient. During tests of this nature it is essential to
low end of the scale, a method of measuring small values maintain the output of the oscillator at a constant and
of capacity is available whereby the results are quite unvarying level, and it is advisable to use the same
accurate. It is known as the " difference " method, test frequency in each case. This fact will be understood
and the apparatus required is the same as that used if the actual output of the oscillator is measured. It

MATHEMATICAL TABLES and FORMULA
3/6, or 3/9 by post from George Newnes, Ltd.

I

in

Applications
In a previous article,

A NEW VEST POCKET BOOK

Pointer

stant use for the past six years, so I

voltmeter described

comparative, therefore it is not essential for the instrument to be calibrated, although if it is more definite and
data may, of course, be obtained. For instance,
points on the scale will be shown. Some advantage is useful
actual high frequency developed across coils from
gained by using a test condenser of 5o munfd. which the
a
given
input may be measured, thereby checking their
. would provide more calibration points, thus enabling
efficiency. This is done with still the same apparatus,
a more accurate graph to be drawn.

end terminal to the earth end of the cathode bias

Thread

valve

FROM this, and the actual calibration in microinicrofarads, it is a simple matter to prepare a
graph from which the capacity at intermediate

should be connected to the aerial terminal, the other

completion of a test to save any possibility
of a shock.

Capacity

When home-made tuning coils are used in a
superhet or T.R.F. receiver it is important. that

H.F. valve. This -type of control is easily applicable
to the mains type of valve and should be connected in
the following manner. Using a potentiometer having h
value of between 3,000 and 5,000 ohms, one end terminal

o.x mfd., r.o mid. and 4.0 mfd., 50o vdc. paper, but
these are only what I had in stock at
the time. If electrolytics are used for 'Bracket
the higher capacities, polarity should, of
course, be strictly observed. It is also wise
practice to short the condensers used on Solder

Standard

Matching Coils

WHEN an efficient aerial -earth system is used, it
vv is often found that the normal grid bias volume
control on the variable -mu valve does not prove entirely
satisfactory. It is possible, however, to connect a
found .that a little extra smoothing was necessary, and potentiometer in such a manner that it controls both
the aerial input voltage and the bias voltage of the

the panel of my test meter and connected them to four
sockets on the panel. When required, I connect the
condenser selected to the set with a pair of leads without
having to, disturb any of the wiring. If extra smoothing
is required and hum present in some part of the circuit,
it is easily traced with these extra condensers. I use,

the

until the V.V. reading is the same for all sections.

this pulley is go'verned by the speed of
the knob in relation to the speed of the
In my case I was
moving vanes.
using an epicyclic drive as advertised

through, thus defeating the purpose of the rubber
thimble.
As all my sets have been A.C. operated, I have often

A simple dodge for insulating connecting clips.

of

means of matching up the various sections of a
ganged condenser. Each section in turn may be
joined in circuit and the split end vanes adjusted

rubber will tear and the metal end of the clip project

Tubber Thimble

Details

Condenser. Trimming Straight and Superhet
By STANLEY BRASIER
Receivers.

in PRACTICAL WIRELESS and the size

All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page iii of cover.
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and adjusted to, say, zoo m.mfd. and the oscillator
tuned to resonance so that a maximum deflection is

given on the V.V. Without disturbing anything else,
the unknown capacity is connected in parallel.with the
S.C. and the wavelength of the oscillator increased
until resonance is again indicated. After making a

the receiver under test. This should be done via a

Then, obviously, the unknown value is the difference
between the first and second reading of the S.C. The
reason why this method is accurate is because any stray
capacity existing in the various leads, etc., are present

adjust, therefore it should be dealt with first, afterwards
working back to the aerial. Having carried out a rough
adjustment, an output meter may be connected in order

screened dummy aerial lead, joining the metal screening
to earth on the set and the " hot " lead to aerial. If the

receiver is badly out of trim or a new circuit is being

-.careful note of the exact capacity of the S.C., dm lined up, it is wise to make a rough adjustment by
unknown capacity may then- be removed and, its value ear. In most receivers the tuned circuit associated
compensated for by increasing the capacity of the S.C. with the detector stage is by far the most critical to

1114

to determine more accurately the exact adjustment of

before and after the connection of the unknown rapacity. each trimmer.
It is not enough for, say, the second trimmer to be
The difference in readings of the S.C. can therefore be
due only to that of the value of the unknown condenser. screwed hard down when resonance is obtained. If a
receiver
is in perfect alignMent it should be possible
The same method may be employed for checking the
minimum and maximum capacities of tuning condensers, to tune " through " the signal on each trimmer ; if not,
reaction condensers, etc., and, in fact, is one of the best readjustment of all trimmers will be necessary. For
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COMPONENT VALUES
0.0003 mfd. mica.
0.001 mfd. mica.
0.0001 mfd. tubular.
350 m.mfd. trimmers.
350 m.mfd. trimmers.
0.1 mfd. tubular.
5 mfd. electrolytic.
350 m.mfd. trimmers.
350 m.mfd. trinuners.
CIO 16 mfd. electrolytic.
C11 0.1 mfd. tubular.
C12 0.01 mfd. tubular.

CI
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

C13 25 mfd. 25v. electrolytic.

C14 32 mfd. electrolytic.
C15 0.1 mfd. tubular.

RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

5,000 ohms potentiometer with switch.
200 ohms -1 w.
1 megohni w.

40,000 ohms I w.
5,000 ohms 1 w.
850,000 ohms w.
150 ohms 1 w.

600 ohms tapped at
300 ohms.
LI L2 Type PA2 i w"r"e

L3 L4 Type PHF2 f
TI To match spealfer.
Si. 2 & 3 Yaxtey 3 pole
S4

Vi

2 way.
On -off upon RI.
12BSGT.

V2 25A7GT.

ALTERNATIVE VALVES
V1-25B8GT.

V2-70L7GT.

V1-12B8GT. v2f 25A7GT.
32L7GT.

R8 must now be 1,000
ohms 0.15 amperes
tapped at 500 ohms.
R8--600 ohms tapped

at 200 ohms down.
.3 ampere.

6.-Pin

connection

chart

for

the

specified

...S...

calves.

and baffle, the outside of the cabinet being thoroughly
turn the trimmers together, keeping maximum back- smoothed with decreasing grades of sandpaper, stained
ground noise until the desired station is obtained, and polished with white -wax or given a coat of copal
adjust each trimmer for maximum volume or reading varnish. Rubber feet may be screwed to the cabinet's
if an output meter is available. Switch to the second bottom, a speaker cloth tightly glued over the speaker
switch position and proceed to trim this in the same aperture, and coloured Cellophane with the station
way for the other station. If " motor -boating," etc., names inked upon it glued over the station indicator
occurs, decouple R3 with a 0.0003 mfd. condenser, mil holes.
ensure that C12 is satisfactory. A o .25 megohm w.
resistance may also be connected from Crx, R6, junction

to the grid of the output pentode section.

The Cabinet

Fig. 7 shows the general details of the cabinet, all
A baffle may be fitted to the speaker if desired the
speaker being screwed to it, and the cabinet front, by
suitable countersunk bolts, or the speaker 'may be
fixed to the chassis and the use of a baffle and bolts
through the cabinet's front dispensed with.

dimensions being inside measurements.

Good quality plywood should be used for the cabinet

Alternatives

A simple set of this type provides a suitable basis for
various designs, and it is quite natural that constructors

who have alternative parts on hand will wish to use

them, especially during these days when parts are difficult

to obtain. While it is quite permissible to modify the
circuit and substitute other components, provided they
have similar characteristics and the values specified,
such alterations must be undertaken by the constructor,
and if any loss in efficiency is experienced experiments
must be carried out to overcome the defects due 4o the
modified circuit arrangement.

Indicator Hole3\

be necessary to abolish the Home and orces programmes
and substitute another under another -name. Surely

those serving overseas also listen to the Home and
Or does the B.B.C. wish to
Forces programmes
imply that those programmes were not listened to by
those serving overseas ? It seems to me that the real

II

fret

I

I

given. There may be sound reasons for the change,
but I think we are entitled to know them. I have listened

programmes, and have enjoyed them. There is a sugges-

amount.

on a number of occasions to the Home and Forces supplemented by a Government grant of at least equal

tion that the B.B.C. is anxious to cut expenses, and to
The work of the institute -be directed by an -impartial
employ cheaper artists. No doubt they will suitably board comprising representatives of Governmental
reply to this.
authorities (e.g., G.P.O. and D.S.I.R.), B.B.C. and
the Services.; the industry; representatives of the
Dismissed Artists
Brit.I.R.E. and associated professional institutions, and
" UNDERSTAND that the B.B.C. has dismissed a universities of the Empire.
number of its resident artists, and particularly
A
The research mogi amine be revise periodically by the
those who took part in broadcast plays. I suppose board, and new subjects added at any time according to
also that there is a good reason for this, although in demand. In this way, a " subject of research " will
these days when most artists are either serving Ensa, become a broad field of continuous investigation, freor touring abroad entertaining the troops, I shotild have quently leading to investigation of other problems.
thought that the B.B.C. would have been anxious to
In addition to a permanent qualified scientific staff,
retain the services of skilled artists, who, after a number arrangements be made through industry and the
of years, have -become thoroughly accustomed to broad- universities for the assistance and engagement of extra
casting technique. Evidently there is a shake-up going workers.
on in the B.B.C., and sooner or later, I suppose, we
shall know why.

I

I

II

ll

II:11

Vr

The General Electric Co., Ltd., at Newbury, Berks, on

Friday, January nst.
Tile meeting was presided over by the officer commanding the Newbury branch of the A.T.C.-Major
Tempest, D.S.0.-who, it may be remembered, was
responsible foi bringing down the second Zeppelin at
Potter's Bar, in the war of 1914-18.

Out roil of Merit
Readers on Active Seroice-Fortieth List.

R. Cheshire (A.C. R.A.F.).

On Off
Volume
Fig.

1-Method of mounting
trimmer condensers,

cost, absence of obvious or immediate practical applications, or the poor prospect of early financial returns.

Radio as an Implement of War
!Press Item-It is suggested that each week the B.B.C.
THIS is the title of a lecture given to the A.T.C. and should
include, at the end of its news items, another feature to
members of the Home Guard, Sea Cadets and

I

rs.

Institute be the pursuit of basic research of the type
that has hitherto suffered restriction owing to its high
Progress reports describing the results of the work
of the institute be published at regular intervals and
that no restriction be placed upon access to these reports
or upon the private, commercial or industrial employment of the information contained therein.
The institute be financed by industrial subscriptions

reason for the change has yet to be announced. I
certainly do not accept the explanation at present

Civil Defence personnel, by Mr. H. de A. Donisthorpe of

Speaker

formulated a proposal for the formation of a

British Radio Institute, and this recommendation having
been lodged with the Government and radio manufacturers is available for general information.
The
institution recommends that the function of the Research

A WELCOME B.B.C. REFORM

0

Wavechange

country will be listening in when those abroad will
be asleep, quite apart from difficulties of reception,

and lack of listening opportunities as well as listening
apparatus.
These points apart;I quite fail to see why it should

Dial lamps -6.3 v. 0.3 ampere.
Fig.

Wireless direction finding played a prominent part
THE changes announced by the B.B.C. in the Home on that occasion, and during the course of his address,
and Forces programmes, now changed to the Mr. Donisthorpe explained how it was employed to
Overseas programmes, have given rise to some find the positions of the raiding Zeppelins and thus
lively criticisms. The B.B.C. states that it will enable successfully bring about their destruction.
those serving overseas to listen in to programmes at the
Throughout his address Mr. Donisthorpe made full
same time as those of their good folk at home, and use of lantern slides as illustrative media, and to still
thus the programmes will establish a sympathetic link further clarify many points a number of experiments
between home and abroad. Now, somewhere within and demonstrations were carried out on the spot.
the precincts of that pompous portal the B.B.C. there is
a clock which gives International Time, and it should British Radio Research Institute
THE British Institution of Radio Engineers have
be fairly obvious to the B.B.C. that most people in this
Sympathetic Listening

Fig. 7.-The cabinet dimensions are given here, together with approximate location of controls.

A. J. Stuart (Cpl., R.A.F.).
E. James (Cfe.,
S. Wilson (A.C.1., R.A.F.).
J. Honniball (F.O., R.A.F.).
G. G. Woodward (F.O., R.A.F.).
H. Macmillan (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
G. L. Holloway (L.A.0 R.A.F.).

be known as " Airata," in which would be corrected errors made
by speakers over the air during the previous week.]
In future when mistakes are made,
And through the ether we transmit them,
Their authors we will soon correct,
And critics get no chance to twit them.
For we can't endure the rude horse -laugh
When Brains Trust slips and listeners chaff.
4
So closely listen on the air,
For we announcement soon may make :
" Re statements made in so-and-so ;
Will listeners please no notice take.
For though the Brains Trust told you so,
We find, in fact, it did not know."

When we discover where they've erred,
At once we'll rectify mistake.
Not even we infallible,
Not even Homer stays awake;
Omnipotence we will abjure -A fool is wise when less cocksure.

Toacn.'t
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THIS receiver is the result of two years' experimenting
to produce a receiver having the smallest
dimensions for operation off A.C. or D.C. mains,

using standard " bantam " type valves.
The usual tuning condenser was dispensed with by
using a two -pole two-way Yaxley switch to select the
Home or Forces programme as desired, the station to
which the receiver was tuned being shown by a station
indicator.
The speaker used is a
moving -coil. The
pentocle-diode.

31in. Goodman's

P.M.

valves are a triode -pentode and a

A Universal Two -valve Midget
Ideal for the Experimenter.

A Handy Receiver, Using Two Dual-purpose

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, December, 1943, will be quite
suitable. In the original, Li L2 is a PA2 type and
L3 L4 a PHF2 type, both obtained from Premier Radio.
C4, C5, C8 and C9 are 35o m.mfd. trimmer condensers ;

-when an extra bank or set of contacts will be required
upon the wave -change switch.
The high tension line to the rectifier anode is taken
to a tapping about half -way along the mains dropping

s5o m.mfd. trimmers may be used, but a too m.mfd.
fixed condenser must then be placed in parallel with
each 25o m.mfd. trimmer used to obtain the " Home "
programme. These four trimmers are mounted on the

resistance, R8, this gives a reduction in mains hum,
and is also necessitated by the use of low anode voltage

The Circuit Diagram

This is shown in Fig. r. Vr (r2B8GT) is a triode - valves.
pentode, and acts as an R.P. amplifier-the pentode
section-and an anode head detector-the triode section. Construction
The chassis size and hole positions are shown in
V2 (25A7GT), a pentode -diode, acts as the output
valve-the pentode section-and a half -wave rectifier Fig. 2 ; the chassis may be of aluminium or steel plate,
care should be taken to ensure rigid construction.

chassis as:shown in Figs. 2 and 5. Care should be taken

cut and drill the chassis until he has all the components
in his possession, and can then discover the best layout
with the parts available.

thus causing short circuits, particularly around the
rectifier, mains resistance, and other parts which become

waTrinhe current flowing in the heater circuit should be
checked, if a meter is available, and should be approximately o.3 amperes. Do not solder connections to R8,
use terminals or bolts.
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on A.C.-the diode section. Cr and C2 are isolating
condensers, Cr also increasing the receiver's selectivity.
The coupling and tuning coils are' shown by Lx and
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oscillation of detector or R.F. amplifier, i.e., long leads,

parallel runs, proximity to L.F. circuits, anode and

grid coupling in either detector or R.F. amplifier circuits.
Ensure that the switch connections are really correct.

protected by the indicator lamp. Watch the rectifier
anode and anode -cathode space for signs of overheating
or blue glow, if either symptoms are present, a H.T.
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of Vs.

Fig. 1.-The theoretical circuit of the receiver 'which is actually a three- nal vet plus rectifier.
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light to normal brilliancy. These circuits will be
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the biasing voltage' for the output section

C2
I18, the mains dropping resistance being in series
with the valve heaters and indicator lamps, will Iimit
the current to the required value. The indicator lamps
v.
may be switched to give station indication-as shown
Los smss.,.....ss,,wow:.....m..mwt,oomoille:o.a.,,em.smoviii.- mr.
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Switch on, watch the valve heaters, note that they
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by R2, whilst Rx-a potentiometer-controls
I provided,
the volunie by aerial circuit damping and bias voltage
control, and R4 sees to the necessary biasing voltage
foi anode -bend defection in the triode section of Vs.
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Fig. 3.-dhows how the station indicator lumps arc mounted.
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If the constructor can obtain a line cord resistance
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C3 :

Indicator

instead of a fixed mains dropper, he is advised to do so.
If any doubt exists
about the value of a
P.5

s

possible causes of loss of efficiency, instability and self -

Tinned copper wire, 22 S.W.G., and r mm. systoflex

heater, loudspeaker .azid mains lead connections. The
latter were completed with ordinary 5 ampere lighting
flex. Leave a small space between all leads and
onnections, in case systoflex insulation breaks down,

way type of switch is required. Fig. 4 shows the
connections for switching two stations and indicator

O

Check all connections against the circuit diagram
by tracing connection from each valve pin in turn.
Pay special attention to the rectifier and:heater circuits. I
Check the tuned circuits for correct Connection and

were used for all connections with the exception of

The Yaxley switch to give two stations without
indicator switching must be a two -pole two-way ; if
switching oj indicators is desired, the three -pole two-

I

Testing and Trimming

Wiring 'Details

Switching

I

Fig. 6 gives the valve pin analysis for the valves

stated. As shown, the chart gives an underside view of
the valveholder.

this connection.

Two small brackets to hold the station indicator

lampholders were bolted to the speaker in such a position
that light from the lamps shone through the Cellophane
covered holes in the front of the cabinet. See Figs. 3
and 7.

I

Valve Pins

to see that all tuning circuit connections are kept as
short as possible, to prevent instability and general
Improvement in stability, if necessary,
oscillation.
may be obtained by connecting a o.0003 mfd. or 0.000T
mfd. fixed condenser across the detector load, R3. A
general reduction of " hiss " will also be effected by

The intending- constructor is strongly advised not to

I

By JOHN JAY

The heat developed by the mains dropping resistance
is considerable and can cause serious deterioration of
component values, electrolytic condensers, trimming
constants, etc., if confined to the interior of the cabinet.

,11.11MiIMIM

short-circuit exists and must be cleared before proceeding
-switch off quickly to avoid rectifier damage and locate
the fault. Operate the wave -changing switch and

observe that the indicator lamps function correctly.
Turn the trimmers for the switch position in use with
an aerial affixed-no earth necessary-and listen for an
increase of background noise (mush) from the speaker;
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THIS receiver is the result of two years' experimenting
to produce a receiver having the smallest
dimensions for operation off A.C. or D.C. mains,

using standard " bantam " type valves.
The usual tuning condenser was dispensed with by
using a two -pole two-way Yaxley switch to select the
Home or Forces programme as desired, the station to
which the receiver was tuned being shown by a station
indicator.
The speaker used is a
moving -coil. The
pentocle-diode.

31in. Goodman's

P.M.

valves are a triode -pentode and a

A Universal Two -valve Midget
Ideal for the Experimenter.

A Handy Receiver, Using Two Dual-purpose

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, December, 1943, will be quite
suitable. In the original, Li L2 is a PA2 type and
L3 L4 a PHF2 type, both obtained from Premier Radio.
C4, C5, C8 and C9 are 35o m.mfd. trimmer condensers ;

-when an extra bank or set of contacts will be required
upon the wave -change switch.
The high tension line to the rectifier anode is taken
to a tapping about half -way along the mains dropping

s5o m.mfd. trimmers may be used, but a too m.mfd.
fixed condenser must then be placed in parallel with
each 25o m.mfd. trimmer used to obtain the " Home "
programme. These four trimmers are mounted on the

resistance, R8, this gives a reduction in mains hum,
and is also necessitated by the use of low anode voltage

The Circuit Diagram

This is shown in Fig. r. Vr (r2B8GT) is a triode - valves.
pentode, and acts as an R.P. amplifier-the pentode
section-and an anode head detector-the triode section. Construction
The chassis size and hole positions are shown in
V2 (25A7GT), a pentode -diode, acts as the output
valve-the pentode section-and a half -wave rectifier Fig. 2 ; the chassis may be of aluminium or steel plate,
care should be taken to ensure rigid construction.

chassis as:shown in Figs. 2 and 5. Care should be taken

cut and drill the chassis until he has all the components
in his possession, and can then discover the best layout
with the parts available.

thus causing short circuits, particularly around the
rectifier, mains resistance, and other parts which become

waTrinhe current flowing in the heater circuit should be
checked, if a meter is available, and should be approximately o.3 amperes. Do not solder connections to R8,
use terminals or bolts.
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oscillation of detector or R.F. amplifier, i.e., long leads,

parallel runs, proximity to L.F. circuits, anode and

grid coupling in either detector or R.F. amplifier circuits.
Ensure that the switch connections are really correct.

protected by the indicator lamp. Watch the rectifier
anode and anode -cathode space for signs of overheating
or blue glow, if either symptoms are present, a H.T.
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I18, the mains dropping resistance being in series
with the valve heaters and indicator lamps, will Iimit
the current to the required value. The indicator lamps
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may be switched to give station indication-as shown
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possible causes of loss of efficiency, instability and self -

Tinned copper wire, 22 S.W.G., and r mm. systoflex

heater, loudspeaker .azid mains lead connections. The
latter were completed with ordinary 5 ampere lighting
flex. Leave a small space between all leads and
onnections, in case systoflex insulation breaks down,

way type of switch is required. Fig. 4 shows the
connections for switching two stations and indicator
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Check all connections against the circuit diagram
by tracing connection from each valve pin in turn.
Pay special attention to the rectifier and:heater circuits. I
Check the tuned circuits for correct Connection and

were used for all connections with the exception of

The Yaxley switch to give two stations without
indicator switching must be a two -pole two-way ; if
switching oj indicators is desired, the three -pole two-
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Fig. 6 gives the valve pin analysis for the valves

stated. As shown, the chart gives an underside view of
the valveholder.

this connection.

Two small brackets to hold the station indicator

lampholders were bolted to the speaker in such a position
that light from the lamps shone through the Cellophane
covered holes in the front of the cabinet. See Figs. 3
and 7.
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to see that all tuning circuit connections are kept as
short as possible, to prevent instability and general
Improvement in stability, if necessary,
oscillation.
may be obtained by connecting a o.0003 mfd. or 0.000T
mfd. fixed condenser across the detector load, R3. A
general reduction of " hiss " will also be effected by

The intending- constructor is strongly advised not to
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By JOHN JAY

The heat developed by the mains dropping resistance
is considerable and can cause serious deterioration of
component values, electrolytic condensers, trimming
constants, etc., if confined to the interior of the cabinet.
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short-circuit exists and must be cleared before proceeding
-switch off quickly to avoid rectifier damage and locate
the fault. Operate the wave -changing switch and

observe that the indicator lamps function correctly.
Turn the trimmers for the switch position in use with
an aerial affixed-no earth necessary-and listen for an
increase of background noise (mush) from the speaker;
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COMPONENT VALUES
0.0003 mfd. mica.
0.001 mfd. mica.
0.0001 mfd. tubular.
350 m.mfd. trimmers.
350 m.mfd. trimmers.
0.1 mfd. tubular.
5 mfd. electrolytic.
350 m.mfd. trimmers.
350 m.mfd. trinuners.
CIO 16 mfd. electrolytic.
C11 0.1 mfd. tubular.
C12 0.01 mfd. tubular.

CI
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

C13 25 mfd. 25v. electrolytic.

C14 32 mfd. electrolytic.
C15 0.1 mfd. tubular.

RI
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

5,000 ohms potentiometer with switch.
200 ohms -1 w.
1 megohni w.

40,000 ohms I w.
5,000 ohms 1 w.
850,000 ohms w.
150 ohms 1 w.

600 ohms tapped at
300 ohms.
LI L2 Type PA2 i w"r"e

L3 L4 Type PHF2 f
TI To match spealfer.
Si. 2 & 3 Yaxtey 3 pole
S4

Vi

2 way.
On -off upon RI.
12BSGT.

V2 25A7GT.

ALTERNATIVE VALVES
V1-25B8GT.

V2-70L7GT.

V1-12B8GT. v2f 25A7GT.
32L7GT.

R8 must now be 1,000
ohms 0.15 amperes
tapped at 500 ohms.
R8--600 ohms tapped

at 200 ohms down.
.3 ampere.

6.-Pin

connection

chart

for

the

specified

...S...

calves.

and baffle, the outside of the cabinet being thoroughly
turn the trimmers together, keeping maximum back- smoothed with decreasing grades of sandpaper, stained
ground noise until the desired station is obtained, and polished with white -wax or given a coat of copal
adjust each trimmer for maximum volume or reading varnish. Rubber feet may be screwed to the cabinet's
if an output meter is available. Switch to the second bottom, a speaker cloth tightly glued over the speaker
switch position and proceed to trim this in the same aperture, and coloured Cellophane with the station
way for the other station. If " motor -boating," etc., names inked upon it glued over the station indicator
occurs, decouple R3 with a 0.0003 mfd. condenser, mil holes.
ensure that C12 is satisfactory. A o .25 megohm w.
resistance may also be connected from Crx, R6, junction

to the grid of the output pentode section.

The Cabinet

Fig. 7 shows the general details of the cabinet, all
A baffle may be fitted to the speaker if desired the
speaker being screwed to it, and the cabinet front, by
suitable countersunk bolts, or the speaker 'may be
fixed to the chassis and the use of a baffle and bolts
through the cabinet's front dispensed with.

dimensions being inside measurements.

Good quality plywood should be used for the cabinet

Alternatives

A simple set of this type provides a suitable basis for
various designs, and it is quite natural that constructors

who have alternative parts on hand will wish to use

them, especially during these days when parts are difficult

to obtain. While it is quite permissible to modify the
circuit and substitute other components, provided they
have similar characteristics and the values specified,
such alterations must be undertaken by the constructor,
and if any loss in efficiency is experienced experiments
must be carried out to overcome the defects due 4o the
modified circuit arrangement.

Indicator Hole3\

be necessary to abolish the Home and orces programmes
and substitute another under another -name. Surely

those serving overseas also listen to the Home and
Or does the B.B.C. wish to
Forces programmes
imply that those programmes were not listened to by
those serving overseas ? It seems to me that the real

II

fret

I

I

given. There may be sound reasons for the change,
but I think we are entitled to know them. I have listened

programmes, and have enjoyed them. There is a sugges-

amount.

on a number of occasions to the Home and Forces supplemented by a Government grant of at least equal

tion that the B.B.C. is anxious to cut expenses, and to
The work of the institute -be directed by an -impartial
employ cheaper artists. No doubt they will suitably board comprising representatives of Governmental
reply to this.
authorities (e.g., G.P.O. and D.S.I.R.), B.B.C. and
the Services.; the industry; representatives of the
Dismissed Artists
Brit.I.R.E. and associated professional institutions, and
" UNDERSTAND that the B.B.C. has dismissed a universities of the Empire.
number of its resident artists, and particularly
A
The research mogi amine be revise periodically by the
those who took part in broadcast plays. I suppose board, and new subjects added at any time according to
also that there is a good reason for this, although in demand. In this way, a " subject of research " will
these days when most artists are either serving Ensa, become a broad field of continuous investigation, freor touring abroad entertaining the troops, I shotild have quently leading to investigation of other problems.
thought that the B.B.C. would have been anxious to
In addition to a permanent qualified scientific staff,
retain the services of skilled artists, who, after a number arrangements be made through industry and the
of years, have -become thoroughly accustomed to broad- universities for the assistance and engagement of extra
casting technique. Evidently there is a shake-up going workers.
on in the B.B.C., and sooner or later, I suppose, we
shall know why.

I

I

II

ll

II:11

Vr

The General Electric Co., Ltd., at Newbury, Berks, on

Friday, January nst.
Tile meeting was presided over by the officer commanding the Newbury branch of the A.T.C.-Major
Tempest, D.S.0.-who, it may be remembered, was
responsible foi bringing down the second Zeppelin at
Potter's Bar, in the war of 1914-18.

Out roil of Merit
Readers on Active Seroice-Fortieth List.

R. Cheshire (A.C. R.A.F.).

On Off
Volume
Fig.

1-Method of mounting
trimmer condensers,

cost, absence of obvious or immediate practical applications, or the poor prospect of early financial returns.

Radio as an Implement of War
!Press Item-It is suggested that each week the B.B.C.
THIS is the title of a lecture given to the A.T.C. and should
include, at the end of its news items, another feature to
members of the Home Guard, Sea Cadets and

I

rs.

Institute be the pursuit of basic research of the type
that has hitherto suffered restriction owing to its high
Progress reports describing the results of the work
of the institute be published at regular intervals and
that no restriction be placed upon access to these reports
or upon the private, commercial or industrial employment of the information contained therein.
The institute be financed by industrial subscriptions

reason for the change has yet to be announced. I
certainly do not accept the explanation at present

Civil Defence personnel, by Mr. H. de A. Donisthorpe of

Speaker

formulated a proposal for the formation of a

British Radio Institute, and this recommendation having
been lodged with the Government and radio manufacturers is available for general information.
The
institution recommends that the function of the Research

A WELCOME B.B.C. REFORM

0

Wavechange

country will be listening in when those abroad will
be asleep, quite apart from difficulties of reception,

and lack of listening opportunities as well as listening
apparatus.
These points apart;I quite fail to see why it should

Dial lamps -6.3 v. 0.3 ampere.
Fig.

Wireless direction finding played a prominent part
THE changes announced by the B.B.C. in the Home on that occasion, and during the course of his address,
and Forces programmes, now changed to the Mr. Donisthorpe explained how it was employed to
Overseas programmes, have given rise to some find the positions of the raiding Zeppelins and thus
lively criticisms. The B.B.C. states that it will enable successfully bring about their destruction.
those serving overseas to listen in to programmes at the
Throughout his address Mr. Donisthorpe made full
same time as those of their good folk at home, and use of lantern slides as illustrative media, and to still
thus the programmes will establish a sympathetic link further clarify many points a number of experiments
between home and abroad. Now, somewhere within and demonstrations were carried out on the spot.
the precincts of that pompous portal the B.B.C. there is
a clock which gives International Time, and it should British Radio Research Institute
THE British Institution of Radio Engineers have
be fairly obvious to the B.B.C. that most people in this
Sympathetic Listening

Fig. 7.-The cabinet dimensions are given here, together with approximate location of controls.

A. J. Stuart (Cpl., R.A.F.).
E. James (Cfe.,
S. Wilson (A.C.1., R.A.F.).
J. Honniball (F.O., R.A.F.).
G. G. Woodward (F.O., R.A.F.).
H. Macmillan (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
G. L. Holloway (L.A.0 R.A.F.).

be known as " Airata," in which would be corrected errors made
by speakers over the air during the previous week.]
In future when mistakes are made,
And through the ether we transmit them,
Their authors we will soon correct,
And critics get no chance to twit them.
For we can't endure the rude horse -laugh
When Brains Trust slips and listeners chaff.
4
So closely listen on the air,
For we announcement soon may make :
" Re statements made in so-and-so ;
Will listeners please no notice take.
For though the Brains Trust told you so,
We find, in fact, it did not know."

When we discover where they've erred,
At once we'll rectify mistake.
Not even we infallible,
Not even Homer stays awake;
Omnipotence we will abjure -A fool is wise when less cocksure.

Toacn.'t
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Practical Hints
I USE a large number of bulldog

clips of the type shown in the sketch
for my odd) eads required for' hook-ups
and testing, etc., but sometimes I

used to forget that I was holding the
bare metal and put them across the
power supply, with startling results.
Fortunately, very little damage resulted to me or the apparatus, but it

was a sharp reminder.
I prefer these clips for their strength
and rigidity, so I obtained some rubber
thimbles
(commonly known
as
" bankers' friends ") from the local
stationers, and made a hole in the top,
forcing the wire ,through. When the

Coil Matching and Trimming

up and down. The pointer was sweated

Insulated Connecting Clip Condensers

THAT DODGE OF YOURS !

=

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE- 1
" must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.i
Why not pass it on to us 7 We pay II -10-0 for the best hint submitted, and for every
1
other item published on this page we will
pay bait -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours
.1 to account by sending it in to us addressed
ito the Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
LESS

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, South-

ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your
name and address on every item. Pleaseote
note that every notion sent in must be
original. Mark envelopes," Practical Hints." DO NOT enclose Queries with your hints.

SPECIAL NOTICE

wire is connected to the' clip and the
rubber thimble slid completely over
the clip, thii forms" a 'very effective
protection against shocks, as it covers the metal and

allows full use to be made of them.
I have not used anything else for the past five years,
and they have stood up to really hard wear. The hole
in the end of the thimble must not be made too large or the

into a saw -cut in the weight and'
bent at a suitable angle to bear on
the scale. The weight is a piece of
brass rod which easily slides in the
tube with only a little side wobble.
Attached to the weight is the thread
or fine cord which rides in a pulley
mounted in the bracket at the top of
the tube, the thread being fixed to the
pulley or winch which is fixed to the
condenser knob spindle. The size of

Further

the various inductances are matched reasonably well
and the set-up of Fig. 3, March issue, may be used
for the purpose. After disconnecting the coil in the
receiver the first coil to be checked is joined across
the S.C., which is also connected to the condenser "

of pulley was tin. diameter.

The dial is made from a cocoa
tin and painted a matt -white. The
calibration was printed in Indian ink, using known
station wavelengths as a guide.-T. 0. Pim( (Nth.

terminals of the receiver. The S.C. may then be
adjusted to about 25o m.mfd. and the oscillator
tuned to indicate resonance on the V.V. After
checking the reading and leaving everything else
undisturbed, the first coil is disconnected and the
others joined in turn across the S.C. They may
then be adjusted, if required, by removing or
increasing slightly the number of turns. It is

Berwick).

Combination Volume Control

advisable to check all coils at about three different
points of the S.C.'s dial in order to ensure that when
in use they will match at all points of the receiver
The

resistance of the H.F. valve, and the centre terminal to
earth terminal. A study of the theoretical circuit of this
control will indicate that the aerial coil is short-circuited

when the H.P. valve bias voltage is at maximum.to test this I wanted another condenser in circuit. .R.
STUDLEY (Watford).
Accordingly, I mounted three condensers underneath

These condensers have been in concannot complain of their quality.-R. T.
BOWLER (Uxbridge).

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Pulley
Scale

Weight

/

Speaker
'
.

Condenser

A Vertical Dial

THE accompanying sketch shows a
drawing of a vertical dial for use
with midget type receivers.
As the speaker very often determines
the size of a midget receiver, and very
frequently makes the use of a tuning dial
impossible, I made up a vertical dial as
shown, which requires very little space.
The seamed tube is a 4fin. length of

curtain rod with the brass covering
stripped off. The seam was then opened

little with a knife blade to allow the
thin metal of the pointer to slide freely
a

1943 issue.

seemed

Tube

Pulley or

Winch

Bracket

Solder

A novel vertical dial for a midget receiver,

dial.

be noted that throughout these tests the
indications given by the valve vtltmeter are only

previously for calibration purposes except that the fixed

will be seen to vary somewhat with varying frequencies.

is joined to the " condenser " terminals of the receiver

Trimming Circuits with the Oscillator
The straight " or T.R.F. receiver is comparatively
easy to deal with. Referring to the medium waveband,
a modulated signal from the oscillator is injected into

test condenser would now become a small one of unknown
value. In order to find out what this value is the S.C.

/ /
/1

the July,

picking up the signals from the oscillator as before.
The receiver may be dispensed with if desired and the
dealing with the capacity V.V. connected straight across the coil. Even if the
bridge, it was stated that the instrument ceases to be V.V. is uncalibrated, comparative indications may be
accurate when measuring capacity below about 5o or 75 obtained of two different coils of approximately the
m.mfd. This is where the S.C. comes in, for, although it same inductance in order to prove which is the most
may suffer from the same disadvantage at the extreme efficient. During tests of this nature it is essential to
low end of the scale, a method of measuring small values maintain the output of the oscillator at a constant and
of capacity is available whereby the results are quite unvarying level, and it is advisable to use the same
accurate. It is known as the " difference " method, test frequency in each case. This fact will be understood
and the apparatus required is the same as that used if the actual output of the oscillator is measured. It

MATHEMATICAL TABLES and FORMULA
3/6, or 3/9 by post from George Newnes, Ltd.

I

in

Applications
In a previous article,

A NEW VEST POCKET BOOK

Pointer

stant use for the past six years, so I

voltmeter described

comparative, therefore it is not essential for the instrument to be calibrated, although if it is more definite and
data may, of course, be obtained. For instance,
points on the scale will be shown. Some advantage is useful
actual high frequency developed across coils from
gained by using a test condenser of 5o munfd. which the
a
given
input may be measured, thereby checking their
. would provide more calibration points, thus enabling
efficiency. This is done with still the same apparatus,
a more accurate graph to be drawn.

end terminal to the earth end of the cathode bias

Thread

valve

FROM this, and the actual calibration in microinicrofarads, it is a simple matter to prepare a
graph from which the capacity at intermediate

should be connected to the aerial terminal, the other

completion of a test to save any possibility
of a shock.

Capacity

When home-made tuning coils are used in a
superhet or T.R.F. receiver it is important. that

H.F. valve. This -type of control is easily applicable
to the mains type of valve and should be connected in
the following manner. Using a potentiometer having h
value of between 3,000 and 5,000 ohms, one end terminal

o.x mfd., r.o mid. and 4.0 mfd., 50o vdc. paper, but
these are only what I had in stock at
the time. If electrolytics are used for 'Bracket
the higher capacities, polarity should, of
course, be strictly observed. It is also wise
practice to short the condensers used on Solder

Standard

Matching Coils

WHEN an efficient aerial -earth system is used, it
vv is often found that the normal grid bias volume
control on the variable -mu valve does not prove entirely
satisfactory. It is possible, however, to connect a
found .that a little extra smoothing was necessary, and potentiometer in such a manner that it controls both
the aerial input voltage and the bias voltage of the

the panel of my test meter and connected them to four
sockets on the panel. When required, I connect the
condenser selected to the set with a pair of leads without
having to, disturb any of the wiring. If extra smoothing
is required and hum present in some part of the circuit,
it is easily traced with these extra condensers. I use,

the

until the V.V. reading is the same for all sections.

this pulley is go'verned by the speed of
the knob in relation to the speed of the
In my case I was
moving vanes.
using an epicyclic drive as advertised

through, thus defeating the purpose of the rubber
thimble.
As all my sets have been A.C. operated, I have often

A simple dodge for insulating connecting clips.

of

means of matching up the various sections of a
ganged condenser. Each section in turn may be
joined in circuit and the split end vanes adjusted

rubber will tear and the metal end of the clip project

Tubber Thimble

Details

Condenser. Trimming Straight and Superhet
By STANLEY BRASIER
Receivers.

in PRACTICAL WIRELESS and the size

All hints must be accompanied by the
coupon cut from page iii of cover.
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and adjusted to, say, zoo m.mfd. and the oscillator
tuned to resonance so that a maximum deflection is

given on the V.V. Without disturbing anything else,
the unknown capacity is connected in parallel.with the
S.C. and the wavelength of the oscillator increased
until resonance is again indicated. After making a

the receiver under test. This should be done via a

Then, obviously, the unknown value is the difference
between the first and second reading of the S.C. The
reason why this method is accurate is because any stray
capacity existing in the various leads, etc., are present

adjust, therefore it should be dealt with first, afterwards
working back to the aerial. Having carried out a rough
adjustment, an output meter may be connected in order

screened dummy aerial lead, joining the metal screening
to earth on the set and the " hot " lead to aerial. If the

receiver is badly out of trim or a new circuit is being

-.careful note of the exact capacity of the S.C., dm lined up, it is wise to make a rough adjustment by
unknown capacity may then- be removed and, its value ear. In most receivers the tuned circuit associated
compensated for by increasing the capacity of the S.C. with the detector stage is by far the most critical to

1114

to determine more accurately the exact adjustment of

before and after the connection of the unknown rapacity. each trimmer.
It is not enough for, say, the second trimmer to be
The difference in readings of the S.C. can therefore be
due only to that of the value of the unknown condenser. screwed hard down when resonance is obtained. If a
receiver
is in perfect alignMent it should be possible
The same method may be employed for checking the
minimum and maximum capacities of tuning condensers, to tune " through " the signal on each trimmer ; if not,
reaction condensers, etc., and, in fact, is one of the best readjustment of all trimmers will be necessary. For
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example, if two trimmers appear to be adjusted satis- of the signal circuit may be carried out in a similar
factorily whilst a third needs to be screwed hard dbwn. manner to that of a T.R.F. set. The oscillator circuit
then it will be necessary to open the other two so that is now the only remaining one to be trimmed, and the
the third may be balanced with them. The main dial frequency of this at resonance shoUld be that of the input
will then require to be adjusted to allow for the capacity signal plus the intermediate frequency. If, therefore,'
change of the trimmers, rocking it slightly either side the I.F. amplifier and the signal circuits are adjusted
of the signal whilst again adjusting the trimmers. In correctly a position will be found on the oscillator,
difficult cases, another method of dealing with the above trimmer where the circuit comes into alignment. It
trouble is to connect a small condenser of a few micro- should be pointed out that in making this adjustment it
microfarads across the trimmer which requires more is possible that two positions of resonance may be found.
capacity, after which it (the trimmer) may be eased off. This is due to the fact that the oscillator May be tuned
Although it effects a cure, it proves that either the to the signal frequency plus the I.F. or to the signal
sections of the ganged condenser or the coils are not frequency minus the I.F. The correct adjustment of the
matched properly unless, of course, some excessive trimmer is the one which includes the least capacity.
stray capacities exist in the receiver. If the dial is In other words, starting with the trimmer fully opened,

calibrated it should be set to correspond with the the first point of resonance is the correct one.
frequency of the test signal from the oscillator and
After completing the trimming process, it is wise to
adjustment of the trimmers should produce the desired

check, once again, the signal circuit and that of the
results.
oscillator, in order to make sure that all is correct, and
In T.R.F. sets no further trimming is usually necessary the process should be repeated at, at least. one other
on the long waveband, but if it iS the foregoing procedure

may be adopted.

wavelength-at the upper end of the dial.
Turning to the long waves, it is probable that the only

adjustment required is that of a padding condenser

which must be adjusted so that the calibrations on the
Due to the working principles of the superhet, it is dial are correct. 'On the other hand, in some receivers,
necessary .to ascertain the correct intermediate frequency all trimmers are mounted either in the coil cans or near
of the receiver it is proposed to realign. This is usually them under the chassis. In this case a complete set of
given on the service sheet relating to the set, if such is trimmers-except, of course, for the I.F. amplifier-is
available, otherwise the information must be obtained usually provided for medium and long waves, so that
from the manufacturers. It is possible to find the adjustments similar to the procedure for medium waves
approximate I.F. by juggling with the tuning circuits, must be carried out for long waves also. It is unlikely
but the method is not very satisfactory, especially in that a superhet will suffer from medium wave interference
view of the fact that in some cases the I.F. may not be when working on long waves so that the aerial series
the same for all the tuned circuits. This is sometimes wave -trap mentioned earlier will probably not be incordone for reasons either of selectivity or audio frequency porated. It is possible, however, that a trap may be
used which is tuned to the I.F. of the receiver so that
control of the upper register.
Assuming that the I.F. is known, it is first necessary a particular form of interference is eliminated. Such
devices
are always shown on the service sheet and should
to tune the I.F. amplifier accurately to this figure. The
most convenient Method of doing this is to inject a be dealt with accordingly.
In all the foregoing adjustments it is necessary to
modulated signal from the oscillator-at the correct I.F.
-into the signal grid of the frequency changer, having remember the possibility.of the A.V.C. system off -setting
previously disconnected it from the signal circuit by any increase in volume brought about by trimming.
removing the top cap. A 0.5 megohm resistor will In a modern superhet, A.V.C. sometimes becomes
probably be required to join between grid and chassis. operative on a very small input, and when trimming it
The oscillator section of the valve is prevented from is necessary either to work on a very small oscillator
functioning by the simplest means available-probably output or to disconnect the A.V.C. system altogether.
by shorting the grid to chassis. The trimmers on the A simple way of doing this is to short-circuit the A.V.C.
I.F. transformer may then be adjusted for maximum diode load resistor or to disconnect the lead to the
response. As this increases, the input of the oscillator A.V.C. diode pin. When using ,,an output meter which
should be reduced in order that further small increases is not particularly. sensitive, it is essential to render
may be noticed. If, as mentioned previously, certain of the A.V.C. system inoperative:
the I.F. windings are to be
(To be continued)
tubed to a slightly different
frequency, this must be
observed, and the oscillator
Trimming the Superhet

will

therefore need 'to be
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stipulation to the latter statement, and that is for the
gain to be equal to the inverse of the feedback, the

product of ms must be large compared with unity.
Consider an amplifier first without feedback wed then
with feedback applied. Suppose we have a 5mV signal

and wish to amplify it to 5oomV, the gain without
feedback will have to be roo.
To provide the same output from the same input with

feedback, we shall have to increase the gain of the
amplifier ; the gain is dependent on a, and assuming we
feed back .008 of the outpiit, i.e.,B -.008, we have:
The overall gain has to equal zooor Too(' mB) m
or m(i - zoos) = zoo
I00

ire

The main advantage of a feedback amplifier is the
reduction in the percentage distortion. Consider the
previous amplifier without feedback, if due to comAmpfifter
Gate

at

valve-should be dealt with

first, afterwards working
back t o the frequency
changer.
With the I.F. amplifier

V

Lt
-8V

per cent. distortion. When feedback is applied a portion

of this distortion is fed back to the input to be re amplified so as to appear to cancel out some of the
original distortion.
Let :

d = amount of distortion appearing at the output
without feedback.

D = amount of distortion appearing at the output
when feedback is applied.

-BD = amount of distortion fed back.
m = gain of amplifier when distortion is present.
The actual amount of distortion now appearing at the
output will be d minus the amplified amount BD,

cf D =d-maD
d
t+ms

appears.

Therefore the percentage distortion when feedback is

applied will be :

D-

Fig. 4.-77:e block, diagram of she circuit shown by Fig. 3.

20
1-1-600 x .008

d

z +mu
20

=3.4 per cent.
ponent characteristics, etc., the output increase to
5.0
-5 w roo-20 or we can say the distortion is reduced by the amount
600mV then we have present a boo500
x
zir-Fmn.

OBITUARY
J. M. G. Roes, A.M.LE.E.
WE regret to record the death of Mr. J. M. G.,Rees,

A.M.I.E.E., on February 6th, after a short but

and automobile industries, and did a great amount of
work for charity. His passing will be regretted by all of'
The Seroice Oscillator (June. 1943 issue),
used
the tesbdescribed in this article.

500 :eV

the gain of amplifier will be boo when this distortion
Arienuator

journal, will feel his loss.
Mr. H. Boon
MR. H. BOON, Publicity Manager of the Chloride and
Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., manufacturers of the
well-known Exide and Drydex batteries, recently 'died
after a short illness. He was well known in the radio

receiver v i a a dummy
aerial. If the receiver dial
is calibrated it should
obviously be set to the exact

m./00

straight amplifier.

In this case d= 2o per cent. B=.008 and m=600 and

Mr. Rees, as did every member of the staff of this

modulated signal of about
23o metres injected into
the, aerial and earth of the

Cain

due to distortion 600mV appears at the output, therefore

controlled by the ripple system, together with general
coil winding. He was subsequently largely responsible
for the successful development of the name of Varley
and other products. All those who came in contact with

restored to, normal and a

(kr incorporating
4.4.
(Right) a

not 500, as the input to feedback amplifier is imV,

-BV

shortly after the last war when they were largely engaged
in the manufacture of arc lamps and switch gear remotely

correctly aligned, attention
may be turned to the signal
circuits. The connections to
the input and oscillator
sections of the frequency
changer valve should be

Amplifier

5 (Above).-

A

I00

z - zoos
- zoo x .008-Soo.
Therefore to obtain the same output with .008 feedback
the amplifier gain will have to be increased from zoo to
Soo. The increase in amplification necessary to provide
the same output as we had without feedback is the main
disadvantage, but in Most cases sufficiently outweighs
the advantages.
'
We can prove the above by substituting the figures in
the block diagrams of Fig. 5.

v -BV

-BV= -008 X 500= -4

ms

Accumulators, Ltd. (associated companies of Oliver
Pell Control, Ltd.). He was widely known in the radio
and electrical industry. -Mr. Rees joined :Oliver Pell

-that nearest the detector

195

equal to the inverse of the amount fed back. There is one

severe illness. He was a director of Oliver Pell Control,
Ltd., and also of Tok Switches, Ltd., and Varley Dry

adjusted as required. In
these cases the last winding

frequency or wavelength of
the oscillator. Trimming

April, 1944

his wide circle of friends in those industries.
Col. Ozanne
WE record with regret also the passineb of Col.

Ozanne, for so many years assreiated with the

Radio Manufacturers'

Association,

and

the Radio

Components Federation. A director of the firm manu-

facturing Polar Condensers, and many associated
companies, Col. Ozanne was well known throughout

the radio industry,

r- PRIZE PROBLEM&-:
Problem No. 454.
JONES
TONES built himself a fine three -valve S.W. receiver, taking particular

care with its construction, but when the time came to test it he

!,

found that the reaction control was not as smooth as he thought it should

The reaction condenser was connected between the earth end of i
the reaction coil and earth, and Jones thought it might be better if he
be.

removed the condenser and connected it between the detector anode and.
reaction coil. After completing all connections, he switched on and
found be could not obtain any results. What had he overlooked P

Three books will be awarded for the first three correct Solutions
Entries 8110111,1 be addressed to The Editor, PRACTICAL
Winstass, Georce Neames, Ltd., Tower }louse, Southampton Street, :
Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes most be marked Problem No. 454
in the top left-hand corner and must be posted to reach this officenot
opened.

later than the first post on Monday, -March 13th, 1944

Solution to Problem No. 453.
Matthews failed to take the elementary precaution of testing the D.C. mains
(or polarity. If he bad reversed the mains plug all would have been well.
The three following readers successfully solved Problem No. 452 and books
have accordingly been rors-arded to them Cpl. Byrne, Gosberton, Spalding ;
N. Morris, Delverne. Leek Road, Norton -le -Moors, Staffs : B. Rubinson, 193.

St. Margaret's Road, Ward End, Birmingham.
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TECHNICAL BOOKS

Output -circuit Matching.
The Transitron Oscillator. Standing Waves.
By THE EXPERIMENTERS
Superhet Fault-finding.

RADIO UPKEEP AND REPAIRS

tOR

THE

RADIO SERVICE MAN,
DEALER AND OWNER

By Alfred T. Witts, A.M.I.E.E. Keep your set up to "concern.
pitch " in these days of labour shortage. This book shows you,
how to detect any defects that arise. World Radio says :
Ai,
very useful and instructive book . . should prove extremely.
'2seful ..." Sixth Edition. 7s. 6d. net.
.

RADIO QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
By E. M. Squire. This new book covers
the preliminary part of radio training. It is compiled in the
form of questions and answers, and the questions given are
suitable for those taking training 'courses for radio mechanics
Vol.

I.

Basic Radio.

and wireless operators.

5s. net.

The man who enrolls for an I. C. S. Radio PROBLEMS IN RADIO ENGINEERING
Course learns radio thoroughly, 'com- By E. T. A. Rapson, A.C.G.I., D.I.C., etc. A classified collection
'

pletely, practically. When he earns his
diploma, he will KNOW radio. We are
not content merely to teach the prin-

ciples of radio, we wont to show our
students how to apply that training in
practical, every -day, radio service work.
We train them to be successful!
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept.

94, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Please expfrain

marked X.

fully about your instruction

in

the subject

of examination questions set from time to time by some of the
more important examining bodies in Radio Communication.
Suitable to the needs of those preparing for examinations.
Edition. 5s. net.

WIRELESS OPERATING SIMPLY EXPLAINED
By W. E. Crook. This is one of Pitman's "Simply Explained "

Series, and gives a clear picture of the wireless operator in action
9d. net.

-what he has to do and why and how he does it.

Some of the books advertised may be temporarily out of stock when
you place an order. It you have any difficulty 112 securing copies of
Pitman Books through your bookseller, write to Enquiry Department,
Pitman Rouge, King,way, Loudon, W.C.2. Please do not send money
when making enquiries.

PITMAN'S

39 PARKER STREET

KINGSWAY

Complete Radio Engineering
Radio Service Engineers
Elementary Radio
Television
If you wish to pass a Radio examination, indicate it below.

British Institute of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificate for Wireless Operators
Provisional Certificate in Radio Telephony and
Telegraphy for Aircraft
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Wireless Operator, R.A.F.

.

Matching the Loudspeaker
mOST readers are aware of the theoretical,need for
correct matching between the output stage and
the speaker, and are no doubt familiar with the
simple formula employed for calculating the correct ratio
of step-down transformer required. At the same time,
there are probably many who have failed to follow the
1.

correct method of matching, and who have perhaps
found that reasonably satisfactory results are still
obtained.. This may have. led to the belief that the
correct matching, as dictated by theory, is of little
consequence in practice.
That would be a. fallacy, for although results can
certainly be obtained when the matching is incorrect,
loss of volume and/or quality of reproduction is inevitable. The object of matching is to ensure that the

Fournier's Analysis.

the higher or lower end of the audio register is attenuated

in respect of reproduction at the other end.

It is'
generally the base that suffers most, since relatively
more power is required at low frequencies to produce the
same volume level ; this is due to the fact that when the

cone vibrates more slowly, its amplitude of vibration

must be greater in order to produce the same impression
of loudness.
S.

The Negative Transconductance Oscillator
The title of this reply is rather a " mouthful," but it is

the full title of a form of valve oscillator generally referred

to as a transitron. A basic transitron circuit is shown in
Fig. 2, where it will be seen that a pentode is used in
what appears to be a very unusual arrangement. There
is only one tuning circuit, and it would not appear that

greatest possible percentage of audio -frequency power in any provision is made for feed -back.
the anode circuit of the output valve, or valves, is used
This oscillator depends for its action on the fact that
to vibrate the speaker cone. This result can be achieved if a suitably high negative potential is applied to the
only if correct matching is
suppressor grid, electrons
employed.
which have passed the
screening grid on their way
An average impedance for
QUESTIONS
to the anode will be reflected,
the speech coil of a loudspeaker may be taken as 20 r. What is the effect of a mis-match between the output and will thus be forced back
stage_of a receiver and the loudspeaker ?
to the screen. It will -be
ohms. To take an example,
suppose that this were fed 2. Draw a circuit of a transitron, oscillator, and state remembered that there is a
" hump " in the screen briefly how it operates.
directly from a high -impescreen voltage
current,
dance source, such as that 3. What is meant by the term " standing waves."
represented in Fig. r ; this t. Explain simply the chief implications of Fournier's characteristic of a screen -grid
valve,
and
that when the
shows choke -capacity coupAnalysis.
valve is operated at a point
ling. It is evident tha/ the
speech coil is in parallel with 5. In the absence of proper test. equipment, how would on the down -grade of the
you attempt to trace the source of trouble in a " hump.," an increase in
the anode choke-assuming
superhet which appeared to be completely " dead" ? screen voltage results in a
that the H.T. supply has
reduction of screen current.
negligible internal resistance.
This part of the curve is
It is also clear that the

speech coil would 'cut down the anode load to such a often referred to as the area of negative resistance.
Further, small increases of suppressor grid voltage
low value that there could scarcely be any audio voltage
allow the passage of more electrons from the screen to
across it.
Now take the other extreme, and suppose that the the anode. This is equivalent to stating that the screen
speech coil had an impedance of ro,000 ohms, whilst the current is decreased.' In other words, the suppressor impedance of the anode load were, say, 4,00o ohms at screen transconductance is negative in character.
the same frequency. The Should this negative resistance become equal -to the
voltage across the speech positive resistance of the tuning circuit, oscillation
coil would be high, but the commences. It might be well' at this point to remind

Wireless Mechanic, R.A.F.

Special terms for members of H.M. Forces
Age

Name

Fifth
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resistance would be such that

Address

lUse penny stamp or. unsealed envelope.)

the current would be very

ICS

Arley
TRANSFORMERS

small. Additionally, a large
proportion of the power

Do not jeopardise production by taking the risk that

developed would be expend-

the core of flux may be
missing from the solder
wire you use. Be safe.
Use Multicore 3 -Core Solder.
You will have,
always, three cores of
Ervin Flux-the fastest action,
non - corrosive,
safety flux which makes " dry " or " H.R." joints
impossible. Multicore is approved by A.I.D. and
G.P.O. If you are engaged upon Government
contracts write for technical information and

ed across the anode load, wi th

little across the speech coil.
Somewhere between these

extremes could be found a
balance at which the optimum audio power would be

transferred to the speaker.
The fact that a transformer
is normally connected between the output stage and
the speech coil does not
alter the reasoning, since

samples.

AND CHOKES

F0R

RELIABILITY

SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

any load across the secondThe Solder Wire With 3 Cores Of Non -corrosive
Resin Flux.
MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.. COMMONWEALTH HOUSE,

OLIVER PELL CONTROLT°
CAMBRIDGE ROW, BURRAGE ROAD, WOOLWICH. LONDON 5.E

LONDON, W.0 I. Tel. CHAncery 5171/2

-

Fig. I. -A low -impedance
speech core across a high
impedance output would
act as a virtual shortcircuit on the anode load.

ary is always " reflected "
across the primary to a
degree dependent upon the

turns ratio between the two

Fig. 2.-Basic

Also, when there is a mismatch, reproduction at either

operation on Me negative
resistance between suppressor and screening grid.

windings

circuit
of a transitron oscillator,
which depends for its
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Fig. 3.- Voltage distribution

Aerial

broken line represents a stand mg wave.

Voltage

along a halPoave aerial. The

Aerial

Fig. 4.-Vohage distribution along a full -wave aerial.

some readers that for a valve to produce continuous
oscillation in a tuned circuit it is necessary to overcome
the resistance of that circuit.
The transitron oscillator has many advantages over
oscillators of many other types. One of the most
important is its simplicity, but other advantages are the
frequency stability achieved and the very wide frequency
range over which it will operate. Space does not permit
of practical circuit details being given, and the question
does not ask for them.
3. Standing Waves
This is a term which is often used, sometimes

incorrectly, and which is not an easy one to explain.
Its chief application is in connection with aerials,
full -wave.

those of resonant length,

4. Fournier's Analysis
The scientist Fournier devoted a considerable amount
of time to the investigation of wave -forms. He was able
to show that waves of all shapes are always built- up by
combining two or more sine waves. Moreover, he proved
that, however complicated the wave -form may be, it
could be "broken down" into a number 'of sine waves:
One simple example which will easily be understood by
readers is the wave -form of a modulated oscillator. By

combining two sine waves of constant amplitude -one
an audio frequency, and the other' a radio frequency -

a resultant wave of constant frequency and varying

Voltage

especially

April, 1944

half -wave or

It is known that when an aerial acts as a radiator, a
wave -form indicating the distribution of voltage, or of
current, along the aerial can be drawn. Thus, with a
half -wave aerial we get the wave -form shown in Fig. 3 ;
in the case of a full -wave (wavelength long) aerial, we
have the voltage wave -form shown in Fig. 4.
Since radiation is assumed to be continuous, and the
wave -form remains constant, it may be considered that
the wave remains as indicated in Figs. 3 and 4. This
very incomplete explanation should give a clue to the
derivation and general meaning of the term. To avoid

Overseas Relays
THE Engineering Division of the B.B.C. recently
made a technical report on " Overseas Relays "
during the year ended on December 31. By way of

Of outgoing relays there has also been an increase,
though not as large as that in the incoming relays -a
rise from 2,17o in 1942 to 2,452 in 1943. The considerable
isparity in increase between outgoing and incoming
is largely due to the expansion of the " America Calling
Europe ." programmes. In short, the B.B.C. has put all
its technical facilities at the disposal of the United States
for re -broadcasting to the people of the -Occupied

Countries whatever our Ally has to say.

Turnihg back again to the outgoing relays, these do
not include the very large number of programmes, over

future will be what you make

Use your spare time to
increase your earning power,
be

5. Testing a Snperhet

It would be logical to start by checking the low If there were provision for
connecting a pick-up, this would be easy. If not,
touching the grid terminal of each L.F. valve from the
output valve backwards would give an indication ;
there should be some sort of noise in the speaker on
each occasion, the noise level rising as the number of
valves before the speaker was increased. In most cases
a hum would be heard, especially if the other hand
were held near the mains transformer, or if the A.C.
mains leads (insulated, of course) were grasped. In a
battery set there would probably be a mild " plop "
when the grids were .touched.
Having decided that the L.F. portion was, at least,
frequency amplifier.

providing some amplification the I.F. stages should be
checked. This could be done by connecting the serial
to the " H.T." terminal of.qach I.F. transformer in turn,
starting with that nearest to the detector. An actual
signal may not be heard, since theI.F. would perhaps
not be tuned to one, but some sort of " hiss " or mush
should be picked up.
If that were so, only the frequency -changer and H.F.
amplifier, if fitted, would remain to be tested. The

H.F. amplifier could be cut out by connecting the
aerial to its anode terminal ; if this valve were responsible
for the lack of signals, normal reception should be

fault would probably be traceable to the valve itself.
station

quarter-hour periods, which are
re -broadcast by radio organisations overseas from B.B.C.
short-wave Vansmissions. Nor, of course, do any of
these figures refer to programmes taken solely for
monitoring or other B.B.C. information purposes.
r81 ,000

NOW AVAILABLE

New and fully revised loth Edition
PRACTICAL WIRE! .F.SS

ENCYCLOPiEDIA

1016, or 10/9 by post, from
)George Newnes, LtdA (Book Dept.), Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

then, war or no war, your

POLARISED

DOUBLE-ACTING RELAYS

arised
differential
movement. Two 501: ohm windings. Large

looking

confidently
forward to the future. Your

unusually wide band width is required. High -definition
television transmission showed us this.

Before the publication of this report, few people
explanation, an overseas relay means the re -broadcasting realised to what extent this sphere of the B.B.C.'s
overseas of anything the B.B.C. puts out or the re- activities has grown, or the great amount of work involved
broadcasting over here of programmes coming from to maintain a highly efficient service. For those people
other countries. This report shows that in both cases abroad, and in particular those in the occupied countries,
there has been a very large increase. For instance, the Overseas Relays provide a vital source of authentic
during the past ,year there have been nearly 9,000 news and entertainment.
" incoming relays ' (8,924) -nearly three times as many
as in the preceding year (3,217).

not be

193.

These are telephone type Relays with pol-

Times are difficult, but that
is no reason why you should

it.

waves, or others similar in form, are transmitted an

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

YES! BE PREPARED

amplitude is produced.
By Fournier's method, it can be shown that a square
wave consists of a greater number of sine waves than
does a wave of any other form. Thus, when square

misunderstanding, however, it should be made clear obtained with the valve out of circuit. But if this test
that standing waves are not the sole prerogative of failed to produce signals it would be fairly clear that
aerials, but may exist about any resonant circuit -even the frequency -changer stage was at fault. Coils, power
inside a valve used for ultra -short-wave work in certain supplies and connections should be checked, but the
conditions.
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diameter contacts. A

,,

typical example of
first-class workman-

As illustrated.

ship.

17/6

Brand new surplus
stork, make and break units to operate on 14 v. at 15
.. 6/9
in.a. ; to clear stock
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RELAYS.

...

0,1,4,,.- I

future will

MANUFACTURER'S STOCK :

secure.

HEAVY DUTY MAINS TRANSFORMERS

EARNING POWER IS A SOUND INVESTMENT
DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS INTEREST YOU ?
Accountancy Examina- Metallurgy
tions
Mining. All subjects
Advertising and Sales
Mining. Electrical EnginManagement
eering
Agriculture
Motor Engineering
A.M.I. Fire E. Examhia- Motor Trade
tions
Municipal and County
Applied Mechanics
Engineers
Army Certificates
Naval Architecture
Auctioneers and Estate Novel Writing
Agents
Pattern Making
Aviation Engineering
Play Writing
Aviation Wireless
Police. Special Course
Banking
Preceptors, College of
Blue Prints
Press Tool Work
Boilers
Production Engineering
Book-keeping.
AccountPumping
Pumps and
Machinery
ancy and Modern Business Methods
Radio Communication
B.Sc. (Eng.)
Radio Service Engineering
Building, Architecture and
R.A.F. Special Courses
Clerk of Works
Road Making and Main tenance
Builders' Quhntities
Cambridge Senior School
Salesmanship, I.S.M.A.
Certificate
Sanitation
Civil Engineering
School Attendance Officer
Civil Service
Secretarial Exams.
All Commercial Subjects
Sheet Metal Work
Commercial Art
Shipbuilding
Common Prelim. E.J.E.B.
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Concrete and Structural Short -story Writing
Engineering
Short-wave Radio
Draughtsmanship.
All
Speaking in Public
Branches
Structural Engineering
Engineering. AU branches.
Surveying
subjects and examine- Teachers of Handicrafts
Bons
Telephony and Telegraphy
General Education
Television
G.P.O. Eng. Dept.
Transport Inst. Exams.
Heating and Ventilating
Viewers, Gaugers, InspecIndustrial Chemistry
tors
Weights and Measures
Institute of Housing
Insurance
Inspector
Journalism
Welding
Languages
Wireless _Telegraphy and
Mathematics
Telephony Matriculation
Works Managers
If YOB do not see your own requirements above, write to us on
any subject. Full particulars free.

IF V OU ATTEND TO THIS NOW IT MAY MAKE A
WONDERFUL DIFFERENCE TO YOUR FUTURE

.---....-----....---.....
To DEPT. 104. THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
about

out line
which does
not apply.)

Address

33/6

Weight 11 lbs.

.. 17/6
HEAVY DUTY CHOKES, 140 ohm, 150 m.a.
SLIGHTLY USED VALVES- PE RFECT.-X65 OsramMarconi Triode Hexode, 10/-.MHLD 6.3 v. Double -diode triode, 7/6. Battery Triode H.F. Detector, 2 v., 4/6. VW48
Battery &O., 2 v., i/-'

VT51

Battery Pentode, 2 v. 5 -pin,

7/8. VR57 Frequency Changer, 10/-. P220 Battery Power,
2 v. 4 -pin, 5/-. VT55 D.D. Triode, 6.5 v., 2 amp., 7/-. Mercury
Vapour Rectifiers, 8/-. Battery Power, 2 v., 5/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS

A special line of newly manufactured

British

transformers.

350-0-350 v. at 80 Ina., 6.3 v.,

3a., 5v. 2a size. Post and packing
1/3 extra ..
37/6
EXTENSION SPEAKERS

..

cabinet's

In

Brand
new,
first-class P.M.
speakers in beautifully polished
.

..

.

.

52/8

50/LOUDSPEAKERS
ROLA 10in. P.M. Speakers, 35/-. CELESTION Sin., with
transformer, 29/6.
GOODMANS P.M. SPEAKERS, without transformers : 5in.,
21/-; Sio., 30/. ; 10in., 47/6. Post and packing, 1/6 each
liexine

covered. cabinets'

extra.

MANSBRIDGE TYPE
METAL -CASED CONDENSERS
350-V. WORKING
4

mfd., 4 x if x 2in.

6/6

2 mfd., 4 x if X 2in.
2 mfd., 4 x 1 x it in.
mfd., 21 x 1 x
.02 mfd. Size 41 x t x
.2 + .2 mfd. Size 21 x 1 x 2in.

4/6
2/6
2/6
1/6
2/6
2/6

Also 250 mfd., 25 v., in Bakelite case

CORRECTION. -Last month the price of these was
incorrectly printed and should have read

500-V. WORKING

2 mfd. Size, 41 X 3 X 21 in.

5/6

PLATINUM CONTACTS

Double Spring, mounted on ebonite,
1/

-

PENTODE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Well -made and efficient. Suitable for
Small Speakers. Size
x lf x Bins.

(Cross

PLEASE WRITE IS BLOCK LETTERS

Name

4 v. 3 a:, 6.3 v. 4 a.

dlIP

COUPON -CUT THIS OUT'
LTD., SHEFFIELD.
Please send me (free of charge)
Particulars of
Your private advice

Input 206-250 v. A.D., 350-0-350 v. 1200 m.a., 4 v. 2 a.,

T/ -

CONDENSERS.

First-class 0.1 mid., oil -filled, 5,000 v.

working, only 11/6 each.

TWIN .SCREENED PICK-UP LEADS,

6in. long, 2/9.

ON DON CENTRAL
RADIO STORES

fitted 2 plugs, 8ft.

23, LISLE STREET,
LONDON,
W.C.2
'Phone : GERrard 2969
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Elementary Electricity and Radio -15

NeAative Feed -back

Direction -finding.

An Introduction to This Interesting Subject. By C. HEYS
is said to be of high fidelity when the high gain which has a high percentage of distortion
improve it by feedback than it is to build a straight
AN output
amplifieris a perfect reproduction of the input, and
or
when there is very little or no distortion amplifier with the same overall gain and a low percentage
appearing in the output. This is not easy to obtain in a distortion. The amplifier with feedback will certainly
'straight amplifier, due to distortion appearing at the' be more free from distortion and have a more linear
output, which may be caused by harmonics introduced
into the amplifier by fluctuating supply voltage, valve
characteristics, or unequal amplification at certain
audio frequencies. The fidelity of an amplifier can be
improved if a small proportion of the output is fed back
into the input so as to be in opposition to it. This is
known as degeneration, commonly termed- negative
feedback.

output, the loss in gain is not important considering the

advantages in fidelity and stability of the amplifier.'
Typical graphs of what may be expected of stage gain

Output Voltage (V)
Input Voltage (v) plotted against frequency is shown
in Fig. 2.

The conditions stated previously can be proved as
Consider the diagram of Fig. 3, showing a

follows.

feedback circuit. Feedback being obtained by returning
the A.C. component of the output valve through all or

Analogy of Feedback

Consider the simple block diagram of Fig. t (A). If part of the first valve's cathode bias resistor.
the input to the amplifier can be represented by three block diagram is represented by Fig. 4.
lines and the output by 12, then the gain of the amplifier Let :
must be four. If a small amount-say one line-is fed
= Gain of the amplifier.
back from the output to oppose the input as in Fig, t (B),
v = Input to the stage.
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The

Amplifier

The Loop Aerial.

Sensing.

Errors.

By J.

J. WILLIAMSON

(Continued from Page 160, March issue.)

I N order to discover the direction from which a signal

is being radiated it is necessary to have an aerial system

possessing definite directional properties.
Polar Diagrams

two occurred after V1, they are not exactly out -of -phase
(18o deg.) and therefore do not cancel completely, thus
a signal will be received across the loop terminals (V,5)
which is the sum of V1 and V2.
Fig. 98 (B) and (C)
show the waveforms and vectors of this process.

To facilitate the investigation of the directional
If the transmitter is situated at Y (Fig. 98 (A) ) then
properties of an aerial, a polar diagram may be used. wire number two is struck first, resulting in a complete
The polar diagram shows the intensity of the received reversal of VR as shown by the waveforms and vectors
signal in suitable units (usually microvolts per metre of Fig. 98 (D) and (E). This reversal of phase due to
pV p.m.) for any direction around the aerial. Fig. reversal of direction is very important, as we shall see
96 {A) shows the horizontal polar diagram of a straight under the heading of " sensing.'
aerial ; notice that the signal strength is shown on a
Fig. 99 shows the loop in the " Aat-on " position,
scale formed by concentric circles, the centre being zero both wires number one and two are struck at the same time,
and also representing the aerial position, direction being resulting in complete cancellation of V1 and V2 causing

indicated in degrees around the aerial. It indicates
that if we move a transmitter, which is radiating a
signal of constant strength along a path equidistant
from the receiver's aerial we shall receive the same
signal' strength no matter from what direction the
radiation is transmitted ; i.e.,. a straight aerial possesses
no directional properties. Fg. 96 (B) shows the waveforms and vectors for the straight aerial.
The Loop Aerial

If we have a symmetrical aerial of one of the types
shown in Fig. 97 we shall find that its polar diagram

Cain

indicates a bi-directional response, i.e., when the loop is
" edge -on " to the transmitter maximum signal voltages
occur across the loop terminals, the " flat -on " position
giving minimum signals. Consider the wave -front to
e approaching " edge -on " to the loop in Fig. 98 from

A

Fig. 1.-A simple block diagram to show the effect on gain.

the effective input to the amplifier now becomes two
lines, thus with an amplifier gain of four the output is
eight lines of which seven is the useful output.
The overall gain. of the stage with feedback now
becomes : input three lines, output seven lines, therefore

the overall stage gain is two and a half as compared to
four before the presence of feedback.
Should we require the output to be I2 lines as it was
in the first case, the gain of the amplifier will have to

be increased .to six and a half, as the total output is
12 plus one which is fed back making a total output
of x3 ; as the effective input is two, the gain of the

amplifier will have to be six and a half. This is shown by
Fig. r (C). The total stage gain being four as in the very
first case, as the total input is three lines and effective
output 12.
The above is a simple explanation of feedback principle,
and we can see that if the' amplifier gain is not increased
when feedback is applied, then there will be a decrease

a transmitter X. Wire number one is struck and a

The output of the amplifier with feedback will be the
product of the input and the gain of the amplifier.
. . V= m(v- eV) = inv - may or V (x
me) mv.

These voltages are, of course, at radio frequency but for

V

m

analytical purposes let us consider the first half cycle
of voltage to be induced in the wires. It can be seen
that VI and V2 act against one another, around the
loop (are out -of -phase), but because voltage number

1,111+ B
+ MB
V
As V/v is the overall stage gain of the amplifier the

gain4vith feedback is equal to I)

VR to become zero as shown on the right by means
of waveforms and vectors.
Summarising, the voltage across the terminals

loop (VR) will pass through two maxima (edge -on)'
and two minima (flat -on) as the loop is rotated or a
fraction of a second later wire number two receives the constant strength equidistant transmitter is moved
radiation, thus the wires- have voltages induced in them, around the loop. VR will follow a cosine law, i.e.,
VR=V, cos 0
but the second wire has its voltage lagging on the first.

V = Output of the amplifier.
Amount fed back to be in opposition to input.
The input to the amplifier when feedback is applied

now becomes v - DV

Fig. 97. --Types of loop aerial.

where 17,;, is the voltage across the loop in the (edge -on)

maxima positions and 0 is the angle between the axis
of the loop and a line running through the loop centre
and the transmitter, Fig. too (A). This relationship

gives the " figure -of -eight " polar diagram of Fig. too (B).

00

Wire

Yfre 2

B

If, in the above equation, the gain in of the amplifier
is large, then 'lin tends to be very small or approach zero;
we can say that the overall gain V/v is proportional to /a;

that is, if x .soth of the output is fed back the' gain is
-0 =5o. In other words, the gain becomes
equal to
:Continued on page 195).

in output. On the other hand, if we wish to have the
same output with feedback as we had without feedback,
then the gain of the amplifier must be increased. It

A

270

Ask

X

-010.

ni.te'

A

is in most cases easier to construct an amplifier with a
alleut

feedback

with feedback and extra daie.""""!...,\
irr

V2

with feedback but without extra gern
n.

B

frequency

Fig. 2.-Typical curves slowing what may be expected if stag
gain is Plotted against frequency under the conditions shown.

Fig. 3.-The theoretical form of a circuit employing negative
feed -back.

Fig. 96.-Polar diagram,

e

trorond waveform of a straight

Fig. 98.-Vectors and waveforms of loop aerial when considering
two directions.
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Practical Application of the Figure -of -eight Response

We must now decide which of the two directional
characteristics of the loop will give the greatest discrimination of signal strength per degree when the loop
is to be used for aural direction -finding. There will
obviously be the minima positions, see Fig. zoo (C).
A scale having 6o deg. may now be fitted to the loop
in such a way that o deg. or 18o deg. are read when the
loop is " flat -on " to a station situated along the axis
of the loop, Fig.' lox.

April, 1944
Transmitter

Marna Axis

itf7hTliror
A
B

To use the loop, pick up the required station upon the

receiver, turn the loop for weakest signal strength.

The scale reading now gives the number of degrees

between the axis of the loop and a line running through

the transmitter and the loop's centre, as shown m

Fig. 102. Notice that two readings may be obtained,
o and e' being separated by z8o deg. ; therefore we
cannot tell if the transmitter is situated in direction
T or T1.

"Fixing " the Position of a Transmitter
This may be done with the use of two or more loops
conveniently situated. Fig. ro3 (a) shows that the use

of two loops gives the position of the transmitter except
when it is situated on a line between the two direction finding stations. The use of three loops-Fig. 103 (b)
-will give the position of the transmitter in any situation.
2

VI

Va
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of the usual petrol sets which are universally employed
where no power supply is available. Motor generators

Loop

Fig. 100.-" Figure -of -eight " diagram of loop aerial and choice
of maxima or minima for greatest discrimination.

practicable to use the cardiod response directly because
of the uncertainty of obtaining a pure cardiod response
under all conditions, therefore we must adopt the
following procedure.

'have the advantage, however, of requiring very little
attention as compared with the petrol sets, while the
,output is steady since the pressure of the supply does
not vary as with petrol sets. Rarely does the amount
of business dealt with by the usual charging station
warrant the installation of a large motor generator set.
Instead a rotary converter is more suitable. This
comprises a single machine having two commutators ;
one at each end of the machirte. Actually the machine
consists of two generators in one, since the armature
has two windings-a high voltage winding and a low
voltage one. The supply at mains pressure is fed in
at one end via one commutator and excites the high
,voltage winding, thus giving it the characteristics of a
'D.C. motor. When operating, the low voltage armature
winding cuts the magnetic field thus created, in the

Secondary
Tappings

Tappings

(3) Turn the loop go deg. from the reading obtained
when using the loop alone. The loop will now be
" edge -on " to the transmitter.

Load e.g.,

(4) Reverse either the loop or its connections and

discover which of the two positions (normal or reversed)
gives the weakest signal. If weakest signal strength is
Fig. 99.-Effects produced when the loop is s' flat -on" to the
obtained on normal then the bearing obtained when the
wavefront.
loop was used alone is correct, but, if the weakest signal
occurs with reversed connections or loop then the first
It is inconceivable that the accuracy of the loops will reading
obtained was the reciprocal of the bearing and
be so great that lines drawn through their minimum
deg. must be added or subtracted. D.F. loops are
axes will all cross at the same point, thus we obtain

fitted with a " sensing " scale (often in red),
a triangle at the junction known as the " triangle of usually
error " or the " cocked -hat " ; the transmitter is within which is displaced 90 deg. from the "bearing " scalethis triangle.

tAlinkera Axis

Batteries
on charge,

If it is necessary to discover the true direction of a
transmitter from a D.F. station using a loop one of the
two readings must be eliminated. This elimination of
the incorrect scale reading is known as " sensing " the
signal
The only difference between the two loop positions
giving a maximum signal is that the resultant loop
vgltage Ve has its phase reversed with loop reversal.
This fact must be used in " sensing."

method employed, it being borne in mind that all
generators in the first instance generate alternating

current, while D.C. machines are provided with commutators which act as automatic " rectifiers." That is,
they reverse the current each half cycle, giving in. fact
full wave rectification.
The static type of rectifier is largely replacing the
motor generator and rotary converter types, particularly
for small charging stations. There are two main types
of static rectifier-(r) The mercury vapour, and (2) The
metal rectifier.
Mercury Vapour Rectifier
Fig. 2. An illustration of the fundamental mercury

vapour method of rectification 'is shown in Fig.

fill

' -- Anodes
Starting
anode

Inductance to smooth +
out Pulsations of

9

'Rectified Current

1111111

Cathode

Fig. 2.-The basic circuit of a mercury vapour rectifier which provides
a uni-directional current.

" Sensing "

i2 2 -Volt Cells Maximum

Fig. 3.-Two independent output circuits using two mercury rectifiers.

being connected to a commutator which " delivers " the
D.C. current. Fig. r gives a simple illustration of the

11

(2) Switch in the straight aerial to convert the figure of -eight response to the cardiod response.

.
Vz

Charging Current up to 6 Amps

/

alone.

VI

Charging Board

alternating current, it being necessary first to
planner of a single shunt generator, and delivers a from
current at the low voltage commutator and therefore rectify it to D.C.
The motor generator may be employed and is similar
at the terminals via the brushes. The capital outlay in
to that described above except that the motor unit is
IAr.suppiy
an A.G. machine. Alternatively, a rotary .converter
may be employed, the initial cost of which is lower
than the motor generator. This machine has only one
Primary
armature winding, one end being connected to slip
rings
through which the A.C. supply is fed, the other end
Transformer
I QS) Q99 Q9.9 000_9 QADDOS)Q9_0

(/) Obtain the minimum signal with the loop aerial

V2

191

Since the current obtained from these sets is not
but only uni-directional, they are pot
suitable for use on more than one charging circuit,
continuous,

with each circuit being controlled by separate variable
resistances. Where more than one circuit is required,

additional valves are incorporated in the apparatus,
Figs. 3 and
respect of a motor generator, and more particularly a each having an independent resistance.
rotary converter, is well justified and payS for itself 4 show how three alternative methods may be used
in a very Short period in view of the saving in running for connecting batteries to a set using two mercury
vapour valves (75 volts I2 amps. output). Two entirely
cost.

axis of the.

/0cids mounting

Charging from A.C. Supplies
It is not, of course, possible to charge batteries direct

The Cardiod (Heart) -Shaped Diagram
If we couple a straight and a loop aerial to a receiver
together we shall obtain the directional properties
shown in Fig. 104. This polar diagram is easily deduced

independent circuits are shown in Fig. 3, each providing

a charging current up to 6 amps, at 75 volts.
(To be continued.)

Axis of
the loops
mounting

by placing the straight aerial and loop aerial polar
diagrams over one another and adding them directly.
This may be done if we assume that the loop and straight
aerial voltages are either exactly in or out of phase,
i.e., vectors in phase or iSo deg. out of phase may be
added numerically. The cardiod shows a unidirectional
response, giving one maximum and one minuraum
position and therefore is suitable for sensing.
Practical Use of the Cardiod Polar Diagram for Sensing
Reference to Fig. 104 shows that if we are to use the
minimum of the cardiod polar diagram for sensing, then
the loop must be in the edge -on, position. It is not

Fig.

2.

These sets are, in effect, self-contained charging plants.
The mercury vapour valve comprises the rectifier portion,
while the necessary switches,' fuses and ammeters are
housed on the panel.

102.-Use of loop's
Properties.

I
Fig. 101.-Practical application of the loop.

.., tom ,-- _ ----- 6 Amps
Charging

ar 14 6 marimum ---- T
2 -roil Ce//s

___

---

Curreni-

SAW
6 Amps.
6 44,2,aVAttuCme/1.5

-

-T

Fig. 4.-Two arrangements for providing three output circuits from two rectifiers.

Charging
Current
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side being earthed) to each connection on the base.
The discharge inside the bulb has the effect of burning
off any high resistance leaks across micas or between
foot wires, caused by the deposit of metallic vapours
from the getters during volatilisation.

Testing
The tube is now completely made and ready for testing.

The first check is on the resistance between electrodes
when cold. With a D.C. voltage of 25o there must be a
minimum resistance of I5o megohms between any two
electrodes. The next test, which is only applied to a
percentage of the tubes made, is for inter -electrode
capacities. The capacities measured are those between
individual deflector plates and all other electrodes ; grid
or modulator and all other electrodes and between
pairs of deflector plates with all other electrodes
strapped to earth. The capacities, which are measured
in micro-microfarads, or picafarads, are checked against
a standard condenser in a bridge circuit, the instrument
most frequently used being the Sullivan. Capacity Bridge.
A separate oscillator driven from the'mains passes a 1,600
cycle note through the bridge and a pail. of headphones

is used to indicate the null point where the capacity of
the standard condenser is equal to that being measured.

April, 1944

APril, 1944

The value of the inter -electrode capacity is read directly
froth the dial of the standard. Representatiire capacities
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Loop

are r to 3 m.mfds between pairs of deflector plates

to to 15 m.mfds between separate deflector plates and all
the other electrodes ; 12 to 20 m.mfds. between grid and
all the other electrodes.
Each type of cathode ray tube has its rating, that is the

Loop /

list of voltages and currents at which it is designed to

run. Owing to manufacturing difficulties it is not possible:

Fig.

to make every tube exactly similar in all respects, so a

of

fe and
Triangle of
Error

midway between the two values quoted in the specifi
cation and the percentage tolerance varies according to
the work which the tube is required to do. There are
several types of test board, but all usually have high
quality individual meters for indicating heater volts,
heater current, grid volts, preliminary accelerating anode
volts, final accelerating anode volts, " focusing anode
volts, deflector plate shift volts, beam current, cathode:.

Loop a

90o

'N -

(b)

Fig. 103.-Fixing the position of a transmitter by two and three

Minima Displacement

loops.

because of the 90 deg. difference between the minima

conditions necessary for efficient direction -finding must
of the figure -of -eight and cardiod polar diagrams. The be carefully planned,if ambiguity is to be avoided.
reversal of loop or connections for comparison of cardiod
Fig. 104 (A) shows the effect obtained when the straight
maximum and minimum being achieved by means of a aerial's voltages are larger than those of the loop aerial.
reversing switch, marked " reciprocal "-reversed Notice that a very poor minimum exists, introducing
connection, and " bearing "-correct connection. .
great difficulty in the comparison of signal strength for
sensing purposes.
Fig. 104 (B) shows the effect obtained when the straight
Variations of the Cardiod Response
aerial voltages are smaller than those of the loop aerial ;

heater current and a sensitive meter for measuring

photo -electric light cell voltage, the purpose of which
will be described later.
(To be continued)

Secondary Batteries-8

The cardiod diagram of Fig. 104 was derived from two minima are now producing, making the response
frame and straight aerial voltages of equal amplitude useless for sensing.

and having correct phase relationships, but these

Rotary Converters, Mercury, Arc, Metal Rectifiers.
Component Values.

(Continued from page 158, March issue.)

(To be continued)

Detection

By G. A. T. BURDETT, A.M.I.I.A.

Super Regeneration.

Quench Frequency.

By S. A. KNIGHT

(Continued from page 140, March issue)

HAVING discussed the constant potential method of one 2.0 volt cell at 2 amps. is identical to the cost of
charging batteries, it is now proposed to deal charging 20 similar cells simultaneously when they are
as fully as possible with the chief methods by connected in series on the same circuit.
which batteries may be charged.
Assuming it is required to charge on a 200 volt D.C.
supply one 6 volt 4o amp -hour (actual capacity) battery,
at the to hour rate. The charging current will therefore
D.C. Mains '
The simplest method of charging is where a D.C. sup- be 4 amps. To obtain the current on a lamp resistance
ply is available. With the increasing adoption of A.C. board, eight 32 candle power carbon filament lamps are
supplies by electricity supply authorities, D.C. systems required. Assuming the battery is fully charged after
are gradually disappearing, and it seems fairly obvious a period of 12 hours.
Energy consumed = Volts x Amps. x Time in hours
that they will eventually cease to exist. As, the outbreak
Aoo X 4 X 12 = 9,600 watt hours = 9.6 KW. or
of the present war retarded the scrapping of existing
D.C. supplies, and as they will continue to serve for some B.O.T. units.
Price of electricity, say = 4d. per B.O.T. unit. Cost
years to come, every consideration should be given to

Choice of Leak and Condenser

choosing suitable values for the grid leak and

IN condenser, several opposing factors must be borne
in mind :

(a) The leak must be high, since the audio grid
fluctuations are set up by the audio component
'of grid current passing through the resistance.
The greater the resistance, the greater are the
grid p.d. fluctuations caused by a given current.
b) The grid condenser should be small, such that
its reactance r/taC to the audio frequency is at
least as large as the grid leak resistance. The
condenser shunts the leak, and it is necessary to
keep this parallel reactance as high as possible

the utilisation of this method of charging. It was to charge battery = 9.6 X 4d. =- 3s. 21d.
For the same cost 24 6 -volt batteries of the same
pointed out in a previous article that charging from
D.C. mains may be carried out -with a minimum of outlay capacity could be charged simultaneously where connected
in series. The cost of energy would then be
for plant by the use of lamps, radiators, or ordinary

The chief objection to the adoption approximately three -halfpence per battery, or a halfof such simple charging plants is that the total supply penny per cell.
In practice it is not usually possible to charge simulvoltage, viz., zoo volts, must be utilised and the operating
costs are high uhiess the maximum possible number of taneously 24 such batteries except in the larger stations.
batteries and cells are connected in series and charged In order to enable a charging station of this type to be
simultaneously. In the previous article, examples were run in an economic manner some modification is
given to show that the energy consumed in charging necessary. As it is not possible to reduce the pressure
of D.C. current by static means, e.g., transformer, a
" rotary converter must be employed. It was pointed
A.C. Supply
out earlier in this series that the wire wound ohmic
resistance is wasteful since it only " absorbs " the
D.C.
unWanted " pressure," which is dissipated in the form

104. - Formation

cardiod diagram derived from
straight aerial

test specification is worked out which allows for tolerances
in permissible values. As a general rule the rating is

to the A.F. If the impedance of the whole parallel

circuit is low the results set out in (a) above are
impossible to obtain, i.e., A.F: fluctuations of
grid current will not produce large fluctuations of

wire resistances.

grid potential.
(c) Consider the simple equivalent circuit of a grid

detector, as shown in Fig. 5. From this it will
be seen that it is necessary for the *X of the grid

condenser C to be small to radio frequencies when
compared with the grid filament path of the valve
4

00

It will be seen that the total impedance
impedances R, the leak, Rgf the grid -filament
resistance of the valve and CO the grid filament
itself.

between these two electrodes is composed of the

intereleetrode capacity. These are all in parallel,
and if their joint impedance is 'given by Zj, then

it is quite obvious that the applied p.d. e caused

by the signal divides in some ratio across C and Zj

such that Cd-Zj=e (vectorially).
If the reactance of C is small compared with
Zj, then the drop in C is also small compared
with the p.d. across the filament and grid, i.e.,
nearly the whole of the incoming signal is applied
to the grid and filament. This, therefore, points

to a grid condenser with a small reactance, that
is a condenser of a large value. Which is contrary
to condition (b) set out 'previously.

(d) The time constant of a condenser in parallel
with a resistance is given by :
q/C + R. dq/dt=o
where q/C is the p.d. between the plates and R.
dq/dt is the p.d. across the resistance at some
instant after the resistance has been applied.
'
The equation q/C+ R. dq/dt=o

is an elementary differential, and its. solution is
given by :

-t/CR

q =- Qe

of beat.
Motor Generator.

Output

Commutator
Fig.

Slip Rings

1. --Simple diagram to illustrate the fundamental arrangement
of a rotary converter.

Rotary Converters
This comprises two machines. One a D.C. electric
motor which operates at mains voltage, viz., 200 volts
in the case in question. The other is a D.C. generator
supplying D.C. current at the desired pressure. The
voltage of the generator component will be as required

a

by the purchaser, though 36 volts may be termed a

very adaptable pressure and is used almost universally.
The D.C. generator employed does not differ from that

Fig. 5.-Simple ea uivalen

Fig.

1

ci rc i

ol. the grid detector shown in

(March

Fig. 6. - Induced and free oscillations respect
regenerative receiver.

u

in a sop,
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Thus, as readers know, in a time CR seconds
the condenser charge falls from its initial value,
Q to Qie ; that is, 0.632 of its charge in CR
seconds.
Now, in the grid detector, the time
constant of the leak and the condenser must be

low, since the excess charge which is left on the.
condenser when the signal fluctuations fall away
must leak away through the resistance as rapidly
as possible. This is in order that the grid potential
can follow as faithfully as possible all the rapid
changes of the audio frequency contained in the
arriving signal.
If the true constant is too high the,grid potential
fluctuations are smoothed out, and distortion of

April, 1944

far. bigger value and the arrangement acts similarly to
an amplifier. In a stable receiver, however, the current
ceases when the signal ceases ; in the unstable condition

the valve will generate oscillations indefinitely at the
natural frequency of its tuned circuit.
The main point to be grasped at this stage is; however,
that a receiver which is on the brink of unstability or
oscillating weakly will respond instantly to any signal

Considering the four conditions just outlined, it

frequency between (V+ E) volts and (V-E) volts, where
V is the value of the applied H.T. and E is the maximum

possible consistent with a small CR value when combined

with the condenser, while the condenser should be so

causes the valve anode potential to fluctuate at this

value of the e.m.f. induced in the secondary of transformer
T by the oscillator. If the reaction of the detector is now
so adjusted such that at anode potentials above V volts

the set is unstable, while at anode potentials below
V volts the set is stable, the arrival of a signal at the

aerial will cause the receiver to behave in this way
During the period when the anode potential is above

V volts (I/5o,000th of a second) and the circuit is
in the grid circuit, its frequency being that of the
consequently stable, an ordinary A.C. current will flow

incoming signal ; this is the induced oscillation. During'
the next r/5o,000th of a second when the anode potential

is above V in value and the circuit becomes unstable, a
large free oscillation builds up in the grid circuit and
the total current then flowing consists of the sum of the
induced and the free oscillations.
Quench Period and Frequency
This period of instability is followed up by a period of
stability, wherein the induced oscillations continue to
flow, but the free oscillation is damped out. This damping
out is referred to as the quench period. This process

continues as long as the signal is arriving.
Since, then, a large oscillatory p.d. is applied to the
grid of the valve during unstable periods each of these
arranged that its reactance to R.F. is small and its periods is accompanied by a sudden fall in the mean
reactance to audio frequencies is large. Good all-round value of the anode current. This is best seen by considervalues are generally of .000r aF for the condenser ing a signal consisting of interrupted continuous waves,
a morse transmission. Suppose a particular train of
and r to 2 MD for the leak.
Fhg. 7.-An elementary super regenerative recedes showin,g
how the quench frequency is injected into the anode circuit

Super Regeneration

This receiver could perhaps come more favourably
under the heading of R.F. amplification, but the
principle of its working is not clear to a lot of people,
and it is therefore being included with this survey of

waves lasts for I/Sooth of a second, then 5o sharp falls of
mean anode current occur during this time. The individual
decreases are inaudible, because the quench frequency,

here 25,000 c.p.s., is inaudible, but the effect over the

complete train is a large decrease in anode current,
larger than would occur in any other normal receiver.
When the train ends the- grid current should fall to
simple detectors.
The sensitivity of the super regenerative circuit is zero, but in practice it does not do so. Oscillation
its most important feature, this far outweighing the continues feebly even during a no -signal period and
sensitivity of any other arrangement not employing accounts for the inevitable background noise or
R.F. amplification. For a clear understanding of its " rushing " peculiar to super -regenerative circuits.
The choice of the quench frequency depends on several
working it is assumed that the reader has a knowledge
of reaction as applied to ordinary detectors and the factors. It should be low, since the longer the period
meaning of sustained oscillations in a valve circuit- for a free oscillation to build up the greater is its
This was covered in the article on " Oscillators," and: . amplitude, the larger the mean decrease of tjae anode
current and consequently the more sensitive is the
should be referred to if any doubt exists.
receiver. The quench frequency should not be too low,
Suppose that a simple detector employing
ventional reaction is set right on the verge of oscillation, however, or it will become audible and a high pitched
and that a signal arrives at the aerial. An A.C. current whistle will be heard as a background to the received
flows in the grid tuned circuit and an alternating p.d.. signal.
When the receiver is picking up normal modulated
appears across the grid coil. This signal upsets the
stability of the receiver and it is shocked into oscillation. signals the mean value of the anode current rises and
This oscillation commences to grow at the frequency falls in amplitude very nearly the same as the signal
of the tuned circuit.(4 iii/LC) and continues Ito build ,itself, because the oscillations that build up during the
up until limited in growth by various circuit factors. unstable periods are at a maximum when the signal is a
The tuned circuit current then has two components, maximum and a minimum when the signal is a minimum,
the normal current induced by the signal e.m.f. (Fig. 6a), that is, the amplitude of the free oscillations vary with
and an oscillatory current of increasing amplitude the amplitude of the incoming signal.
(Fig. 6b) which is actually the sum of the induced and
While the Super -regenerative receiver is not very
selective, and considerable background mush is a great
the free oscillations.
With a receiver in an unstable condition the effect disadvantage, it must be said that for sensitivity there
of a signal is much greater than would be the case were is no other detector, without R.F. amplification, that
the circuit normally stable ; the current builds up to a can equal it.
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Cathode-pay Tubes -4
Ageing.

The super -regenerative receiver makes use of this
fact in its operation. Consider Fig. 7, where a normal
detector is shown, using reaction, but in the anode
lead has connected some form of oscillator coupled by
the transformer T. This oscillator has a frequency above
the audio range, say, 25,000 c.p.s., and when in operation

becomes clear that the grid leak should be as high as

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

however feeble.

a kind occurs. This condition calls for low values

of the condenser and leak.
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Testing.

Time Bases.

Procedure.

By LAURENCE ARTHUR
(Continued from page 161, March issue)

ON the large rotary pumps dealing with 64 small tubes

applied

previously

with

a

pad.

Bases

having

simultaneously, there is one oil pump for each solid pins or side contacts have the wires soldered
pair of tubes. Fixed gas or electric ovens bake to projecting lugs. After soldering some bases have
them for the necessary time and heater current is a thin disc either sprung in or screwed on to protect
switched on and off automatically. The getter firing the vulnerable tip of the seal -off and to keep away dust
and the sealing -off are done by hand.
or other foreign matter. The tube is now roughly
cleaned and checked for overall length. The length
Bases
is rather important because most cathode-ray tubes
There has been very little standardisation of the bases are used in specific equipment with only the screen end
fitted to cathode-ray tubes. There are types having visible externally. If the tube were too long it would
7, 8, 9, to and 12 pins, some short and solid, some long not fit and if it were too short there would be difficulty
and springy : others with 12 springy side contacts and in clearly observing the phenomena being investigated.
still others with 6 spring clips. The material of the
In the manufacture of cathode-ray tubes the chemical
base is usually a black phenolic resin compound which laboratory, with its ,associated physical laboratory,
is non -hygroscopic, homogeneous and which has a high plays a very important part. Each batch of raw
surface resistivity. There are other bases made from materials must be analysed to see that it comes up to
brown paxolin on which shellac varnish is baked. The
pins or contacts are of brass, nickel plated, and to ensure

that the tube is inserted in the holder correctly, the

pins are spaced like valve pins, or the base is fitted with
a locating key on a central projecting spigot, or there is
a square key on the side, or the base has a bayonet fitting.

the standard of purity

required. The production
laboratory is responsible for the preparation of coatings
for heaters and cathodes, screen powders and mixtures,
wail coatings and the cement for fixing bases to bulbs.

Some of the preparation is very prolonged as it is
necessary to grind or mill the constituent parts for
Fig. 25 shows some types of bases in common use 24 hours in order to achieve the requisite fineness.
to -day, and as the holders or sockets vary with each
The process of ageing or thermal activation is of
type they are included in the drawings. Despite the considerable importance as on its success depends the
various styles the dimensions of all the bases in use effective life of the cathode ray tube and the stability
in this country are strictly defined by British Association
Standards Specifications.
Bases are held, on with a cement not likely to loosen
or crumble on exposure to a moist or warm atmosphere.
There are two varieties-one mainly made from shellac

and the other in the form of a bakelite paste.. A small
amount of the cement is applied to the inside rim of the
base which is slipped on the neck of the bulb and firmly
pressed down. It is- very essential that the locating

device shall bear a definite relative position to- the
assembly. A tolerance of ro deg. is permissible but
the base must be on straight. The cement must now be
baked and for this purpose the smaller cathode-ray
tubes are fitted on to a rotary machine which passes the
base through an electrically heated oven, the period
of rotation being calculated -to ensure that baking is
complete. The larger tubes are baked in individual
stationary electric ovens. The shellac cement is still
somewhat soft after baking, setting hard when cold,
but the bakelite variety is baked hard. If the base is
one fitted with hollow pins it is necessary, prior to slipping

it into position, to thread the copper connecting wires
through the pins. Where there are a
large number of wires-as is generally
the case with cathode-ray tubes-this is
a job requiring considerable care
because damage may be done if the tube
is put into use with electrodes connetted
to wrong pins. It is usual to cover the

of its characteristics during life.

As previously described,

the cathode is coated with a compound of barium and
strontium, which are broken down into oxides when the
heater is raised to a high temperature in the exhausted
bulb.. These oxides either do not emit electrons or have
oely poor initial activity and it is necessary to reduce
them to metallic barium and strontium. This is done

by heating the heater with a voltage of 5o per cent.

higher than the normal for the tube and applying
between the cathode any grid a supply in the region of
x5 volts, the positive side to grid. The emission,
measured on a milliammeter, is very low at first, but

the activation proceeds as the temperature of the heater is
increased and as ageing nears completion the temperature

can be progressively lowered without reducing the
emission. The time taken is usually half an hour,
although the schedule of time and voltages is carefully
worked out for each type of tube by trial and error
methods until the desired degree of stabilised emission
is reached. At this stage it is usual to " burn off " the

cathode ray tube and this is done by applying a lead
from one side of a Tesla_high-frequency coil (the other

C7 (-7

gp wires in the foot with short lengths of
systoflex, sometimes colour coded, or
lengths of thin glass tubing.
Soldering Connections

qa3

From baking the tubes go to the

soldering

benches.

Wires

through

hollow pins are cut off short and then

soldered in a shallow electrically heated

soldering pot which deals with all the
pins simultaneously, flux having been

25.-Types of base generally used for C.R. tubes.
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Heaviside Layer or Ionosphere?

209

yorward

The Behaviour of Radio Waves in the Ionised Regions. of the Atmosphere

.

By CAMPBELL BEGG, M.Sc.
asked : " What makes wireless waves curve round

constantly being split up into ions under the influence

America ? " I rather fancy that few PRACTICAL
WIRELESS readers would hesitate. I think, too, that very

due to -collisions. Thus the region consists of the main

IF the earth and be picked up with apparent ease in of some ionising agent, and constantly recombining
few of the answers would fail to blame the Heaviside
Layer for sthe phenomenon. Prepare then at once for
in short-wave communication to
disappointment.
America from England our old friend the Heaviside
Layer hinders rather than aids the transmission of the
'waves ! Perhaps it is a fine point, but is it not time we
got the picture clear and up to date ?
Let's start at the beginning. Around Iwo everybody
-or nearly everybody-knew that wireless waves
travelled out in straight lines like light ; the visible
horizon was therefore the obvious limit to their useful
range: After that the earth curved away and the wireless

part of the atoms which are the heavy positively,

The "r Flaxite Quirts" at Work

charged' ions, and hosts of free, very light, negatively
charged eleCtrons.

" Buck up with that FLUXITE," bawled

ionised region ?

Well, the radio wave can be considered
as simply a rapidly alternating electric field. This field
will naturally set the electrons vibrating with it, just as

" We can't stick around here all day,

the electric field between the plate and filament of a
valve sets the electrons moving in the direction of the
field-towards the plate in this case. The field of the
radio wave will also exert its influence on the heavy
positive ions, but these are so much heavier, and have
so much inertia, that they cannot follow the rapidly

(And 01 did,.without further delay).

What happens to the radio waves on entering this

EH,

We've got bags to do,

So come down, please do 1" .

See that FLUXITE is always
by you-in the house-garage

- workshop - wherever

waves carried on on their straight path into space. varying field. Now, an electron vibrating up and down
in the sky is just like an electron moving up and down
for a test with America. This test took place In ieot in an aerial wire near the earth-it is a little transmitter
and was successful. Straight lines or no straighelines, radiating on its own. Even. the electron, although

Marconi, however, remained silent and quietly p,repared

America received his signals and scientists started
thinking. Soon A. E. Kennelly, in U.S.A., and Oliver
Heaviside, in England, independently suggested that the
result would be explained by a conducting layer in the
outer atmosphere which would .reflect the radio waves

and various, ranging from about 8o to 25o kilometres.

This " layer " looked as if it was going to take some
unravelling ! The frequency used affected the result.
Sometimes the layer would appear to jump up to a
great height, then quickly come back and settle for a

Another thing : The electrons in their vibrating often
collide with some of the heavy ions, atoms, or molecules
around them, and so give up their energy to them. As

so did the season. Even the latitude and the particular
year in which the measurements were made seemed to

Obviutisly if -the path of the electron in its vibration is
a long one there is more likelihood of collision ; so from
what we have just said, the -low frequency waves will be
attenuated more than the high frequency waves. Also
the number of collisions will obviously depend upon the

while at a new level. The time of day made a difference

influence the height.
Over recent years results taken on different frequencies

at all times of the day and night, in all seasons, and at
different places on earth, have been continually co related, and so the broad -structure of the " Ionosphere "
(as it is now called) has gradually been worked out.
Let us now see what picture all this investigation has
given us of the reflecting region, how the radio waves
behave when they enter it, and the great influence this
knowledge has on practical long-distance communication

by radio.

Ionised Region
The molecules and atoms of the gases that go to make

speedy soldering is needed.

Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers' and
manufacturers.
Of all

extremely light, has sufficient inertia to make its
vibrations lag behind the pulsing of the fielel, with the
result that its wireless waves, reacting on the incident
wave, cause the direction of propagation of the original
wave to be altered. If the wave enters the ionised region
nearly vertically it is bent away from the vertical by
an amount that depends upon the number of electrons
influencing the wave. If the wave enters a dense layer
of free electrons it will be bent a lot.

back to earth-hence the Kennelly -Heaviside Layer,
or more often the Heaviside Layer.
Very soon experitnent showed the explanation to be
true, but all was not quite as simple as that. Methods
were devised for measuring the height at which the Low -frequency Waves
waves were reflected ; the chief of which consisted of
If the frequency of the radio wave is low, the electrons
sending short, sharp pulses of waves vertically into the have
time to reach a large amplitude in their vibrations,
sky and noting on a cathode ray oscilloscope the time and, in
have a greater effect in altering
delay between sending the pulse- and receiving its echo the pathconsequence,
the wave, i.e., low frequency waves are bent
from the sky. The heights thus obtained were many more thanofhigh
frequency waves.

this energy originally came from the radio wave, the

wave is weakened- attenuated" is the usual term.

density of the air in which the electron is vibrating.
This is greatest near the earth's surface, so most of the
attenuation will take place at the low edge of the ionised
region.

There is still another effect, due to the earth's magnetic

field.

In the same way that a wire carrying a current

in a magnetic field is pulled in a direction at right angles

to 'the direction of the field (as in an electric motor),
the moving electron is deflected by the earth's magnetic
field, so that instead of vibrating in a straight line, its
path becomes an ellipse. The amount of deflection may

up our air are- normally electrically neutral, that is, be sufficient to make the path a circle instead of a
each molecule or atom contains an equal number of sfiaight line ; in fact, there are some frequencies where
positive and negative charges of electricity. In the upper the strength of the magnetic field and the mass and
atmosphere, however, there seems to beh,a force (or velocity of the electron are such that the electron,
out of the instead of vibrating along the same line or round the
forces) at work which keeps pulling elect
atoms, thus leaving them with an excess of positive same ellipse or circle, actually goes into a widening
charges. The atom split up like this is said to be spiral with ever-increasing velocity. With such a path
" ionised," the two bits being called " ions " ; the force as this its chances of collision are large, and the energy
that splits them up is called the ionising agent." In given up is large, so that the energy in the radio wave
any gas the atoms and molecules are in continual becomes almost entirely absorbed. This " gyro fremotion, so these ions, in rushing about, are in constant quency," as it is called, occurs at about 1,300 kc/s
collision, and when the oppositely charged ions collide (i.e, about 230 metres), which is at the high frequency
they combine again into the neutral atom. We picture, end of the medium -wave band.
then, a region in the upper air where the atoms are
(To be continued)
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a too,000 ohm stopper should he used in its grid circuit.
In addition, it is sometimes wise to use an H.F. choke
(S.W. type) between the anode of the L.F. valve and the

Any high -impedance triode is suitable for use in a
dettetor circuit of the type desCribed, whilst a pentode
or tetrode is sometimes even better, especially, if a
" silent " zoo,000 ohm potentiometer is used to apply
the screen potential this control also provides a vernier
reaction control. When working on wavelengths down
to about ro metres, it is worth while to employ a midget
valve, which has low inter -electrode capacity, or to

at work

L./

remove the base from an ordinary valve and make

50mmfd

A Super -regenerative Detector
For wavelengths below lo. metres the super -regenerative circuit is excellent, and one suitable for frequencies
up to about 520 mc/s is given in Fig. 2. Before describing

Choke

187

I

Fig. Z -A self -quenching
super -regenerative detector
for
U.S.W.
reception.
With an acorn type of
valve. is workable down
to wavelengths of one

metre or /est.

connection directly to the leading -out wires.

H Ar"

this circuit it might be a good plan to make sure that
we have a clear idea of the difference between regenerative and super -regenerative circuits. In the former
type, the detector valve is operated just below the
point of oscillation, except when receiving C.W., in
which case it must oscillate in order to produce a beat
note with the desired signal.

place, since in that condition the H.F. resistance of the
tuned circuit is cancelled out by the negative resistance
introduced by the application of reaction.
But, of course, intelligible telephony cannot be

received when the detector is oscillating ; that is why

the regenerative detector is normally operated just
In the super -regenerative
receiver the detector is allowed to oscillate at the

below the oscillation point.

frequency on which reception is required. And thin, in
order to make telephony intelligible, a means is provided
EST. 1901.
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RADIO SPARES COULPHONE.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

Primaries

Secondaries, 350-0-350v.
Type 46B. 120ma. 4v. 6a.
Type 63C. 120ma.. 0.3v. 5a.. 5v. 21a....
Type 1.06D. 100ma., 6.3v. 5a., 5v 21a.
200,250v.

35/ 35/ 34/ -

Replacement Bobbins for Marconi.
H.M.V. and Murphy 4v. and 6v.
types
,..... 19/OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
Midget Nickel Iron core, 25/30 ma
Power Pentode
916
As above. but 12 ma.
Class B and Q.P.P.

8/9

9/ -

Power Pentode
619
Bxtra Heavy Duty Pentode. 100 ma 13/6
SMOOTHING CHOKES.
20 henries. 100 ma
12/6
Twin Mains Sdppressors
4/8
H.F. Heavy duty
4/6
FIELD COILS.
Heavy duty. 1.500. 2.000.
ohms

2.500. 6,500

12/ -

AUTO TRANSFORMERS.
110,209-250v 100 watts
301110,200-200v 20o watts
3561
SPEAKERS.
Celestion 8in P.M. with Transformer..

27/6

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE

LINE CORD.

2, THE MALL, EALING, W.5
- -

PLEASE ROTE. Orders accepted by post only.

I

-

(Post fn unsealed envelope. 1.d. scamp.)

'Courses.
' NAME

and those of 10,- or leas should be accomPlease include postage
Orders over 10- in value can
be scut C.O.D.List 21d. stamp.

141 W. FIELD & SON

ADDRESS
OM.

7/5/3

by cash.
Please send me free details of your 1- panied
with order.
Home -Study Mathematics and Radio

I

.3a. 3 -way 60 ohms per loot. Per yard
.2a 2 -way 60 ohms per foot. Per yard

14, Colchester Road, Harold Park,

P. 49
0110

=11,

.MM.

.11.1=

=MM. OM

Esse*,

NEW GOODS ONLY

Orders over 5/- post and packing free.
Tungsram and B.V.A. Valves. Rectifiers, 5Y3G, 5Z4G, 80. Equiv. 1/12, 5/14.
Post free
...
10/6
Mains Transfs., 350v. -0-350v. 100mA..
4v. 6a.. 4v. 2)a. or 62v. 3a, 5v. 2a. 33/6

Mains Transf. Bobbins, windings as
P.M. Speakers, less transf. : Rola
510. 21/6, 611o. 23,6, 8in. 241-. Plessey
10in., powerful magnet, 35/-. Celestion
with pen. transf.. 8in. 30/-, Celestion
111,1n. heavy duty magnet 45/-.
Power -Pen. Output Transfs.
7/6
Rola Push-pull Universal Transf.15/8
6/6
Parafeed L.F. Transfs. 4 :1
Bell Transfs. 3. 5, or 8v. at 1 amp. 6/6

Line Cord Rep, Resistors, 800 Ohm..
3adj. taps .3 amp. With fixing feet 6/9
Push -back Wire, 100ft.
6/ -

Carbon Resistors. Dv. 4d., ivr. 6d.,
1w. 9d.
Switch Cleaner
...
2/3 bolt.
Tinned Copper Wire

...
...

4/- 1 Pt.
4/6 lb.
2/3 1 lb.
3d. yd.

Sleeving, 2mm.
...
Condensers. 50mfd. 12v.. 25mfd. 25v.
2/-, 25mfd. 50v. 211, 50mfd. 50v. 3/3.
Tubular and Silver Mica, all sizes.
Valve -holders. Eng.8tAiner.. ld. Per pin
Vol Controls with sw. 5/9, less sw. 4/9

Smoothing Iron Elements, 450w. 2/3

Fire SidralS,

750w.

Practical Details

Fora frequency range of about rio to z2o me/s, the
silver-plated wire of }in. diameter, the turns being
slightly spaced so that tiie length and diameter of the
winding are equal. For tuning, Cr should have a
maximum capacity of between 3 and 5 m.mfd. If a
midget variable condenser of such low capacity is not
available it would be necessary to remove some of the
coil Lx should consist of five turns of 14 -gauge copper or

vanes from a larger condenser, or to wire a low -capacity

fixed condenser, with air dielectric, in series with the
variable one. In any case, a good slow-motion drive is

Each time the grid of the valve is swung sufficiently

A suitable ultra -short-wave H.F. choke can be made
by winding 20 turns of 24 -gauge enamelled wire side by -side on a glass or ceramic rod }in. in diameter. This
small diameter is specified because it is necessary .that
there shall be a minimum of inductive coupling between
the chhike and the coil or other components. A small

negative by this supersonic oscillation, the valve ceases
to oscillate at signal frequency.
Self -quenching Oscillators

required.

The supersonic oscillation can be provided by a variable condenser is shown in series with the aerial

RADIO

Cellulose Cement
Cored Solder ...

LT. -

of stopping and starting the oscillation at a frequency
above that of audibility. This is often done by applying

to the valve a strong oscillation at supersonic frequency.

YOU

Phones

We know that the sensi-

tivity of a detector is greater when oscillation takes

ADVT. OF A. H. HUNT LTD., LONDON, S.W.18.

L.r

1000w. 2/6

Skimped. addressed envelope for list.

NEW LONGTON
Nr. PRESTON

separate valire coupled to the grid circuit of the detector.
But it is possible to cause the oscillating detector itself
to start and cease to oscillate. This process is known as
" quenchingi" and when the valve is self -cOntrolled.it is
described as a self -quenching oscillator. In the circuit

shown in Fig. 2 the oscillatory circuit comprised by
Li and Cx is connected between the grid and anode in
a standard Hartley arrangement. The grid condenser
is of low value, and the grid leak has a resistance of
High-tension current is
5 megohms or thereabouts.
applied to the oscillator anode through the short-wave
H.F. choke whin is in series with the tuning coil.

There is also a by-pass condenser, marked C2,. between
H.T.-I- and earth.
When the set is switched on the valve commences to
oscillate. The amplitude 'of oscillation rapidly rises,

and the charge on the grid of the valye becomes increasingly negative. Eventually, a point is reached at which
the negative bias is so _high that anode -current cut-off
occurs ; even if this ultfinate point is not reached, anode

lead, but this may well be a pre-set having a maximum
capacity between so and 55 m.mfd. It is used simply
to adjust the aerial coupling to ensure reliable oscillation
over the waveband covered.
Preliminary Adjustment
In setting up a receiver of this type,' it will be found
that if it is squegging properly there will be a marked
" hiss " in the phones. With the aerial disconneeted,
it should be ascertained that the " hiss " is equally Wild
over the full range of the tuning condenser. If not,
the value of the grid leak, or of the condenser C21 should
be varied ; it should also be nfade sure that C2 is properly

earthed to the chassis and to H.T.When the set appears to be operating properly, the
aerial can be connected and the aerial series condenser
adjusted until the " hiss " is audible over the full tuning
range. It is worthy of note that when a signal is tuned
in the background noise will undergo a reduction in
volume proportional to the strength of the incoming

current is reduced to such an extent that the valve signal. It is also of interest that a fair measure of
ceases to oscillate. But the grid leak then comes into A.V.C. is provided due to the action of the self -quenching
action, allowing the negative charge on the grid to oscillator.
Although several seconds are taken' up in
describing this process, it takes place in practice at a
leak away.

rate of several thousand cycles per second. The actual
frequency of the charging and discharging process is
governed by the value of the grid leak and the capacity

In makingbp a receiver of this type, it is obviously

essential that all leads should be kept as short as possible,
particularly those to the coil, and in the grid and anode
circuits. For this reason, the ends of the tuning coil

should be soldered directly to the terminals of the
tuning condenser, while the aerial series condenser should
The action described is known as " squegging," and be 'placed as near as possible to the coil. All earth
an oscillator acting on this principle is described aa a connections must be well bonded, for which reason it is
" squegging oscillator," the name being practically best to employ a small metal chassis. It is also desirable
of C2.

synonymous with the name " self -quenching oscillator
previously given.

that the receiver should be enclosed in a metal container,

thii being well earthed and bonded to the chassis.
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Important Dates in the Progress of the B.B.C. Between 1937 and 1939

A General Explanation of Two Systems of Detection, Together With Details of Practical
Circuit Arrangements
transmitting licences are renewed.

In consequence,

this is perhaps an appropriate ding to collect some
information about ultra-short-waVe (dr V.H.F., meaning
very high -frequency) work. It is very interesting, and

great strides have been made with it since -September,
r939, but little publicity has been given to the progress
made, since much of it has been of a secret nature. It
is, however, an open secret that even micro -waves (the
300 mc/s-simplicity of construction is often the keynote name generally accepted as applying to those shorter
of success. Normal superhet operation is complicated than one metre) have been successfully employed.
and " tricky," and probably out of the question for the
A 20 -metre Receiver
average amateur.
The single -valve set, with well -controlled reaction,
We can start our examination of the subject by
will often give the results desired ; due to the small considering an ordinary regenerative detector, suitable
number of components required, and the simple nature for use on wavelengths down to around 15 metres.
of the wiring, it is not difficult to ensure that there A circuit is shown in Fig. r, and it will be seen at once

shall be a minimum of unwanted capacity between that this differs very little in general characteristics
different parts of the circuit. The ordinary triode from the circuit used for broadcast reception in the
detector with Reinartz-type reaction operates perfectly simplest types of receiver. Component values are
well down to around 15 metres (2o mc/s), but is not quite somewhat different, and a certain amount of useful
so reliable on lowerwavelillgths. When we come down experimental work can be applied to the construction
to wavelengths of one metre or thereabouts, this type of a coil. The number of turns required for the grid
of circuit is scarcely worthy of serious consideration. winding is clearly fixed by the wavelength to which the
Reaction is not easily obtained ; if it is, the control is coil is to tune, but the number of turns on the reaction
by no means smooth over even a narrow frequency and aerial coupling windings, as well as the distance
range. It is then 'that the super -regenerative circuit between the windings, makes a vast difference to the
becomes extremely valuable.
smoothness of reaction control.
that there is any sharp dividing
A coil for 20 metres can well be made on a ribbed
line between the frequencies at which the ordinary ceramic former of r fin. in diameter by placing a grid
oscillating or reacting detector is suitable and those roil consisting of seven turns of 18 -gauge enamelled
on which a super -regenerative circuit is essential for or bare copper wire in the centre of the former. The
satisfactory reception, but it can generally be taken aerial winding can be started fin. above the grid winding
that for wavelengths of less than to metres (3o mc/s) the
super -regenerative circuit is to be preferred. On wavelengths of 5 metres or less the regenerative detector is of
little use unless special valves and components are
available.

The Future of
Of course, there is very little of interest being transmitted on ultra -short -waves at the present time, but it

seems reasonable to suppose that, this part of the

and may consist of four turns of 26 -gauge enamelled
wire, whilst a reaction winding of five turns of similar
wire may be started the same distance below the grid
winding. The turns of the grid winding should be spaced

by the diameter of the wire, but those for the other

two windings should be side by side. If it is available,
silver-plated copper wire is better for the grid winding,
since this does not readily oxidise,. and has a lower H.F.
resistance than has plain copper wire.

frequency spectrum will come into prominence after Bandspread Tuning
the war. If history is to repeat itself, amateurs will be
The.aerial is connected to the aerial winding through
pressed lower down the wavelength range when their a 25
m.mfd. variable condenser. This gives a good conPhones

HT -h

trol of aerial coupling in a far more convenient manner than by making the aerial winding movable in relation
to the grid winding. The condenser need not have a
slow-motion drive, and its capacity need not be varied
over any particular wavelength band. Bandspread
Vining is provided, and a .000r-mfd. variable condenser

Is for band selection, while a 25 m.mfd. condenser is
used for fine tuning. In some instances it is found that
it is better to connect the fine-tuning condenser across
only a portion of the grid winding ; it will then give a
smaller variation in wavelength, but the tuning will be
" finer." That is, the condenser can be turned through
a wider arc to produce a given frequency change. This

method of connection is especially useful when a realilik,

high-class slow-motion tuning drive is not available'
Hand -capacity effects are also slightly reduced due to
the condenser being connected between the earth end
25 mmta

I.-

-000/5 Nita
Fie.

1.--A detector circuit suitable for wavelengths down
about 20 metres.

to

211

The B.B.C.s Twenty-first Birthday

U.S.W. Reception
DESPITE the almost universal adoption of superheterodyne circuits for all the more sensitive
types of broadcast receiver, the simple detector
L.F. arrangement still has many valuable applications.
The most impottant of these is for ultra -short-wave
In designing a receiver for operation on
receivers.
frequencies above about 3o me/s-and even more
especially in dealing with frequencies in the region of
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of the coil and another point of comparatively low H.F..
potential.
A .00015 mfd. condenser is used for reaction control,

and there is a 5o ni.mfd. by-pass condenser between
the anode and earth. The
choke is included in

the telephone leads and helps to prevent " head -capacity"
effect. When the detector is followed by an L.F. amplifier

'Concluded from pare 167. March ,ssuc.)

January, 1937

x. New Royal Charter and Licence came into torte

for ten years.

February, 1937
1. Medium-powerglesey

transmitter

opened

at

Penmon

May, 1937
r2. Broadcast ceremony of Coronation of Their Majesties
King George VI and Queen Elizabeth , First outside

broadcast of television-procession televised. Also
first broadcast by George VI as King.

March, 1939
21. Television

transmission ot

Lebrun at Victoria Station.

arrival of

President

April, 1939

/6. Relay from Cairo of playing of trumpets found in
Tutankhamen's tomb.

May, 1939

" Programme Engineering " unit created within
Engineering Division to take charge of balance and
control.

is. Relay of part -of King Christian's Silver Jubilee June, 1939
celebrations from Copenhagen.
14. Two new transmitting stations opened in West
July, 1987

Country (Start Point and Clevedon).
.26. World's first television party held in Broadcasting
House Concert Hall for listeners and television

20. Death of Marconi.

September, 1939

4. West of England and Wales stations separated.
6. Visit of Duchess of Kent to Broadcasting House.
12. Visit of Duke of Kent to B.B.C. House, Gateshead.

staff.

i. 'First appearance (at 8.15 p.m.) of B.B.C. Home
Service. Television service closed down.

August, 1937'

31. Broadcast of Farr -Louis fight direct from Yankee
stadium.

3. Broadcast of first of 17 instalments of " Let the

People Sing " (Priestley). First time an unpublished
novel had been broadcast.
Broadcast by Prime Minister on outbreak of war.
Broadcast- by the King on the outbreak of war.
.

September, 1937

25. Last performance of B.B.C. Dance Orchestra under
Henry Hall.
October. 1937

29. Stagshaw transmitting station opened.
25. First Christmas broadcast by King George VI.

inaugurated.

August, 1936, coinciding with the radio exhibition at
There were two systems in use at the time.,

but on February 5th,

1937, the Postmaster -General

announced that the Television Advisory Committee

recommended the termination of the experimental
period and the adoption of a single set -of standards for,

January, 1938
3. Arabic Service started.

15. Daily news service in

The ]3.B.C.'s teleVision station at Alexandra Palace
transmitted test programmes for the first time in
Olympia.

December, 1937

March, 1938

Television

transmissions. These-known as the London Television

Standardsprovided for a picture composed of 405
lines, interlaced with a frequency of 5o frames a second.
Spanish and Portuguese These were the standards employed in the Marconi-

-. Telephone Enquiry Unit formed.
July,- 1938

19. Opening of Malayan station.

September, 1938

27. First broadcast by Queen Elizabeth when she
launched the Queen Elizabeth.
Broadcast by Mr. Chamberlain on his return from

E.M.I. system, then in use.
When the service closed down in September, 1939.

there were more than 20,000 viewers, an increase of
rip° per cent. during the year. People were beginning
to realise that they could have television in their homesfor a few shillings a week and the increase believed to
be imminent in ,Jeptember, 1939, would probably have
been out of all proportion to previous rises. It was estimated that by Christmas, 1939, television would be
seen 'and enjoyed, in 8o,o0o homes.

Munich.

Foreign news bulletins in German, Italian and
French were introduced for the first time, being
broadcast in Regional programmes.
November, 1938

16. Priestley's " When We Are Married " televised from
theatre. First one to be televised direct. from a
theatre.
December, 1938
9. Opening of 'Broadcasting House, Aberdeen.

February, 1939

23. Boon-Danahar fight at Harringay.
First time
promoters were permitted to sanction reproduction
of television broadcast in places of public entertainment.

1:ST RELEASED.
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A Novel Device Which Operates on the
THE writer recently had occasion to doubt the
accuracy of his pick-up turntable speed tester
which, on investigation, proved to be inaccurate.
Rather than be re/peed to checking the speed of the
turntable by means of counting the revolutions against
a stopwatch, a little thought evolved an arrangement
whereby the exact speed of 78 r.p.m. could be checked
in a moment by the mere turning of a switch. The
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device works on the stroboscope principle, and all that
K

14

is visible to the eye is a small luminous area on a ground -

K

glass screen, which remains either in or out if the turntable motor is on exact speed. Should the motor be
running either fast or slow then the light slowly appears
and disappears at a rate depending on the amount the
motor is running out of speed.
The sectional elevation shown on this page should
give the reader sufficient detail to enable him to form a
good idea of the construction. The illustration is
purposely left undimensioned, since each particular
installation will vary in detailed measurements according to the variations in design
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of the baseboard and the existing fittings
thereon. Nevertheless, the main dimensions
should be somewhat similar in each' case.
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the design accordingly.
In its essentials the arrangement consists
of a small commercial type neon lamp such
as is sold at any well -stocked electrical

and a vulcanite screw top frbrn a glass bottle.
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some care will be necessary to ensure the right number of
holes in their correct positions, since the working
principle of the device depends upon the precise number

and spacing of the holes. The writer found it best
to determine the length of cardboard strip necessary
then, by means of trial and error with a pair of fine
dividers, to split up this length into 78 equal parts.

When the exact setting of the dividers has been obtained

the distance can be again stepped -off, but this time

making a slight puncture with the points of.the dividers
at each place where a hole is to be punned. Each hole
should be about -kin. in diameter, and an ordinary paper
punch of the pliers type will be found to make a suitably
sized hole. The height of the pitch -circle line of the

holes above the lower edge of the cardboard strip

should be such that the beam of light is either interrupted
Turn table
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control it, the source of current being taken from the
The neon
leads which supply the turntable motor.
lamp provides a source of orange light flickering in and
out at a rate of 5o times per second due to the 5o cycle
aVernating current. It should be noted that an ordinary
wire filament lamp cannot be used, as it provides an
almost constant source of illumination which is unsuitable for a stroboscopic effect.
The light from the neon lamp is directed vertically
upwards through a hole in the baseboard and is reflected
radially outwards underneath the turntable by a small
mirror situated above the hole by means of the putty

substance and set at an angle of 45 degrees to the
horizontal. The horizontal beam of light, after leaving
the mirror, is interrupted at the edge of the turntable by
a rim of cardboard secured by adhesive to the underside
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Alf the turntable and running round the inner periphery
golof the heavy beading at the edge of the table. The
. cardboard rim is sufficiently deep to intercept the beam
of light but not deep enough to rub against the automatic
stopping mechanism if such is fitted. A careful adjustment will be necessary as the clearances involved are

rather small but a little experiment will achieve the

Xt'IM
44

by the blank spaces between the holes or is allowed to
pass through the holes as the table rotates. If now,

when the lamp is switched on and the turntable is
rotating at something like the correct speed, the eye
is placed radially in line with the beam of light coming
from the mirror (the head will obviously have to be
level with the turntable to do this) then the
is wired in series with the electric switch which is to placed
light from the lamp will be seen to wink slowly in and out.

...

8

°
P.,

be

The neon lamp is first secured by means of a bracket
to the underside of the baseboard. The lamp should be
situated somewhere between the turntable spindle and
the .outer edge of the turntable as shown. The lamp

to

Co

the cardboard strip should

pieces of mirror and ground glass. some putty or
plastic material, a sheet of, not -too -thick cardboard

00

.4

Before fitting,

punched with 78 equally spaced holes, and here again

in the illustration), the reader may vary

O0

-4

fin.

51210

store, as a pilot light for electric ovens, etc. A small
holder should be obtained for the lamp at the time of
purchase. Also nemssary are an electric switch, a few

'

By P. W. BAKER

gummed in position, the two ends should overlap about

therefore (i.e., at "` a " and " b " as shown

0000

1P,818

Stroboscope Principle,

Apart from one or two rather fine clearances,

f28
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A Turntable Speed Tester
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desired condition.
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A touch of the finger on the speed regulator will achieve

the effect of making the light remain in or out (either
condition representing the exact turntable speed of

78 r.p.m.) due to the number of holes and the alternations

of the neon lamp at mains frequency.

The Reflecting Device
Since it is obviously undesirable to lower the head to the

turntable each time the speed is checked, a further
mirror is provided iv; reflect the horizontal beam upwards on to a small ground -glass screen which, being
non -directional, can be viewed from any angle with
ease. To accommodate this second mirror -and the
ground glass screen, and to provide a presentable
additional fitting to the top of the baseboard, the
vulcanite screw cap of a bottle was found suitable.
Two holes are bored in the cap in the positions shown
in the illustration, i.e., one horizontally in the side
and one vertically in the top. A small disc of ground glass
slightly less in diameter than the interior diameter
of the cap was cut to shape with a glass cutter and
secured to the inside of the bottle cap with adhesive.

The second mirror, cut to a suitable size, was also secured

in position as shown. The whole is fixed about an inch
away from the edge of the turntable and in line with
the beam of light which, passing through the bole in the
than the circumference of the table and, as a rough guide, side of the bottle cap, is reflected upwards by the second
about lin. to sin, deep. When the strip is fitted and mirror and becomes visible on the ground -glass screen.

Making the Light Interru$er
A strip of cardboard should be cut slightly longer
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A Moving -coil Microphone
Constructional

Details

of a Sensitive Instrument

ONE of the most useful microphones for amateur
use is the moving -coil. It is capable of a much
better frequency range than the transverse current type,- and does not suffer from the two main
disadvantages of the latter, namely, background hiss
Cuts made here after
removing from tube

here

4

Depth of pole pieces
The coif should be wound

within these limitsew

\\
Paper to bring to

the correct diameter
Fig. 1. -Shows how
the

in a vice and slowly rotating it. The former must he

;1

E

.b

,.., 6 ..0

0
0

-...

coated first with some form of adhesive ; shellac dissolved

in

coil former

When the first layer has been. completed, it should
be coated with the shellac solution and a second one
wound back over it, and when the shellac has set the

is

made.

and blasting, and it does not require a polarising current.
- The first requirement is a suitable magnet assembly*
This may be taken from an old moving -coil speaker and

the smaller it is, the better, provided that it is fairly
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Fig.
Fig.

2. -The

spider."

3. -Dimensions of cone and method of cutting.

there are suitable holes drilled in the magnet on either
Aide of the gap for holding the new spider.
The Coil

The speech -coil of the speaker will not be suitable

Fig. 4. -The "spider" and slcoil jouster fitted to cone.

back is unscrewed. A number of holes should be drilled
round the case behind the cone as shown in Fig. 5, and
cotton wool packed round the magnet, care being taken
that it does not touch the cone.

outside of the former than on the inside when it is placed
in the gap, in order to allow for the space taken up by the
coil which is to be wound on it, and -a little experimenting
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5. - The

completed

to find the correct width for the coil, and the former microphone
removed from

should be marked out as shown in Fig. z. The wire used
by the writer for winding the coil was S.W.G. 42 S.S.C.
It should be wound by holding the tube on a rod' fixed

x

-4a.

.-

Fig.

0

g
'41

Front

I

re.

x

may have to be done before a former is' made which
is judged to be the exact size.
The depth of the pole pieces must then be measured

to

I

I

I

E.c..)

Amplification Required

The microphone should be used with a 60 : z transFor the microphone owing to its weight, therefore a new
one must be wound. With a pair of outside calipers, the former and to give a good loudspeaker output, three
R.C.
coupled stages are recommended, although two
diameter of the gap should be ascertained and a short
piece of tubing, as near as possible to, but not more than stages transformer coupled may be found sufficient if a
this diameter, should be found on which to hold the pentode output valve is used.
paper former, if necessary, winding a strip of guinmed
paper on the tube to bring it up to the diameter required.
Gummed paper of the kind used for protecting windows

is handy for making the coil former, as it is thin and
fairly stiff. A piece should be wrapped once round the
tube with .the minimum of overlap required to hold it,
It will be necessary to have a greater clearance on the

n

whole instrument will slide out of the case when the
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the former shown in Fig. z should be made, and first
the " spider " then the cone placed over the end of
the coil former. The ends of this can then be cemented
to the cone and the " spider " Cemented in the position
indicated in Fig. 4. The leads from the coil may be
brought out along the " spider " and cemented to it.
After being centred in the gap of the magnet, the coil
should move freely, when the cone is blown upon. It
is helpful to have the microphone connected up whilst
centring, the quality of speech indicating when the
correct setting has been obtained.
The dimensions of a case for the microphone will,
of course, depend on those of the magnet used. The
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Making the Cone

Cartridge paper is suitable for making .the cone and
" spider," the latter being cut as shown in Fig. 2, and
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former may be slid off the tube.

Ends of former

0

4,'

er0

"

The speaker must be one having a centring
spider " outside the speech -coil, unless, of course, latter should be fixed to the back of the case so that the

powerful.

no

Vs -8

-§

of the cone are giyen in Fig. 3, the centre hole being the
same size as that in the " spider."
To assemble the coil, " spider," and cone, the cuts in

Tube covered with
rfro'

.0

8

just slip over the end of the latter. The measurements

Commence

winding

.4
3

.9.

.,.;

in order to give it stiffness, dipped in the shellac solution
and allowed to dry. The diameter of the centre hole A
will depend upon that of the speech -coil, but it should

4ft

waste
%%\\

.0

in methylated spirits is suitable. Great care is necessary
to ensure that the turns lie evenly against each other.

By G. M. JONES
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest
Gramophone Records

H.M.V.

IPTIO the list of recordings of British music made under
the auspices of the British Council, H.M.V. have

I

added the first recording of Sir Arnold I3ax's

" Third Symphony," performed by the newly constituted
Halle Orchestra, under the baton of John Barbirolli.
The recordings are outstanding -in many respects, first
of which is the composition and its composer. Sir
Arnold Bax, who is the Master of the King's Music, is

an Englishman' but often mistaken for an Irishman;

due, no doubt, to the fact that he spent much of his early

Handel was particularly fond of an instrument which
we call to -day the oboe, and proof of this, and his great
understanding of the 'instrument, will be found in his
Voncerto Grosso in G Minor," which has been recorded
on Columbia DX]ri44, by Leon Goosens, obbe, with the
Liverpool.
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by
Basil Cameron.
The slow movements have some delightful melodies,
while the allegro sections are full of life, in fact, almost

The work calls for great understanding
and technique from the soloist, but Leon Goosens
boisterous.

exhibits complete mastery of his part and a thorough.
appreciation of the composer's love of the oboe.
To open my selection of the Columbia zoin. records,
sharing his activities between music and letters. He
has eight symphonies to his [credit, and has spent 4o I have chosen Coltnibia DB2133, as it is a fine recording
of his 6o years creating works in almost every branch of " Suite Espagiaole " (3 and 4),* namely, " Cadiz "
of composition.
(Saeta) and " Asturias " (Legenda), by those two gifted
Secondf great credit is due to the conductor, John and popular artists at the piano, Rawicz and Lanclauer.
Carroll Gibbons and the Savoy Hotel 'OrpheanS have
Barbirolli-youngest of our classical conductors-for
his genius in obtaining perfect discipline and interpreta- taken two good pieces out of the film " Thank Your
tion from an orchestra composed almost entirely of Lucky Stars " for their contribution this month. They
students. The string section is remarkably fine, and are How Sweet You Are " and " They're Either Too
life in Dublin, Donegal and western parts of Ireland.

April, 1944 \

April, 1944

He also wrote under the pseudonym of Dermot O'Byrne,

'

be complete without a word of praise for those responsible
for the recordings, as they form an outstanding example
of technical progress in that sphere.
The recordings are on six records-r2 partsH.M.V. C 338o-85 .

The number is H.M.V. BDro7r.

My next record reminds one of the loss to the World of

amount and is well worth while. When used on reproduc-

that great comedian of jazz, Thomas " Fats " Waller,

as it represents one of his best contributions to the
H.M.V. lists. The record is BD1o73, " Imagine My
Surprise " and " Your Socks Don't Match "-both
foxtrots-and " Fats," naturally, takes the vocals
and does some amazing things with the score on the piano.
Joe Loss and his Orchestra, on H.M.V. BD583o,
have recorded two good tunes in " In Pinetop's Footsteps" and " Fan It."
Eric \Vinstone and his Band have selected " Tenement
Symphony," which is a feature in the Marx Brothers
film, The Big Store. For this recording, a specially
augmented combination of six brass, four saxophones,
four rhythm, a strong string section and a vocalist

and technique, and I am sure they will have a wide
appeal.
I am referring to " Down In The Forest "
(Simpson-Landon Ronald) and " Passing By " (Herrick
-Edward Purcell) on Parlophone R020527.
A fine

record which I recommend for your library of vocals.
The Organ, The Dance Band and Me, entertain one with
" Happy Days, Happy Months, Happy Years," which
they, link with " The Dear Little Isle I Love," foxtrot
and waltz respectively. Parlophone F2oo7.
" For The First Time "-foxtrot-and " The Rhythm
Of The Jeep "-quickstep-are played by No. r Balloon
Centre Dance Orchestra on Parlophone F2oo6. These
two good trines well orchestrated and presented.
was used in an arrangement by Stanley Black. A good areGeraldo's
latest record consists of "-Paper Doll," a
record, the number being H.M.V. BD5832.
.number which has achieved amazing popularity in the
Columbia
U.S.A., and which is rapidly becoming very much in
ALARGE proportion of Grieg's compositions took request
here, though, of course, one should not
the form of short pieces for the piano, and except take theover
words too seriously. Coupled with " Paper
for those who play them at home, they have not gained Doll "-on Parlophone F2oo5-is
Thanks for The
the popularity of such works as his " Peer Gynt Suite " Dream " a rumba foxtrot.
and his " Piano Concerto," or some of his songs. The
For
Nos.
7
and
8
of
the
1944
Super
Rhythm -style
lack of popularity of the shorter works is due, no doubt, Series, Jimmie Lunceford and his Orchestra
to the fact that they were too brief for inclusion 'in recorded-on Parlophone R2928-" White Heat "have
and
recital programmes, which it rather a pity, as they are " Lunceford Special " two numbers which should
beautiful works, rich in Norwegian folk music. In this appeal to super -rhythm enthusiasts.
class we have Grieg's " Lyric Pieces," of which Grieg
composed ro sets, and this month Columbia has released Regal
four of these. I. Shepherd's Boy ; 2. Norwegian Rustic THERE is a good Regal record of George Formby
Dance ; 3. Nocturne, and 4. March of the Dwarfs. The
released this month, its -number being MR3723, and
first two are on Columbia DXx142 and the second two on it George has recorded-in his bright and breezy style
on Columbia. DX 1143-" Lyric Suite, Grieg, Op. 54." -" Serves You Right " and "Swim, Little Fish,"
These delightful works are played by the Liverpool
Finally, on Regal MR1725, the -Stage Coach Players
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Basil Cameron, play for us " I Left My Heart At The Stage. Door
and their performance is superb.
Canteen " and " This Is The Army Mr. Jones."

of

out put
transformer

Contrast
Expansion

:off

Controst
ExponsIon
on

the inclusion of contrast expansion does not greatly
improve reproduction of dance music in which the
volume usually remains fairly constant so that there

is little contrast to be improved. The circuit should not
therefore be used on such programmes or records. It
can conveniently be switched off by removing one of Fig. 5.- Switching
the plugs or unscrewing the bulb slightly. Some readers between secondary
may like to include a switch on the set by means of which

and wait.

the bulb circuit may be broken when desired.
If more contrast expansion is wanted than can be
H. I' I -

maker

given by this single -bulb arrangement

it is possible to use two bulbs in a
bridge circuit, as shown in Fig. 3.
This type of contrast expander
employs two similar bulbs and two
identical resistances R, arranged as

and the other by his Jive Band. The former play

RICHARD TAUBER has selected two songs which
enable him to make full use of his rich tenor voice

Secondary

,passages in which the needle hiss is most apparent and
increases the volume in the loud passages in which the
needle hiss is not apparent anyhow. Generally speaking,

Victor Silvester is present in force again in the current
list, as he has two records, one by his Ballroom Orchestra

Parlophone

Double pole obuble throw switch

tion of gramophone records it will be found that the
chief improvement will be a great reduction of needle
hiss. The bulb reduces the volume during the quiet

" The Wishing Waltz " and " Always " in, of course,
strict dance tempo, and a very nice style. The jive
record consists of I'm Comin' Virginia " and " Poor
The loin. H.M.V.s I have selected this month are for Butterfly." Columbia F/32994 and FB2996 respectively.
Monte Rey-with orchestra-has made a good recorddancing folks, with one exception, and that is H.M.V.
BDro7o on which " Hutch ' has recorded " My Heart ing out of " Kiss Me " and " Serenade To A Dream," on
Tells Me " and " Hold Back the Dawn," two numbers Columbia FB299o. Hawaiian enthusiasts will welcome
Felix Mendelssohn's latest record-Columbia FB2991which " Hutch " puts over in his best style.
" Star Dust " linked with " I'm Gettin' Sentimental on which he has recorded with his Hawaiian Serenaders
Over You," are two good tunes, nicely played by Ivy " To -night " (Beguine) and " In The Still Of The
Benson and Her Girls Band and featuring Ivy on the Night (Beguine).

saxophone..
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improvement in contrast given by this simple device
is usually about 12 decibels with a 2.5 -volt bulb and a
speech coil of 5 impedance. This is a very noticeable

there is no doubt that this newly constituted Halle Young Or Too Old," and on Columbia FB2993.

Orchestra has a great future. These remarks would not

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

usual. Of course some bass in volume is inevitable when
the bulb is connected up, for a 2.5 volt torch bulb takes
wtt of power to light it brilliantly, but as most mains
sets` give 4 watts output this can easily be spared. The

coil of loudspeaker

coil it

will be convenient to use two bulbs with

a rating of 6 volts and .3 amps each, and the resistances
should be about 1.5 ohms each. These values will give
about 20 decibels improvement in expansion, far more
than is possible using a simple bulb. A very convenient

way of constructing these is as indicated in Fig. 4.
141n. of gauge 28 Eureka wire gives a resistance of

1.5 ohms, and this can be wound in a small rectangular
piece of cardboard as shown, the ends passing through
small holes in the card and being then soldered to the
tags. Some readers will, no doubt, desire a switching
arrangement by means of which the contrast expansion
unit can be switched off when not required. For the
benefit of these, Fig. 5 is included, which shows how a
double -pole double -throw switch may be used for this
purpose.

This bridge circuit is a particularly convenient one,

for, by altering the value of the resistances R it is possible
to obtain almost any degree of expansion. If two very
Fig. 3.-A bridge arrangement
gives better results,
low resistance potentiometers are available it ,would,be
a very good thing to gang them together and to calibrate
the control knob to decibels expansion. Readers who
shown. With this circuit it is
intend trying this, however, arc warned that the
possible to obtain almost any
maximum value of R should never exceed one -tenth .of
degree of expansion desired
by correct choice of bulbs
and by using resistances of the correct value, but it T when E equals the voltage and I the current ratings
should be noted that this bridge circuit can only be used of the bulbs, or else volume compression will result
when the amplifier or receiver to which it is connected instead of volume expansion !

has adequate output power. The circuit is
rather wasteful of power, since it contains two
bulbs and two resistances instead of one bulb

lb secondary of output transformer
To spe;ch coif

as before, and it is recommended, for best results,

of loudspeaker

that the receiver or amplifier to which it is
connected should have an undistorted output

of at least six watts. The amplifier
should preferably contain a push- To speech coil
pull output as suggested in Fig. of loudspeaker
3. Practically the circuit may be

EureA,7 wire

built up as a unit on a small
piece

of

wood

carrying four

soldering tags, as shown in Fig.
When completed this can
4.
then be mounted inside the
cabinet of the receiver close to
the loudspeaker. It will be

Eureka wire

necessary, of course, to disconnect the wires which normally

connect the secondary winding
of the output transformer to the
speech coil of the loudspeaker
and

to insert the contrast

expansion unit, as indicated

in Fig. 4. For a 5 ohm. speech

Fig. 4.-A

practical

method of assumhiu

of Fig. 3.

ro secondary of

output transformer

installation, where the controller has to monitor various
audio circuits. This need may not be necessary in other
installations, but it may be used to connect a gramophone
pick-up to the loudspeaker system ; in this case, the
contacts disconnecting the external loudspeakers should
be omitted.

Simple Contrast Expansion Systems
By

Some Form of Contrast Expansion
S.

is

difference in volume between the loudest (fortissimo) and the softest (pianissimo) passages is
about 70 decibels, and in order to obtain lifelike
reproduction of music it is necessary to preserve the full
value of this " dynamic range " as it is called.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to broadcast the full
dynamic range of the orchestra, or record it on discs,
because if the loudest passage is adjusted to load the
broadcasting or recording amplifier to a satisfactory

degree, the weak passages will be drowned by amplifier
hiss. etc. Alternatively, if the weak passages are given
a good signal-to-noise ratio, then the loud passages will
seriously overload the amplifier. Therefore, in order
to preserve good quality and a good signal-to-noise ratio,
broadcasting authorities and recording companies have
to resort to volume compression, and the dynamic range

of volume compression is not obvious to us when listening

Firstly, the

article
simple units for improving
the contrast in mains driven broadcast receiver: or amplifiers. They do not
apply, however, to battery driven apparatus owing
td the small output power
of such sets.

The first method is extremely simple indeed : it

if the bulb has too high a voltage rating,
then the full improvement in contrast will not be
obtained until the set's volume is much higher than
passages ;

Fig. 2. -Practical application of Fig. I.

Receivers and Radiograms on D.C. mains.

MORE POWER TRANSFORMERS.

SI51 -

A.C. Kit

'

Assembled.

No C.O.D"

for.Kits.

Delivery approximately One Month.
When assembled these Kits give exoellent reproduction on 'Medium and
Long Waves. Supplied complete with
chassis 131n. x 611n. x 211n., Valves,
(Regret, no cabinets.) 3 controls.
.A.C. 3-v. (+ RECTIFIER) KIT.
V.M.H.F. Pen.. Triode. L.F. Pen.,
Rectifier, M.C. Speaker. Price 10
Post IA_ plus 3/6 packing
ans.
(returnable).

MORSE

BATTERY 3-VKIT. V.M.H.F. Pen.,
Triode Detector and Output Tetrode,
P.M. Speaker. Price £7. Post 1/1,

PRACTICE
Metal U.S.A. Pattern Speed Key
G.P.O. Bar type on Wooden Base ...

plus 3/6 packing (returnable).
3 -GANG CONDENSERS, ceramic
insulation, .00025. Bid.
3 bands
SHORT-WAVE COILS.
covering 12-50 metres. Aerial, and
H.F. mounted on screened switch.
Wired up to terminal output connections. All numbered. llin. spindle.
Complete with circuit. 20/,
A. /t. H.F. TRANSFORMERS with
reaction colour coded. 10/6 a pair.
SCREENED DUAL RANGE COILS,
Long and Medium. Aerial and H.F.
Transformers with reaction. 211n.
dia. x 311n. Iron -cored -medium wave
only. With circuit. 1216 a pair.
465 KC& 1.P. TRANSFORMERS.
Air -cored, screened, with trimmers.
15/- a pair. Also small iron -cored,
unscreened. 15/-,_
UNIVERSAL MAINS TRANSFORMERS. A.C. input. 230 v. output,
300-0-300, 6.3 v., 4 amp., 5 v., 2 amp..
4 v. 2 amp.. 4 v.. 4 amp., 80 MA.
Screened primary colour coded. 32/6
each.
STANDARD REPLACEMENT
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input
200/250 A.C.. output 350-0-350. 80 MA.,
4 v.. 4 amp.. 4 v., 2 amp. Screened

416d.
816d.

G.P.O. Heavy Duty operating type,

polished.
brass, lacquered, very fine

£1/f?'6d.

balance

A.C./D.C. Motor Gen. Chargers.
Rotaries for Radio. E.D.C.

With filter and silence cabinet for A.C.

*
DIALS
Pane

41 -

516d.

*

primary, 313/- each.
STANDARD MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 2014/250 A.C.. output
350-0-350. 150 m.C;13.3 v.. 5 amp.. 5 v.,
2 .amp., 35/- each.
MAINS VOLT DROPPING RESISTORS. .2 amp. 1,000 ohms, 2 variable
sliders. 6/-; .3 amp. 750 ohms, 2 variable
sliders, 7/-.
REWIRE -WOUND
10 -WATT

of

:

low a volume rating is used, then it will bum out on loud

ball -

Crypto, etc. Various D.C. inputs
and 50 -cycle A.G. output for power jobs.

CERAMICS

the bulb holder to the external loudspeaker sockets as
shown in Fig. 2. Normally, a 2.5 volt bulb will be
suitable, but in order that the correct voltage may be
obtained for all types of sets, it may be said that the
bulb should light brilliantly on loud passages of music
and should not light at all on soft passages. Readers
should thus choose a bulb which will do this when fhe
receiver is giving normal volume. If a bulb with too

to 250 volts,
enclosed, drip7proof,
silent bearings; flange
200

and

10

Ne carry comprehensive stock,
ceramic material

the speech coil of the loudspeaker as shown in Fig. r. In
most commercial receivers this can be done by connecting

horse D.C. motors,

State wants.

CONDENSERS
Wavemaster Ceramic
Insulation
Tuning Condensers, .0001, .00016
\Vavemaster
Insulation
Ceramic
Reaction Condenser
...
Eddystone Cat. No. 1068 Ultra H.F.
Split Stator Condenser. Capacity
as Series'gap. Minimum 3 m.mfd.,
Maximum 20 m.mfd. Each section
-Minimum 5 m.mfd., Maximum

,in. type ...

simply consists of connecting an ordinary torch bulb across

modern quarter -

15 I5s.

SHORT WAVE

ohnson Handle Indicator, complete
handle and scale, suitable for instrument or transmitter use.
4in. type
...

H.I.-

and

Fine

bearing, 171b., as new, 301-, carr. 216 extra.
Charging Dynamos, 30 volts 15 amps.,

Telsen Slow Motion Dial,
Mounting, escutcheon type

Fig. 1. -The most simple form.

permit free.

Dynamos, 6 volts and 600 volts,

listened to reproduced

reduction. There are two reasons why this great amount purpose of this short
to describe two

essential

experimental work,

35Ibs. Compound or shunt. We fully
guarantee.
th h.p., $3 10s. e h.p., $4.
Larger powers in stock. Double Current

M.C. Speaker and wiring diagram.

music in which the full
dynamic range has been
included it is very difficult
indeed to go back to the
is reduced from its normal value of 70 decibels to condensed versions norsomething between 12 and 20 decibels, a very serious mally heard. It is the

For

or base fixing, double end shaft, ain, dia.,
1,450 revs. ; size, 71in. x 7in. ; weight,

Necessary

human car is a very accommodating organ and permits
us to imagine quite large changes in volume even when
they are not actually present. As an illustration of this
point, there is a well-known experiment in which people
are asked to seta volume control knob until the output
volume of a ldudspeaker is the same as a level they have
previously heard. They are frequently as much as- so
decibels out ! The second reason why- the reduced
dynathic range is not obvious -and the importance of
this point can hardly be over emphasised -is that we are
used to listening to music
H. r.÷
without it! Once one has

DYNAMOS -M OTORS-R OTARI ES.

(Formerly F. H. WILSON)

0. MAWS

THE range of sound volume of an orchestra, or the

to orchestral broadcasts or recordings.

IUSTERITY
RADIO LIMITED

switch is screened from its neighbour.
The whole unit is enclosed in a metal cabinet alin.

unit should be run together in one screen, and those from reflect a different capacity, with consequent mistuning.

215
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C8 and Cg should be treated similarly. All the screens

should be bonded to each other at a point as near as
- possible to the button unit, and the frame of the unit
should itself be earthed, as then each section 91 the

8iin. x 41in., and is attached to the wall (see Fig. 3),
power feeds and audio lines being led into it through
Miscellaneous Details
The metal chassis of the unit is at earth potential, conduit. In the original unit, service was required
while the negative side of the H.T. supply is at 85 v. continuously, and, therefore, no heater switch was
negative with respect to earth. The total H.T. voltage fitted. If only intermittent service is required, a heater
is (13o v. + 85 v.) = 215 v. The heaters of the valves switch could be ganged with the gain control on the
have a total series voltage drop of 87 v. As the 85 v. unit.
When the preset tuning condensers are being
supply is regulated to within ± 2 v., it may be placed
directly across the series connected heaters of the five adjusted, the operation must be carried out with the
valves without the need --for a barretter or dropping chassis in its final position inside the metal cabinet,
otherwise capacity due to the cabinet will throw the,
resistance.
With respect to the wiring, all leads to the button unit RF circuits out of tune.
A signal generator should not be used to adjust the
must be run in separate earthed screened sheathing, as
high level and low level audio- and radio -frequency aerial circuits ; they should be adjusted with' the actual
circuits are brought into close proximity at this point; and aerial to be used with the unit, as a certain amount of
osculation is liable to take place if these precautions are capacity is reflected from the aerial into the tuned
not taken. The two leads from C3 and C4 to the button circuit and any other than the final conditions would

To Obtain High Fidelity Reproduction
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Formers from lin. long by lin. diameter in
varied sizes and types up to 12in. by 3in.
diameter.
Stand-off Insulators from 7in. height up to
Sin. height.
Aerial Feeder Spreaders, 4in. and 6in.
Lead Through Insulators, from 1.1,in. to 3in.
Aerial Insulators, 3in. and 6in.

1,000. 500 and 150
PADDERS. Twin ceramic .0005 mfd.
and .001 mfd. (max.). 2/6 each.
VOLUME CONTROLS, 1, 5, 1 and 2
meg.. with switch. 6/6 each. 5,000.
10,11811, 25.000 and 50.000 ohms, less
switch, 4/- each.
CHASSIS.% Cndrilled steel, painted,
new, 101 x 8 x 2tin., 7/6; 8 a 6 x 21in.,
4/6 each.
7rPlease add postage for enquiries
and ,orders, C.O.D. orders
accepted.

SISTORS, 2000,,

ohm., 218 each.

*

WEBS'S RA D I 0,14, Soho St., Oxfcr.1 St.,
London, W.1.

Telephone : Gerrard 2089
Open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sots., 10 a.m.
to 12 noon

307,
I

HIGH HOLBORN,

I.C1.00r4 WC I

Phone NOLhoen 463/

150 watt Foster, 400 cycles, 230 volts to
15 volts C.T.
10 amps., 43. 250 watt
Foster, 50 cycles, 110 volts to 10,000 volts
25 mla., 44. 500 watt Foster, 440 volts
50 cycles to 110 volts 5 amps., 44 15s.
I kW. Powquip, 250 volts 50 cycles to 50

volts 20 amps., U. 13 kW. Zenith,

100

volts 50 Cycles to 6,000 volts 25 mfa.,
2 kW. Foster, 2001230 volts 50 cycles to
4,000 volts, £9 10s. 3 kW. Metvik, 400

volts 50 cycles to 600 volts, oil, £9 10s.
3 kW. Foster, 250 volts 50 cycles to 50
volts 60 amps., £9 15s. (4). 3 kW. Foster,

400 volts 50 cycles to
amps., 412.

ALL O.K.

60

volts

to

72

TRANSFORMERS. M you can cut your

'own stampings out of 6in. Stalloy sheet, we
can supply in 38in. lengths
each.
METERS. We have some full-size switchboard meters, 41n. and 61n. dials, etc.
A.C. and D.C. At low prices to callers.

INDICATORS. Water level for tanks.

with ball -float geared to watch -dial panel
gauge. Range 91n. rise or fall, 716. Battery
Charge indicators, " Mentor " thermal
type, red light, 2iin. flush panel case,
6 or 12 volts, 51-.

CRYSTAL EMERGENCY SETS. Gambrel! wavemeter type, multi A.T.I.

selector switch, tuning condensers and perm. crystal ; in closed portable case, SW-.

Mark Ill ex W.D., a two -circuit receiver,

tapped

aerial

inductance, stud

switch,

varlometer coupling, vari air condenser,
perikon and catswhisker detectors ; case

II x 10 x 8 with space for headphones,

Govt. -made for

valves,

851,

Victory

Pocket type, enclosed crystal receiver, all
bakelite box, with one earphone, 351-.

WALL NUT. A superior set for table

or wall.

New model in polished hardwood

case, 42/ -

CAMBRIDGE TOWNSEND BUZZERS
are difficult to get. The highest note
and smallest Buzzer
made,

used

by

Government on

wave -meters, ample
platinum
contacts.
1W-.

zers :

Other Buz-

Practice,

bakelite-cased, 316. Square metal -cased buzzer, 716.

For other Bargains see our advertisement in
previous issues. Please add postage on Mail
Orders, and send stamped envelope for
replies

to

enquiries.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
T14, Queenstown Road, Battersea,
London, S.W.8.

--Telephone: Macaulay

2168.
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.

B.B.C. Transmissions

I be permitted to reply to the letter from
Mr. D. J. Burton in your March issue ?
The fact that " mush areas " exist in these very small
islands is tantamount to an admission of failure on the
part of the B.B.C., and this, as is usual these days, is
blamed on the war.
The B.B.C. has received from time to time enormous
." boosts " in the press, including their own periodicals,
and their multitudinous activities have been publicised
SIR,-May

stressing the number of transmissions put out in various
languages to almost unknown destinations, while right

on their own doorstep there are numbers of paying
listeners who are not able to receive the transmission at
all after dark, and sometimes in daylight, too.

It is a good thing for the country that essential public
services are still delivering the goods as required, both

ponents shown in the accompanying diagram form part
of the original circuit. Pot. r is the original volume
control and Pot. 2 the new A.V.C. control. The circuit

is arranged so that the Westector has a bias of r volt
(on a 1.4 -volt valve circuit) while the reflex valve has
zero bias with the A.V.C. control at zero. As A.V.C.
is brought into action a positive bias is applied to the
reflex valve, but this is cancelled out by the A.V.C.

voltage as soon as a carrier is tuned in. The L.F. load
for the Westector is the secondary of the L.F. transformer plus some resistance in series at all positions
of the A.V.C. control except the full -on position. The
A.V.C. load is the roo,000 ohms resistance with Pot. 2
in parallel*.

Anyone who is fortunate enough to own a meter with
21°/.F.T.

in quantity and quality.
Regarding Mr. Burton's last paragraph, we here,

with cinemas six miles away, and bus queues to contend
with, are only too pleased to hear a good concert delivered

007 Ai/#(1

Pick-up

:

100,000 no,

or
1:3

SIR, -1 give below a report of the first meeting of the
above society to be held in Reading for many years.
250,000/1
The Radio Society of Great Britain, Reading Branch,
Pot./
District 7, held their inaugural meeting on Saturday,
/00,000n.
January 22nd, 2944, at The Comrades Club, Reading.
The meeting was convened by the town iviesentative,
0 0 0 4,110
and was presided over by the District No. 7 representative, W. E. Russell (G5WP). Amongst those present
Insert
were 2BTY, G2Yr, 2DIO, 3BN and Dr. Moss.
Tuning
Apologies were received from many members who
Indicarcz,
were unable to attend owing to Service demands.
250,000.a
The gathering was not limited to members only, and
Por,2
a well -represented company of radio enthusiasts ranged
from the amateur to the research expert.
Improving the A.V.C. circuit of a three-oelser (see D. B. Heirs
Subjects discussed included Valve Voltmeters,
letter).
Cathode-ray Tubes, Absorption Meters and Short
Wave Radio Communication.
a maximum reading of zoo microamps can insert it
It was decided to hold monthly meetings, and all at the point marked X. This should make a very neat
interested are invited to get in touch with the tuning indicator Diving a direct reading of the total
Reading.- D.C. voltage available for A.V.C--full scale being
undersigned at 9, Holybrook Road,
R. G. NASH (Reading).
ro volts.-D. B. Hatt (Mkushi, N. Rhodesia).
CoMmunications-type Three-valver
Radio Engineering : U.S. Expeditionary

I

Three-valver," I have been making some further experi-

ments on the A.V.C. circuit which have resulted in
improved performance.
With the original circuit it was often necessary to
juggle with the reaction, volume and series aerial controls
in order to obtain a perfectly controlled signal, as pointed

out towards the end of the article. As two of these
three controls affect the tuning, this was a disadvantage.
The revised A.V.C. circuit contains a variable control
instead of an on -off switch and enables the desired
A.V.C. effect for every type of fading to be obtained
much more quickly and conveniently. Incidentally, the
circuit enables a pick-up to be left permanently in circuit
without a switch.

The extra components required are one Z.F. transformer-the small parallel feed type is very suitableone 230,000 ohm pot., one x mid, condenser, and one
half -watt roo,000 ohm resistance. Ail. the Mites tom.

i

1

Microphone Amplifier

1

_

0531630

I

When the third button is operated, the moving -coil
of the unit loudspeaker is connected to the primary of
a x : 6o turns ratio transformer in the grid circuit of the
triode (HLx32o) pre -amplifier, and the gain of this
stage is preset by the potentiometer R14. As the stage

073 1830
1

2 1220

32142

*521620

72162

0/ I2/

03/ 14/0

05/ 16/0

7/ I6/

gives considerably more gain than can be usefully
employed, the cathode by-pass condenser has been
omitted both in the interests of economy and quality

Audocasr
Fig. 2.-The connections on the push-button switch unit.
numbers correspond with those shown en Fig. 1.

Decoupling is incorporated in this
stage also, at Rx6 and Cr8, and coupling to V4 is via
of reproduction.

The

condenser C x 2.

The modulation voltages appearing across R3 are Switching Arrangements
coupled to the following stage by Cr3. Radio, freThe push-button unit is of the usual type, each

quencies are by-passed across It3 by Cm.
button consisting of four separate single pole change -over
As the design was only concerned with reception of contacts, and the operatioet of one button releases the
local stations, and a stage of RF amplification was in previously operated button. The connection plate of
use, a comparatively high value of R3 was chosen the button unit may be represented as in Fig. 2. As
(75,000 ohms), with an RF by-pass condenser of .0003 there were spare contacts on the " B.B.C. "buttons, two
mid. The highest value of this shunt reactance occurs change -over contacts were joined in parallel on each
at the lowest frequency encountered (corresponding to button, as shown in Fig. 2, to make a more reliable
the Home Service wavelength of 449.5 metres). This contactan essential consideration at radio frequencies.

Reflex Va/ve

is,

Since forwarding to you my article entitled
SIR" A Battery -operated ' Communications Type.'

handles high volume levels adequately, while also showing
fine performance as a microphone.

1

Grid of

at first-class quality and power from the Continent in
preference to a distorted jumble of hideous noises from
the B.B.C.-C. FIELD (St. Asaph).

Radio Society of Great Britain

was no noticeable change in the volume level at the
unit. The latter is a midget Sin. diameter unit,'Und

1

I
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stage, the loudspeakers were connected in parallel, and
when the external loudspeakers were disconnected, there

036-1460

05 I25

'

voltage feedback reduces the load impedance of the

56166 76166
35145 055 I 650 75165
I
054164 74164
34144

06 126
1

All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
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.Forces Station

these times we hear quite a deal about radio
SIR,-In
engineering, but is it not time we stopped fooling
ourselves ? What, after all, is radio engineering ?
The main principles of radio engineering are surely
those of physics. For those who would say " And what
about electricity ? " I reply, " And is not electricity
physical ? " So shall we reduce radio engineering (such
a nice high sounding term !) to applied physics. The
sceptical remark that physics, whether applied or not,
covers a multitude of sins invites the apt reply, " But
radio engineering does not cover them even ! '
Some will probably contend that, after all, what was
Marconi if not a radio engineer. I prefer not to argue
about Marconi; much has already been written on the
merits of his claims to fame, and I will cite Hertz and
Clerk -Maxwell, Fleming and de Forest. So these are to
be known as radio engineers ! But what are they ?
They are forerunners, pioneers, leading lights, "stars,"

COMPONENT VALUES

ie

Cl

C2
C3
C4
C5

C6
RI
R2
R3
R4
R5

.,«.

.01 mfd.
.01 mfd.
500 mmfd.
350 mmfd
.01 mfd.
.01 mfd.
200 ohms.
10,000 ohms.
75,000 ohms.

C7

Cs
C9
CIO
C11

R6
R8

100 mmfd. (mica)
500 mmfd.
350 mmfd.
300 mtnfd.
.25 mfd.
10,000 ohms.
50,000 ohms.

11.

.01 mfd.
.01 mfd.
2 mfd.
.01 mfd.

R11

.25 megolun
600 ohms.
50,000 ohms.
.24 megohm

R12
R13
R14

10,000 ohms.

.25 megohm (Pot.)
R9
600 ohms.
10,000 ohms.
R10
10,000 ohms.
RFC Normal broadcast RF choke.
T1 1.3 Ferranti.
T2 1-60 is

C12
C13
C14
CIS
C16

C19
C20
C21
R15

50 mfd. 25v.
2 mfd.
2 mfd.
4 mfd.
4 mfd.
Equivalent external

R16
R17

10,000 ohms.
230 ohms.

C17
C18

1 m&I.

(preset)

l

LS. load.

I

i

t

LI, L3, 50 niH.
L2, IA, 200 mH.
Mau.
T3, T4, :To suit loudspeaker loads.

OS

value I'S approximately 835 ohms. It will thus be seen

The numbering against the change -over switches in

that Cro 'has a very small reactance compared with Fig. r corresponds to the numbering in Fig. a, therefore
R3. If Cro is made much less than the given value, its by comparing the two diagrams, the circuit connections
by-passing effect to RF will not be sufficient, and if when any given button is operated may be seen. All
-larger, it will attenuate the higher modulation contacts in Fig. 2 are shown in the non -operated
frequencies.
condition with the exception of those associated with
As the anode of the valve merely acts as a collector for the " B.B.C. Home Service " button, which is operated.
the electrons, it is kept at earth potential with respect
Button 4, as mentioned before, brings the input of
to RF and AF by the large condenser CH.
1st Audio Stage
Audio signals are coupled to the

the audio amplifier out to a series of jacks in the original

input transformer Tr by Cr3, and
across the secondary is the gain

control potentiometer R4. The stage
is a conventional audio -voltage am-

plifier, with anode decoupling R8
and C14, sad a grid stopper R5.
There is no cathode resistor by-

pass condenser, as the out -of -phase
feedback voltage is introduced to the so;
stage at this point.

Power Amplitlir
Coupling to the power amplifier is
via C,5, grid stopper Rio, and grid
leak Rim. Negative voltage feedback is used on the two audio stages,
via the feedback path Cr6, R6, and
129. V5 is a Mazda Pen 352o, but a
beampower valve could be used
with advantage. As the use of

;-.1

Forces Addle Start
.111)

-el

4;

/64)
Fig. 3.-The dimensions and panel layout of the cabinet used by the Writer.
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A Push-button Broadcast Unit
Technical Details of an Interesting Installation Possessing Novel Features.

loudspeakers placed to give even sound distribution.
Although the unit was designed to meet these circum- RF Amplifier
stances in particular, the information given below may
The low -impedance coaxial line from the aerial is

be of some assistance to those designing a similar system terminated on a tip and sleeve plug, the outer conductor
for use under different conditions.
to sleeve, and the inner to tip. As the negative line of
The functions of the four push -buttons are as the set is at 85 v. negative to earth, a blocking condenser
follow :
Cs is inserted between the sleeve of the jack and 85 v.
Button r: B.B.C. Home Service on unit and room negative to prevent D.C. voltages being carried to the
aerial system.
loudspeakers ; gain controlled at unit.
Button 2 : B.B.C. Forces Service on unit and room
C3 and C4 are the preset tuning condensers for the
loudspeakers ; gain controlled at unit.
Home arid Forces frequencies respectively, and may be
Button 3 : Unit loudspeaker functions as moying- connested by pressing the appropriate button. VI is
coil microphone ; controller can broadcast over a Milliard VP13C, connected conventionally, with a
room loudspeakers with preset gain ; unit gain radio -frequency choke in the anode circuit, and a
control ineffective.
coupling condenser C7 to the infinite impedance detector,

purpose to be described later. Room loudspeakers Infinite Impedance Detector
V2 is a Mazda HL132o, with the same input circuit
cut off, unit loudspeakers effective.
The most convenient power supplies available were as Vr. Although giving no gain, an infinite impedance

7,-,

pentode amplifier.

The latter Is, of course, transformer accept without distortion.

I

0

6

5+25.
6425

433..43

Co

435.46

*

Cs

C4

C2/

o
0
0

gt

,

(Weston -super -Mare).

Midget One-valver
SIR, -We recently constructed the " Midget One
Valve " set described in the October issue of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and excellent results have been
achieved. Using a 6ft. indoor aerial, the Home, Forces

and Overseas programmes were received, exceptional
reception being obtained on Home and Overseas.

The valve used was Cossor 220 0.T., the original being

B.O.T. Licences

unobtainable in these parts.
It was found that an earth improved the performance
considerably, and that a counterpoise earth also gave
improved .results. --H. GARDNER and D. H. BIRD

meeting in central London at an early date. -J. LEVITT,
195, High Street, Sutton, Surrey,

It is a splendid stand-by if one has large H.T. batteries
run down, and which are not always obtainable in these
country districts. -A. W. JAMES (1A'okingliam).
SIR, -I recently constructed the o -v -r RX described
by F. G: Rayer several months ago, but with two
alterations. I am using four -pin coils, and have connected
the grid leak to the sliding contact of a potentiometer

SIR, -The letters published from time to time show
the urgent need for an organisation of radio
technicians to fight for just treatment 'and to marshal
(Orkney Islands).
their case for representation.
Licences for trading after the war will become
SIR, -I was interested in F. G. Rayer's letter in'the
extremely difficult to obtain, and if we have no organisa- fa December issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, re the
tion /o see our case through it is certain that we shall be Midget One-valver of the October issue. I made it
whilst other sections
under the
from old parts, and added above the plug in valve
of the tradetraders who have many branches with a up
base a .0003 max. -A::10025 min. pre-set condenser and
few skilled technicians, will be in an advantageous found with I2; volts H.T. and an attic aerial of 4oft.
position.
brings in at very good strength the Home,
Several of my friends and fellow radio engineers feel that the setand
Forces programmes, and is very selective.
this way, and are forming a committee to do something European
On nine volts the Home Service is very good and works
about it. If any person who' is interested will please well with a in -eat deal louder signal with an earth wire
contact me, this proposed committee will formulate attached to bL.T. minus. On nine volts it does not
procedure and get- the project under way.
very well, but on 18 volts it gives good signals
We are marshalling support and envisage holding a oscillate
on two sets of 2,000D 'phones.
S.W. Broadcasts

35.45
5

encountered.
Mix a small quantity of plaster of paris with Certofix

la about the Free Jugoslav station may be interested
to know its exact location. It is in Tiflis, Geofgia,
South Russia, as may be suspected by the type of news
it broadcasts. Here are some items about other short- across the LT: I can make reaction as smooth as I
wave stations. Leopoldville gives programmes in English desire by moving the sliding atm round to L.T. negative.

C7

C3

the tube has bedded down well. -R. ERIC OWEN

SIR, -Those who have written to PRACTICAL WIRELESS

R.FC.g

2
32+42
3.23

I have not heard it regularly but it is worth

down.

listening for (there is trouble with " sideband splash "
at times).
On medium waves between Cologne and the B.B.C.
transmitter (North Regiohal) now radiating the Home
Service programme : the " American Expeditionary
Forces Station in the Mediterranean Theatre of Operations " closes down at 10.3o p.m. -strength and quality
of reception depends on local and weather conditions." Osc ' (Abbey Wood).

V2.

r3o V. positive and 85 v. negative D.C. with respect .detector is preferable to a diode in that it can handle
to earth (voltage regulated) and the unit was high values of modulation without distortion, and does
consequently designed around these unusual supplies. not shunt the preceding tuned circuit. The value of
Normal A.C. mains, however, could be used with equal the load resistor R3 determines the operation of the
convenience, and still retain the same design principles stage. If a high value is used, the anode current causes
a large voltage drop across it, thus biasing the valve
of the original unit.
almost to cut-off. A high signal level is therefore
required to' operate the valve as a rectifier. If a low
Circuit
An external aerial is used, transformer coupled to a value of R3 is used, then less of the anode voltage appears
75 -Ohm coaxial feeder to the unit, where it is transformer across it, and thus less bias is applied to the grid of the
coupled to the tuned grid circuit of the pentode RF valve. Hence a signal of smaller amplitude than before
amplifier. The latter is choke -capacity coupled to the will be able to overcome the bias and cause rectification
tuned -grid circuit of an infinite impedance detector. to take place. The lower the
The audio output from the cathode load of this stage value of R3, however, the
is transformer coupled to a triode voltage amplifier, lower is.the level of modulawhich, in turn, is resistance -capacity coupled to a power tion which the stage can
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" recipe," which I have found to be most effective in
joining metal; etc., to glass. It was given to me by a
local radio service man, and 5e showed me numerous
repairs to loose valve bases such as your querist has

glue, to a thick workable paste. I.ift the glass bulb a
little, and place cement all round the base and press
glass well on to cement. This sets hard in a day and no
further trouble will be encountered. The surplus
cement which oozes out as bulb is pressed in should be
Perhaps meal -time is, after all, only the test of successful trimmed off before it has set. Otherwise it will have to
" dietetic engineering." May the very terms they be chipped off ! The quantity of plaster of paris for this.
job will only need about two or three teaspoonfuls, and
invent swallow them up !
the " dental " plaster, obtainable at any chemist, is the
And now for sonic information :
On' 214 metres -the " American Expeditionary best.
The cement is only placed around the edge of base and,
Forces Station in the European Theatre of Operations "
-audible in the West Country at quite good programme of course, should not fill the whole cavity. The valve
can
be put into use immediately, care being taken that
strength in the evening until 10.3o p.m. when it closes

By R. G. KITCHENN
THIS four -purpose unit has proved of great value at coupled to the loudspeakers. When the third button is
a communications establishment employing about operated, and the unit loudspeaker is used as a
5o persons in a large sectioned room. A controlling microphone, another triode valve is used, with a preset
officer is at one end of the room which is " covered " by gain control, as a microphone pre -amplifier (Fig. 1).

Button 4: Audio amplifier input cut away from
detector, and brought out to jacks for a special

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

if you like, in the sphere of radio. But who would call
them radio engineers ? Yet few there are who can or
could outshine them in this sphere.
Let us cast aside all pretence ; these brilliant figures
were physicists -the physicists of their time. Those
who have followed after have applied their work, and
are merely developing physical principles.
Applied physics, then, or if we must differentiate applied radio physics.
I believe many would like to append the word
" engineering " to every particular sphere of application.

85v:

Allied Force H.Q. in North Africa usually transmits

es to Press Agencies in New York and London

United

Nations Radio operates on 31.45 metres during the and occasionally material for B.B.C. recordings, on
afternoon. The. " Voice of America " gives the news Sundays at about 13.00 on 18.6 in. approximate. It
at 16.00 hrs. in basic English, consisting of not more usually announces that it will be on the air later in the
than 85o words. Rio de Janeiro operates on 30.86 metres afternoon.
On
rath A.F.H.Q. was in contact with the
in the evenings but I do not know the call sign. All
B.B.C. and also GBB2 ; I heard the replies from them
times B.S.T.-S. Huosori (Cambridge).

0

To next jack
All connecting leads to
the push-buttun switches must be screened by metallised sleeving. For the switch
settings shown, 75 should be in contact with 74.

have opened two new transmitters, WOOC on 19.75
metres and 31.09, and WOOW on 25.27 metres.

L

Fig. I. -The theoretical arrangement of the installation.

This RX works very well indeed and gives good
at 12.00 and 14.00 hrs. on 19.33 metres and at 16.3o hrs.
on 30.66 metres. The A.B.C. have opened two new loudspeaker strehgth on many signals ; the valves are
PM2HL
det. and PM22A output.
transmitters for their Asia service, VLG Melbourne
31.32 metres, and VLI4 Sydney 41.45 -metres. They.,,, On Saturday, November 27th, at r3.r5 B.S.T.;
give an English programme from 15.15 to 15.45. VLG is heard VWY2, Poona, closing down and asking for
the better signal. The World Wide Broadcasting reports of reception. The transmission was on 16.7 m.
Foundation, Boston, have opened a new transmitter, approximate. I can only give the wavelength approxiWRUA on .25.45 metres, 11.79 me/s. till 18.30 and on mately as I have not yet been able to calibrate my set
the 26 -metre band, 11.145 mc/s,, from 18.45. The CBS

['Sleeve

1:1

verLyeo

Cementing Valve Bases

With reference to your reply in the February

issue of PRACTICAL. WIRELESS to C. P.

York)

regarding " Repairing a Valve," I submit the following

Leopoldville, 16.88 m., gives a programme in English
from 12.00 to 12.30 B.S.T; Boston now uses call -signs

WRUL, WRUW, WRUS (or X ?) and WRUA.-P. GOLLEDOE (Rayleigh).
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Replies to Queries
Mains Smoothing

"I have modified my set which is an A.C. model. There is a

rather small choke in the H.T. lead which was previously suitable,

RULES

The rectifier will supply the extra, but the problem will be smooth-

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the tact that the Queries
Service ie intended only for the solution of problems or difficulties

but I have modified the output stage with much greater current.

I do not want to alter the dropping resistances in previous
stages and wonder what is the best plan for me in this case."ing.

V. S. (Bristol).
THE best plan would no doubt be to obtain a new choke and

use this for smoothing only the output stage.

In this

way you would not need a very substantial component (compared
with substituting your present choke for all stages) and, furthermore, additional smoothing will be provided for the stage owing
to the smaller current which will flow through it. Thus there
will be two chokes in your circuit, the smaller feeding the early
stages, and the other taking only the output stage. A 4 mfd.
condenser should, of course, be joined across the receiver side of
the choke in the usual manner.

Condenser Damage

" I have just built a short -Wave one -valuer, but find that as the
condenser is turned there are loud bangs and clicks, and on looking
I see that the vanes are all touching. Should this be so, or have
been sold a dud condenser ? 1 might mention that this is my first
constructional attempt."-W. B. (Bognor).

YOU have probably fallen into a common trap which meet
the beginner. The hole you drilled in the panel for the
condenser was probably slightly on the small side, and instead
of enlarging the hole you probably forced the condenser through
and the pressure on the end plate has forced the supporting
strips outwards and thus distorted the entire condenser framework. Always make certain that fixing holes provide sufficient
clearance to enable componentS to be mounted without forcing

S.W. H.F. Choke

" Could you give me an idea what inductance I should need for
a short-wave choke to use in a set designed to cover front about
5 to 70 or 80 metres ? I thought a former about lin. in diameter
would be suitable as I have a paxolin former of that size available."

-P. G. (Raynes Park).
AN inductance of 170 to 180 pH would be satisfactory, and
100 turns of 26 or 28 enamelled wire close wound would
give you a suitable inductance value. If you require a rather
high degree of efficiency we would suggest that you split the
winding into, say, five sections, each separated by about tin.

Speaker Position
" I am rather disappointed by the results given by my new

speaker. This has been stated to be a very good model and I
know my Set is good as it is designed for quality. The reproduction
is not, however, satisfactory for the price I have paid, and I wonder

it you can give me any advice in the way of improving it."-R. H.
(Blackpool).

WBUST your set may be quite good from the theoretical

point of view and the speaker may also be good theoretic.
ally, there may be several points resulting in the inferior results.
Firstly, there may be need for some form of tone correction to
cut out resonances. Secondly, you may not be correctly matching

arising from the construction of receivers described in our pages, from
articlee appearing in our pages, or on general wireless matters. We

regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons :-

(I) Supply circuit diagrams of complete multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of receivers described in
our contemporaries.
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(5) Grant interviews to querista
A stamped, addressed envelope must be enclosed for the reply. All
.ketches and drawings which are sent to us should bear the name and
address of the eender.
Bequests for Blueprints roust not be enclosed with queries, as they
are dealt with by a separate department.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, George
Amass, Ltd., Tower Noose. Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.E.
The coupon on page iii of cover must be enclosed with every query.

Aerial Coupling Coil
"I have been making one or two coils lately and am rather
Although
I have used the same number of turns I have found that signal
puzzled by the effects of the primary or aerial winding.

strength is varied by the spacing of the winding and I should like
to know whether this is usual, or whether I have done anything
wrong in the winding. (A sketch of the coil was attached.)"C. P. (Harrow).

THE number of turns on a primary winding is not the sole
factor in an H.F. transformer. Fur highest efficiency the
primary should be coupled inductively to the secondary and any
capacity coupling which exists will affect efficiency. Unfortunately it is not possible entirely to avoid capacity coupling,
but you will find if you use a very fine wire primary, wound in
such a way that turns of wire make a slight angle with the
secondary turns, and with a fair spacing, between the two
windings, selectivity would be much higher than if you use a
thick wire primary wound exactly parallel to the secondary.
A good plan for experimental purposes is to make a former for
the secondary sufficiently large to permit another former to be
inserted inside it, and to provide two -pin and socket connections
inside the coil. You could then wind different types of primary
and insert them in the secondary in order to see the effects of
the different windings.

REPLIES IN BRIEF
The following replies to queries are given in abbreviated Dorm
either because of non-compliance with our rules, or because the
paint raised is not of general interest.
R. A. N. (Belfast). No, it will not be possible to use the

plug is put back reception is weak and poor. I have tried a new
battery, replacement of the valve and secondary winding for break,

output transformer for the Input component. Some of our
advertisers might be able to assist you.
R. H. R. (N.12). There are several American radio publications,
but during existing conditions the supply in this country is
naturally restricted.
P. McM. (Mons). We do not think -that the set would work
as a portable in the sense of having its own self-contained aerial,
therefore we advise you to use, say, a 20 or 30ft. length of thin
insulated wire as a throw -out type of aerial.
P. R. B. (N.W.11). The trouble is evidently due to L.P.
instability. We advise decoupling of the preceding anode
circuit or a small by-pass condenser between output anode and
common negative line. Check bias circuit of the 25A611 if
that is perfect, the effect mentioned may, if only slight, be due
'
to the characteristics of the valve.
T. P. D. (Blackburn). We are unable to assist as the Issue you
require is out of print. The speaker could be rewound if you
care to get in touch with one of the firms who specialise in such
work. It Is not an expensive matter.

(Salim).

are usually of the induction type.

the speaker to the set. Thirdly, the results may be seriously
affected by the acoustics of the room. If you placed the set

and speaker in a modem recording studio, for instance, it would
perhaps sound excellent, but the furnishings of your room may

be having a marked effect on the high notes, or lack of
furnishings, bare floors, etc.. may be hardening the tone.

Therefore, you should attend to these points before making
any attempt to modify either set or speaker.
Bias Problem
" I have a standard transformer -coupled output stage and am
in a difficulty regarding bias. When the plug is removed from the

battery the performance is all that is desired, but as soon as the

but I cannot find any such fault as exhausted bias battery, weak
valve or short. I should be glad if you could help me.", --B. B.

D. N. A. (Hammersmith). The subject is far too comprehensive
to be dealt with as a query. To secure constant speed, the motors

THE fact that the insertion of the plug ahects results proves
W. R. W. (Steyning). We cannot undertake to supply diagrams
that the grid circuit (transformer flex lead and plug) is to suit individual requirements'. Equipment for Home Recording
complete, and therefore the trouble is most likely due to the fact purposes is in very short supply, and a permit is necessary
that the minimum bias you can apply is too much for the valve. before purchases can be made.
This could be due to a low H.T. voltage, or the use. of the wrong
E. S. (Dagenham). You need not be concerned with the H.T.
type of valve. In some cases it has been found, however, that consumption in the case in question, it being sufficient to
G.B. batteries are marked with wrong polarity and we therefore calculate the voltage drop produced by a given resistoe when
suggest that yrt try reversing the particular batteries you are carrying the filament current of the receiver. Divide the voltage
using. A negative potential must be applied .to the grid.
to be dropped by the filament current.
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orchestra. The concert opens with Wagner's Tannhauscr
North African Radio
Overture and Venusberg music, and closes with Liszt's
THE newly organised broadcasting branch of Army Mephisto Waltz.
Welfare is reported to be transmitting regular
The final symphony concert on March 22nd will be

programmes to the troops in North Africa, and will
shortly be functioning also in Italy. It is known as
studio 3A, after the B.B.C. studio of that name. Much
of the earlier equipment had been captured from the
Germans and Italians in Tunis. Gear from Britain is

notable for another broadcast of Vaughan Williams's
lovely and moving Symphony in D, his Fifth ; this
was first performed at the Promenade Concerts in 1943
under the composer's direction. It at once made a
profound impression and one critic wrote : " I doubt if
arriving, and proper studios, now established in a villa anything more beautiful than the slow movement has
near the Directorate's headquarters, will soon be in been written in this century. . . ." A Mozart piano
service.
concerto will be played by Myra Hess, and the concert
-and the series-ends with Berlioz's Scherzo " Queen
Cambridge Wireless Group
and Romeo's Reverie and Capulet's Feast front
THE Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers Mab,"
have sanctioned 'the formation of a wireless group "Romeo and Juliet."
for Cambridge and district and have approved a proThe General Forces Programme
visional committee, consisting of the following :
THE General Overseas Service, which started on
chairman, C. R. Stonor, B.Sc.(Eng.) ; vice-chairman,
February 27th, has been organised and designed
B. J. Edwards ; members of committee, R. H. Angus, for the British men and women serving abroad, and will
M.A., R. S. Francis, J. G. Hammond, M.Sc.(Eng). be broadcast in future as the second programme throughI. F. MacDiarmid, J. T. Randall, D.Sc., E. V. Root, out the United Kingdom.
It is known as " The
R. W. Wilson, B.Sc.(Eng.) ; honorary secretary, D. I. General Forces Programme."
Lawson, M.Sc.

An inaugural meeting was held
in the engineering laboratories of
the university on Thursday, February 17th, at 8 p.m., when Mr.
T. E. Goldup repeated his chair-

man's inaugural address on the
subject of " The General Aspects
of Radio Engineering Progress."
B.B.C.'s Transmitter Pocirer

TWENTY-ONE years ago -the

B.B.C. had three transmitters

having a total power of 3 kW.
To -day the B.B.C. operate over
zoo transmitters with a total

power of about 5,000 kW..
B.I.R.E. Meeting

AT a special meeting of the
British Institution of Radio
Engineers, held at ix, Belgrave
Street, London, S.W.r, on February r6th, a discussion took place
on television standards.
The

meeting was opened by contributions by two members, L.
H. Bedford, 'O.B.E., M.A B.Sc.,
and W. A. Beatty.

Queued for His Own
Concert

On the 8th Army Front, these British gunners receive messages in the wireless
PENN() MOISEIWITSCH is
communication flack, which is also used as a forward O.P. with ground fire.
L. spending his time travelling
about Britain playing great music for eager wartime
Many of the programmes, regularly broadcast in the
audiences.
General Overseas Service, which, are to be shared by

A B.B.C. friend of his' told us how the famous pianist listeners at home with forces overseas, will be new to
arrived the other day in a provincial town about an hour listeners in Britain.
before the time for his concert-at a cinema. No one
South American Listeners' Thanks
met him. He walked to the cinema. It was locked,
back and front. Presently a queue began to form up.
FROM Pernambuco comes a letter telling of some
Moiseiwitsch joined it. Eventually the doors were
listeners overseas who, feeling that they have
opened, and those in the queue passed up to the box-office reason to be grateful to the B.B.C., have shown their

window. When Moiseiwitsch got there he explained
that he was the pianist. The clerk replied that they

gratitude in an extremely practical way. The hon.
secretary and

of the Pernambuco Fund in
had " heard that one before " and demanded the aid of the Britishtreasurer
Red Cross writes :
admission money.

" You will remember previous payments to the
But Moiseiwitsch was spotted by a music -lover, British Red Cross from this Committee representing
contributions from short-wave listeners here as an

introduced to the manager, and all was well.

Symphony Concerts
QHOSTAKOVICH, of " Leningrad Symphony " fame,
figures in Sir Henry Wood's concert on March 8th,
when his First Symphony (his best, according to many
critics) will be broadcast. Eileen Joyce is the soloist

expression of appreciation and thanks for the B.B.C.'s
overseas services.

" This year our ' Radio Owners' Donations ' amount
to approximately £40 I5s. at the present rate for
remittance. This sum has been transferred to Rio and
will in due course-probably soon-be remitted thence

in D'Indy's Symphonic Montagnard for piano and to the British Red Cross and St. John War Organisation.".
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RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
invites all keen experimenters to apply
for membership. ' Current issue " R.S.G.B.
I,ONDON RD., WROTHAM, KENT.
Bulletin " and details. 1/- below :
AMATEUR RADIO HANDBOOK (300
Pages), paper cover, 4/- ; cloth, 6/8. Radio
TERMS CASH with ORDER.
Handbook Supplement (140 pages), paper
No C.O.D.
cover, 2/9 ; cloth, 51-.-R.S.G.B.. 28-30,
Russell Street, London, W.C.1.
6eoret no Orders can be accepted Prom Eire Little
WEBB'S Radio Map of the World. Locates
or Northern Ireland.
any station heard. Size 40intSty 30in., 418.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS, post 6d. On linen, 10/6, post 8d.-Webb's
well-known makers, first-class condition, Radio. 14, Soho Street. London. W.1.
electrically guaranteed. for A.C. mains GERrard 2089.
200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 nhase 5 amp. load.
10/- each : 10 amp, load. 12/6, carriage 1/-. MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT
1 WATT WIRE END Resistances, new MORSE Practice Equipment for class -room
and unused, assorted sizes (our assort, Or individual tuition. Keys, audio oscillawent). 5/8 per doz., post free.
tors for both battery or main operation.SOLED BRASS LAMPS (wing typo). one - Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street, London. W.I.
hole mounting, fitted double contact. Phone : Gerrard 2089.
small B.C. holder and 12 -volt 16 watt bulb, "
Short-wave Receivers. Famous
3/6 each, post free, or 30/- per doz., carriage for over ten years. Improved one -valve
paid.
model now available. Complete kit of
accessories, with full incomponents,
dia., a structions-only
TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3/16 01. dia.
Hs., postage 6d. Easily
pair mounted on spring blades, also
In one hour. S.A.E. for free
high quality pure silver contacts 3/16 in. assembled
catalogue,-A.
L.
Bacchus, 109, Hartington
dia., also mounted on spring blades fit for

"FAIRVIEW,

Television Inquiry
Firm to Exploit Television
MR. ATTLEE announced in the House of Commons is announced that a large factory has, been acquired
by a radio firm which intends to put mass-produced
recently, that the 'Government had appointed a

tr

committee to consider the development of television television receivers on the market as soon as possible
after the war, and make recommendations.

Newspaper Radio Stations
THE U.S. Federal Communications Commission last
A month voted against any prohibition of the future
acquisition of radio stations by newspapers.

New Radio Sets
MR. DALTON, President of the Board of Trade, stated

after the war. The firm in question is Philco Radio and
Television Corporation of Great Britain, and they have
acquired control of Aero Engines, Ltd. For some time
Philco Radio have been conducting extensive research
in television in their laboratories in America.
European Daily Service Broadcasts
THE B.B.C.'s European Service broadcasts daily a

musical programme from 09.30-10.00 G.M.T. From
studios in London the Czechs are able to hear the music

recently that he hoped soon to announce the of Smetana, Sdk, Fibich and Janacek ; the Poles,
maximum prices of the new wireless sets shortly to be Moniuszko, Szymanowski and Maciejewski ; the Dutch,
available. The imported sets and the wartime sets van Dieron and Pijper ; the French, Roussel and Satie,
would be distributed to retailers on the basis of pre-war

and so on. But the European Service does not confine
itself to representing those countries HT which modem
music has especially flourished. Each of the small

trade.

European countries has at. one time or another been

represented by. at least one special musical programme.
Modem British works are not omitted from this cosmopolitan scheme. The peoples of Europe are able to tune

in not only to the music of established modern corn -

posers, but to representative works of fife younger
English' school, such as those of Benjamin Britten, Alan
Rawsthorne, Elizabeth Maconchy and others too numerous to mention. Many of these works have, in fact,

received their first performance in the broadcasts to
Europe.

Polish Girl Radio Commandos

is reported that several thousand Polish girls who
IT escaped before the German occupation have been
trained in Britain as radio commando troops in prepara-

tion for service in Europe after the Allied invasion forces
have landed. Many of the girls had previously served
as Signallers in the Polish army, and they had experience

of radio and telephone communications on. the battlefront in Poland. Their training base is in Scotland,

where they are serving in the Polish women's unit,

similar to the British A.T.S. Special mobile field radio
Stations, some of Polish design, will be operated by these
girls when they land in Europe. R.S.G.B. Membership

IT is interesting to note that during the year ended

September 30th, 1943, the membership of the Radio
Society of Great Britain increased from 4,48o to 5,835,
the total now being about 2,500 in excess of the record
pie -war year.
Mr. H. Taylor, of Mallard's Silica Valor Dept., has been awarded
the B.E.M. See paragraph on this Page..

Music for Occupied Europe

IN the occupied countries- the voices of many national
composers are stilled from Britain they are lifted

up and given back to the countries of their origin by
the B.B:C.
The European Service of the B.B.C. is essentially a

news service, providing Europe with accurate news and
information on the war and on world affairs generally.
Nevertheless, amid the iteration of political and military
truth there is regularly heard the voice of pure music.

London has been defined as the " clearing house for

music for the entire world," and it is here that the spirit
and meaning are kept alive of much music that would
seldom be heard -if German domination had 'its way.

Listening Schools

ACCORDING to a recent report it is likely that the
number of listening schools will reach 13,000 by
the end of the current school year. There were nearly
i r,000 schools registered at the beginning of the 1943-44
session.

B.E.M. Recipient

OF particular interest to the radio industry is the

award in the New Year Honours List of the British
Empire Medal ,to Mr. H. Taylor, foreman of the Silica
Valve Department at the Mullard factory, in recognition

of important work in connection with the war effort

Mr. Taylor has been with the company since its earliest

days; and it was actually 25 years ago that he started

the work on which he has since specialised. He is now
52 years of age and has a son with the Eighth Army in
Italy.

;
there is Road, London, S.W.B.
enough base to remove for other work.
Price the set of four contacts, 5/ -,.post free. RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
RESISTANCE MATS, size Sin. by Sin.,
FRED'S RADIO CABIN.
set of four, 80-80-150 and 690 ohms, to carry
COMPARE OUR PRICES.
to 1 amp. Price, set of four, 5/-, Post SOLDER, 115. reels, fine all -tin instrument
free.
solder, 3/6 lb., or 1 lb. reel, 1/-.
DETECTOR, New Type on
MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP, 100v. D.C. CRYSTAL
motor, " Keith Blackman," i H.P. tin. ebonite base, 2/8 each. CRYSTAL and

heavy duty, new and unused

inlet and outlet, gear type pump, in perfect
working order. Price 85. carriage paid
Ditto 22)v. D.C. motor, lib. mist and outlet.
Price 27/1010, carriage paid.
ROTARY CONVERTER. D.C. to A.C.
Input 22 volts D.C. Output 100 volts at 140
m/A. 90 cycle, single phase, ball bearing,
in first-class condition, no smoothing.
Price £3, carriage paid.

in metal box, 8d. each.
SLEEVLNG. 31d. per yard length, 1 doz.
Tubulars, 0.1 mfd., 9d. each, 8/6 doz., also
.01 mfd. at 04. each, 6!- doz.
SINGLE SCREEN CABLES. 8d. per yd.
AMPLION twin H.F. binocular chokes, 1,9.
INTERNATIONAL OCtal Base valve holders, 8d. each. 7/8 doz. UX 4 -pin 80.

7 -pin 8d., 6 -pin 8d., 7 -pin English 7d.
VOLUME CONTROLS. Less switch,
MASSIVE GUNMETAL WINCELcomplete NEW
with long spindle, 1 meg. 3/,

with long handle, for use with lin. wire CAN TYPE ELECTROLYTIC CONcable, weight 50 lbs., condition as new, DENSER. 200 mfd.. 20v. working, 3/3.
Price £3, carriage paid.
BRAIDED SI.EEVING, 2 rn.m., ed. per
ROTARY CONVERTER. D.C. to A.C..
input 24 volts, output 1,000 volts, 250 m/A
D.C. Choke and condenser smoothing fitted
to both input and output, condition as new.
Weight 8511)s. Price £10. carriage paid.
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size Iffin.
by lin. wound chrome nickel wire, resistance
2 ohms to carry 10 amps. Price 2/6, post
free.

yd. length, 5/8 doz.: 3 m.m., 80. yd. length,
7/ -dos.
COPPER WIRE, TINNED, 18, 20 gauge,
reel.

CONDENSERS,

.1

mfd.

5.000g.

wkg., 51 6.

CONDENSERS, straight, 3 -gang. large
spindle,

2!6

each.

MAINS DROPPERS. 0.2 amp. 3:6,

.3

PUSH B UTTON UNITS, 8 -way, 3/-,
-way, 3!- ; knobs. 20. each.
56155., double wound, 230 volts to 40 volts at 9HENLEY
" Electric Soldering Irons,
1,000 watts, £5 carriage paid..
new. Straight bit, 13/8 each. Pencil Bit,
lb. reel.
AMPMETER, switchboard type, Sin. dia., 14'8 each, Resin -cored solder,
for A.C./D.C., one reading 0-300 amps.; T.C.C. TUBULARS, brand new, 25 mfd.,
one reading 100 amps., either meter. 50/-.
T.C.C. BLOCK CONDENSERS. 100 mid.
carriage paid!
VOLTMETER, switchboard type, 81n. dia.. MA INS DROPPERS, with variable
for A.C./D.C., reading 0-50 volts. 50/,
sliders, total 1,000 ohms, .2 amp., 4,8 each.
RELAYS. Glass topped, ex G.P.O., mag- RESISTORS. 150,000 ohms 2watt. 10d. each
netic, very sensitive, high-grade contacts, TELSEN Illuminated Disc Drives, less
151- each.
knob,pA 21 ,! Nes ,
x lin.. 2,2 each.
Panels.ch 9in..
GALVOS, horizontal type. Silvertown MAINS DROPPERS.
" Metway " .3 amp,
model. 4M. dia., in good condition, price 15/ 750 ohms, completely covered in
ROTARY CONVERTER. 50v.13.C. input. variable,
10/- each.
A.C. output 75 volts at 75 milliamps, in porcelain.
must be Included. No C.O.D.
first-class condition. 30/- eachparriage paid. Postage
FOR BARBLOCK CONDENSERS, Mairsbridge type, FRED'S

TRANSFORMER, size 7 by 9 'by

5in.

GAINS, 75, Newington Butts, S.E.U.

paper. 8 mfd. 250 v., 5/- 4 mfd. 750 v.. 4/4 mid. 300 v., A.C.. 4/8 : 2 mfd. 260 v., 151 - EDE'S OFFERS. Condensers, tubular,
per doz., all post free.
test..05. 6d. ea., 5113 001:.004-002.
ELECTROLYTIC Condensers, 2,000 mfd. 1,000v.
Sid. ea.. 5/- doz. Asst'd Mica Condensers
12 v., 7:6 : 2,000 mfd. 25 v., 7/8. Post free.
(H.M.V.). 5'8 doz. Silver mica. asst'd

TRANSFORMER, 400 v. 3 phase to 230 v. values, 3/6 doz. Centralab vol. controls.
single phase, size overall, 18 x 16 x 8 in., 1 meg., long spindles, less switch, 32 ea.'
Resistances, i and I watt, 8 useful values,
weight approx. 2 cwts., 5 K.V.A.. £15.
TRANSFORMER Cores, will rewind for 3/8 doz. Mains droppers, with 2 vent sliders,
a 1 kW. Auto, present Windings not guaran- suit any set, 1,000 ohm, .2 amp.. 418.750 ohm.
.3 amp., 5/6. Little Maestro type. 5/8 ea.
teed. 22/8.
Bargain 2 I.F. trans. 110 ke. and
RECTIFIERS, Metal, type H.T. 9, 300 v., Special
oscillator coil, with all leads marked,
60 rn/A, 15/- H.T. 10, 200 v.- 100 miA,17/03
set. Tuning condensers for same,
W.6, 5/- ; type 120, 15/- L.T.9, 6 v.- 1 a., 10/316
ea.
Trimmer
Tool Kit. 14 asst'd spanners
10/- : A.4. 9 v.-2 a., 30/- ; large type, output and screwdrivers, in carrying case, 30/ approx. 100 v.-9 amp.. 20/-, all post free.
complete. Celestion Bin. P.M. Speakers,
PLEASE NOTE. -I would greatly appreciate with transformers, 28/8 car. pd. Orders
Price Lists or Catalogues of Radio and under 10!- add 6d. postage. Terms : Cash
Electrical Goods to replace those lost in or C.O.D.--K. H. Ede. " Eureka," Surrey
removal, postage or cost willingly refunded. Gardens, Effingham.

-VALVESThis is part of our current
stock of valves, and if all
their equivalents were mentioned it would be found
that we can supply either
exact valve or a suitable
replacement for almost any
Wherever possible
type.
please order C.O.D. Stamp
with enquiries, please.
PRICES STRICTLY B.O.T.
RETAIL.
21OHL, LD210 5,10 :
BATTERY.
HD24, TDD2A
;
LP2. P220, PM2A
912 ; 210SPT. 210VPT, 215SG, 220HPT,
22010T, HP210, KT2, KT24, PM12M,

PM22A. SP2. S215VM. VP2. VP2B, X22.
W21, Z21, 222 11/- ; 230XP 12/2 ; X24
12/10.

A/C TYPES. 2D4A 8,9 ; 904V, AC2HL,
MH4, MHL4 9/2; AZ1, AZ31, DW2,
DW4-500, IW4-350, MU14 11!-; AC044,
MH41, PX4, TDD4 11/7 ; AC/VP1.
ACiVP2, AC/Pen, AC2Pen, AC5Pen,
MVSPen, MVSPenB. PenA4, Pen4VA,
SP4, VP4, VP4B, VPT4 12/10 AC/TH1,
AC;TP14, FC4, MX40, TH4. T)E41, VHT4.
41MPG 14!- ; PenB4 14/8 ; Pen4DD
15/3 ; MP/Pen 182 ; FW4-500 18/3 ;
PX25, PP5/400 24/4 ; Pen428 302.
UNIVERSAL. 2D13A 9/2 CY1, 031,
URIC, UR3C. U4020 11/- 11133, TDD13C
'
CIA, C1.33.
11/7 8132, 9D2. 13SPA,
Pen36C, SP13, SP1320, VP13A, VP13C
12/10 ; PenDD4020 15/3.
MAZDA. HL23 5/10 UU5, 00)8.
UU7, VP23 11,- ; HI41DD. HL133DD
11/7; Pen45, SP41, TP23. VP41 12/10
PHIL TH233 14!- ; QP25. PenDD402
15/3.

E. TYPES. EM4 11,- EBC3, EBC33
CIA, CL33. EF9, EL3, EL33
11/7_,-

ECII2. ECH3. ECH35, EF5,
EF6, EEC% EL2 14/- EHL1, EBL31,
EL5 18/8: EI:35 182.
15/3
OZ4. 1A5, 1A6, 1A7,
AMERICAN.
1B5, 105, 1H5, 2A6, 2A7, 5U4, 5Y3,
5Z4, 6A3, 6A4, 6A6. SAGS, 6A7 conversion
6D6, 6C6, 6C8 6E6, 6F5, 6F6, 6E8, 6H8,
605, 6.17. 6K6, SK7, 6K8, 6L6, 5L7, 6P5,
6Q7. 6SC7, 65E7. 6V6, 6X5. 6Z5, 10,
12A5, 12Q7, 12SA7, 12SF5, 1255, 15.
19, 24, 25. 25A7, 25138, 25Y5 conversion, 2525 conversion, 25Z6, 32, 33, 34,

12/10 I

35, 37. 38, 46, 48, 49, 50, 53, 57, 71A, 75,
76, 78, 79, 80. 81, 85, 89. 185R8 (Ballast),
K55B and C (Ballast).

VALVES & ADAPTORS
In the few cases where we cannot supply
the exact valve or equivalent we can get

your set going with a valve and an

adaptor, the additional cost being 4/6.

SPARES

Kit of 12 Tools in American cloth

folder, very handy. 30/-.
LINE CORD. .3amp. 3 core 60 ohms,
per ft. extremely good quality 6/0 per
CELLULOSE CEMENT for
yd.
speaker, valve and most other repairs
51- large tin. " SERVLSOL," more
than a switch cleaner, 5'- tin. MAINS
TRANSFORMERS. 350-0-35-4 volt
heaters 29/3. VOLUME CONTROLS
with switch 7/8 VALVE EQUIVALENTS CHARTS 1/7 post free.

J. BULL & SONS
(Dent.

246, HIGH ST.,

HARLESDEN, N.W.IO
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SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS. " Sangame,

200-250 volts AC.. 50 c., self starting,

fitted reduction gears and extra gears,

ideal movements for time switches, electric

clotks. etc.. 22/6 the set.
MERCURY BREAK TRIP SWITCHES.
15-20 amps.a enclosed Bakelite on metal
saddles, 2 1:10 by 7,10. Terminal block,
ete., 61!6 each.
FINE LENSES, 1 - Inch Focus Combined
Taking and Projecting 3.5 and 1.9, fitted
Iris Diaphragm, nickel plated mounts. ideal
for soundheads. 36 each. Terms, cash with
order.
H. FRANKS, Scientific Stores, 58, New

Oxford Street, W.C.1. 'Phone. Museum 9594.
Following for Callers Only. -Large selection
of differential reduction gears, meters,

relays, etc.. etc. .
AMATEUR selling up. Dozens of components. battery and mains chassis.
complete kits. electrolytics, speakers,
meters, etc. S.A.E. for list -Stanford.
48. Hastings Avenue, Ilford. Essex.
REWINDS. -Mains from 25!-, output
from 8/-, field coils 9/Pick-up coils,
Armatures, promptly executed. Philips
:

and Ekco D.C.
Converters bought,
sold, exchanged.
Valves, B.V.A. and
American.
Send S.A.E. for List. A. D. S. Co.. 251-3-5, Lichfield Road. Aston,
Birmingham, 6
EXPERIMENTERS Surplus includes
Short-wave Components. A.C. Power Packs,
Loudspeakers. Transformers. Chokes. Con-

densers, Valves. Sell cheap to clear. Please
state requirements. Stamped envelope. Young, 134, Old Shoreham Road, Southwick,
Sussex.
VALVE Tester for sale (Weston). Excellent
condition. £12 or near offer. -Appleton.
Colyers Hill, Mersham, Ashford, Kent.
WANTED. -2 " Weco " Midget Valves. Write 2/Lt. Butcher. 77, Sompting Road.
Worthing. Sussex.
WANTED. -Rotary Converter, any size. Hull, 221, City Road, E.C.1.
WANTED Ferranti (OPM.6) Transformer.

-Hardwick, 4, Newport Road. Stafford.
AMERICAN Valves. most types available
at B.O.T. prices. C.O.D. Orders accepted,BM/PLWC, London, W.C.1.

12 ELECTROLYTICS, 16 mid. 500 wkng.
Can type. Exchange for Gram. Cabinet or
10 in 1.000 ohm Spkr.-12. Clares Lane,
Oakengates, Wellington, Shropshire.
TAYLOR METER, Model 90. 32 ranges
with instruction book and special resistance
One owner. Perfect condition. £12. no
offers.-Etchells. 48. Liverpool Street,
Reddish, Stockport, Ches.
SOUTHERN RADIO'S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
STANDARD TELEPHONE Carbon Microphone Inserts. 4/- each.

SCREWS and NUTS, assorted, gross of
each (2 gross in all). 10/SOLDERING TAGS, including spade
ends, 6/- gross.
2 MFD. CONDENSERS, Post Office Upright, paper type. Used, but fully guaranteed. High working voltage, 2/6 each.
PIIILCO 3 -point Car Aerials, excellent for
short-wave and home aerials. 7/6.
LIMIT TONE ARMS, Universal fitting,
for Sound Boxes and Pick-up Heads, 10/-.
ACE " P.O.' Microphones, complete with
Transformer. Ready for use with any
Receiver. 7/6.

CIRCULAR MAGNETS, very powerful,
limns. diameter by lin. thick. 1/6 each.
ERIE RESISTANCES. Brand New. Wire
Ends. I , 1.1 and 2 watts. Mostly low values
but a very useful selection. 100 RESISTANCES for 30/-.
M MICA MASTER CONDENSERS, 28 Capacities in one, from .0001, etc.,

etc., 4,- each,
SPECIAL OFFER OF LATEST RADIO
PUBLICATIONS :
RADIO VALVE MANUAL. Equivalent
and Alternative American and British
Types, with all necessary data, 3,6.
RADIO CIRCUITS. Fully illustrated.
Receivers. Test Equipment. etc., etc., 2/-.
SERVICES SIGNALLING MANUAL.
International Code, Morse, etc., etc., V-.
RADIO MANUAL. Formulas, Tables,
Colour Code. etc., V-.
CRYSTALS (Dr. Cecil), 6d. With Cats -

AFTER
THE WAR!
The itrIVRTIOP in Radio Technique after

the war will offer unlimited opportunities of high pay and secure nista for
those Radio Engineers who have had the
foresight to become technically qualified. How you can do this quickly and
easily in your spare time is frilly explained in our unique handbook.

Full details are given of A.M.LE.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds Exami.
and particulars of up-to-date courses
in Wirelesa Engineering, Radio
Servich.g, Snort Waves, Television,
Mathematics, etc., etc.
We guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEE."
Prepare for to -morrow's opportunities
and port -war competition by sending for
this very informative 112 -page guide
NOW -FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH

INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 242),
17, Stratford Place. London, W.1.

Single Screened
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VALVES. Comprehensive selection of
British and American Valves in stock.
Your enquiries invited.
MIDGET COILS. Midget aerial and H.F.
medium and long wave, T.R.F. coils, ideal
for T.R.F. midget receivers, 11/- pair.
MIDGET receiver chassis, drilled for four
valves, 101 by 6 by tins., grey, first class
heavy quality, 9/6.
MIDGET LY. smoothing Chokes. 50/60
ma., 7(6.
MIDGET speaker transformers (Pen.), 7/6.
MIDGET KNOBS, highly polished, black
ditto brown, and standard knobs. liins..
9d., 8/- doz.
MIDGET rotary switch, S.P.D.T., 3/6.
UNIVERSAL mains droppers for all
receivers, 1,000 ohms. 0.2 amp., fitted two

Vol. XX.

ditto taps. 950 ohms, 0.2 amp., and 800 ohms
0.3 amp., 7/6.
FIELD COILS. Replacement field coils.
for standard 8in. M.E. speakers, also

r

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Prim.. 200/

220/240. Out., 350-350.4 v., 2 amp.. 4 v. 4 amp..

mounting.

Amphenol, Mazda octal, paxolin, Mazda
octal, international octal. English, 5 and 'I
cerning all Courses.
pin, American 4, 5, 8 and 7 pin, all at 9d.
8!- doz.
THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (LL.D.) each,
LLNE CORD. 50 ohms per foot. 0.3. amp..
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
3 way, 6/- yard.
Licence to export to N. Ireland. Send for
Candler Se'/, -e, Co., Deaver, Colorado, U.S.A.
comprehensive list. 21d. stamp with all
enquiries. please. Postage on all orders.

- RELAYS
range
of
Relays
includes a variety of
The

wide
Lon den

(Stepney Green 1334.)
VALVES. -Most types in stock, Including :

5Z4. 80, 1D8, UU5, 431p. DW4500 at 11/-.
Postage extra, S.A.E. with enquiries. Radio Supply, 27, High Street, South
Walden, Essex.

by

AIR MINISTRY
M.A.P.
ADMIRALTY

SITUATIONS VACANT

Ask for details and
leaflet SPNIPW.

0. GREENLICK, 34. Bancroft Roark
Cambridge Heath Road, London, E.1.

EBL1. EBL31, Pen4DD./AC5PenDD, PenDD
402) at 15/3. VP13C, VP13A, SP13C, Pen360,
36, at 12/10. URIC, CY1, 1D5, 5Y3, 35Z4.

TYPES APPROVED

Relay ML (for D.C. only).

L ON D E X LTD.

Anerley Works. 207. Anerley Road,
London, S.E.20.

'Phone 8 Y D 6235/9

" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "FREE 112 -page guide to training for

A.M.I.E.E., and all branches
of Engineering and Building. Full of advice
for expert or novice. Write for free copy
and make your peacetime future secure.B.I.E.T. (Dept. 24213), 17, Stratford Place,

London, W.1.

TUITION
Makes 30

MORSE CODE the Candler way.
important tests. LEARN
A.CID.C. Used See advertisement on this page.
everywhere by Electricians, RADIOLOCATION.-Students of both
Wiremen, and Service Sexes trained for important War -time
Engineers. Interesting booklet "A 24" on Appointments. Also for
Peace -time Careers
testing, free. From all wholesalers or direct. in all branches of Radio and Television.
RUNBAKEN - MANCHESTER - I Boarders accepted. Deferment of calling -up
arranged.
Male Students accepted for
Merchant Navy Course up to 18th Birthday.
inclusive fees. College in ideal
Wire, dozen yards 10/-; Metal Cased Con- Low
surroundings.
2d. stamp for
densers, .1, .1, .1. 2/6 : POWER RHEO- peaceful
- Wireless College. Colwyn
STATS, Cutler -Harmer. 30 ohms., 4/6 ; prospectus.
POINTER KNOBS, instrument type, fin. Bay.
spindle hole, Black or Brown, 1/- each : THE Tultionary Board of the Institute of
Push -Button SWITCHES. 3 -way, 4/- ; 8 Radio Engineers have available
way, 61-. (complete with knobs). Bakelite Practical
Study Courses covering elementary,
Escutcheon Plates for 8 -way P.B. Switches. Home
theoretical, mathematical, practical and
1/6 ; Knobs for P.B. Switches, 6d. , Coil laboratory tuition In radio and television
Formers, Ceramic and Paxolin. 12 assorted engineering ; the text is suitable coaching

Ger rd

611

matter for I.P.R.E. Service entry and
progressive exams ; tuitlonary fees --at
pre-war rates -are moderate. The Syllabus
of Instructional Text may be obtained, post
free. from the Secretary, Bush House,
Walton Avenue. Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.

( and PRACTICAL TELEVISION
tslitot fa.caloa fto

BY THE EDITOR

Another factor which impinged upon the problem was
that the public, knowing that television was still being
developed, did not feel inclined to spend a large sum of
money on a television receiver if it was likely to go out
retard the expansion of television in pre-war days were of date within a few months. There was a wait and see
mainly economic and not technical, but they were not policy. Had the B.B.C. given snore television proentirely so. Tens of thousands of pounds have been grammes there would have been a larger demand, and
,readily forthcoming for the experimental work of a financial backers would not have been slow to perceive
costly character, inevitable with the birth of a new the possibilities. Unfortunately the war caused the
5939 Radiolympia to close before the completion of its
science.
It is a matter for debate whether that money was intended run, and the television programmes were
wisely spent, or whether the right personnel were picked discontinued largely, but not entirely, because the
for the experiments. It is our view that television in its signals from Alexandra Palace could be used by enemy

IN a survey of post-war television presented in the
I form of a paper before the Institution of Electrical
Engineers some interesting, if debatable, points are
raised. We agree that some of the factors tending to

useful as windings for L.F. chokes, 5/-,
48/- doz.
DIALS, three wavebands, short, medium

and ditto, 6.3 v. and 5 v., 35/-.
VALVEHOLDERS. Chassis

EVERY MONTH.
APRIL, 1944.
No. 454.

12th YEAR
CF ISSUE

Post-war Television

porcelain former, fixing feet, superior lob.

TRAINING

FREE

177

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

MORSE CODE

" BOOK OF FACTS"
It gives full details con-

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Pradlcall Nirollng

variable taps, 4/6: 750 ohms, 0.3 amp.,
ditto, taps. 5/6 : heavy quality dropper.

and long, station names. in colours, Ivorine,
7 by 4ins.. 1/6.
WIRE WOUND potentiometers, 2,000 chins
6/8.
SPEAKERS. 5in. P.M. with transformer (Pen.), 32/6 ; 8in. P.M. with transformer (Pen.). 35/- ; Rola, Bins., less trans..
P.M., 27/6; ditto, less trans., M.E.. 2,000
30/- R. and A. Bins., with trans.
There are Candler Morse, ohms,
M.E., 1,500 ohms, 37/6.
Code Courses for (Pen.),
BOLTS. 4 B.A. brass round heads,
Beginners and NUTS,
6/6 gross, 2 gross in all. 6 RA., cheese
heads, brass. sheradised. 5/- gross.
Operators.
HEAVY DUTY L.F. smoothing chokes.
solid construction, a first class job, 80 ma.,
SENO NOW
500 ohms, 12/6: 120 ma.. 200 ohms, 15!-.
FOR THIS

Whisker, 9d. ; COMPLETE CRYSTAL
DETECTORS. 2/6 ; TELSEN REACTION sizes, 716 ; 20 Assorted Tubular Condensers,
CONDENSERS. .0001, 119; TELSEN
LARGE DISC DRIVES. Complete Boxed up to .1. 15/- ; 24 Assorted Mica Condensers,
12/6. Hundreds More Bargains.
(Type W184). 2/6.
25 YARDS PUSH -BACK INSULATED
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
WIRE, 5/- ; Insulated Sleeving. assorted,
48, Lisle Strera e t. Lon53.ond, W.C.

Yard lengths. 3/6 doz.
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early days gained too much publicity before it was
ready, and that public money was subscribed before a

aircraft for direction finding.
The cessation of those programmes in our view has
receiver providing reasonable entertainment was ready been a good thing for television ; it has given the techfor the market. If we are right in this assumption it is nicians over four years with which to perfect the
obvious that the shareholders would not receive dividends, transmitting and receiving systems, and this time there
and human nature being what it it shareholders have a can be no possible excuse of lack of financial support,
natural reluctance to continue to put money into a for the experiments have almost'entirely been conducted
concern which they feel will not yield reasonable returns ; at Government expense. We think, therefore, that the
or if they feel that the long-term policy between invest- author of the paper has based one of his arguments on a
false premise in stating that television was retarded
' tnent and yield is too long.
That really is a summary of the position. Perhaps, due mainly by economic factors. If television had been
to the somewhat exaggerated claims for television in its reasonably perfected, -the Money would have been
early days by writers in the daily press, a disservice was available. As it is, large sums of money have been lost
rendered to the development of television from which by shareholders.
It follows that the author is similarly wrong in
The public had the
it really never recovered.
' impression that television in a really perfect form was assuming that the post-war reconstruction of a television
After
the
first
public
service
is mainly an economic problem, although we
almost ready for production.
company was formed a number of 3o -line television, agree that it would be helpful if a statement on post-war
receivers were marketed on the strength of a very' television could be made as soon as possible on Government attitude towards radio broadpoor transmission from the B.B.C.
casts generally, and television in
for a few hours a week. We think
1
particular. No one can lay posteveryone will agree that those
Editorial and Advertisement Offices :
war plans until the Government has
"Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd.,
receivers lacked entertainment
Tower House. Southampton StreM, Strand,
done this. , But then this applies
value although they did arouse
'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
W.C.2.
to all other industries. Until we
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
scientific interest.
We think,
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
have won the war it is going to be
therefore, that the real reason
Canadian Magazine Post.
difficult for the Government to
behind the comparatively slow
The Editor trill be pleased to consider
announce a policy, and quite rightly
articles of a practical nature suitable for
development of television was
it
believes that it must not spend
publication in PRAOTI,AL WIRRLIISO. Such
technical rather than economic, in
articles should be ICri On OR one side of the
too much time thinking of post-war
paper
only,
and
should
contain
the
noose
and
that the B.B.C. did not see its way
industry, although it has a lively
address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does
clear at that stage to devote more
eye in that direction.
not hold kintsdf responsible for manuscripts,
seers effort will be.inack to return them if a
programme time to it. Obviously,
We agree with the statement of
stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed.
if there are very few programmes
opinion that for the first year of
All correspondence intended for she Editor
the demand for television receivers
Mould he addressed : The Editor, Prianztrm.
the recommencement of television
Wimmusa, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Rouse,
mill be correspondingly small, and
it will be necessary for the GovernSouthampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
if there is a small demand turnover
Oa'/rig to the rapid progress in the design of
ment to subsidise the building and
apparatus and to our efforts to keep
will be small, and profits small. I wireless
transmitting of television transour readers in Muck with the latest develop
Thus, the economic difficulty is a
mitters. No one will be allowed -to
searranty that apparatus
mente, me glee
sf

T

secondary, not a prime matter.

One follows the other,
Later, the High Definition programmes were instituted end these

described in our columns is not the subject
of letters paten'.

I

- Copyright in ail drawings. photographs and

.

gave manufacturers a chance to

'market receivers giving reasonably
'good results, although the public,

in view of the restricted range of
the television programmes, did -not
buy them in large quantities. The

television service really only
served
the
Home
Counties.

articles published in I'RACTICAL WIRELNSO is

specifically reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Revue Convention and the
U.S.A. Reprodurtions or imitation* of any

of thew am therefore expressly forbidden.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS incorporates" Amateur
Wireless."

I

The fact that goods made of raw materials
in Mort supply owing to war conditions are
advertised in this paper should not be taken
as an indication that they are nereseartip
mailable for export

transmit programmes except the
B.B.C., and it is only right therefore
that they should bear part of the
cost of 'developing receivers for
those programmes. It is a possibility that in order to provide this
money the wireless licence will be
increased.
It is one of the few
things which has not increased
during the war, and we do not
think that any listener is likely to
object to an increase.

Practical Wirele;ss

SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SZRVICE
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

PRECISION

No. of

P. J. C.. in's A.O. Superhet 4
F. J. Ca.111111'8 Universal £4 Super het .t

Blueprint.

CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, ed. each.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS

.

1927 Crystal Receiver.'..-

-

The ".Junior" Crystal Set
STRAIGHT SETS.

All -Wave Unipen (Pentode)
..
Beginners' One -salver
.
The Pyramid " One -valuer (BF

93

Two -valve : Blueprint, ls.

" Avo " Instruments by their
simplicity, extreme versatility
and high accuracy, make pos-

Electrical Measuring Instrument
D.C.
I3 -range
A high-grade

which is the essential feature
of profitable servicing and

Hatt Mark CaCiaD,LIaien (RC))
F J. G.mm'S Silver Souv'enir (11F
Pen, ir (row, Fent (All -Wave

Extensively used by radio
manufacturers, service engineers and throughout in-

ance. Supplied in casewith leads,

test prods and crocodile clips.

Universal

AvoMinor

dustry, they set a recognised
standard of accuracy and fine
workmanship by which other
instruments are judged.

Electrical Measuring Instrument
A 22 -range A.C.ID.C. moving

coil precision meter providing
direct readings of A.C. voltage,
voltage, current and
D.C.
resistance. Supplied with leads,
test prods and crocodile clips.

Summit Three (HP; Peliatt. Pen)

All Pentode Three Dv Pen, D

maintenance.

meter providing direct readings
of voltage. current and resist-

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

that economy of time

sible

The D.C. AvoMinor

PW7tia

Selector Battery Three (ll, 110'

-

-

Three)

Sole

Proprietors and Manufacturers :-

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.,

LTD.

'Phone : VICtoria 3104-7

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1

liatteuT All -Wave Three (D, 2 LP

The Monitor (HP Pen, D, Pen) .
(RC))

The Tutor Three (HP Pen, D, Pen)
The Centaur Three (SG, I), P)
The " Colt " All -Wave Three (D,

.

.

Nucleon Clues B Pour (SG, D

Mains Resistances. 660 ohms .3A, tapped 360

(SG), LP, Cl. B)

F,

MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS

GoodMaigs 31in. P.M. Speaker, 15 ohms Voice Coil,
30a.

Rola 61in. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms Voice Coil, 25/-.
Rota Bin. P.M. Speaker, 3 ohms Voice Coil, 25/-.
Above speakers are less output transformer.

Pentode Output Transformers, 31 watts, price
each.

10,6
Celestion
or Plessey Pan. P.M. Speakers, 29/6.
Celestion 10in. P.M. Speaker, 49,6.

The above speakers are fitted with output transformers.

.0003 elf.. Differential,

Battery Hall -Mark -4 (HF Peu,

A.me" AllWave 4 (HP Pen, D

4-

10-100 in.,

quiries must be accompanied by
a 21c1. stamp.

52/6.

61111, panel mounting, split knob type 2 -point
on/off, 2/- each. DP on/off, 3/6.
Valve Screens, fbr International and U.S.A. types,

eh

Binocular, 11.5.,

1'2e e a

16.

Resin-coed Solder, 71d. per coil.
Push -Backs Connecting Wire, 214.

VOLUME
CONTROLS
Carbon type, 20,000,

019. each.
Morse. The Premier OscillatOr supplied. complete and 2 meg.,
type, a,000,
with valve, on steel chassis, price 27/6 Practice Carbon
key, 313. TX key, 5:10. Sup'er Key, U. 6. 3 -Henry 10,000, 4}6 seta. Mire
and
Chokes (as used in Oscillator), 10/a High-pitched wound type, 5,000
10,000 ohms, 5 ,6 each.
Buzzer, adjustable note, 1:11 each.

Send for details of other radio
accessories available. All en-

Chromium Collapsible Type Microphone Stand,

per yard.
Sy stoflex Sleeving, 2mm., 216 per doz. yards.
Screened Braided Cable. Single, 1/3 per yard.
Twin. 16 peg yard.

7 -pin Ceramic Chassis Mtg. EngliSh Type Valve Valve Amphenol Octal Chassis Mounting English
holders, International type. 1/3 each.
type, Octal, 1/3 each.
(Amherst 4723)

CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. (Central 2833)

One -valve : Blueprint, Is.

PW17

Two -valve :.Blueprints, is. each:
Melody Ranger Two (D. Trans)..
Full -volume Two (SG dot. Peel..
A Modern Two-valver
Three -valve :.Blueprints, ls. each:
£5 Os. 8.G. 3 (SG, D, Trans)
..
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)..

Selector A.C. Radiogram

PW9e.

Pen)
..
" W.31." (1934 Standard Three

PW18.

1935 66 to, Battery Three (SG:
D, Pen) ..

PW19'

Three -valve : Blueprints. /s. each.
Double -Diode -Triode Three. (HP

Pen, DDT, Pen)
..
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) ..
AC. Three (SG, D, Pen)
..
A.C. Leader (HE Pen, D, pow)

PW23.
PIV25.
PW29
PW350.
PW35B.
PW36A

D.C. Premier (131` Pen, D, Pen)..
Unique (11F Pen, D (Pen), Pen)..
F. J. Gamin's A.C. All -Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (DE Pen, D. Pen)

PW50.

" All -Wave " A.G. Threee (D, 2
LF (EC)) .
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (11F Pen, HF
Pen, Westector, Pen) ..
Mains Record All -Wave 3 (111F
Pen, D, Pen) ..
Fonr-valve : Blueprints Is. each.
A.C. Fury Pour (SG, SG, D, Pen)

PW5-P
P1156

.

AC. Fury Four Super (SO, SO,

Pen) -

Hall -Mark (HP` Pen, D,.,
Push -Pull)
..

(SG,
D, Pen))63
35. Three (SO, D, Trans)

PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
..
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) -.
Minitube Three (00, D, Tram) .
All -wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. ed. each.

65s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)

Self-contained Four (SO, D, LF,

Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D,

LF, Trans)
£5 5s. Battery Four (Hy, 1), 2LF)
The ILK. Four (SG, SG. D, Pen)
The Auto Straight Four (HF, Pen,
HE, Pen, DDT, Pen)

--

F. J. Canun's " Limit All -Wave
Four (HP Pen, D, LF, P)

PW20.

New Class B Five (2 SG, D, LP

PW67.

SITPERHETS

Battery Sets

P1140

-

D.C. £5 Superhet ('three -valve)-

PW52.
PW43.
PW42.

.514 43U.

A W388

-------

kw:492
1131409"

AW412.

AW422.

A11435.
WO19.71

WM327
337

.1111351.
WM354
1124371
W31389

WM393

WM396.
W34400

Main Sets : Blueprints, Is. oath.
lleptode Super Three A.C.

--

W50395'1

WM359.

PORTABLES

Four -valve : Blueprints,' ls. ed. each.
Holiday Portable (50, 1), LF,
Class B)

Tyers Portable (SG D, 2 Trans.)

AW393.

--

AW447
1VM367

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
- One -valve : Blueprints, la. each.
S.W. One -valve for America ..
AW429.
Roma Short -Waver
..
AW452

--

Two -valve a Blueprints, ls. each.
Ultra -short Battery Two (SG, det
Pen)

-7

1131402."
AW440

Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (a,
Trans, Super-regen)
The Cartier Short -waver

6031331

W)1350
1511381.
WM384

WM320
WM344

WM390

Superhet : Blueprint. le. ed.
Simplified Short-wave Super

-

W31383.

-

WM3,97.

AW436

Maim Operated
Two -valve : BluePrints,
each.
Two -valve Maim Short -waver (1),
Pen) A.C.

Three -valve : Blueprints, ls.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
Fora -valve- : Blueprints, Is. ed.

Standard Four -valve A.C. Short waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
..

AW453*

-

WM352

WM391.

MISCELLANEOUS

S.W. One -valve Converter (Price

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6)
Listener's 5 -watt A.C. Amplifier
(1/6)

Radio Unit (2v.) for 101392 (1/-)
Harris Electrogram artery am..
Plifier (1/-)

-De Luse Concert AC. Eleetre
New Style Short-wave Adapter

-

AW329
1155387.
-

WM392.
WM398.
r

1111399.

tral403.
-

W31388
-

Short-wave Adapter (1a)
BiL.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)

AW403

AW4.38

.

(SO,

Four -valve : Blueprints, is. ed. each,
A.W. Short-wave World-beater
RC. Trans)
Standard Four-valvei Short -waver
(SG, D, LF, P)

AW370

WM404.

Mains Operated,
Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each,
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) A.C.
Economy A.C. Two (D, Tram) A.C.
Three -valve : Blueprints, is, each.
Home Lover's Nose AB -Electric
Three (SG, D, Trans)
Ilantovani A.C. Three (FLP. Pen,

The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Converter (1/')

AW456

WM405.

-

WM406a-

WM408"

WM986.

FREE

AW383.
Wh1374

£15 150. 1936 A.C. Radiogram

All -Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) ..
Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (111`,
Pen D, LF, P)

SUPERELETS

Batten, Sets : Blueprints, ls, ed. each
'Varsity Four
The Request All -Wave)

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

WIL140

Four -valve : Blueprints, ls. ed. each.

W.C.2.

Home-made Coil Two (0, Pen) ..

Super -quality Five (2 Mr. WW1,

Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LP

PW47'

AW427
AW44

AW387*

Five -valve : Blueprints, lajd.anieli,

PW70.

PW4O.

..

: Blueprints Is. each.
1,5 Superhet (Three-salve) F. J. Camm's 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Seta : Blueprints Is. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve)

lir48a?

PW34D

Universal Hall MarkPen,
Pen
(HF
Push -Pull)

Transportable Three (0G, D, Pen)
Simple -Tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
Economy Pentode. Three (SG, D,

House, Southampton Street, Strand,

Trans)

B.B.C. Special One-valver

£5 Os. 'Three De Lane Version
(SG, D. Trans) ..
.
.

Send (preferably) a postal order to

cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower

Family Portable (HF, ll, RC,

Battery Operated.

.

A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)

PW86.

-

PW89

Mains Operated

Two -valve : Blueprints, Is. each,

'

ALL POST ORDERS TO: JUBILEE WORKS,167, LOWER CLAPTON Rem.
LONDON, E.S.

111? Pen) D. Pen (RC))

A.C.

MAGAZINE'
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set
1934 Crystal Set ,
150 -mile Crystal Set

STRAIGHT SETS.

PW83

W .M. to ll,'ireiess Magazine.

PW77'

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS

'

(Pen), LF, Cl. B)
The " Admiral" Four (11F Pen,

-

PW65

MISCELLANEOUS

PW137

D, Push -Pull)

SWITCHES

H.F. CHOKES

Blueprint, Is.
S. W. Converter -Adapter (1 valve)

PW24B
FW340

Fury -Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)

CHASSIS
NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS
180+60 a60 ohms, 5/6. 1.000 ohms, .2A, tapped at
-coated steel, un4- and 6 -pin types now have octal pin spacing and Lead
900,800, 700, 600, 500 ohms, 516.
drilled, leis. a Sin. x
will fit International Octal valve -holders.
28in., price 7/- each.
PREMIER 1 VALVE DE LUXE
6 -pin Type
4 -pin True
x ern. a alin.,
16in.
Price
2 -volt
Price Type Range
Type Range
each. 20in. a Sin. a Battery Model S.W. Receiver, complete with
9.15 rn.
... 2/6 8/6
06
9.15 111. ... 2/6
Valve,
4 Coils, Covering 12-170 metres. Built on
04
06A 12.26 m.
... 2/6 2lin., price 10;6 each.
12.26 m. ... 2,6
steel chassis and panel'. Bandspread tuning, 55, 04A
06B
22.47
m.
2'62/6
22.47 m.
I.F.
including tax.
C4B
06C 41.94 m.
2/6 TRANSFORMERS
2,6
41.94 m.
040
PREMIER MICROPHONES
... 2'6
06D 76.170
76.170 m.... 2/6
041)
Iron -cored 410.470 Transverse Current Mike. High-grade large
150-350 m.
3/04E
acts, plain and with
Chassis Mounting
output unit. Response 45-7,500 cycles. Low hiss
255-550 m.
04F
flying
lead,
7/6
each.
Octal Molders
41490-1,600 rn.
Level, 23/-.
04G
Premier Super -Moving Coil Mike. Permanent
101d. each.
1.000-2,000 fn. 410411
BAKELITE
Magnet model requiring no energising. SensiNew Premier 3 -Band S.W. Coil, I1-25, 25-38,
DIELECTRIC
tivity 56db. Impedance 25 ohms. Excellent
38-86 m.. 4;9.
reproduction of speech and music, 26/6/-.
REACTION
Rotary Wave Change, to snit above, 1/6.
Microphone
Transformers, 10/6 each.
bore,
78ach.d.
each.
CONDENSERS
t
Coup
sin.
lborin.,
Blexiblerass Shaf
Crystal Mike. Response is flat from 50-5,500 cycles
e, 1/6 e
Couplers
.0001 mt.. 1/3.
with a slightly rising characteristic to 8,060
.0003 lid,
cycles. ,Output level is minus 60db. Price 39/6.
.0005 mf., 21Meaoh.
.

" Imp " Portable 4 (D,. LF LP

TWOS

Push -Button"

iodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless.

.

F. J. Camm's ELF Three -valve
Portable HIE Pen, D, Pen) ..
Parrs Flyweight Midget Portable
(SG, D, Pen) ..
Four -valve
Blueprint, ls.

PW82a

The" Hurricane " All -Wave Three

J. Camm's "

Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.

PW53
PW61
PW62
PW64

PW84

(0GD, (Pen). Pen)

PW68.

PORTABLES

PW53

(DP Pen, D. Pen) ..
F. J. Camm's " Sprite " Three
(HE Pen, I), TM)
..
F.

The Band -Spread S.W. Three
(HF Pen, I) (Pen). Pen)

PW39
PW48

PW72.

The index letters which precede -the

Blueprint Number indicates the per-

P563,

Trans))

TWOS

2 LP (RC & Trans))
The " Rapids " Straight 3 ID,
2 LF (BC & Tram)) ..
F. J. Camm's Oracle All -Wave
Three (HF, Det, Pen)

Three (HPIPen, I) (Pen), Tet)
Fear -valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Beta Universal Four (SO, D, LF,

PREMIER RADIO

PWIS

-

1938 " Trilrand " All -Wave Three

Orders can now only be accepted which
beat a Government Contract Iumber and
Priority Rating.

PW95.

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and

PW49.

(...oneo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
1936 Sonotone Three -Four (SF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Fen)

Button 4, A.C._Maim Modell -

One -valve

PW31;.,

The Signet Two (D & I F)

P1173.

of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint,

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
Blueprint, Is.
Simple S.W. One -salver
PW88'
Two -valve : Blueprints, la. each.
Midget Short-wave Is -c (D, Pen)
PW38A.
The " Fleet " Short-wave TWO
(D (HE Pen), Pen)
PW91.
Three -valve : Blueprints, Is. each:
Experimenter's Short-wave Three
(SG, I), Pow)
.
PW30A"
.

-- PW83,

Pool

size.
The issues containing
descriptions of these Sets are now out,

P1159

Double -sided Blueprint, Is. ed.
..,"
u shavalve
Button 4. Battery Model ..

Battery Operated

One -valve : Blueprints, ls. each.

Regd. Trade Mark.

-

Q0- ,ulitone " Universal 'Four

PW71.
PW94.

THESE blueprints are drawn full

-

8131401

WM329
WM386

ADVICE
BUREAU

COUPON

I This coupon is available 'until

April I
I.

1

1944, and must accompany all
Queries and Hints.

1

PRACTICAL WIRELESS, APRIL; 1944

I

e

10th,

All applientions res'pectuis Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT DIRECTOR.,
GEORGE allaWNES, LTD.. Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London. 60X.2. Telephone : Temple- Bar 4363.

tRACT.ICA I, WIRELESS, APRIL, 1944

A UNIVERSAL TWO-VALVE MIDGET
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR COPY Of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES ?
Whatever your age or experience-whether you are one of the ",old school " or a newcomer
to Engineering anxious to hold your position in the more difficult days of peace-you must
read this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains an:r+ other intensely interesting noster, particulars of B.Sc.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.M.I.C.E.,
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL SERVICE, and other important Engineering' Examinations,
outlines courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL,

AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL and PRODUCTION

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
ENGINEERING,
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP,
BUILDING (the great after -war career), R.A.F. MATHEMATICS, MATRICULATION, etc., and explains the unique advantages of our Employment Department.

NO PASS - NO FEE

Vol. 20.

No. 454

VIE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
If you arc earning less than
a week you cannot afford to miss reading "ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES-" ; it tells you everything you want to know to make your future secure
and describes many chances you are now missing. In your own interest we advise you to

write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts NOW - FREE and without
obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, IS & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I.

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADINB;rotorrpTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

Atf-e

AL GENERATOR
genew and

\iiiikyia

HIS
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e

improved:1

generator operates from A.C.

\\\,..:\z.\\kk

Mains and covers a total

.

range from 100 Kilocycles to
46 Megacycles in six wavebands, the
dial being directly calibrated in

frequency. The output is smoothly
variable up to approximately
Microvolts, and either
100,000
internal modulation at 400 Cycles
or external modulation can be
used. Iron cored coils are used on
all bands. The instrument is thoroughly screened and a mains filter
is

fitted, reducing radiation to a

minimum. A screened output lead
is supplied with 'every instrument
together with a book of instructions.
Price 114 14s. Od. complete.

We. da lesie 81 1 '3,84870 00.a.
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Ivy technical brochure to

419-424, Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks
Telephone.: Slough 21381 (4 fines).

Triple Purpose Pushbutton
Unit
for
Radio,
Records and Microphone,

A

.

'Grams : "raglan," Slough
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